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SUMMARY

This thesis considers the question of self-representation in the art and literature of nineteenth-century 

France and Belgium. The evolution from the mirror to the mask as a means of representing self is 

discussed through three case studies, focusing on the work of Charles Baudelaire, Odilon Redon and 

James Ensor. The mirror, as referred to in this study, serves as an analogy for mimesis and 

representationalism, while the mask refers to non-representational art. Three ideas are at the core of the 

discussion: the crisis of the self, the advent of modernity and the role of caricature. The approach is 

interdisciplinary, drawing upon art and literary criticism, as well as on critical theory and psychoanalysis.

The first chapter considers the notion of self-fictionalization in Baudelaire. The first section begins 

with the idea of art mirroring life in the poet’s novella, La Fanfarlo. The mirror of reality which the author 

purports to uphold actually reveals an elaborate form of masking through the protagonists of the text. The 

second section develops on the idea of the mask in terms of Baudelaire’s prose poems and his writings on 

the comic. The description of the actor, in De I’essence du rire , as he who is able to embrace otherness, 

while keeping his (own) self intact, is discussed in relation to Baudelaire’s relationship with his poetic 

personae in Le Spleen de Paris. It is in the poet’s Joumaux intimes, along with his own drawings and 

caricatures, discussed in the final section, that the fictional and fragmented nature of Baudelaire’s self

representation best reveals itself. In these works, Baudelaire’s theorization of modernity and the 

importance he attributed to the grotesque fuse to reflect the changing configurations of the self.

Where in Baudelaire, masking takes the form of fictionalization, in the second chapter, on Redon, 

self is represented through otherness. The first section considers how the artist’s drawings and writings 

from the 1870s and 1880s looked to the domains of science and caricature in order to represent the 

hidden aspects of the self. The divisions which separate Man from animal, the conscious from the 

unconscious, dream from reality, are discussed in relation to key graphic images and germane 

unpublished texts. The second section develops the idea of self as other in terms of the artist’s 

autobiographical writings, self-portraits and graphic images. The highly constructed view of self as other 

which transpires in A soi-meme and the self-portraits, contrasts with the subjective expression of self 

through otherness in the graphic work and the ironic seif-portraye! of ‘Le Fakir’. The final section discusses 

the modernity of Redon’s self-representation in his creative writings and his later drawings and



lithographs. This modernity finds its best illustration in the tropes of the mask and the veil which question 

the complexities of representation.

The last chapter focuses on theatricalization in the work of James Ensor. The first section 

discusses the artist’s conception of the limits of representational art in order to portray the self and the 

techniques of construction and deconstruction which characterize his autobiographical writings and self- 

portraits. The second section is concerned with how this awareness of the futility of representational art 

leads to the embracing of the creative potential of the fantastic and the grotesque in his visual work, while 

transforming language in his writings. The following section draws upon this artistic reinvention, focusing 

on the skeleton and the mask as motifs which not only express the self, but the theatrical nature of the 

social world it inhabits. The final section brings together the notion of the mask, the grotesque and self

projection through otherness in the artist’s series of drawings related to the figure of Christ and his 

painting, L’Entree du Christ a Bruxelles en 1889 which not only posits the notion of the collective self but 

also heralds the advent of pictorial Expressionism.

The trajectory from the mirror to the mask, as seen in these artists and writers marks the 

beginnings of a fundamental shift in the understanding of the self and the question of representation 

which would characterize art and literature in the twentieth century.
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INTRODUCTION



(a) Beyond the Looking-Glass

Now, if you’ll only attend Kitty, and not talk so much, I’ll tell you my ideas about Looking-glass 
House. Firstly, there’s the room you can see through the glass — that’s just the same as our 
drawing room, only the things go the other way. I can see all of it when I get up upon a chair — all 
but the bit just behind the fireplace. Oh! I do wish I could see that bit! I want so much to know 
whether they’ve a fire in the winter; you never can tell, you know, unless our fire smokes, and then 
smoke comes up in that room too — but that may be the only pretence, just to make it look as if 
they had a fire. Well then, the books are something like our books, only that the words go the 
wrong way; I know that, because I’ve held up one of our books to the glass and then they hold up 
one in the other room.'

Written in 1872, Lewis Carroll’s Through the Looking-Glass posited the vision of a world of fantasy which 

lay beyond the mirror. This world, where ‘things go the other way’, refusing to conform to logic or reason, 

stood in opposition to that of everyday reality. The mirror marked the point of transition between these two 

realms, at once reflecting and transforming a visible world. For Carroll, writing at the end of the nineteenth 

century, the mirror was not simply a passive reflecting agent, but was also the site of a deception, where 

things were not as they appeared. In this respect, it found a parallel with the mask, the traditional image of 

deceit and illusion. Where the mirror purports to reproduce a visible reality, the mask does not reproduce, 

but is itself an emblem of another world. The mirror and mask are key ideas, both in relation to the self and 

to its representation. They illustrate, in their opposition and interrelationship, the respective poles of 

semblance and difference that constitute both the formation of the self and the act of artistic creation.

This thesis is concerned with the manner in which artists and writers of the nineteenth century 

employed techniques of mirroring and masking in their attempt to represent themselves. Carroll’s 

conception of the mirror as the site of an illusion was part of a greater tendency in art and literature at the 

end of the nineteenth century to question the validity of the mirror in favour of the imaginative possibilities 

of the mask. Our discussion focuses on the move from the mirror as a passive reflecting agent, offering a 

vision of a unified self to the non-representational agent of the mask, projecting an image of the self as 

fictional and other. Our thesis considers three key figures in nineteenth-century France and Belgium; 

Charles Baudelaire (1821-1867), Odilon Redon (1840-1916) and James Ensor (1860-1949). Three ideas 

are at the core of the discussion; the crisis of the self and the dissolution of the subject; the development 

of modernity and the challenge it presented to mimesis; and the imaginative possibilities of caricature and 

the reinvention of tho grotesque. The mirror and the mask serve as tools through which these ideas can 

be analyzed and the development of an aesthetic of the self in the late nineteenth century can be traced.
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The properties of reflection and resemblance associated with the mirror have linked it traditionally 

with the art of representation. Artists of the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries used a mirror to check the 

quality of their representation, the mirror image being seen as the perfect copy of reality. While Alberti held 

that ‘la representation de la nature doit etre soumise au jugement du miroir7 Leonardo da Vinci declared 

that ‘le miroir est le maitre des peintres’.̂  While neither Alberti nor da Vinci understood exactly why the 

use of a mirror achieved a better effect in painting, they both realised its essentiality as an artistic tool. 

From the Renaissance onwards, the mirror served as a principle of absolute mimesis, the site of an ideal 

representation. Its properties of reflection ensure the exactness of the form being reproduced, and 

contains it within a frame, like a painting. It ensues then, as Andrew Benjamin observes that:

[t]he mirror mirrors the perfection underpinning the ontological aspirations of representation. It 
constructs the perfect homological relation between inside and outside. What appears within the 
frame is the same as that which is outside it. And yet one is a reflection of the other. '*

The mirror is a perfect analogy for the art of mimesis, which seeks the exact reproduction of reality through 

art. The mask, on the other hand, does not reflect, but either conceals or reveals another world, outside or 

beyond the domain of the looking-glass. Rather than aligning itself with mimesis, it belongs to the sphere 

of the non-representational and finds its home in the fantastic and the grotesque. Where mimesis finds 

expression in the ideals of Renaissance painting, the mask is more closely associated with the grotesque 

and the fantastic in art and literature. In artistic terms, the two entities of the mirror and the mask stand in 

opposition: one offering a copy of reality; the other an imaginative creation.

The mirror is also intimately related to our conception of self, since it is our reflection which 

provides an image of our appearance, both to others and to ourselves. It contrasts with the mask, which, 

rather than offering an easily recognizable and identifiable image of our face, confronts us with that of the 

other. The mirror presents a unified image that informs our understanding of ourselves as individuals. Yet 

the mirror-image is, from the outset, the site of misunderstanding. The mirror inverts, transforming right 

into left and left into right. Rather than seeing ourselves as we really are, we are faced with an inverted 

image. The mirror confronts us with a copy of ourselves, despite the fact that this copy is symmetrically 

opposed to us. Indeed, this specular double becomes so familiar to us that when we see ourselves on 

video, for example, we are taken aback, as Michel Thevoz relates: ‘nous sommes si bien identifies avec 

notre sosie specuiaire que la confrontation avec notre vrai visage et son asymetrie specifique, tel que le

' Lewis Carroll, Through the Looking-Glass, in The Annotated Alice, London: Martin Gardner, 1960, pp.180-81.
2 Leon Baptista Alberti, De la Peinture, Paris:Macula, 1992, p. 195.
3 Manusoipt from the archives of the Instltut de France (BN 2038 f.24 verso).
 ̂ Andrew Benjamin, Art, Mimesis and the Avant-Garde: Aspects of a Philosophy of Difference, London: Routledge, 
1991.
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voient les autres, nous deconcerte’.® The notion of the mirror as a deception in terms of the self is at the 

core of Jacques Lacan’s theories on psychoanalysis.

For Lacan, what he famously designated the ‘mirror stage’ was the founding moment for the 

subject and the structure through which the subject assumes his identity, as the unified image that is 

reflected back to him from the outside, from the place of the other. The initial identification of his specular 

image by the child marks a transformation in the subject that prefigures his entry into the symbolic. As 

Lacan explains:

L’assomption jubilatoire de son image speculaire par I’etre encore plonge dans I’impuissance 
motrice et la dependance du nourrisage qu’est le petit homme a ce stade infans, nous paraitra des 
lors manifester en une situation exemplaire la matrice symbolique ou le je  se precipite en une 
forme primordiale, avant qu’il ne s’objective dans la dialectique de I’identification a I’autre et que le 
langage ne lui restitue dans I’universel sa fonction de sujet.®

This reflected image, the 'Ideal I’, presents a unified surface that would seem to complete the self. Lacan 

notes how this identification with the specular image is grounded in a fictionality that is exterior and alien to 

the self. What Lacan terms Gestalt, precludes a coherent relation between the child and its reflection. 

Instead, this image is the site of the ego, which is exterior to the self and hence the locus of false images. 

What becomes evident is that the specular image is the site of a complex and problematic process of 

identification. This complexity derives essentially from the fact that the specular image is structured around 

the conflicting poles of identification and alienation. Not only does it represent the mental permanence of 

the /, but, at the same time, ‘elle prefigure sa destination alienante’ .̂ The mirror stage, therefore, is the site 

of a conflicting duel. The image in the mirror, however familiar it appears, will remain exterior to ourselves 

and the reflection we see will always denote an otherness or difference. What transpires, thereby, is a 

sense of the specular image as a recognizable but esserit'ally exterior model of the self:

Pour les imagos en effet, done c’est notre privilege que de voir se profiler, dans notre experience 
quotidienne et la penombre de I’efficacite symbolique, les visages voiles, — I’image speculaire 
semble etre le seuil du monde visible, si nous nous fions a la disposition en miroir que presente 
dans I’hallucination et dans le reve I’imago du corps propre, qu’il s’agisse des traits individuels, 
voire de ses infirmites ou de ses projections objectales du miroir dans les apparitions du double ou 
se manifestent des realites psychiques d’ailleurs heterogenes. ®

Lacan’s initial discussion of the importance of the mirror-stage in human development was to remain key 

to his work and would influence in particular his theory of the split or divided subject. To him, it 

represented the dialectic between the Innenwelt and the Umwelt, that is, between an inner and an outer

5 Michel Thevoz, Le Miroir infidele, Paris: Editions de Minuit, 1996, p. 23.
s Jacques Lacan, ‘Le Stade du miroir comme formateur de la fonction du Je telle qu’elle nous est revelee dans 
I’experience psychanalytique’, in Jacques Lacan, Ecrits I, Paris: Seuil, 1999, p.93 (Italics, Lacan).
 ̂ Jacques Lacan, ‘Le Stade du miroir comme formateur de la fonction du Je telle qu'elle nous est revelee dans 

I’experience psychanalytique’, loc. cit, p.94.
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conception of self, and also that between a fragmented and a complete body image, which was at the

heart of the formation of the subject:

Ce developpement est vecu comme une diaiectique temporelle qui decisivement projette en 
histoire la formation de I’individu. Le stade du miroir est un drame dont la poussee interne se 
precipite de I’insuffisance a I’anticipation -  et qui pour le sujet, pris au leurre de I’identification 
spatiale, machine les fantasmes qui se succedent d’une image morcelee du corps a une forme que 
nous appellerons orthopedique de sa totalite, - et a I’armure enfin assumee d’une identite 
alienante, qui va marquer de sa structure rigide tout son developpement mental.^

Lacan’s conception of the mirror stage illustrates the vision of the self, as oscillating between sameness 

and difference, identification and alienation, self and other. It thereby posits the idea of the mirror as a 

form of mask, hiding as much as it reveals, and deforming as much as it resembles.

From the perspective of representation and from that of the self, the mirror is thus highly 

pertinent. Likewise, the mask, as a counter-force to the properties of the mirror, contests it, both in terms 

of representation and in terms of the self. Hence, while in artistic terms, the mirror and the mask may 

serve not only as analogies for representational and non-representational art, they may also be seen as 

respective emblems of self and other. The mirror and the mask, therefore, provide an excellent means of 

approaching both the self and its representation in art and literature. They highlight the ongoing dichotomy 

of similitude and difference, reflection and distortion, semblance and otherness that constitutes the self

representative act. Self-representation not only draws attention to the complexities that underscore our 

conception of self, but also serves to highlight the vicissitudes of the act of representation itself. It may be 

seen as an intensified instance of representation, since it involves taking from a visible and psychological 

reality, and protracting it, in order to recreate it in art. It thereby reveals, in a heightened form the 

complexities of representation. Self-portraiture and autobiography have provided artists with a form 

through which they could represent themselves in word and image.

(b) Self-Portraiture and the Crisis of the Self

The origin of the self-portrait as a genre is found at the end of the Middle Ages. Before this 

period, representations of artists at work are relatively common, but the self-portrait as a reflexive image 

displaying an awareness of self is much rarer. The images of the artist, as seen in Ancient Greek ceramics 

and Egyptian painting, attest to a form of signature and sign of manufacture, rather than self-portraiture 

and can not be considered therefore as a form of self-representation. The birth of the self-portrait in 

Western Art is intimately associated with technical and industrial progress and it was, in particular, the 

creation and distribution of glass mirrors in late fourteenth-century Venice that encouraged the art of self- 

portraiture. The availability of mirrors, coupled with the discovery of oil-paint, which allowed a precise 

rendering of one’s appearance, meant that the painter could finally attempt to master his own image. The

8 Ibid., p. 94 (Italics, Lacan).
® Ibid., p.96.
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long tradition of autonomous self-portraits dates from the Renaissance, finding masters in Leonardo da 

Vinci and Albrecht Durer. Later, in the seventeenth century, Rembrandt and Rubens would continue the 

tradition, as would Chardin and Goya in the eighteenth century. The nineteenth century saw the genre 

evolve in the hands of Courbet, Cezanne and Van Gogh, while Picasso, Miro and Bacon count among the 

most significant twentieth-century self-portraiturists. As in the art of portraiture, it is less the notion of 

likeness, than that of portraying the character of the individual, which is at stake in the self-portrait. The 

concepts of ‘character’ and ‘individual’ are ambiguous, however. Is it possible to present an individual 

without a character and to what extent is characterization reliable? If the individual is characterized as 

someone else, for example, can this still be a self-portrait? The question is confounded by the reality that 

we never really see ourselves and that self-portraiture as a concept is thus mission impossible.

Defining the notion of autobiography also presents its problems. While Philippe Lejeune’s 

definition of the genre as ‘un recit retrospectif en prose qu’une personne reelle fait de sa propre existence, 

lorsqu’elle met I’accent sur sa vie individuelle, en particulier sur I’histoire de sa personnalite’'° may be 

criticized for its overly categorical approach, his conception of the ‘pacte autobiographique’ offers a useful 

means of approaching self-writing. This pact consists of the affirmation within the text of a contract of 

identity between the author, the narrator and the character. Although this definition too has its pitfalls 

(some of which will be discussed in the first chapter), its emphasis on identity, rather than resemblance is 

significant. What is central in both autobiography and self-portraiture is the importance of the identity 

between the artist and the subject of the painting or the text. The origin of autobiography is commonly 

traced to hagiography, notably to those ‘turning-points’ in life, characterized by the sudden dramatic 

illumination of a conversion, as in the famous tolle lege scene, central to the Confessions of St. Augustine. 

The genre does not boast a steady and sequential history. As Michael Sheringham observes; ‘by 

comparison with the nc/el or poetry (at least since the Romantics), autobiography has progressed in fits 

and starts.’"  One of the principal difficulties in tracing the continuous development of the genre is its 

hybrid character. French autobiography alone ranges from Montaigne’s Essais, to Rousseau’s 

Confessions, from Chateaubriand’s Memoires and Stendhal’s autobiographical fiction to the experimental 

self-writing of Sartre, Gide, Perec and Barthes. Various techniques characterize the approach of these 

writers to self-representation: some prioritize the author’s personal history and present a ‘true to life’ 

account; others offer snapshots of their thoughts and ideas or glimpses of their lives, while more again 

hold only a tenuous link with their actual life, portraying themselves instead through fiction and the 

imagination. These techniques find a parallel in those employed by artists when they embrace the art of 

self-portraiture; Rousseau’s ‘frank’ presentation of himself in his Confessions reflects Chardin’s candid 

‘warts and all’ self-portraits, while Courbet’s elaborate role-playing follows a similar path to Valery’s self

representation in M. Teste.

Philippe Lejeune, Le Pacte autobiographique, Paris: Seuil, 1975, p. 14.
Michael Sheringham, French Autobiography: Devices and desires, Oxford: Clarendon, 1993, p. VIII.
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The term ‘self presents problems of definition, some of which have been outlined by Paul Ricceur 

in Soi-meme comme un autre.^^ It serves as a reflexive pronoun belonging to all grammatical persons (to 

wash oneself) and is also a nominalized form of a personal subject pronoun (myself, yourself etc.). Both 

possibilities are included here. Our title comprises both the notion of se representer (to represent oneself) 

and to represent the self (represeriter le moi). In representing themselves, Baudelaire, Redon and Ensor 

engaged with the representation of self on a larger scale. It is, in particular, the attempt to represent the 

latter, or the latter through the former, that interests us. While the self occupies a central place in 

contemporary literary and philosophical debates, it was in the nineteenth century that this centrality came 

about.

As the nineteenth century moved towards the twentieth, the notion of the self became 

increasingly unstable. The move from the autonomous self to fragmentation and from the authoritative 

persona to the instability of the Freudian unconscious is key to an understanding of self-representation 

during this period. The history of the self is defined by two movements, one characterized by science and 

reason and the other by subjectivity, each dating from the Renaissance period. It was in the fifteenth and 

sixteenth centuries that the vision of the autonomous individual was formed. Thinkers such as Nicolas de 

Cuse, Leonardo da Vinci, Charles de Bovelles and f^ichel de Montaigne all postulated the autonomy of 

the individual. The conception of the individual or the self is inseparable from that of the soul during this 

period. For Leonardo, the world was a cosmos, characterized by a rational order. The soul was perceived 

as a reflection of the outer cosmos in a condensed form and through rational principles could reflect all its 

configurations. A fundamental unity existed between the mathematical knowledge of the world and the 

apprehension of beauty through the notion of proportion. Artistic creation became the expression of the 

soul in its highest form. Because of this new vision of the soul as an active centre, the individual was 

exalted to new heights. The capacity to think and reason became paramount, as it meant that man was in 

command of his own being, both interior and exterior. While at this stage in philosophic thought, a defined 

theory of the self per se does not exist, the vision of man as an autonomous and perfectly harmonious 

individual is posited. Within this vision of the self there is no room for doubt, since the soul is founded on 

the principle of harmony and unity and is part of a rational and structured global order.

A counter-movement to the Renaissance ideals as posited by Leonardo began with Montaigne. 

Where Leonardo founded his beliefs on the principle of rational knowledge, Montaigne instead questioned 

the ability of reason to reflect the essence of reality. Far from being a global system or a theory of 

knowledge, Montaigne’s Essais present the relation between self and the world as an unstable, ever-
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evolving flux of continuous transformations, to tfie point wfiere the subject-object dichotomy itself 

dissipates the individual with its metamorphoses and contradictions through time. The exclusive subject of 

his study is not knowledge or metaphysics, but is Montaigne himself. What distinguishes Montaigne’s 

conception of self from that of other Renaissance thinkers is the belief that knowledge can only be attained 

through self-knowledge. Philosophy, being, above all, the knowledge of man, is therefore, by its very 

nature self-reflexive, always referring back to the individual subject. The Essais do not offer a structured 

theory of the self, but instead describe a single individual, who appears both multiple and unified, 

homogeneous and varied, particular and universal. More precisely, the unity of the individual arises 

precisely from its multiplicity, its homogeneity from the variety of its stances. The universality of human 

nature is no longer conceived to be man’s substantial essence, but can only be attained by portraying the 

series of its seemingly disparate and incompatible particular manifestations. Montaigne’s emphasis on the 

changing nature of the self is informed by an understanding of the role of the social world in the formation 

of the self and the importance of the relationship between self and others.

While Da Vinci’s fundamentally rational vision of the self leads to Descartes and Kant, the more 

sceptical interpretation of Montaigne finds a parallel in the much later figure of Nietzsche. The ideas set 

forth on the autonomy and essential unity of the self in the Renaissance served as antecedents to the 

Cartesian concept of the self in the seventeenth century. Descartes, in seeking a metaphysical foundation 

for the framework of (what we have come to call) modern science, builds on the immediate self- 

consciousness of the subject. Due to the universality of reason and logic, from this purely subjective 

starting point, Descartes deduces the unsailabie principles which were to constite the basis of any 

scientific endeavour. The self, for Descartes, was independent and was the site of certainty and pure 

knowledge. This knowledge is rational and objective and the instruments it employs are logic and rational 

knowledge. However, unlike the situation of the Renaissance thinkers, it is not the awareness of rational 

knowledge that is the core of the Cartesian revolution, but the elaboration of an entire system of 

knowledge. For Descartes, it is the subject itself, which manifests as the epistemological condition of all 

truth and certitude. It is through the act of thinking that the subject attains the self-awareness, which, in 

turn, will lead to the certainty of his knowledge: I think, therefore I am: Cogito ergo sum. It is within the 

inseparable unity of consciousness, existence and the T that the subject lies. Whereas in the 

Renaissance, individual consciousness, the primary quality of the soul was indistinguishable from other 

faculties, such as reason and perception, for Descartes, consciousness finally became the determining 

factor of the soul. While the soul is a substance, its essence lies in the ability to think. This is the 

fundamental truth upon which Cartesian methodology is based.

'2 Paul Ricoeur, Soi-meme comme un autre, Paris: Seuil, 1990, pp.1-3.
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It was with Kant in the mid-eighteenth century, that the possibility of pure knowledge of the self 

began to be challenged and the transition from the absolute to fragmentation was increasingly visible. 

Kant distinguishes between speculative and practical use of reason. While the former depends crucially on 

experience and the way in which this empirical data is organized by the mental faculties of the subject, 

practical reason is central to morality. In the speculative sense, the subject is not a given of internal 

experience, but the result of an epistemological deduction. The subject provides the means of grasping 

diverse ideas in space and time. In Kant’s view, this subject, constituted by the a piori forms of 

apprehension, (space and time) and by the categories of understanding (Verstand) is abstract and 

transcendental. It is derived from the possibility of knowledge and lacks the personal existential interiority 

which characterized the notion of the self for Descartes. The transcendental ego is the condition of the 

possibility of perception and science and enacts forms of sensibility and understanding. Yet this subject is 

not itself the site of knowledge. It can only be grasped indirectly as an external sense. It facilitates the 

perception of the world, but it is not an object within that world and manifests instead as a blind spot which 

renders vision possible. The afore-mentioned dichotomy is reflected in the Kantian separation of the 

subject and the self. While the transcendental subject offers the possibility of knowledge, the moral 

individual or the self is defined by the tension between the sensual being of man, on the one hand, and his 

capacity for practical reasoning, on the other. This self is composed of a body and an internal sense and 

affective system. Unlike Descartes, body and mind are not opposed, but instead the knowing subject 

opposes the body (exterior) and the affectivity (interior). Kant therefore contrasts the moral subject, acting 

freely in accordance to the moral law prescribed by practical reason, with a psychological person, who is 

but an affective consciousness of desires and needs. The abstract ego of the transcendental subject 

meets with a psycho-physiological self which is concrete but socially determined. By opposing the self and 

the subject, and the psychological and ontological realms, Kant’s philosophy, rather than offering a 

synthetic vision of the self, highlights the contradictions which constitute it and consequently render self- 

knowledge impossible.

It is with Nietzsche, in the later nineteenth century, that belief in the certainty of the self, as 

postulated by Descartes, is entirely dissipated. Nietzsche’s philosophy finds its roots more in the cultural 

and social determinism of Montaigne than in the rational tradition of da Vinci and Descartes. Nietzsche’s 

understanding of the self is inseparable from his theory of the Will to Power. The latter is a biological and 

metaphysical principle for all living things, which involves the desire to dominate and to gain power over 

others. Due to his fundamental weakness, man is unable to confront life as it is, and constructs ideals of 

morality and virtue, which are essentially self-serving and hence false. A heightened sense of illusion and 

deceit is at the heart of Nietzsche’s philosophy, since human relations refuse to recognize that they are 

motivated by the Will to Power. The self too is deluded, since consciousness for Nietzsche is essentially 

moral consciousness and is clearly a deception, since it is an expression of the Will to Power. Illusion is 

not only the prerogative of morality, it is also the defining factor of consciousness. The latter is unknowable
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because it is nothing more than a system of deceiving affirmations, which seek to justify our actions and 

invent the so-called interior reality. Hence the question of the existence of a mind, a subject or indeed a 

self is deemed impossible. Nietzsche presents the self as an illusion; it is a misconception generated by 

our incapacity to deal with the truth of the Will to Power. Moreover, the unity of consciousness itself is also 

questioned, and one can no longer speak of a single self with a unified identity. Instead, the seemingly 

unified consciousness is a fictive self, which reveals a series of instincts and urges, in contradiction with 

each other. Cruelty is the only factor common to these insticts, which manifests as a criterion of selection. 

For Nietzsche, man was described as an animal, whose sole drive was survival. Nietzsche’s theories 

marked a decisive phase in the history of the self. No longer was it possible to know the self, since the 

conditions of knowledge and the existence of a consciousness were deemed illusory, while man was 

driven by instincts and forces which linked him to the animal kingdom. Nietzsche’s thought found an echo 

in the scientific positivism and theories of natural selection born earlier in the nineteenth century. The 

evolutionary theories of Lamarck and Darwin undermined belief in the Bible as a source of knowledge and 

emphasized man’s links with the animal and natural worlds. For Darwin, the human race was similar to the 

varieties of plants and animals, which constitute evolutionary material in the organic world and was 

subjected to the same laws for survival and reproduction. His Origin of Species (1859) and The 

Descendence of Man (1871) shunned the notion of divinity and the immortality of the soul, in favour of the 

theory of natural selection. This scientific positivism fuelled Nietzsche’s philosophy of the death of God 

and the illusory nature of the self. Nietzsche’s revelation that things were not as they appeared and that 

the truth of humanity lay hidden beneath the guise of morality found another echo in the work of Sigmund 

Freud and the newly-discovered discipline of psychoanalysis.

Through clinical experiments and theoretical arguments, Freud introduced the doctrine of the 

individual as composed of an economy of forces and a psyche. Following on from Spinoza and 

Schopenhauer, Freud placed the emphasis on affectivity and sexuality in the construction of the 

personality. For Freud, sexual desire was the fundamental energy which controlled both human actions 

and the psyche. It is a biological energy that is linked to the nervous system. Along with the new 

importance attached to sexuality, known by its Latin name, libido, Freud developed the notion of a 

meaning lying within actions. Human actions have a meaning because they are motivated by the libido. 

Yet this meaning may easily be ignored by individuals. Consciousness therefore is only an aspect of the 

psychic life of the individual. Consciousness is the self, the conscious self, which is mainly made up of 

affectivity and desire. This self, however, is not a static receptacle: it consists of active mechanisms. 

These mechanisms censure and select drives so that the self can only have access to those desires which 

are considered legitimate. All other desires are relocated within what Freud terms the unconscious. This 

zone remains forbidden, although it is an active part of the sslf. The psyche, then, is divided in two: 

instincts remain within the unconscious; authorised feelings are located within the conscious or the self. A 

third entity is the cause of this repression of desire: it is the alter ego. It consists of the collective
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conscience, as interiorised by the self. It is motivated by nfiorality and decides, according to social norms, 

which desires must be repressed. The interior life of the individual consists therefore of three parts: the 

self, the unconscious and the alter ego. The discovery of the unconscious marks one of the most 

significant developments of the nineteenth century. Making itself known through dreams, slips in language 

or bodily gestures, this unknown yet somehow familiar entity within the self embodies the notion of 

otherness. Although it was not until the work of Jacques Lacan that the notion of the unconscious as other 

would be fully explored, its discovery and delimitation began with Freud.

Two stages mark the crisis of the self in the nineteenth century. Firstly, through Nietzsche, the 

self, as revealed through consciousness, is the site of illusions and deceit and is unknowable, while for 

Freud, the self can be known, but is only a facade, the real desires of the individual remaining hidden and 

repressed. The ideal of the unified self, as posited in the Renaissance, had finally given way to dissolution 

in the hands of Nietzsche and fragmentation in those of Freud. No longer was it possible to talk of the self 

as a fixed and stable entity. Nor was it possible to posit the certainty of its existence or its validity as a site 

of knowledge. The breakdown and annihilation of the homogenous and unified self marked one of the 

fundamental developments of the nineteenth century. The crisis of the self, as postulated by nineteenth- 

century philosophy and psychoanalysis, was both a reaction to and a result of an increasingly changing 

society. This uncertainty and disillusion with regard to the self was part of a greater sense of crisis in 

nineteenth-century Europe, brought on by the advance of modernism.

(c) The Development of Modernity

In The Communist Mariifesto of 1848, Karl Marx and Friedrich Engels wrote:

Constant revolutionizing of production, uninterrupted disturbance of all social conditions, 
everlasting uncertainty and agitation distinguish the bourgeois epoch from all other ones. All fixed, 
fast-frozen relations, with their train of ancient and venerable prejudices and opinions, are swept 
away, all newly formed ones become antiquated before they can ossify. All that is solid melts into 
air, all that is holy is profaned, and man is at last compelled to face with sober senses, his real 
conditions of life, and his relations with his kind.

Marx’s theories foreshadowed Nietzsche and saw man as a pawn within a deterministic social order. It 

was in nineteenth-century Europe that modernizing forces came to dominate material life. The capitalist 

system of economic exchange became nearly global, while industrialists used new technologies and 

rationalized management to introduce mass production. Concurrently, faster means of transportation and 

communication spread everywhere, leading to the dissolution of geographical boundaries and the mass 

migration of millions of people between nations and into cities. During this period, governmental and

’3 Karl Marx, Friedrich Engels, The Communist Manifesto’, in Selected Works, Moscow: Marx-Engels Institute, 1970, 
p. 38.
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corporate surveillance became increasingly pervasive and were strongly resisted by organized and 

revolutionary political movements, while everyday life was secularized, traditional values were cast aside 

as mere nostalgia and popular culture was shaped into spectacles infused with desires for commodities. 

These material changes led to new ideological and intellectual reactions. Nietzsche and Marx reacted 

against the totalizing systems which concealed and manipulated essential truths. Politically, victims of this 

overwhelming modernization were encouraged either to become willing subjects of this new civilization or 

else participate in radical resistance. Central to these new sets of belief was the notion of the past as 

anachronistic and the ideal of human liberation. While capitalist ideologies sought the upheaval of 

aristocratic, theocratic order, to establish the democratic nation state promising increased wealth for all, 

communist doctrines called for the destruction of the bourgeois state in order to liberate the individual 

through society. For Walter Benjamin, Paris of the Second Empire was a key site of modernism.''' Here, 

the city became privileged at the expense of the countryside, the crowd became the measure of the 

individual, time and space were dislocated and the social world was dominated by ‘phantasmagorias’, 

exaggerated, narcissistic and misleading images, which were projected through advertisements and the 

media.

Concurrently, artists and writers sought a new form to reflect these changing configurations. The 

development of a Modernist aesthetic in art and literature is central to our study. This new form of 

representation stands in opposition to mimesis and its systems of seeing, which, as Michel Foucault 

highlights, embodied the classical age.'^ As Jacques Ranciere points out, mimetic art is not merely the 

creation of copies from nature, but is a manner of seeing that comprises judging and verifying:

Le principe mimetique n’est pas en son fond un principe normatif disant que I’art doit faire des 
copies ressemblant a leurs modeles. II est d’abord un principe pragmatique qui isole dans le 
domaine general des arts (des manieres de faire), certains arts particuliers qui executent des 
choses specifiques, a savoir des imitations. Ces imitations sont soustraites a la fois a la verification 
ordinaire des produits des arts par leur usage et a la legislation de la verite sur les discours et les 
images. [...] C’est le fait du poeme, la fabrication d’une intrigue agengant des actions representant 
des hommes agissant, qui vient au premier rang, au detriment de I ’etre de I’image, copie interrogee 
sur son modele.

With this ‘system’ of mimesis, the static product is privileged over the actual engagement (the present) of 

the artist with reality. This system, for Ranciere, is ‘representatif, en tant que c’est la notion de 

representation ou de mimesis qui organise ces manieres de faire, de voir et de juger [...]. Elle n’est pas un 

procede de I’art mais un regime des visibilites des arts.’'^ This system of seeing is in stark contrast with 

that which Ranciere terms the ‘esthetique des arts’;

See Walter Benjamin, Illuminations, London: Jonathan Cape, 1970.
’ 5 See Michel Foucault, Les Mots eties choses, Paris: Gallimard, 1966, chapter VIII.

Jacques Ranciere, Le Partage du sensible, esthetique et politique, Paris: La Fabrique, 2000; pp. 28-29.
'7 Ibid, p. 30.
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Le regime esthetique des arts est celui qui proprement identifie I’art au singulier et delie cet art de 
toute regie specifique, de toute hierarchie des sujets, des genres et des arts. Mais il le fait en 
faisant voler en eclats la barriere mimetique qui distinguait les manieres de faire et separait ses 
regies de I’ordre des occupations sociales.

The essential difference in these two systems is their relationship to an idealized set of rules. While the 

mimetic system upholds these rules and their values, the ‘aesthetic’ system dissolves the very notion of 

hierarchy and privileges the life of the representation itself over any system of viewing it and represents 

the ‘moment ou la forme est eprouvee pour elle-meme’.’®

Charles Baudelaire, the subject of one of Benjamin’s key studies,2° was one of the first writers to 

engage with the notion of modernity as an aesthetic principle. In Le Peintre de la vie moderne, he writes:

La modernite, c’est le transitoire, le fugitif, le contingent, la moitie de I’art, dont I’autre 
moitie est I’eternel et I’immuable.

The most striking feature of modernity, for Baudelaire, is its sense of immediacy, its attempt to identify with 

a sensuous present grasped in its transitoriness. Baudelaire’s theory of modernity embodies a 

consciousness of time that is strikingly new. It is the purely instantaneous quality of the present that 

characterizes the modern. It represents, as Matei Calinescu relates, ‘the paradoxical possibility of going 

beyond the flow of history through the consciousness of historicity in its concrete immediacy, in its 

p re s e n tn e s s ’ .22 The role of art is a paradoxical exercise which aims to ‘tirer I’eternel du transitoire’^ : it 

involves extracting a lasting beauty from a fleeting moment. This paradox is echoed in the notion of the 

‘representation du present’ '̂* which, for the poet, is the goal of modern art. Baudelaire’s understanding of 

the role of art marks the essence of the modernist artistic enterprise: the reinvention of representation and 

the relationship between art and reality. Representation is a mental act, which renders the absent present. 

Representation involves both presence and absence: the subject is materially present, but it needs to be 

transparent, i.e. absent in order to evoke a materially absent object, which is rendered present through 

representation. This paradox is dual: it renders an object present, but emphasizes through this, the 

absence of the object, an absence which is reinforced through the same representation. Baudelaire’s 

seemingly simple definition offers a radical challenge. By calling for the representation of the present, he 

claims that the present is not really present at all and questions thereby both the notion of a measurable

>8 to/d, p. 31. 
p. 33.

2° Walter B en jam in ,Lyric Poet in the Era of High Capitalism, trans. Harry Zohn and Quentin Hoare, London: N.LB, 
1973.
2' Le Peintre de la vie moderne, O C II,, p. 695
22 Calinescu, Matei, Five faces of Modernity, Durham, N.C: Duke University Press, 1987, p. 50.
23 Charles Baudelaire, Le Peintre de la vie moderne, OC II, p. 695.
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temporality and the intellectual act of representation. Modernity in art, for Baudelaire, involves seizing the 

present and transfiguring it into the ‘beau moderne’, while simultaneously revealing its ugliness, its 

vulgarity, its lack of meaning, its despicable reality.

The breakdown of the self meant that reality was expehenced in a fragmented form and 

subsequently became more immediate and heightened. It is for this reason that many modernist texts, 

including William Faulkner’s The Sound and the Fury and Virginia Woolf’s To the Ughthouse, are narrated 

from the perspective of an unstable self. While traits of the modernist enterprise vary from self- 

consciousness, reader or spectator participation, to the fragmentation of form, they are all aspects of this 

revisioning of the representative act. The mirror-image of reality was cast aside in favour of an emphasis 

on the oblique, the fragmented and the fictive. Our understanding of modernity, as referred to in this 

thesis, is informed by this reinvention, the awareness that, as Bertold Brecht points out ‘Reality alters; to 

represent it, the means of representation must alter too.’ ®̂ Modernity, as a concept in this dissertation 

refers to Baudelaire’s definition of art as ‘a representation of the present’, while modernism reflects the 

forces that made this art form necessary.

The notion of the artistic enterprise as an ongoing process, subject to change and creative 

metamorphosis, was central to Baudelaire’s understanding of modernity;

[...] il y a une grande difference entre un morceau fait et un morceau fini —  qu’en general 
ce qui est fait n’est pas fini, et qu’une chose tres finie peut n’etre pas faite du tout — que la valeur 
d’une touche spirituelle, importante et bien placee est enorme.^®

The fini is emblematic of the mimetic or representative system of seeing, while the fait expresses both 

perception and sensation and is the site of both a visual and spiritual reality. Baudelaire’s comments, 

directed towards the work of Corot and Delacroix, would have even greater resonance as the nineteenth 

century progressed and the ‘unfinished’ work of art, as best exemplified by the Impressionists, came to be 

accepted. The fact that Baudelaire’s most theoretical informed critiques of modernity are found in his 

essays on art draws attention to one of the key features of nineteenth-century France: the unprecedented 

‘fraternity of the arts’,̂  ̂ uniting the verbal and the visual. This inter-relationship of art and literature, from 

the early nineteenth century onwards, is a direct consequence of the dissolution of artistic boundaries, 

implicit in the modernist enterprise, as outlined by Ranciere:

C’est d’abord dans I’interface creee entre de supports differents, dans les liens tisses entre le 
poeme et sa typographie ou son illustration, entre le theatre et ses decorateurs ou affichistes, entre

2" Ibid, p. 684.
25 Bertold Brecht, The Popular and the Realistic’, in Brent and Theatre ed. and trans. John Willett, New York: Hill and 
Wang; London: Eyre Methuen, 1964, p. 109.
26 Le Salon de 1845, OCII, p.390 (Italics, Baudelaire).
27 Cited in L’Artiste, 1830.
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I’objet decoratif et le poeme que se forme cette ‘nouveaute’ qui va Her I’artiste abolissant la 
figuration au revolutionnaire inventant la vie nouvelle. 8̂

This common interest in the verbal and the visual was far from being a mere act of 

experimentation. The writers and artists who engaged with alternative visual or textual media were 

profoundly concerned with the relationship between the real and its representation. The essential 

characteristic of modernity is a fundamental change in ways of seeing and of apprehending reality. On the 

one hand, from a physiological perspective, the development of technical devices such as the diorama, 

the kaleidoscope and the stereoscope, allowed the possiblity of multiple points of view and prioritized 

physical and sensory experiences, as Jonathan Crary has pointed out.^^ From a philosophical perspective, 

on the other hand, the discovery of the arbitrary nature of the sign in the newly-founded science of 

linguistics, and the revelation that Egyptian hieroglyphics also represented phonetic sounds questioned 

the relationship between the visual and the verbal.^® The Horatian model, ut pictura poesis, had been 

eclipsed, while Lessing’s theories on the respective narrative and spatial dimensions of literature and art, 

were increasingly non-apposite.

This new way of seeing was epitomized by Mallarme, as Anne-Marie Christin points out:

Tout a change dans la pensee occidentale de I’ecrit avec le Coup de des de Mallarme. 
Pour la premiere fois de leur histoire, les heritiers de I’alphabet que nous sommes ont pris 
conscience du fait qu’ils ne disposaient pas simplement, avec ces quelques signes, d’un moyen 
plus ou moins commode de transcrire graphiquement leur parole mais d’un instrument complexe, 
double, duquel auquel il suffisait de reintegrer la part visuelle — spatielle — dont il avait ete prive 
pour lui restituer sa plenitude active d’ecrire.®'

Mallarme’s vindication of the spatial and visual dimension of language found an echo in the work of many 

earlier nineteenth-century poets. The poetry of Rimbaud, Gautier and Baudelaire displays what David 

Scott terms ‘pictorialist’ qualities. The spatial and visual potential of poetic language is maximized, while 

retaining a fully textual dimension. For Scott, ‘in pictorialist poetry, the poem asserts itself not only as a 

text to be read, as in conventional discourse, but also like the painting, as an artistic arrangement of 

s i g n i f i e r s ’ .32 ^ a n y  grists of this period, most notably Delacroix, Redon and Fromentin, turned to the 

creative potential of language as a means of expression, while others such as Redon and Manet, 

collaborated with writers to produce illustrated editions of their work. During this period, art criticism saw 

an unprecedented number of poets among its ranks, including Gautier, Baudelaire and Laforgue. It was 

also at this time that caricature, itself a potent example of the interface of the verbal and the visual, came 

to be appreciated as an art form. In the same way that poets and writers of the late nineteenth century

Jacques Ranciere, Le Partage du sensible, op. cit, p. 21.
See Jonathan Crary, Techniques of the Observer, Cambridge, Mass.: MIT Press, 1990.
See Anne-Marie Christin, L’image ecrite ou la deraison graphique, Paris: Flammarion, 1995, p.7.
Id. ibid.
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sought out popular art f o r m s s u c h  as posters, mass-produced lithographs and dioramas for inspiration, 

they also saw the imaginative potential of caricature. In this dissertation, caricature manifests itself as a 

key site of modernity.

(c) Caricature and the Reinvention of the Grotesque

Baudelaire’s essays on caricature and the comic are critically engaging and theoretically 

complex. Quelques caricatuhstes frangais (1857), Quelques caricaturistes etrangers (1857) and De 

I’essence du rire (1855) not only posited the idea of caricature as belonging to the domain of high art, they 

also argued in favour of the comic as the true domain of modern art. Baudelaire’s essays reflected an 

increasingly critical interest in the art of caricature in the nineteenth century. Thomas Whght’s A History of 

Caricature ar)d Grotesque in Uterature and Art (1865) placed the art form in the sphere of satire and the 

grotesque without clearly differentiating it, while Champfleury, in his Histoire generaie de la caricature 

(1865-68), sought out the realist dimension of caricature. Baudelaire was the first to write about the 

philosophical and spiritual element in cancature, its eternal and temporal aspects, its mysterious and 

diabolical qualities and its defiance and appreciation of ugliness.

Caricature grew in popularity in France from the late eighteenth century onwards, where it initially 

came to the fore as a political force during the French revolution. During this period, prints and 

broadsheets, attacking the monarchy and clergy, in particular, flourished. Political caricature was at its 

height in the early nineteenth century with Charles Philippon, the founder of the journal, La Caricature, and 

its successor, Le Charivari, being one of the main forces. His most radical image and that which led to his 

imprisonment in 1834 was that of the poire, where, drawing upon the increasingly popular science of 

physiognomy, he drew an analogy between Louis-Philippe’s head and a pear. In the following years, 

censorship became increasingly rife and caricaturists were restricted to depicting bourgeois manners and 

fashions. It was during this period, however, that artistic caricature became more and more popular, with 

Grandville, Gavarni and Daumier being among its chief proponents. These artists sought to elevate 

caricature to the level of art. Only after 1860, when press freedoms relaxed, did political caricature flourish 

once again, in the hands of Gill, Faustin and Alfred le Petit, in journals such as Le Boulevard, La Lune and 

L’Eclipse and La Caricature politique. It was artistic rather than political caricature which attracted 

Baudelaire and others and his interest in the form was much less motivated in its satirical potential than in 

its quality as an artistic form.

32 David Scott, Pictorialist Poetics, Poetry and the Visual Arts in Nineteenth-Century France, Cambridge: Cambridge 
University Press, 1988, p.2.
33 Often, poets sought out visibly unaesthetic Images, since they were more concerned with their evocative power 
than with their aspirations towards conventions of taste. For a discussion of the Images which appealed to poets 
such as Rimbaud, Gautier and Baudelaire, see David Scott, Pictorialist Poetics, op. c it pp. 39-70.
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The etymology of the word ‘caricature’ is Italian, with caricare (probably derived from Annibale 

Carraci) meaning to exaggerate and to change. While the first tradition of caricature derives from Italy, 

where it was primarily perceived as a humorous portrait, the second tradition was born in Northern 

Europe, where it referred to individuals and human types, who were mocked in newspapers and journals 

to satirical effect. Early forms of caricature served as a counterpart to the Renaissance ideal and 

examples may be seen in the grotesque heads of Annibale Carraci and Agostino Carraci in the late 

sixteenth century. Caricature marked a particular evolution in the history of the grotesque, as simple 

deformation gave way to an imaginative engagement with reality. Caricature and the grotesque are not 

synonymous. Where the grotesque creates deformed figures, caricature distorts an attribute which is 

already present. It retains therefore an acute sense of realism. Caricature, though contrasting in form with 

Realism, as represented by Courbet, was also clearly engaged with representing reality as it was. The 

beginnings of this movement towards an art that combined imagination with an acute sense of realism 

may be seen in Jacques Callot (1592-1635). Inspired by the Commedia del Arte, his Balli di Sfessania 

portrays a dynamic world of carnival, grotesque dances and masks satirizing contemporary society. This 

form of satire, though highly imaginative, is also linked to an acute sense of realism, which seeks to 

translate in graphic terms the misery of the human condition. The caricatures of William Hogarth are also 

the site for a new interpretation of the grotesque. In The Harlot’s Progress (1731), the Rakes’s Progress 

(1733-34) and Mariage a la mode (1743), Hogarth elaborated a form of caricature which exposed social 

ills and sought to encourage reform. In Hogarth, the grotesque is implicit in a corrosive vision of human 

behaviour. Reality is but a series of grotesque rituals and the true artist can only be a caricaturist. 

Caricature is not a deformation of the real, but a means of apprehending its depth and complexity. 

Daumier continued this realist strand of caricature, using the art form as a perceptive interpretation of 

reality. In L’Histoire ancienne, Daumier, reminiscent of Rabelais, depicted the upheaval of social 

hierarchies, in a grotesque world where all illusions were shattered. Ulysses, Achilles and Helen are 

stripped of their heroism and beauty. While Daumier also created a human comedy in his satire of Parisian 

types, focusing particularly on the bourgeoisie, it was in such masterpieces as La Rue Transnonain that 

the creative potential of caricature to translate a grotesque reality was best expressed. Depicting the 

scene of a massacre, in all its human horror, it represented for Baudelaire ‘la triviale et terrible realite.’ ^

It is in Quelques caricaturistes etrangers, that the sense of the grotesque in caricature and the 

poet’s conception of the modern in art become interrelated. ‘Le grotesque est son habitude’,^  Baudelaire 

remarks with reference to George Cruikshank. For the poet:

3" Charles Baudelaire, Quelques caricaturistes frangais, OCII, p. 552.
35 Charles Baudelaire, Quelques caricaturistes etrangers, OC II, p. 566.
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[C]e qui constitue surtout le grotesque de Cruikshank, c’est la violence extravagante du geste et du 
mouvement, et I’explosion dans I’expression. Tous ses petits personnages miment avec fureur et 
turbulence comme des acteurs de pantomime.^

Although full of admiration for the grotesque world, created by Cruikshank, Baudelaire was quick to point 

out that his characters lacked a ‘vitalite suffisante’ and were not therefore realistic: ‘Ces prestigieuses 

petites creatures ne sont pas toujours nees viables’®̂. In the work of Goya, on the other hand, the 

grotesque does not lose its anchor in the real and the plausible. In the same essay, Baudelaire writes:

Le grand merite de Goya consiste a creer le monstrueux vraisemblable. Ses monstres sont nes 
viables, harmoniques. Nul n’a ose plus que lui dans le sens de I’absurde possible. Toutes ces 
contorsions, ces faces bestiales, ces ghmaces diaboliques sont penetrees d ’humanite. “

In Los Caprichos (1799), Les Desastres de la guerre (1810), Disparates (1820), the human face gives 

way to the mask to depict the horror of war or the absurdity of social conventions and appearances. The 

carnival of life becomes the carnival of death, as in L’Enterrement de la sardine (1794), with a macabre 

dance of hideously masked bodies and prefigures the grotesque world of James Ensor. Goya, for 

Baudelaire, epitomized the imaginative and creative potential of the grotesque. Goya’s grotesque also 

borders on the fantastic and it is the harmony of the fantastic and the real, which Baudelaire admires in his 

work. His fantastic monsters are realistic in form;

Meme au point de vue particulier de I’histoire naturelle, il serait difficile de les condamner, tant il y a 
analogie et harmonie dans toutes les parties de leur etre; en un mot, la ligne de suture, le point de 
jonction entre le reel et le fantastique est impossible de saisir; c’est une frontiere vague que 
I’analyste le plus subtil ne saurait pas tracer, tant i’art est a la fois transcendant et naturel.®

The grotesque, as epitomized by Goya, though anchored in the real, leans towards the fantastic. 

Baudelaire’s admiration for Goya’s particular blend of fantastic and grotesque elements was echoed in his 

interest in Hoffmann and Poe, where the two genres coincide. The fantastic is characterized by a 

hesitation on the part of the reader, or, what Todorov terms, Thesitation eprouvee par un etre qui ne 

connait que les lois naturelles, face a un evenement en apparence surnaturei’.'^ In Goya, this sense of 

hesitation is expressed through his ‘amour de I’insaisissable’,'" which creates an ambiguity and 

suggestivity, which for Baudelaire, is characteristic of the m odern ityV aria tions on the level of hesitation 

in the fantastic result in the neighbouring genres of the marvellous and the strange. The fantastic 

flourished in nineteeth-century France, through the writings of Maupassant, Nerval and Villiers de I’lsle-

36 Ibid, p. 566.
3? Ibid, p.567.
38 Ibid, pp. 569-70. (Italics, Baudelaire).
33 Id. ibid.

Tzvetan Todorov, Introduction a la litterature fantastique, Paris: Seuil, 1970, p. 29.
OCII,p. 568.

“2 ‘II unit a la gaiete, a la jovialite, a la satire espagnole du bon temps de Cervantes, un esprit beaucoup plus 
moderne [...]’, Quelques caricaturistes etrangers, OCII, p.568.
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Adam, where its format allowed writers to deal with forbidden themes such as madness, incest and 

murder.''^ Like the grotesque, therefore, it served to illuminate otherwise hidden aspects of reality. 

Baudelaire’s interest in the fantastic, as in that of the grotesque, lay in its relationship to the real. The 

appeal of Goya’s art, for Baudelaire, resided in the transgression of the limits which separated the real 

from the fantastic, allowing an imaginative interpretation of reality.

The profusion of masks and masking in Goya’s work may be seen to serve as an emblem of the 

art of caricature itself, since by presenting the mask, rather than the face, Goya, revealed for Baudelaire, 

the true aspects of human nature. The mask, as discussed earlier, serves as an antithesis to mimesis and 

thus an embracing of the mask also involved a challenge on a formal basis. In order to be effective, 

caricature demanded an acute engagement with the real. From a formal perspective, caricature also 

exuded the sense of immediacy, which Baudelaire saw as necessary to artistic creation. Michel Draguet 

observes:

Contrairement a la peinture de genre ou au portrait, la caricature ne tente pas d’eternlser I’instant 
en suspendant la course du temps. Du present, ie caricaturiste ne retient que quelques traits 
saillants a partir desquels il resume son sujet pour mieux en reveler I’evidence.

The aim of caricature is suggestivity; it does not seek to give a narrative account of reality, but instead 

expresses its actuality through the immediacy of its form. Caricature also deploys the paradox of modern 

art, permitting the creation of an atemporal beauty through an image which seeks to show the ugliness of 

man in the present. Its goal is to reveal a truth which is hidden beneath appearances and thus it is actively 

engaged with reality. It is in this context that the art of caricature may be associated with the rejuvenating 

potential of the grotesque. The images of Goya’s Caprichos series, for Baudelaire, offer tangible 

representations of fleeting images of dreams and nightmares and serve, in this sense, to ‘tirer I’eternel du 

transitoire’;

Du reste, il y a dans les oeuvres issues des profondes individualites quelque chose qui ressemble a 
ces reves periodiques ou chroniques qui assiegent regulierement notre sommeil. C’est la ce qui 
marque Ie veritable artiste, toujours durable et vivace meme dans ses CEuvres fugitives, pour ainsi 
dire suspendues aux evenements, qu’on appelle caricatures', c’est la, dis-je, ce qui distingue les 
caricaturistes historiques d’avec les caricaturistes artistiques, Ie comique fugitif d’avec le comique 
eternel.'*^

For a discussion of the fantastic, see Pierre-Georges Castex, Le Conte far)tasiique en France de Nodier a 
Maupassant, Paris; Jose Corti, 1951 and Todorov, op. cit 

Michel Draguet, Au-dela du Romantisme: ecrits sur I’art/ Charles Baudelaire, Paris; Flammarion, 1998, p. 22. 
‘'5 Charles Baudelaire, Quelques caricaturistes etrangers, DC II, p.568, (Italics, Baudelaire).
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Caricature acts as a deforming mirror, wiiich, rather than reflecting man’s outward appearance, sends 

back an image of man’s ugliness. The modernist grotesque, as revealed in caricature, offers a fleeting 

glimpse of a hidden truth, in a highly suggestive and imaginative form.

Hugo’s understanding of the grotesque, as outlined in his Preface de Cromwell, served an 

antecedent to the modernist grotesque, described by Baudelaire. Hugo argued for the inclusion of the 

grotesque in art, since, ‘tout dans la creation n’est pas humainement beau, [...] le laid existe a cote du 

beau, le difforme pres du gracieux, le grotesque au revers du sublime, le mal avec le bien, I’ombre avec la 

lumiere.’'*® However, the modernist enterprise does not seek to elevate the grotesque for its own sake. 

Instead it reveals the ugliness beneath the apparently beautiful and the evil that lurks within what seems to 

be virtuous. In this sense, the agenda of modernist art reflects the ideals of Nietzsche, Freud and Marx, in 

their similar quest to reveal the hidden forces that motivate the individual in society. The awareness of the 

existence of an ugly truth lurking beneath appearances finds expression in the Caprichos of Goya and 

Hogarth’s Mariage a la mode. An acute sense of realism thereby underlies the modernist grotesque and 

finds expression in John Ruskin’s interpretation of the grotesque in Stones of Venice'.

[The true grotesque] is not a manufactured terribleness, whose author, when he had finished it, 
knew not if it would terrify anyone else or not but it is a terribieness taken from the life; a spectre 
which the workman saw and which as it appalled him, appalled us also. [,..]. It is because the 
dreadfulness of the universe around him weighs upon his head, that his work is wild; and therefore, 
through the whole of it, we shall find the evidence of deep insight into nature. His beasts and birds, 
however monstrous, will have profound relations with the true.'*^

This vision of the grotesque as a deep insight into reality characterizes Baudelaire’s understanding of 

modernity and its expression in caricature in the nineteenth century.

(d) The Corpus

The corpus of this dissertation includes artists and writers who engaged in imaginative 

representations of self, in word and image from the 1840s to the 1900s. We argue that, as the nineteenth 

century progressed, the mask, rather than the mirror, provided a more satisfactory means of self-portrayal. 

Three figures, Charles Baudelaire, Odilon Redon and James Ensor, serve as the best examples of this 

evolution in the representation of self, during this period. Hugo was certainly a precursor of this re- 

imagining of the grotesque in word and image. Through the importance he attributed to the grotesque, his 

creative output in both verbal and visual media and his predilection for self-portrayal, Hugo displays many 

of the characteristics of the artists studied here. However, the notion of modernity is key to our argument, 

whereas Hugo belor.gs to the earlier period of Romanticism. Nerval, though offering another example of

‘I® Victor Hugo, Preface de Cromwell, ed. Alain Quesnel, Paris: Presses (Jniversitaires de France, 1996, p.33.
John Ruskin, The Stones of Venice, ed. Jan Morris, London: Bellew, 1981, pp.141-42.
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the trend to represent oneself through masking, during this period, did not carry out self-portraits, nor 

engage with the idea of caricature. Rimbaud, too, while he sought new ways of representing the self, 

through the revolution of poetic language, did not advocate an art of the grotesque. Neither did Gauguin, 

whose interest in masks was associated instead with his interest in the primitive and the exotic. The art 

and writings of Baudelaire, Redon and Ensor, on the other hand, are all situated within the modernist 

grotesque. This is not a study on self-portraiture or autobiography, but on self-representation. Many of the 

works studied here could not be classified as self-portraits or autobiographies. Yet, these three artists and 

writers sought to represent an increasingly fragmented and non-circumscribable self, in word and image. 

To this end, the mask, rather than the mirror, became an essential tool. Baudelaire began by using the 

mirror, but soon learned that by inverting it and embracing the fictive, he could reflect the multiplicity and 

fragmentation of self. Redon saw a clear division between self and other, and rejected the mirror in favour 

of versions of masking, in order to capture this duality. Ensor followed on from Redon, using theatrical and 

carnival masks to conceal and reveal the self, to the point where the self dissolves, only to be rebuilt 

through the faceless image of the masked crowd.

•k

The transition from the mirror to the mask in Baudelaire is carried out through the creative lens of 

fictionalization. In his essay on Flaubert’s Madame Bovary (1857), the poet writes;

II ne restait plus a I’auteur, pour accomplir le tour de force dans son entier, que de se 
depouiller (autant que possible) de son sexe et de se faire femme. II en est resulte une merveille; 
c’est que, malgre tout son zele de comedian, il n’a pas pu ne pas infuser un sang viril dans les 
veines de sa creature, et que madame Bovary, pour ce qu’il y a en elle de plus energique et de 
plus ambitieux, et aussi de plus reveur, madame Bovary est restee un homme. Comme la Pallas 
armee, sortie du cerveau de Zeus, ce bizarre androgyne a garde toutes les seductions d’une ame 
virile dans un charmant corps feminin.''®

The poet’s article was a direct response to Flaubert’s acquittal in 1857 and followed in the wake of his own 

trial in respect of Les Fleurs du Mai. Baudelaire held a profound admiration for Flaubert, whom he saw as 

having revolutionized the novel, creating a work that was ‘veritablement moderne',*^ in so far as it 

demonstrated that ‘tous les sujets sont indifferemment bons ou mauvais, selon la maniere dont ils sont 

traites, et que les plus vulgaires peuvent devenir les meilleurs’* .  Yet Madame Bovary also captured the 

poet’s imagination, in its oblique, albeit ‘inconsciencieuse’®', projection of its author’s personality through 

the figure of Emma. This chapter considers the notion of fictionalization as a means of self-representation 

in Baudelaire. Our study charts the development of an aesthetic of the self that is highly modernist in form.

‘'8 Charles Baudelaire, ‘Madame Bovary par Gustave Flaubert’, OCII, p.81.
Ibid., p.84. (Italics, Baudelaire)

5“ Id. ibid.
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The first section of this chapter focuses on La Fanfarlo, published in 1847.^2 our discussion 

considers the autobiographical dimension of the novella and the extent to which it offers a portrait of the 

young artist. The notion of the mirror as an analogy for the autobiographical enterprise is questioned by 

the poet, as he plays with the idea of art reflecting life. The question of the relationship between the real 

and the fictive is at the heart of the discussion and, in particular, the manner in which Baudelaire toyed 

with his perceived image, fusing it with irony in his portrayal of the novella’s protagonist, Samuel Cramer. 

La Fanfarlo, while it does not paint a direct image of Baudelaire, sets the stage for a form of psychological 

self-representation, which embraces the fragmentation and division at the heart of the self. The question of 

dualism is discussed further in the second section, which focuses on De I ’essence du rire and the prose 

poems. Baudelaire’s conception of the grotesque, key to his representation of self, is illustrated through 

his theories on the comique slgnificatif and the comique absolu. Here, we consider the dedoublement of 

self, which, for Baudelaire, is at the core of artistic creation. Following on from Baudelaire’s theory of the 

comic actor’s need to maintain a sense of self, while immersing himself fully in his role, we focus on the 

manner in which the poet interacts with his fictional creation. The ‘zele de comedien’, of which Baudelaire 

speaks in relation to Flaubert, is then considered in view of the poet’s own relationship with his fictional 

personae in the prose poems. The interrelationship of self and other and of self and art are discussed, as 

are the fragmentation of the poetic personality and the presence of diverse voices in some key works. The 

last section focuses on the poet’s self-portraits and his Journaux intimes. Baudelaire’s own drawings are 

of particular interest, as they show the poet’s awareness of his perceived image. They also display his 

recognition of the on-going dialectic of memory and reality and an understanding of the dividing lines 

between an inner notion of the self and the self as seen by others. The poet’s making and unmaking of the 

self in the Journaux intimes find a parallel in the self-irony and self-invention of the poet’s own caricatures. 

Blatantly rejecting any claims for a mimetic representation and favouring the suggestive and the fictive 

over other forms of self-depiction, these drawings and writings, hitherto relatively neglected in studies of 

Baudelaire, provide a clear understanding of the poet’s challenge to the art of self-representation.

Where Baudelaire represents the self through techniques of fictionalization, Redon embraces the 

creative potential of otherness. Like Baudelaire, Redon saw the creative potential of a natural grotesque 

art. It is in his writings and the graphic work that this sense of a grotesque art of the self is revealed. The 

vision of self expressed in the graphic work is complemented and challenged by that offered in his 

writings. Although Redon continued to write throughout his career, it was in the 1870s, in particular, that 

his posthumously published autobiography, A soi-meme, was conceived. While he was first starting to 

write what would become A soi-meme, Redon also produced a series of short stories and verbal sketches.

Ibid, p.82.
The precise date of the work is unknown, although most critics agree that it was written between 1843 and 1847.
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Although A soi-meme has gained critical attention, principally through the work of Dario G am bon i,these  

prose writings have never been published and, with the exception of some references by Douglas 

Druick,^ have not so far been the focus of any critical attention whatsoever. From the point of view of this 

study, however, they are of particular interest, since they provide a unique insight into the artist’s 

meditations on the notion of the self and its representation. The transcriptions of these writings are part of 

the Mellerio papers, housed at the Ryerson and Burnham Libraries of the Art Institute of Chicago.^^ Andre 

Mellerio, Redon’s first biographer,^® meticulously collected and transcribed by hand all of the artist’s 

writings during the 1920s. Redon wrote eight stories, most of which are narrated in the first person and 

display elements of the fantastic. For the purpose of this study, five will be discussed in detail, namely, ‘Un 

Sejour au Pays basque’, l e  Recit de Marthe la folle’, ‘Le Fakir’, ‘II reve’ and ‘Nuit de fievre’.̂  ̂ These 

newly-discovered texts form an alternative vision of self to that offered in A Soi-meme and provide a 

parallel to many of the themes considered in the graphic work.

The first section of this chapter considers self and other, in Redon’s early graphic work. His 

tendencies towards the grotesque and the fantastic, and, in particular, his debt to the art of caricature, are 

discussed in the light of his quest for an aesthetic of self-expression. Drawing on the art of Faustin, Gill, 

Grandville and Goya, Redon maps the terrain for an art of self-representation that fuses 

anthropomorphism with the macabre. The lithographs and drawings executed by the artist during this 

penod display an understanding of the scientific and sociological developments that fuelled the perception 

of self in the nineteenth century. Inspired by evolutionary theory, along with advances in the science of 

botany, Redon expressed aspects of the self through the animal and plant worlds. The explorations of the 

dividing lines between self and other, as displayed in the graphic work, find a literary reflection in the short 

stories of ‘Marthe la folle’ and ‘Un Sejour dans le Pays basque’. Here, the notion of the other comes to 

preoccupy Redon’s understanding of the psychological self as composed of conscious and unconscious 

forces. Throughout Redon’s CBUvre, imagined figures of otherness provide a means of representing the 

unseen, yet psychically real aspects of selfhood. The second section discusses the manner in which 

Redon’s explorations in word and image challenge the conventions of autobiography and self-portraiture. 

Direct self-portraiture forms a small part of Redon’s ceuvre. Instead, like Baudelaire, the artist chose to 

represent himself through the oblique and the fictive. Projecting aspects of himself through the imagined 

figures of his lithographs, such as L’Homme cactus, Redon succeeds in creating a highly personal theatre 

of self. Clearly imagined and invented, these unusual self-portraits stand in direct opposition to the few 

mimetic self-portraits present in his ceuvre. Similarly, Redon’s autobiography, A soi-meme, finds an

53 See, in particular, Dario Gamboni, La Plume et le pinceau, Odilon Redon et la litterature, Paris: Editions de Minuit, 
1989.
5" See Douglas Druick, Odilon Redon, Chicago; The Art Institute of Chicago, 1994.
55 The original manuscripts are not available.
56 See Andre Mellerio, Odilon Redon, Peintre, dessinateur etgraveur, Paris: H.Floury, 1923.
5̂  The Mellerio Papers will be referred to hereafter by the letter M. All references will be by title and will refer 
exclusively to box 16:1 of the archive.
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imaginative counterpart in the unpublished verbal sketch, ‘Le Fakir’. Fused with irony, this text highlights 

the artist’s awareness of the precarious nature both of the self and of any attempt to represent it. This 

awareness of the perils of representation is discussed further in the third section, which considers the 

interrelationship of self and art. As for Baudelaire, suggestivity is at the core of Redon’s quest for 

self-expression. His majestic Visage de mystere, presents a challenge to the art of representation itself, 

as, refusing to fix meaning, it occupies an open and plural terrain, where signifiers blend and clash. The 

mask-like face of the image finds a counterpart in the many masks and veils found in Redon’s later works: 

these serve as tropes for the challenge to representation by the act of self-portraiture. The mask manifests 

itself as not only the other face of the self, but as the antithesis to mimesis and to the self-portrait as 

likeness.

Redon’s Masque de la mort rouge, exhibited at the Salon des XX in Brussels in 1886, was 

generously received by its members, including Ensor, the painter of masks. The masks for which he 

became known, find their origins as much in his meditations on family life, as in his considerations on the 

political, social and cultural changes, which characterized Belgium at the end of the nineteenth century. 

Ensor’s most creative period dates from the 1880s and 1890s. Challenging the boundaries of 

representational art, he developed an aesthetic, which, exploring the expressive qualities of colour and 

line and embracing the fantastic and the grotesque, set him apart from his contemporaries and, in 

particular, the wortd of the Impressionists. It is in the paintings, writings and graphic work from this period 

that the artist’s meditations on the representation of self in art are best illustrated. The transition from a 

representational to a grotesque and Expressionist art of the self is facilitated through the idea of drama 

and theatricalization.

The first section of the chapter considers the extent to which the artist’s early paintings mark a 

questioning of the validity of representational art. Distorting perspectives, representing self through 

absence and emphasizing artificiality and staging, Ensor posits an awareness of a need for an alternative 

means of expressing both self and society. In the artist’s self-portraits, paintings and personal writings, 

discussed in the second section, this concern with the staging of self is developed further. Many of these 

self-portraits display a recognition of the art of the pose and reveal the processes involved in creating a 

legend of oneself. Ensor’s letters and collected writings, Mes Ecrits, play a substantial role in this 

self-construction. While the artist’s letters emphasize the extent to which he was concerned with his public 

image, the narcissistic and self-congratulatory voice of Mes Ecrits is keen to express the greatness of his 

art. Yet this confident building of an artistic identity is challenged by the artist himself through other 

self-portraits which seek to dissolve this very identity, through art. Ensor’s oeuvre slowly gives way to an 

annihilation of the artist, in favour of the artistic medium itself, a transition which is paralleled by a move 

from the personal to the universal. Following on from this, Ensor’s embracing of the fantastic and the 

grotesque is highlighted. Embracing the art of caricature, he follows on from Redon to point a satirical 

finger at Academic art and prepares the terrain for a modernist grotesque. This transition marks a turning
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point in his oeuvre. While his drawings are invaded by the arabesque, his paintings explore the expressive 

possibilities of pure colour. His writings, too, explore the limits of the written word and display a desire for 

the creation of a personal language. Yet it is through the grotesque motifs of the skeleton and the mask 

that this development in the artist’s work is best observed. Presenting macabre and bizarre theatres of 

self, Ensor succeeds in creating a visual critique of nineteenth-century society. The final section provides a 

discussion of Ensor’s self-projection through the figure of Christ and through the motif of the crowd. The 

move from a sense of identification with others, in particular the figure of Christ, to the notion of a 

collective self, through the emblem of the crowd, in L ’Entree du Christ a Bruxelles en 1889, marks the 

culmination of the painter’s explorations. Standing defiantly in opposition to mimetic self-portraiture, it 

offers a picture of the self as fictive, multiple and as other. Yet it remains a highly personalized image 

which reflects aspects of the painter’s life and art. Essential to this personal dimension is the materiality of 

the paint which acts as an extension of the artist himself. This materiality foregrounds the presence of the 

painter in a manner similar to the self-consciousness and contingency which characterized the writings of 

Baudelaire and Redon.

This thesis argues that in adopting the mask, rather than the mirror, through techniques such as 

fictionalization and theatricalization Baudelaire, Redon and Ensor express the crisis of the self and its 

representation in art in the nineteenth century. The representation of self is inseparable from their self- 

conscious theorization on modernity. Central to this theorization is a heightened awareness of the 

relationship between the real and its representation. The grotesque, as it manifests itself in their work 

reflects a desire to reveal and engage with the hidden aspects of reality and of the self. The approach to 

the subject of self-representation in these case-studies is interdisciplinary, drawing as much on 

psychoanalysis, cultural history and philosophy, as on art history and literary criticism. Among the theorists 

considered, Lacan and Derrida are particularly significant. Their writings offer a means of approaching the 

subject of the self, the artistic gaze and representation from a theoretical view-point that both highlights 

eclipsed aspects of self-representation in these three figures and opens up the field of enquiry. Lacan’s 

model of the mirror stage informs our understanding of the fragmentation of self, while his concept of the 

gaze, as expressed in Les Quatre Concepts fondamentaux de la psycharialyze, is key to our conception of 

the artist who sees himself as other. The artistic gaze, for Lacan, is a scopic enterprise that reduces the 

self to object, as the subject is a seen object which falls beneath the gaze of the other; ‘Des que ce regard, 

le sujet essaie de s’y accomoder, II devient cet objet punctiforme, ce pont d’etre evanouissant, avec lequel 

le sujet confond sa propre defaillance.’^  The act of vision is an act of otherness that both determines and 

challenges the territory of the subject. Derrida’s Memoires d ’aveugle, I'autoportrait et autres ruines also 

illustrates the problems posed by the representation of self in art. For Derrida, seeing oneself as object is 

an integral part of self-portrayal; an objectification which is ultimately self-annihilation. Representing self is, 

Derrida notes, is the site of a ruin: ‘Ruine est I’autoportrait, ce visage devisage comme memoire de soi, ce
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qui reste ou revient comme un spectre des qu’au premier regard sur soi une figuration s’eclipse.’^  To 

avoid this gaze that circumscribes and objectifies the self is to challenge the very terrain of representation 

itself. In Derrida’s view, it is not the act of seeing, but that of blindess that is the condition of all artistic 

creation and that it is memory, not perception, that is the true terrain of a r t T h e s e  theories on the gaze 

and the challenges posed to the art of representation by self-portraiture are discussed in relation to each 

case-study, and serve to highlight the complexities of the self-representative act.

Though this study builds on the critical work already available on these artists and writers, it offers 

a new perspective. While caricature and the grotesque®' and the interface of the verbal and the visual®^ 

have been studied in Baudelaire, the poet’s own drawings have been neglected. Similarly, in relation to 

the question of self-representation, while it serves as a backdrop to many critical works on the poet,“  it 

has rarely been treated as a subject in its own right. Redon, though the subject of many monographs,®^ 

and though themes of the fantastic and the grotesque have been studied in his work,“  has not been 

considered in terms of self-representation. While he has been discussed in terns of word and image,®® his 

creative writings are discussed here for the first time. The self-representational dimension of Ensor’s visual 

work has attracted much criticism in recent years.®^ However, his writings have been neglected and this 

dissertation presents the first study of the artist in word and image. Our comparative study of these figures 

posits a new conception both of the artists and writers themselves and of the question of self

representation during the nineteenth century.

58 Jacques Lacan, Les Ouatre Concepts fondamentaux de la psychanalyze, Paris: Seuil, 1973, p.97.
Jacques Derrida, Memoires d’aveugle: L’autoportrait et autres ruines, Paris: Editions de la reunion des musees 

nationaux, 1990, p.72.
®“ Jacques Derrida, Memoires d’aveugle, op. cit., p.75.

See Yvonne Bargues-Rollins, Baudelaire and ttie Grotesque, Washington: University Press of America, 1978; 
Ainslie Armstrong McLees, Baudelaire's ‘Argot plastique’: Poetic Caricature and Modernism, Athens, Georgia: 
Georgia University Press, 1989 and Michele Hannoosh, Baudelaire and Caricature: From the Comic to an Art of 
Modernity, University Park, Pennsylvania: Pennsylvania University Press, 1992.
®2 See for example, David Scott, Pictorialist Poetics, op. cit, and Elizabeth Abel, The Married Arts, Poetry and 
Painting in Blake and Baudelaire, Ann Arbor, UMI Research Press, 1975.

See Leo Bersani, Baudelaire and Freud, London and Berkeley, University of California Press, 1977 and Gerard 
Gasarian, De Loin tendrement: etude sur Baudelaire, Paris : Honore Champion, 1996.

See for example, , Andre Mellerio, Odilon Redon: Catalogue raisonne, Paris: Societe pour I’etude de la gravure 
frangaise, 1913, and Odilon Redon, Peintre, dessinateur et graveur, op. cit.; Roseline Bacou, Odilon Redon, (two 
volumes) Geneva: P.Cailler, 1956 and Richard Hobbs, Odilon Redon, London: Studio Vista, 1977.

See Richard Hobbs, Odilon Redon, London: Studio Vista, 1977.
®5 See Sven Sandstrom, Le Monde imaginaire d ’Odilon Redon, Lund: Gleerup, 1955 and Stephen Eisenman, The 
Tempation of Saint Redon: Biography, Ideology and Style in the ‘Noirs’ of Odilon Redon, Chicago: University of 
Chicago Press, 1992.
®® See Penny Florence, Mallarme, Manet and Redon: Visual and Aural Signs and the Generation of Meaning, 
Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1985 and Dario Gamboni, op. cit.

See in particular, !?iane Lesko, James Ensor: the Creative Years, Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1985; 
Michel Draguet, James Ensor, Paris: Gallimard, 1999 and Francine-Claire Legrand, Ensor: la Mort et le charme, un 
autre Ensor, Antwerp: Fonds Mercator, 1993 and James Ensor, Brussels: La Renaissance du livre, 1999.
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BAUDELAIRE AND THE FICTIONALIZATION OF SELF
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1. Reflection and Resemblance in La Fanfarlo

(a) Reflecting the Real

Baudelaire’s concern witfi the question of self-representation is first observed in his interest in the 

autobiographical writing of authors such as Constant, Chateaubriand and Sainte-Beuve. The latter was the 

dedicatee of one of Baudelaire’s earliest poems, Tous imberbes alors, sur les vieux bancs de chene’, 

which poem upon Baudelaire’s memories of his schooldays, fusing them with the imaginative world of 

Sainte-Beuve’s Volupte and Chateaubriand’s Ren&.

Ce fut dans ce conflit de molles circonstances,
Muri par vos sonnets, prepare par vos stances,
Qu’un soir, ayant flaire le livre et son esprit,
J ’emportai sur mon cceur I’histoire d’Amaury,
Tout abime mystique est a deux pas du Doute.

— Le breuvage infiltre, lentement, goutte a goutte,
En moi qui des quinze ans vers le gouffre entrame,

Dechiffrais couramment les soupirs de Rene. “

These autobiographical works had such an effect on the poet that, years later, he still sought the sense of 

wonder and mystery which Sainte-Beuve’s Volupte had awakened in him as a boy:

— J’ai partout feuillete le mystere profond 
De ce livre si cher aux ames engourdies,
Que leur destin marqua des memes maladies,
Et devant le miroir j’ai perfectionne
L’art cruel qu’un Demon en naissant m’a donne,

— De la Douleur pour faire une volupte vraie, - 
D’ensanglanter son mal et de gratter sa plaie.®^

In this premonition of his later painful self-analysis, the use of the word plaie is of interest. It manifests 

itself twice in the short prose text of La Fanfarlo, which dates from the same period as the poem. The first 

reference to the word plaie falls within the scene where the protagonist, the journalist-poet Samuel 

Cramer, upsets the betrayed wife, Mme de Cosmelly, with his tactless meditations on love:

68 Poesies de jeunesse, OC I, p.207. 
63 pp. 207-08.
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«De grace, Monsieur!# dit Mme de Cosmelly. Elle etait evidemment emue; Samuel s’etait apergu 
qu’il avait mis le fer sur une ancienne plaie, et il insistait avec cruaute.™

This extract is mirrored later in the text as, once again, Samuel seeks to impress with his ‘jargon 

romantique’:

Honteux d’avoir ete bete, il voulait etre roue; il lui parla encore en patois seminariste de blessures a 
fermer ou a cauteriser par I’ouverture de nouvelles plaies saignantes largement et sans douleurJ'

The images evoked in these extracts call to mind the almost sado-masochistic sentiment in Baudelaire’s 

later poetry^^ and anticipate the famous declaration of Mon Coeur mis a nu, where we are told that ‘II serait 

peut-etre doux d’etre alternativement victime et bourreau.’̂  ̂ Self-representation in Baudelaire, as first 

expressed in La Fanfarlo, is highly satirical, since the work, as critics have shown, is fused with irony and 

black humour/'' The principal focus for this humour is the figure of Samuel Cramer, ‘a la fois un grand 

faineant, un ambitieux triste et un illustre m a l h e u r e u x . ’^s  Various critics have identified this character with 

that of the young Baudelaire, some suggesting that it presents the poet’s ‘alter-ego’̂ ®, and offers a ‘self- 

portrait of the artist in an ironical mode’” , others referring to it as the writer’s ‘propre caricature.’ ®̂ 

Autobiographical allusions pervade the text. Links with the author’s personal life are forged from the 

outset:

Samuel Cramer, qui signa autrefois du nom de Manuela de Monteverde quelques folies 
romantiques, —dans le bon temps du romantisme, — est le produit contradictoire d’un bleme 
Ailemand et d’une brune Chilienne.^^

Baudelaire, like Samuel Cramer, also used a number of pseudonyms in his early literary career and the 

text of La Fanfarlo is itself signed Charles Defayis, a derivation of his mother’s maiden name.®® The 

adoption of a pen-name as an artistic ploy, with its cloak of anonymity, could be perceived as an excellent

La Fanfarlo, OC I, p.561.
Ibid., p.569.
The theme may indeed be perceived throughout his writings, as Jean-Paul Sartre, in his Baudelaire (1947), was 

eager to point out. The lines from the poem ‘L’Heautontimoroumenos’ are also of interest in this respect: ‘Je suis la 
plaie et le couteau! / Je suis le soufflet et la joue! / Je suis les membres et la roue./ Et la victime et le bourreau’ (OC I, 
p.79).

Mof) Coeur mis a nu, OC I, p.676.
See, in particular Nathaniel Wing’s The Poetics of Irony in Baudelaire’s La Fanfarlo’, Neophilologus, LIX, II, 1975 

and Barbara Wright’s essay in ‘La Fanfarlo’ and l e  Spleen de Paris’, London: Grant and Cutler, 1984.
La Fanfarlo, OC I, p.553.
Bernard Howells, Baudelaire, Individualism, Dandyism and the Philosophy of History, op. cit, p.4.

” /b/d, p.5.
Pascal Pia, Baudelaire par lui-meme, Paris: Seuil, 1963, p.25.
La Fanfarlo, OC I, p.553.
During the 1840s, in particular, Baudelaire used a number of pseudonyms, mostly variations on his mother’s 

maiden name, Defayis. One of the most ingenious pseudonyms was that of Alexandre Privat d’Anglemont, who was 
in fact an acquaintance of the poet. Privat d’Anglemont was a colourful bohemian in the contemporary world of arts 
and letters, whose name helped Baudelaire to have his first poems published in L’Artiste. The poet’s elaborate game 
of authorial simulation and dissimulation culminated in his claiming the authorship of the novella, The Young 
Enchanter, by Reverend Croly, in 1846.
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means of airing controversial views or of delving into introspection. It could however, as Jean Starobinski 

observes, act as a form of self-defence:

Cette pseudonymie n’est done pas seulement une rupture avec les origines familiaies et sociales: 
c’est une rupture avec les autres. Notre identite, qui nous attache a notre nom, nous livre du meme 
coup en otage aux autres consciences; elle nous offre sans defense au jugement des autres. 
L’egotiste, lui, pretend se reprendre. II detruira son nom, qui I’oblige a se sentir vulnerable dans 
cette partie de lui-meme que reflete le regard des autres. En rompant cette attache qui le livrait a 
autrui, II espere echapper a toute blessure d’orgeuil.®'

While the lure of the pseudonym would only remain with Baudelaire in his early works, the masking of 

self, which it entailed, was to remain key to the poet’s relationship with his work.

The fact that the protagonist of La Fanfarlo bears a name other than that of the author may also 

be seen to preclude the possibility of the work being an autobiography in the strict sense, as defined by 

Philippe Lejeune:

Ce qui definit I’autobiographie pour celui qui la lit, c’est avant tout un contrat d’identite qui est scelle 
par le nom propre, Et cela est vrai aussi pour celui qui ecrit le texte. Si j ’ecris I’histoire de ma vie 
sans y dire mon nom, comment mon lecteur saura-t-il que c’etait moi? II est impossible que la 
vocation autobiographique et la passion de I’anonymat coexistent dans le meme etre.®^

Lejeune goes on to explain that the contrat d ’identite is founded upon a concept of identity which is 

defined through the three poles of author, narrator and character:

Narrateur et personnage sont les figures auxquelles renvoient, a I ’interieur du texte, le sujet de 
I’enonciation et le sujet de I’enonce; I’auteur, represente a la lisiere du texte par son nom, est alors 
le referent auquel renvoie, de par le pacte autobiographique, le sujet de I’enonciation.®^

The text of La Fanfarlo, with its pseudonymous author, fictional protagonist and a pseudo-narrator 

who exists independently of both author and protagonist, would not fulfil such requirements. In his 

discussion, Lejeune also sets identity against resemblance, stating that; I ’identite est un fait 

immediatement saisi -  accepte ou refuse, au niveau de I’enonciation; la ressemblance est un rapport, 

sujet a discussions et a nuances infinies, etabli a partir de I’enonce.’ŝ  La Fanfarlo is layered with 

resemblance both to its creator and to his reality. This resemblance, though it does not guarantee the 

autobiographical dimension of the novella, as stipulated by Lejeune, certainly places it within a self- 

referential framework. This outward scaffolding of resemblance provides a stage upon which a form of 

self-representation is performed. To what extent is the character of Cramer a fictional reflection of his 

creator? From a physical, physiognomical perspective the portrait of Cramer, as depicted in La Fanfarlo,

Jean Starobinski, L’CEilvivant, Paris: Gallimard, 1961, pp.197-98.
82 Philippe Lejeune, Le Pacte autobiographique, Paris: Seuil, 1975, p.32.
83 Ibid., p.35.
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closely resembles that of the painting of Baudelaire executed by Emile Deroy in 1844 (Versailles; Musee 

national), (Figure 1). The portrait shows a confident, if somewhat pretentious-looking young man, elegantly 

dressed with a generous head of hair. The first description of Samuel could be seen to draw upon this 

image, offering a tongue-in-cheek, flattering portrait of the protagonist;

Samuel a le front pur et noble, les yeux brillants comme des gouttes de cafe, le nez taquin et 
railleur, les levres impudentes et sensuelles, le menton carre et despote, la chevelure 
pretentieusement raphaelesque.®®

The portrait of Cramer may be seen to poke fun at Baudelaire’s cultivated dandysme: ‘II se peigna, se 

lava, sut en quelques minutes retrouver le costume et I’aplomb des gens chez qui I’elegance est chose 

journaliere’“ . With regard to Cramer’s character, the portrait becomes increasingly ironical, playing upon a 

fear of failure that haunted the young poet:

Parmi tous ces demi-grands hommes que j’ai connus dans cette terrible vie parisienne, Samuel fut, 
plus que tout autre, I’homme des belles oeuvres ratees; creature maladive et fantastique, dont la 
poesie brille bien plus dans sa personne que dans ses oeuvres.®^

If it is accepted that La Fanfarlo depicts a humorous portrait of Baudelaire, its humour has a biting 

edge as it draws upon lived experience. From this perspective, the novella may have provided an 

important function, as C.A. Hackett points out;

Above all, it seems that he needed, at this moment in his career, to exhibit ail his talents, to test, 
examine, analyze and judge himself. In La Fanfarlo he states the main theme of his work: self- 
analysis and self-contemplation; and announces the dandy’s ideal: ‘vivre et dormir devant un 
miroir’. The story is, in fact, Baudelaire’s first mirror.®®

For Hackett, the text gave Baudelaire his first opportunity to reflect upon both his personal character and 

his artistic work. His choice of the medium of prose is of particular interest in this respect. With its potential 

for descriptions, development of relationships between characters and the possibility of clearly expressing 

psychological and social perspectives, it could be seen to be more suitable than poetry, in terms of 

offering a stage upon which Baudelaire could act out a form of self-analysis and reflection.®® In his essay 

on Poe, Baudelaire also points out that ‘la verite peut etre souvent le but de la nouvelle’,3° The question of

Id. Ibid.
®5 La Fanfarlo, OC I, p.553.
86 Ibid., p.555.
07 Ibid., p.553.

Hackett, C.A., The Writer and his Other Self, London; Grant and Cutler, 1995., p.35.
The novella form also interested Baudelaire for its controlled form, which, like the sonnet, heightened its effect: ‘La 

nouvelle, plus resserree, plus condensee, jouit des benefices eternels de la contrainte: son effet est plus intense; et 
comme le temps consacre a la lecture d’une nouvelle est bien moindre que celui necessaire a la digestion d’un 
roman, rien ne se perd de la totalite de I’effet’, in Theophile Gautier’, OC II, p, 119.
30 Etudes sur Poe, 0 0 1, p.330.
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truth and veracity is of particular interest in La Fanfarlo, as the text consistently draws upon the factual and 

verifiable reality that surrounded the young writer. The text is strewn with sentiments and ideas upon 

subjects which interested the young Baudelaire, many of which would be developed in his later criticism 

and essays. In particular, his ideas on the subject of theatre and acting, as expressed in De I’essence du 

rire, manifest themselves as Cramer is described as a ‘brutal et hypocrite comedien’®', who falls in love 

with the actress, La Fanfarlo. Similarly, Baudelaire’s comments on the virtues of make-up and the artificial, 

in Le Peintre de la vie moderne, echo Cramer’s sentiments;

II aimera toujours le rouge et la ceruse, le chrysocale, et les oripeaux de toute sorte. II repeindrait 
volontiers les arbres et le del, et si Dieu lui avait confie le plan de la nature, il I’aurait peut-etre 
gate.92

The subject of women also crops up in Baudelaire’s critical writings^^ and the female characters of 

La Fanfarlo who find their reflection in real-life may indeed have informed much of his thinking. Both the 

characters of Mme de Cosmelly and La Fanfarlo may be seen to mirror some of the poet’s acquaintances. 

With reference to the former, the text notes that ‘Samuel I’avait connue aux environs de Lyon, jeune, 

alerte, folatre et plus maigre.’®̂ This allusion to Lyon may link the figure of the betrayed wife to what may 

have been Baudelaire’s first love.®  ̂ However the character of Mme de Cosmelly would, as various critics 

have noted, ^  also seem to point to that of Felicite Baudelaire, the prudish wife of his half-brother, 

Alphonse. Her personality would appear to resemble that of ‘la discrete et vertueuse epouse’,̂  ̂while his 

description of the features of fi l̂me de Cosmelly (‘ses traits quoique muris et engraisses par quelques 

annees de pratique, avaient la grace profonde et decente de I’honnete femme’®«) also reflects the image 

portrayed by Felicite.^® The fact that Cramer’s gift to Mme de Cosmelly of his collection of sonnets, Les 

Orfraies,™ mirrors Baudelaire’s sending of his Choix de maximes consolantes sur I ’amour to Felicite 

Baudelaire in 1846 may also be seen to draw a parallel between the two figures. Mme de Cosmelly’s 

servant, Mariette, would also seem to draw upon a personal acquaintance of the poet. She bears the

La Fanfarlo, OC I, p.562.
92 Ibid., p.577.

See for example ‘La Femme’ and ‘Les Femmes et les filles’, in Le Peintre de la vie moderne (1863), OC II, pp. 
1428-30 and ‘Des maitresses’, in Conseils auxjeunes litterateurs (1846), OCII, pp. 19-21.
3" La Fanfarlo, OC I, p.556.
95 Baudelaire lived in Lyon from 1832-1836. The link between Baudelaire’s early infatuation and Mme de Cosmelly 
may be strengthened by the fact that the lines from an early poem, II aimait a la voir avec ses jupes blanches are 
echoed in the passage where Cramer recites his poetic prose to the latter (OC I, p.560).
95 Among them, Claude Pichois, Baudelaire, Paris: Julliard, 1987, p.133 and Barbara Wright, op. cit., p.9.
9̂  La Fanfarlo, OC I, p. 568.
98/M ,  p.556.
99 In L’Abeille de Foniiinebleau, 8 June, 1917, there is a reference to Felicite Baudelaire’s ‘ joli profil et ses airs de 
grande dame’, in La Fanfarlo, ed. Claude Pichois, Monaco: Editions du Rocher, 1957, p.24.

The title may be seen to refer to the episode in Le Lys dans la vallee, where Felix de Vandenesse poeticizes the 
ospreys that lurk within ancient ruins: this may be seen as a parallel with the love story of Balzac’s novel. See 
Graham Robb, Baudelaire, iecteur de Balzac, Paris: Jose Corti, 1998, pp. 166-67.
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same name as the woman who nursed the young Baudelaire and is evoked in Les Fleurs du The 

inspiration for the figure of La Fanfarlo is, however, particularly intriguing. She is often linked to the 

actress, Jeanne Duval, with whom Baudelaire had a relationship. The exotic, almost animal-like, beauty of 

La Fanfarlo may indeed have been inspired by that of Jeanne, described by Theodore de Banville as 

having;

[qjuelque chose de divin et de bestial; par des cheveux d’un noir eclatant, — de ce noir qu’on dit 
presque bleu, — aux ondes crepelees; par de tres grands yeux bruns, des levres sensuelles.'°2

However, it is also agreed that the figure of La Fanfarlo may have been inspired by the young actress, 

Marie Daubrun, whom Baudelaire met in 1845, when she was acting in the Theatre Montmartre and to 

whom the ‘lettre a Marie’ is a d d r e s s e d . Her acting skills, though far from perfect, were complemented by 

her extraordinary beauty which boasted, according to the journalists of Mercure des Thmtres and La 

France thMtrale, ‘[des] plantureuses epaules [et un] corsage opulent.’'°^ Yet, as recent researches by 

Graham Robb have shown , t he r e  exists another possibility for the creation of the character of La 

Fanfarlo.

Lola Montes was an Irish-born polka dancer whose captivating beauty, combined with her on and 

off-stage antics, earned her considerable tame in the Europe of the 1840s. Most renowned for her 

relationship with King Ludwig I of Bavaria, she also caused quite a stir when she appeared on the stage of 

the Paris Opera in 1844. Her unorthodox dancing was accentuated by her indecent behaviour, which 

included refusing to wear undenwear and throwing her garter into the audience. Although many 

commentators in the Parisian press were unimpressed with her performances, others such as Theophile 

Gautier were enthusiastic about the adventurous performer and spoke of her fantastic dancing dress, 

teeming with spangles and glittering frills.'®® The music critic of Le Corsaire-Satari, Pier-Angelo Fiorentino, 

also wrote admiringly about her, referring, in particular, to her costumes;

Les trois costumes sous lesquels elle s’est montree successivement sont d’une rare elegance et 
d’un gout parfait. Des que le bruit des castagnettes a marque les premieres mesures de la 
cachucha, une avalanche de bouquets a tellement jonche et couvert la scene, qu’il etait presque 
impossible pour la jeune danseuse de faire un pas.'“^

‘La Servante au grand coeur dont vous etiez jalouse’, OC I, p. 100.
Cited in Pascal Pia, Baudelaire par lui-meme, op. cit, p.43.

' “3 Dated 1847, this letter states, ‘Par vous Marie, je serai fort et grand. Comme Petrarque, j ’immortaliserai ma Laure. 
Soyez mon Ange gardien, ma Muse et ma Madone, et conduisez-moi dans la route du Beau.' In CII, p.99.

Cited in Claude Pichois, ‘Autour de La Fanfarlo: Baudelaire, Balzac et Marie Daubrun’, Mercure de France, 328, 
(Dec. 1956), p.634.
' “5 See Graham Robb, ‘Lola Montes et La Fanfarlo', in Etudes baudelairiennes, XXI (1987), pp. 55-71.

Cited in Claude Pichois, Baudelaire, op. cit, p.135.
Pier-Angelo Fiorentino, Le Corsaire Satan, March 6,1845.
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The costumes of Lola Montes could have provided the inspiration for those of La Fanfarlo. Like Lola, she 

has also ‘des castagnettes, des eperons, des talons de bottes’ and has a taste for elaborate gowns;

Elle aimait les etoffes qui font du bruit, les jupes longues, craquantes, pailletees, ferblantees, qu’il 
faut soulever tres haut d’un genou vigoureux, les corsages de saltimbanque; elle dansait non pas 
avec des boucles, mais avec des pendants d’oreilles, j’oserai presque dire des lustres.'™

It was not long until Fiorentino fell prey to her charms, as did the cultural editor of La Presse, 

Alexandre-Henri Dujarier. The affair with Dujarier came to a tragic end, however, when, as a result of an 

argument, he was shot in a duel by yet another journalist, Beauvallon. The trial which ensued raised, 

amongst others, the issue of journalists blackmailing young actresses and dancers. In his report of the 

trial, Fiorentino notes;

M. Leon Duval a parle des facilites du feuilleton; M. I’avocat-general, expliquant cette pensee, 
s’est etendu sur un certain genre de femmes qui, d’apres ce digne magistrat, seraient dans la 
dependance absolue des journalistes^°^

This extraordinary story may have fired the imagination of Baudelaire, who had contributed articles to Le 

Corsaire-Satan.'^° Indeed, Fiorentino’s comments are echoed in the text of La Fanfarlo:

Les facilites du feuilleton, comme disait recemment un brave avocat dans un proces tristement 
celebre, etait bien plus grandes qu’aujourd’hui; quelques talents ayant parfois capitule avec les 
journalistes, I’insolence de cette jeunesse etourdie et aventureuse ne connut plus de bornes.'"

The characters of La Fanfarlo, Mme de Cosmelly and indeed Samuel Cramer would all appear, therefore, 

to reflect aspects of actual people. However, while La Fanfarlo is anchored in a verifiable reality, it is a 

reality that is seen through the lens of fiction. Coloured by satirical humour and exaggeration, these real 

characters and events are transported into a fictional world. While factual detail abounds, it becomes 

overshadowed by the fictive and what is experienced is the impression of the presence of the real rather 

than a replica of it. it offers an image therefore of an mirror as a sort of decoy. The text appears to reflect 

reality, but is in fact distorting it. What appears to be a mimetic representation is a clever textual 

manipulation, as Baudelaire toys with the idea of art reflecting life. The challenging of representational art, 

as seen in La Fanfarlo, displays a keen understanding of the limitations of mimesis, which is also at the 

core of the work of Redon and Ensor.

'0® La Fanfarlo, OC I, p.571.
'03 Pier-Angelo Fiorentino, Le Corsaire-Satan, April 1,1846.

It is also significant that Lola Montes is mentioned in an article by Joseph d’Estienne, a collective pseudonym 
used by Baudelaire, Banville and Auguste Vitu, in Le Tintamarre, OC II, p. 1023.
" ' L a  Fanfarlo, OC II, p.570.
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In the same way in which it draws upon real people and events, La Fanfarlo also alludes to 

nunnerous other texts. The writings of Marivaux"^, Laclos” ^and Balzac” '* are but a few of many texts 

which blend and clash within its intertextual space. Some of these borrowings are but lines or phrases, 

reminiscent of earlier texts, others take on themes and ideas particular to other writers. The intertextual 

relationship between La Fanfarlo and the work of Balzac has been explored by Graham Robb, who sees 

echoes of Beatrix, La Fille aux yeux d ’or, Illusions perdues, as well as other texts from La Comedie 

humaine, in both the characterisation and narrative of La Fanfarlo.^^^ To him, the protagonist of the novella 

draws upon the real and imaginative world of Balzac’s novels:

Samuel Cramer se dresse done comme un heros en habit noir de Balzac. C’est un heros manque, 
il est vrai, mais porte-parole de I’auteur, entoure d’un decor balzacien -  reel ou fictif -  partageant 
les gouts de Balzac en litterature, et dont I’histoire est racontee avec une methode qui rappelle en 
certains endroits celle de Balzac."®

The reference to other texts in La Fanfarlo also creates a sense of the presence of a reality exterior to the 

novella that is represented through literature. This presence may be seen to fortify the autobiographical 

dimension of the work, by placing it within the context of actual literary works. A sense of parody is also 

evoked both through Cramer’s verbose meditations and the deflationary style of prose employed by 

Baudelaire in his descriptive passages."^ Hence, the concern, on the one hand, with the representation of 

the real in fiction, as expressed by Balzac, is met with that whicti, through parody, expresses the dubious 

politics of any such representation. The art of mimesis, which the text purports to uphold, is in fact being 

challenged and it is through an inversion of the aesthetic mirror that Baudelaire’s first attempt at self

representation is observed.

"2 to/d., pp.563 and 569.
"3/b/d., p.579.
^'^Ibid, p.578.
"5 Graham Robb, Baudelaire, op. cit, pp.149-78.
"6/b/d., p. 178.

See, for example, the pseudo-Romantic description of nature: ‘Samuel admira comme le printemps etait venu vite 
en queiques jours, et sans crier gare. Un air tiede et impregne de bonnes odeurs lui ouvrait les nahnes, - dont une 
partie etant montee au cerveau, le remplit de reverie et de desir, et I'autre lui remua libertinement le coeur, I’estomac 
etie foie’ (OC I, p.555).
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(b) Reflexivity and the Role of the Narrator

The conflict between the real and its representation finds expression in the ironic self-consciousness of 

Baudelaire’s novella. The intrusions, digressions and oversights of the narrator contribute, as Nathaniel 

Wing observes, to the creation, within the text of La Fanfarlo, of ‘an ironic sense of distance, not only 

between the narrator and his hero, but between the narrator and his discourse.’"® The subject of irony has 

indeed fascinated many critics of La Fanfarlo, who see it as underlying the many forms of duality and 

dedoublement that pervade the text.” ® Paul de Man, following on from Schlegel, focused on irony in terms 

of the intervention of the self-conscious narrator, ‘the author’s intrusion that disrupts the fictional 

illusion’'2o. The initial ‘objective’ narrator’s description of Samuel’s appearance in the opening paragraph, 

is countered by a narrative reflection which underlines the subjective nature of this portrait;

Parmi tous ces demi-grands hommes que j ’ai connus dans cette terrible vie parisienne, 
Samuel fut, plus que tout autre, I’homme des belles oeuvres ratees; - creature maladive et 
fantastique, dont la poesie brille bien plus dans sa personne que dans ses oeuvres, et qui, vers une 
heure du matin, entre I’eblouissement d’un feu de charbon de terre et le tic-tac d’une horloge m ’est 
toujours apparu comme le dieu de I’impuissance, — dieu moderne et hermaphrodite, — 
impuissance si colossale et si enorme qu’elle en est epique!’^'

This narrative interjection may be seen to set the novella within the world of real experience as it 

presumes an actual relationship between the narrator and the character of Cramer. However, the fact that 

this narrator is unidentified and that the author of the novella employs a pseudonym, situates the novella 

outside a factual and verifiable reality. From the outset, the objective portrayal of the protagonist is called 

into question, as the reader wonders to what extent one can trust the veracity of the tale. The narrator, 

however, is conscious of his dubious position and, having related the somewhat outlandish story of the 

betrayal of Mme de Cosmelly, the ‘honnete f e m m e , interjects once again, to prepare the reader for the 

increasingly bizarre tale of the protagonist’s seduction of the dancer. La Fanfarlo:

Nathanlal Wing, The Poetics of Irony in La Fanfarlo’, loc. cit, p.169.
Apart from Wing, who discusses the subject in detail, Other critics such as Barbara Wright and C.K. Hackett have 

noted the text’s ironical aspects. Of particular relevance is Bernard Howells’ comment that in La Fanfarlo irony ‘is a 
form of duality which cannot be recuperated within the “system of nature” because it emphasizes the division of 
consciousness from nature and renders impossible any identification with a “vue synthetique” -  that is, with a stable 
system or a stable view of self, Baudelaire, Individualism, Dandyism and the Philosophy of History, op. cit., p.9 
(Italics, Howells).
'2° Paul de Man, The Rhetoric of Temporality’, in Blindness and Insight: Essays in the Rhetoric of Contemporary 
Criticism, Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 1983, pp.218-19.
'2' La Fanfarlo, OC, I, p.553. (Italics, mine)
'22 to/d, p.569.
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Quelques lecteurs scrupuleux et amoureux de la verite vraisemblable trcuveront sans doute 
beaucoup a redire a cette histoire, ou pourtant je n’ai eu d’autre besogne a faire que de changer 
les noms et accentuer les details; comment, diront-ils, Samuel, un poete de mauvais ton et de 
mauvaises mceurs, peut-il aborder aussi prestement une femme comme Mme de C osm elly? ’23

The tongue-in-cheek reference to the factual dimension of the tale not only points a finger at its creator, 

but also draws attention to the role of the reader in determining its plausibility. Direct statements to the 

reader are scattered throughout the text. Striving to paint a satisfactory portrait of the hero, the narrator 

exclaims: ‘comment vous mettre au fait, et vous faire voir bien clair dans cette nature tenebreuse, bariolee 

de vifs eclairs it becomes decidedly more evident to the reader, as the plot unfolds, that the

narrator is unreliable. Despite his overall emphasis on the absurdity of Cramer’s character, which, 

conveyed in comic detail, the narrator admits to sharing Cramer’s views on architecture:

Cramer haissait profondement, et il avait selon moi, parfaitement raison, les grandes lignes droites 
en matiere d’appartements et I’architecture importee dans le foyer domestique.

This interjection, while it draws attention to the subjective nature of the narrator’s discourse, also posits an 

identification between the narrator and the protagonist, which he previously had been eager to obscure. 

Where most of the narrative had been heterodiegetic, i.e. presented from the perspective of someone 

other than the subject of the text, here, and in the accompanying so-called digressions - relating to the 

taste of Samuel Cramer and La Fanfarlo - the narrative swerves into a homodiegetic mode, identifying the 

narrator and the subject:

Les vastes salles des vieux chateaux me font peur, et je plains les chatelaines d’avoir ete 
contraintes a faire I’amour dans de grands dortoirs qui avaient un air de cimetiere, dans de vastes 
catafalques qui se faisaient appeler des lits, sur de gros monuments qui prenaient le pseudonyme 
de fauteuils. [..] Les sentiments intimes ne se recueillent ^ loisir que dans un espace tres etroit.

This personal digression of the narrator takes on a further signification as he thrusts back to the narrative 

in order to state:

La chambre a coucher de La Fanfarlo etait done tres petite, tres basse, encombree de choses 
molles, parfumees et dangereuses a toucher; I’air charge de miasmes bizarres donnait I’envie d’y 
mourir lentement comme dans une serre chaude.'^s

In these apparent digressions, the original subject of the tale, Samuel Cramer, has been 

superseded momentarily by his own narrator. This authorial self-consciousness leads us to question who 

exactly is speaking. To whom does what Todorov referred to as ‘that “ poetic personality” which we seize 

through the d iscourse ’^̂ e actually belong? The textual tension between the narrator and the subject of the

'23/ M ,  p.568.
'2" Ibid., p.553-54. (Italics, mine)
125/M ,  p.576.
'26 Tzvetan Todorov, The Poetics of Prose, Oxford: Blackwell, 1977, p.40.
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tale could also be seen to reflect a dialectic between the narrator and the author. The ambiguous role of 

the narrator within La Fanfarlo is significant, as it reveals a concern with the enunciating voice that would 

take centre stage in the prose poems of the poet’s mature period. The other two apparent digressions are 

discussions on the art of theatre, and the art of gastronomy. Baudelaire’s interest in these subjects could 

encourage an identification between his voice and that of the narrator. However, as Nathaniel Wing has 

shown, these passages ‘are not simply pretexts for the author to advance his own ideas on these subjects 

through a virtuoso poetic prose.’ Instead, he argues:

There is an analogy between each of the passages in that each correlates sensual experience with 
intellectual control, whether it is the dancer’s art or a refinement of cuisine [...]. Functionally, the 
accumulation of sequences relates the progress of the love affair, bringing the protagonists closer 
to the alcove.

The passages are in fact evidence of an original dimension in Baudelaire’s writing, where, rather than 

expressing an account of the relationship of the two protagonists directly, ‘he suggests this evolution 

obliquely, through a discussion of the consonance of their views.’’ ®̂ Mimesis, where the narrator acts as a 

passive mediator between the real and its representation, is no longer valid. Instead, Baudelaire plays with 

a narrator who is tar from passive and an artistic method that expresses ideas obliquely rather than 

directly.

Baudelaire’s refusal to engage with the principles of mimetic art is particularly evident in the 

description of Cramer himself. The profusion of contradictory adjectives in this account such as, ‘ie doux, 

le fantasque, le paresseux, le terrible, le savant, I’ignorant, le debraille, le coquet Samuel Cramer, la 

romantique Manuela de M o n te v e rd e .’^̂ s could indeed be seen as a refusal to paint an objectified image. 

No single semantic, common denominator is available and hence ambiguities are extended rather than 

limited. Once more this could be perceived as the work of an unreliable narrator who seeks to frustrate the 

reader’s desire for a coherent narrative. However, the apparent contradiction between these terms, while it 

seems to preclude signification is, in itself, a signifier of the paradoxical character of the protagonist. This 

becomes more apparent in the narrator’s description of Samuel as ‘a la fois un grand faineant, un 

ambitieux triste, un illustre malheureux; car il n’a guere eu dans sa vie que des moities d’idees.’ The 

relation between the adjectives and the nouns they modify is insecure as, rather than convey a precise 

meaning, they represent a tension between incompatible elements. This tension is indeed intrinsic to the 

personality of Cramer, described as ‘le produit contradictoire d’un bleme Allemand et d’une brune 

Chilienne’, whose ‘double origine’ is complicated further by ‘une education frangaise et une civilisation

'27 Nathaniel W ing, ‘T h e  Poetics of Irony in Baudelaire’s La Fanfarlo', loc. c it, p. 182.
'28 B arbara Wright, in B arbara W right and David Scott, La Fanfarlo and Le Spleen de Paris, Paris: F lam m arion, 1987, 
p.31.
'29 La Fanfarlo, OC, I, p .555.
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litteraire’, endowing him with ‘des complications bizarres de [...] caractere.’'^  The tension within the 

character of Cramer may be understood as a reflection of that tension between the author and the 

narrator, the narrator and the narrative and the narrative and the reader. This sense of tension reflects a 

move away from the notion of the creative enterprise as static and instead embraces the text as a dynamic 

force. The sense of instabilty created by the conflicting voices in La Fanfarlo is also linked to vision of self 

it wishes to represent. The self-reflexivity of the text is related to Baudelaire’s understanding of the divided 

self.

The profusion of references to doubling and duality, within the text, expresses a concern with 

inherent contradiction and the difficulty it poses to representation. At a textual level, this sense of djality is 

manifested in the splitting of the narrative into two narrative sequences. The first recounts the 

protagonist’s interaction with Mme de Cosmelly; the second, the affair with La Fanfarlo. Within these 

narrative sequences, the text reflects and doubles back upon itself. Mme de Cosmelly’s abhorrence of 

‘descriptions d’anatomie’' '̂ in the first sequence is called to mind, in the second, through the almost 

mathematical description of the body of La Fanfarlo, in particular, her leg;

Cette jambe etait deja, pour Samuel, I’objet d’un eternel desir. Longue, fine, forte, grasse et 
nerveuse a la fois, elle avait toute la correction du beau et tout I’attrait libertin du joli. Tranchee 
perpendiculairement a I’endroit le plus large, cette jambe eut donne une espece de triangle dont le 
sommet eut ete situe sur le tibia, et dont la ligne arrondie du mollet eut fournie la base convexe.'®^

The terms, ‘la ligne’ and ‘I’attrait’, are of interest in that they appear later, in the same sequence, in relation 

to Samuel’s concept of love:

Mais comme dans le beau, qui est la cause de I’amour, il y avait selon lui deux elements: la ligne et 
I’a ttra it,— et que tout ceci ne regarde que la ligne, — I’attrait pour lui, ce soir-la du moins, c’etait le 
rouge.

This second element, ‘le rouge’ also plays a reflective role within the two sequences. Samuel’s 

‘thundering’ roar in the second sequence, ‘Eh! N’oubliez pas le rouger'^a, harks back to Mme de 

Cosmelly’s account of how she dressed up in sumptuous gowns to gain the allure of her dancer rival:

J ’ai paillete mon desespoir avec des sourires etincelants. Helas! II n’a rien vu. J’ai mis du rouge. 
Monsieur, j’ai mis du rouge!'^^

Other notable allusions to doubling include the two books, suggestive of the contrasting samples of 

Cramer’s literary taste, in the first sequence '̂ 5 and the ‘quatre livres de science’'^  he produces at the end

'3'>//3/d., p.553. 
'3’ Ibid., p.559. 
'32/M ,  p.572. 
'33 Ibid., p.577. 
'S'! Ibid., p.568.
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of the second sequence. Cramer’s view of human reproduction as ‘une maladie d’araignee’'®̂  is also 

ironically evoked when La Fanfarlo, now no more than ‘une espece de iorette ministerielle,’ gives birth to 

‘deux jumeaux.’^^ Thematically, textual references to doubling sometimes carry a similar ironic twist. This 

is best exemplified in the ‘double poignee de mains’^^ with which Cramer seals a relationship of mutual 

misunderstanding with Mme de Cosmelly and the pair of sonnets, written by Samuel to woo his respective 

love-interests, which are confused and sent to the wrong parties.

This sense of doubling is also apparent in the description of the protagonists. The initial physical 

portrait of the hero, in the first sequence, finds an echo in that painted by La Fanfarlo in the second. 

However, the same elements are now inscribed with different connotations:

Malgre son front trop haut, ses cheveux en foret vierge et son nez de priseur. La Fanfarlo le trouva 
presque bien.’"^

This description not only alters the original image of Samuel; it divides it in two, since it contains only three 

of the six initial six elements. This sense of division is also reflected in the description of Samuel as a 

‘demi-grand homme’, endowed with a ‘moitie de genie.’’'*' This reference is not simply another act of 

mirroring, but instead points to a more complex form of duality. The contradiction, as suggested through 

the use of incompatible terms in the initial description, may manifest itself more as a form of division. The 

aspects of Samuel’s character are so distinctive that, at times, the narrator seems to refer to him as two 

separate entities: at once ‘le coquet Samuel Cramer’ and ‘la romantique Manuela de Monteverde.’’ ''  ̂This 

sense of a separation within the self is also expressed through the use of reflexive verbs and pronouns. 

We are told that if he received a small scratch, ‘Samuel se glorifiait en lui-meme d’un coup de couteau’''*̂  

and also that ‘il se futbattu  en duel pour un auteur ou un artiste mort depuis deux siecles.’’ '*̂  This dialogue 

with self takes on a further dimension, as the narrator relates:

Fort honnete homme et quelque peu gredin par passe-temps, — comedien par temperament, — il 
jouait pour lui meme et a huis clos d’incomparables tragedies, ou pour mieux dire, tragi-comedies. 
Se sentait-il effleure et chatouille par la gaite, il fallait se le bien constater, et notre homme

'35 ‘I! souffla resolument ses deux bougies dont I’une palpitait encore sur un ume de Swedenborg et I’autre s’eteignait 
sur un de ces livres honteux dont la lecture n’est profitable qu’aux esprits possedes d’un gout immodere de la verite’ 
(La Fanfarlo, OCI, p.555).
'36/b/d, p.580.
'3  ̂Ibid., p.577 
'38/M ,  p.580.
'39/b/d., p.562.

Ibid., p.574.
Ibid., p.553.

' « Ibid., p.555.
' ‘•3 Ibid., p.554. (Italics, mine)

Ibid., p.555. (Italics, mine)
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s’exergait a rire aux eclats. Une larme lui germait-elle dans le coin de son ceil a quelque souvenir, il 
allait a sa glace se regarder pleurerJ'*^

The fact that Cramer’s ‘tragi-comedies’ are acted out in front of a mirror may be seen to serve as a 

humorous commentary upon the text itself and its claims to represent self. It is important to note that 

Baudelaire, like his protagonist, had, as Howells relates, ‘a life-long addiction to mirrorsV'*® an obsession 

that would later manifest itself through the figure of the dandy, whose prerogative was to ‘vivre et dormir 

devant un miroir.’''*̂  Yet the nature of the mirror, presenting a double of the self would also call to mind 

Baudelaire’s concept of the homo duplex, as expressed in his reading of Charles Asselineau’s La Double 

Vie:

Qui parmi nous n’est pas un homo duplex? Je veux parler de ceux dont I’esprit a ete des I’enfance 
touched with pensiveness-, toujours double, action et intention, reve et realite; toujours I’un nuisant 
a I’autre, I’un usurpant la part de I’autre.''*®

This sense of an inner division transpires throughout Baudelaire’s artistic and critical writings. As C.A. 

Hackett notes, ‘Baudelaire, more than any other writer, prose writer or poet, was acutely conscious of 

man’s fundamental duality.’'*'® This consciousness is evident in De I ’essence du rire, as he notes the 

'dualisme chronique,’'5« that is present in comic art, which is of particular interest when we consider that 

Cramer is a ‘comedien par temperament.’'^' Later, in Mon coeur mis a nu, Baudelaire also exclaims: ‘II y a 

dans tout homme, a toute heure, deux postulations simultanees, I’une vers Dieu, I’autre vers Satan’'^^ 

while poems such as ‘L’Irremediable’ and ‘L’Heautontimoroumenos’ also demonstrate a similar sense of 

inner division.

'"5 Ibid., p.554.
Bernard Howells, Baudelaire, Individualism, Dandyism and the Philosophy of History, op. cit., p. 11.
Mon Cceur mis a nu, OC I, p.678.
'La Double vie par Charles Asselineau’, OC, II, p.87.
C.A. Hackett, op. cit, p.32.

'50 De I’Essence du rire, OC II, p.542.
'5' La Fanfarlo, OC I, p. 554.
'52 tod , p.682.
'53 It is of interest that this division is conveyed through the image of the mirror in these two poems: In 
‘L’Heautontimoroumenos’, it reads ‘Je suis le sinistre miroir/Ou la megere se regarde’ (OC /, p.78.j, while in 
'L’Irremediable’, we read ‘Tete-a-tete sombre et limpide/Qu’un cceur devenu son miroir’(OC I, p.80).
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We have seen how the sense of reflexivity splits the actual text of La Fanfarlo and also sets the 

narrator against himself. As for the paradoxical character of Cramer, it is not simply a representation of 

two contrasting aspects of self, but ‘ce diable d’homme’, is the site of a fundamental inner division. It is a 

sense of division that is not only proper to the author but also particular to the modern mind, since Cramer 

is a ‘dieu moderne et hermaphrodite.’'®̂  Baudelaire’s understanding of the self as a fragmented entity, like 

that of Redon and Ensor, is informed by the crisis of the self in the nineteenth century. The unified self, as 

expressed in the autobiographical fiction of Chateaubriand and Sainte-Beuve, which had inspired 

Baudelaire gives way to the fragmented self of La Fanfarlo. This transition is central to the development of 

an artistic approach that would shun mimesis in favour of a fictive method in order to represent the self.

'54 La Fanfarlo. OC I, p.572.
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(c) The Self and the Specular

The self-reflexivity that underscores La Fanfarlo could also earn the text the label narcissistic.'^ However, 

the theme of narcissism has also been evoked from a thematic perspective in relation to the writings of 

Baudelaire. In particular, critics have referred to the self-absorption that underscores the masochistic 

sentiment of poems such as ‘Benediction’.H o w e v e r ,  the term ‘narcissism’ is often employed in a 

pejorative sense that fails to account for its clinical meaning, and instead, drawing upon the Ovidian 

mythical signification, it is used vaguely to denote self-preoccupation. Thematically, such narcissism could 

be seen to manifest itself in the text of La Fanfarlo through a self-absorbed protagonist with an interest in 

his own reflection. However, as he evokes the concept of narcissism in his discussion of the text, Bernard 

Howells is also eager to point out that he is referring to the clinical rather than the commonly understood 

term;

The most characteristic feature of the fictionalized self-portrait is narcissism, in the strong sense the 
term has in psychoanalytical theory. Baudelaire can only see himself as an entity to the extent that 
he imagines himself as another and escapes the shifting sands of unmediated introspection.

Freud’s theory of narcissism takes, as a starting point, the original use of the term to describe the 

attitude of an individual who treats his own body as though it were a sexual object.'^ Drawing upon the 

concept of ‘object love’, Freud developed the idea of narcissism to convey an idealization of the ego, that 

finds its basis in childhood:

This ideal ego is now the target of the self-love which was enjoyed in childhood by the actual ego. 
The subject’s narcissism makes its appearance displaced on to this new ideal ego, which, like the 
infantile ego, finds itself possessed of every perfection that is of value. [...] What [man] projects 
before him as his ideal is the substitute for the lost narcissism of his childhood in which he was his 
own ideal.

The notion of an ideal image of self is highlighted in Le Poeme du haschisch, as Baudelaire considers the 

overwhelming allure of self-absorption and self-idealization:

'55 The term ‘narcissistic’ is used to describe self-reflexive texts, most particularly by Linda Hutcheon in Narcissistic 
Narrative: The Metafictional Paradox, New York and London: Methuen, 1984.
'56 See in particular, Leo Bersani’s Baudelaire and Freud, London and Berkeley: University of California Press, 1977; 
Jean-Paul Sartre’s Baudelaire, London: Hamish Hamilton, 1964 and Eugene Holland’s Baudelaire and 
Schizoanalysis, Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1993.
'57 Bernard Howells, Baudelaire, Individualism, Dandyism and the Philosophy of History, op. cit, p.11.
'58 Paul Nacke, in 1899, introduced the term 'Narcismus’ \o describe a sexual perversion.
'59 Sigmund Freud, ‘On Narcissism: An Introduction’, New Haven: Yale University Press, 1999, p.94.
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C’est pourquoi je prefere considerer cette condition anormale de I’esprit comme une veritable 
grace, comme un miroir magique ou I’homme est invite a se voir an beau, c’est-a-dire tel qu’il 
devrait et pourrait etre; une espece d’excitation angelique, un rappel a I’ordre sous une forme 
complimenteuse.'®°

This sense of an ideal image of self, which transpires through the magical mirror of mind-altering 

substances, is linked in the same work to the figure of Narcissus, as the writer asks;

Ajouterai-je que le haschisch, comme toutes les joies solitaires, rend I’individu inutile aux hommes 
et la societe superflue pour I’individu, le poussant a s’admirer sans cesse lui-meme et le precipitant 
jour a jour vers le gouffre lumineux ou il admire sa face de Narcisse?'®'

Baudelaire displays an awareness of the dangers that lurk behind the attractiveness of the ideal image. It 

is particularly interesting that he should cite Jean-Jacques Rousseau as an example;

II confond completement le reve avec Taction, [...] substituant cette image fascinatrice de lui-meme 
a son reel individu, si pauvre en volonte, si riche en vanite [...]. L’enthousiasme avec lequel il 
admirait la vertu, I’attendrissement nerveux qui remplissait ses yeux de larmes, a la vue d’une belle 
action ou a la pensee de toutes les belles actions qu’il aurait voulu accomplir, suffisait pour lui 
donner une idee superlative de sa valeur morale. Jean-Jacques s’etait enivre sans haschisch.

It is significant that Baudelaire should have criticized Rousseau, as he would later claim to emulate him in 

Mon Cceur mis a nu and the poet’s comments may, in an indirect way, point at himself. Yet Baudelaire’s 

criticism of Rousseau’s perfect image of the self is also important since Rousseau represents an 

autonomous personal identity to which Baudelaire refuses to subscribe.

The figure of Cramer, with his predilection for mirrors and his self-engrossed character, points to 

a narcissistic portrait, as Howells has suggested. He is ‘coquet’'®̂  and also possesses ‘des habitudes de 

reclusion et de dissipation egalement violentes et prolongees.’'®̂  Indeed, we are also told that ‘il etait 

souvent seui dans son paradis, nul ne pouvait I’habiter avec lui,’'®® indicating the withdrawal from the outer 

world that is a result of extreme introversion and introspection. Cramer, as observed earlier, is also a 

dandy, in love with his own reflection. Of the dandy, Baudelaire writes, ‘c’est une espece de culte de soi- 

meme, qui peut survivre a la recherche du bonheur a trouver dans autrui.’’®® As observed earlier, this cult 

of the self can only be carried out through the dedoublement which the mirror provides. It becomes evident 

that the ideal image, to which the dandy aspires also displays an awareness of the specular image as the

'®° Charles Baudelaire, Le Poeme du haschisch, OC I, p.402. 
*6' Ibid., p.440.
^B l̂bid., p.436.

Ibid., p.555.
Ibid., p.555.

'®® Ibid., pp.577-78.
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locus of the idealization of the self. The text of La Fanfarlo is embedded within its own world of reflections. 

While critics, such as Howells, have considered the figure of Baudelaire in the light of the narcissistic 

elements of Cramer’s character, the profusion of incidences of doubling and duality throughout the text, 

coupled with the allusions to mirrors, lead us to consider to what extent the structure of the text as a whole 

may be read as a psychological portrait of the young Baudelaire. The concept of the ideal image, 

discussed by Freud in his essay on narcissism, offers a means of approaching the complex drama of self 

that is expressed in La Fanfarlo.

In his discussion of the works of E.T.A. Hoffmann, Freud noted that the most prominent themes 

of uncanniness were all concerned with the phenomenon of the ‘double’. Amongst the most unsettling 

manifestations of the double perceived by Freud was the one in which ‘the subject identifies himself with 

someone else, so that he is in doubt as to which his self is, or substitutes the extraneous self for his own. 

In other words, there is a doubling, dividing and interchanging of the self.’'®̂  The concept of the double, 

already discussed in relation to the characters and the text of the novella, may be of interest from a 

psychological perspective. Baudelaire creates a protagonist whose outward appearance, views and 

biographical details closely resemble his own, to the extent that he becomes his fictional double. The 

image of Cramer could be seen as Baudelaire’s contemplation of his own mirror-image, itself a fusion of 

the image he projected to the world and that which the world also projected upon him. It recalls Lacan’s 

essay on the mirror stage where the image in the mirror offers a false self. The figure of Cramer may 

thereby manifest itself as the Ideal I, of which Lacan speaks, the ego, which inevitably contains false 

images;

Cette forme serait plutot au reste a designer comme ye ideal, si nous voulions la faire rentrer dans 
un registre connu, en ce sens qu’elle sera aussi la souche des identifications secondaires, dont 
nous reconnaissons sous c«̂  terme les fonctions de normalisation libidinale.

The self identifies with the Ideal I to such an extent that he adopts the imago as himself. While critics are 

keen to identify Baudelaire with Cramer, referring to him as ‘le heros autobiographique’'®®, the sense of 

duality that inscribes his character demands further analysis. Lacan sees a sense of drama as informing 

the development of the subject at the mirror stage.'™ The self oscillates between self-recognition and 

alienation, between fragmented and complete images of itself. This drama may find a reflection in the 

internal drama that is Cramer’s faculte comedienne. This ability to be ‘a la fois soi et un autre’'^' is 

indicative of a greater dialectic within this ‘fictionalized portrait’ of Baudelaire. In the same way that the 

actor is at once himself and the character he plays, Cramer is at once self and other. Taking on roles at

Le Pemtre de la vie moderne, OCII, p.710.
Sigmund Freud, The Uncanny’ in Sigmund Freud, X\\/,Art and Literature, London: Penguin, 1990, p.356.

’68 Jacques Lacan, l e  Stade du miroir comme formateur de la fonction du Je’, loc. cit., p. 93 
'69 Henri Lemaitre in the introduction to the Petits poetries en prose, Paris: Gamier, 1958, p.xv.
™ See Lacan, loc. cit, p. 96.
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will, he demonstrates the ability to maintain the self, while embracing otherness; a technique which, as we 

will discuss later, holds a particular relevance in relation to Baudelaire’s own relationship with his creative 

work.

Drawing upon the ideas first considered in his essay on the mirror-stage, Lacan develops a 

theory of the subject, which is based upon the concept of rupture. The subject, due principally to the 

original alienation experienced in the mirror-stage, is itself fundamentally split between the ego and the 

unconscious. This splitting of the I into ego (false self) and the unconscious, brings into being, as Bruce 

Fink observes:

a surface, in a sense, with two sides: one that is exposed and one that is hidden. Though the two 
sides may not ultimately be made of radically different material -  linguistic in nature -  at any 
given point along this surface, there is a front and a back, a visible face and an invisible one.’'̂ ^

The subject, for Lacan, thereby finds itself divided into two parts or avatars, which share no common 

ground. The ego and the unconscious remain radically separated; while the ego requires a refusal of 

unconscious thought, the unconscious has no concern for the ego’s opinion. Clear boundaries exist 

therefore between the processes of thought that characterize each of these domains.

The portrait Baudelaire paints of Cramer emphasizes all that is exterior. Indeed his concern with his 

outward physical appearance and his liking for mirrors display a sense of transparency. His literary works 

also manifest a somewhat depthless Romanticism that befits the superficiality which marks his poetic 

character, as Mme de Cosmelly is apt to note:

II me parait que les tristesses et les amours de messieurs les auteurs ne ressemblent guere aux 
tristesses et aux amours des autres hommes. Vous adressez des galanteries fort elegantes sans 
doute et d’un choix fort exquis a des dames, que j’estime assez pour croire qu’elles doivent parfois 
s’en effaroucher. Vous chantez la beaute des meres dans un style qui doit vous priver du suffrage 
de leurs filles. Vous apprenez au monde que vous raffolez du pied et de la main de madame une 
telle, qui, supposons-le pour son honneur, depense moins de temps a vous lire qu’a tricoter des 
bas et des mitanes pour les pieds ou les mains de ses enfants.'^®

This sense of exteriority and shallowness seems to suggest that Cramer, from a psychological 

perspective, represents the ego, within the ego/unconscious dialectic of the subject. Indeed, as has 

already been suggested, the portrait of Cramer draws exclusively on the outward-looking image of 

Baudelaire. Not only are we given a physical description that reflects that of the artist, but his personality

De I’essence du hre, OCII, p.543.
'^2 Bruce Fink, The Lacanian Subject, Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1995, p.45. 

La Fanfarlo, OC I, p.559.
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traits offer perceived views of the writer’s character. In particular, the sense of egotism, portrayed by 

Cramer, could be seen to reflect a personality trait of Baudelaire;

Samuel, comme on le volt, rentrait dans la classe des gens absorbants, — des hommes 
insupportables et passionnes, chez qui le metier gate la conversation, et a qui toute occasion est 
bonne, meme une connaissance improvisee au coin d’un arbre ou d’une rue, fut-ce d’un 
chiffonnier, — pour developper opiniatrement leurs idees.'^“

While such descriptions of the protagonist may paint a humorous, self-deprecating portrait of the 

writer, they would appear to find their inspiration in the artist’s awareness of his perceived image. What is 

represented is not merely a fictional reworking of reality, but instead, a representation in fiction of 

Baudelaire’s projected image. It is undoubtedly far from a ‘true’ or correct image of Baudelaire’s self and 

thereby reflects the Lacanian notion of the ego, which, ‘by its very nature is a distortion, an error, a 

repository of m i s u n d e r s t a n d i n g . | f  the character of Cramer, in the text of La Fanfarlo, would seem to 

portray the sphere of the ego, where are we to locate the representation of the unconscious?

Lacan sees a sense of impediment as defining the phenomenon of the unconscious, as 

manifested in dreams, in parapraxis or in language:

Achoppement, defaillance, felure. Dans une phrase prononcee, ecrite, quelque chose vient a 
trebucher. Freud est aimante par ces phenomenes, et c’est la qu’il va chercher I’inconscient. L i, 
quelque chose d’autre demande a se realiser -  qui apparait comme intentionnel, certes, mais 
d’une etrange temporalite. [...]

La discontinuite, telle est done la forme essentielle ou nous apparait d’abord I’inconscient 
comme phenomene -  la discontinuite, dans laquelle quelque chose se manifesto comme une 
vacillation.'^®

This split reflects the initial division between the ego and the unconscious at the mirror-stage. For Lacan, 

the unconscious is not the site of a hidden truth, but instead, is itself unstable and discontinuous. The 

unconscious is the invisible and unknown side of the self, the unseen reflection of the mirror. It is the site 

of the discourse of the other, which remains foreign and unassimilated. The concept of separation that 

informs Lacanian theory draws from multiple sources and manifests itself in different guises. The subject is 

‘split’, ‘divided’, ‘barred’ - all written with the symbol S and signifying separation. Considering the 

etymology of the word ‘separation’, Lacan notes:

Separare, separer, j’irai tout de suite a I’equivoque du se parare, du se parer dans tous les sens 
fluctuants qu’il a en frangais, aussi bien s’habiller, que se defendre, se fournir de ce qu’il faut pour 
vous mettre en garde, et j’irai plus loin encore, ce a quoi m’autorisent les latinistes, au se parere,

Ibid., p.558. (Italics, Baudelaire).
'^5 Bruce Fink, The Lacanian Subject, op. cit, p.37.

Jacques Lacan, Les Quatre Concepts fondamentaux de la psychanalyze, Paris: Seuil, 1973, pp.27-28.
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au s’engendrer dont il s’agit dans I’occasion. Comment, des ce niveau, le sujet a-t-il a se procurer?
-  c’est la I’origine du mot qui designe en latin I ’engendrer.

The figure of La Fanfarlo, in her penchant for dressing up and adorning herself, calls to mind the 

connotations of the term ‘se parer’ in French. Unlike Cramer who reflects the poet, visible to all the world, 

she evokes the indefinable and unassimilated aspect of the artist that is no less real. In the character of La 

Fanfarlo, there exists a sense of anarchy and chaos stemming from her refusal to conform to social norms 

that may also be indicative of the unconscious aspects of Baudelaire. In the newspaper articles, her 

vulgarity and excentricities are highlighted:

Elle fut accusee d’etre brutale, commune, denuee de gout, de vouloir importer sur le theatre des 
habitudes d’outre-Rhin et d’outre-Pyrenees, des castagnettes, des eperons, des talons de bottes, 
—sans compter qu’elle buvait comme un grenadier, qu’elle aimait trop les petits chiens et la fille de 
sa portiere, — et autres linges sales de la vie privee.'™

Her gaucherie, from a Lacanian perspective, calls to mind the inversion that is an automatic function of 

specular contemplation. Screeching and laughing as she completes her unorthodox dance routine, she 

contrasts starkly with another dancer, described as:

[...] une danseuse etheree, toujours habillee de blanc, et dont les chastes mouvements 
laissaient toutes les consciences en repos.’ ®̂

The unconscious, as expressed in the figure of La Fanfarlo, represents all that is foreign and anarchic, and 

manifests itself thereby, in the field of the other. Cramer’s relationship with the character of La Fanfarlo, 

marks the point where the ego is confronted with an unconscious that is irrevocably other. Cramer and La 

Fanfarlo represent the two opposing sides of the same coin, their co-existence being the condition of the 

self. As we have seen, Cramer is a ‘produit contradictoire’ with ‘des complications bizarres de 

caractere’. '“  It is, however, the paradoxical nature of his personality that characterizes his seduction of 

her. The contrasting aspects of his self succeed in forming a character that is capable of adapting to any 

number of different circumstances. It is, above all, his ability to feign concern that gains him the trust of 

Mme de Cosmelly:

Pendant qu’elle sanglotait, Samuel faisait la figure de Tartuffe empoigne par Orgon, I’epoux 
inattendu, qui s ’elance du fond de sa cachette, comme les vertueux sanglots de cette dame qui 
s’elangaient de son coeur, et venaient saisir au collet I’hypocrisie chancelante de notre poete.'®'

Ibid., p.194. (Italics, Lacan). 
La Fanfarlo, OC I, pp.570-71. 

'79/ M ,  p.571.
'80 Ibid., p.554.

Ibid., p.568.
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It is, above all, this faculte comedienne, which allies Cramer with La Fanfarlo, as she too is indissociable 

from her stature as an actress. It is Cramer’s ‘acting out’ of the drama of his apparent feeling of repulsion 

towards La Fanfarlo, in his newspaper articles, that eventually brings her to him. Even when face to face 

with La Fanfarlo, in her dressing room, Cramer still dons his acting costume:

Samuel s’arreta avec respect, — ou feignit de s’arreter avec respect; car avec ce diable d’homme, 
le grand probleme est toujours de savoir ou le comedien commence.'®^

Significantly, it is through the art of acting that a sense of unity is achieved. In the poet’s later 

writings, most notably in De I’essence du rire, it is through acting and in particular, the art of comedy that 

Baudelaire seeks a form of self-synthesis. This sense of an ability to metamorphose oneself establishes a 

parallel between the two characters and, while they are together, they seem to express two sides of the 

same coin. As they become intertwined, ‘bras dessus, bras dessous, comme deux vieux amis’, i t  may 

be seen to bring together in a unifying manner the sphere of the ego with that of the unconscious:

Chose curieuse, cet accord d’opinions pour le bien-vivre, cette similitude de gouts les lia vivement; 
cette entente profonde de la vie sensuelle, qui brillait dans chaque regard et chaque parole de 
Samuel, frappa beaucoup La Fanfarlo.'®^

Referred to as ‘le poete et la danseuse’,'®̂  Cramer and La Fanfarlo exemplify a sacred union of opposites. 

Unfortunately, however, this entente profonde is short-lived, and as Samuel’s earlier meditations on love 

foresaw, it is not long until his dream finds itself with ‘un poupard glouton suspendu au sein’.̂ ®® La 

Fanfarlo, without her costumes and exotic roles, is but ‘une beaute grasse, propre, lustree et rusee, une 

espece de lorette ministerielle’.'®̂  This outcome finds an explanation in what is the essential 

incompatability of the contrasting aspects of self: the sphere of the ego remains radically separated from 

that of the unconscious. The figure of La Fanfarlo best expresses this sense of radical internal division. As 

she appears on stage ‘ par une agreable succession de metamorphoses’,'®® she represents a gap, which 

is similar to that noted by Lacan, in his definition of the unconscious, ‘ni etre, ni non-etre, c’est du non- 

realise.’'®̂  She is defined by the roles she plays to the extent that Samuel, when confronted with the vision 

of the ‘deesse de son cceur, dans la splendeur radieuse de sa nudite’' “ , is compelled to cry out:

p.572.
'83 Ibid., p.573.
'S'* Ibid., pp.575-76.
'85 Ibid., p.574, 
i®6//)/c/., p.561.

Ibid., p.580.
'88/M ,  p.573.
’89 Jacques Lacan, Les Quatre Concepts fondamentaux de la psychanalyze, op. cit, pp.31 -32. 
'9° OC I, p.576.
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Je veux Colombine, rends-moi Colombine; rends-la-moi telle qu’elle m’est apparue le soir qu’elle 
m’a rendu fou avec son accoutrement fantasque et son corsage de saltimbanque!’®'

Both Cramer and La Fanfarlo are emblems of division. They can neither sustain unity together 

nor within themselves and remain irrevocably divided. They stand in direct opposition to each other, yet 

share common ground. It must be recognized that Baudelaire placed these characters within a 

self-referential framework and, while neither of the protagonists represents the poet directly, they offer 

glimpses of the self. Although it is unlikely that Baudelaire would have been influenced by the theories of 

the ego and the unconscious, which would not become popular until the 1870s and 1880s, through 

Edward von Hartmann and Sigmund Freud, it is clear that Baudelaire conceived the self as composed of 

radically different forces. It is later in the work of Redon, that the understanding of the unscious as an 

integral part of the self is most readily illustrated. It is particularly significant that, in order to discuss the 

divisions which he saw within the self, Baudelaire chose a form of oblique representation. The references 

to acting within the text of La Fanfarlo serve as a microcosm of the filtered lens through which Baudelaire 

views himself. On one level, Cramer conceals his true sentiments in order to attain the attention of La 

Fanfarlo, herself a mistress of disguise, while on another level, the author employs a travesty of the 

narrator figure who, in turn, paints a portrait that draws upon the real only to distort it. This structure 

denotes an awareness of the volatile nature of perception: that which we see may not necessarily exist, 

what we perceive may differ substantially from what somebody else sees and the unseen is always lurking 

within and beyond the seen.

Baudelaire’s poem ‘Le Masque’ (1859) brings into focus Baudelaire’s interest in the oblique. 

Contemplating a statue by Ernest C h r i s t o p h e , ' ^ ^  the poet is struck by the elegance of her body and the 

beauty of her face: ‘L’Elegance de son corps et la Force abondent, soeurs divines / Cette femme, morceau 

vraiment miraculeux.’ In particular, he extols ‘Ce long regard sournois, langoureux et moqueur;/ Ce visage 

mignard, tout encadre de gaze.’ However, as the poet turns ‘autour de sa beaute’ he is horrified to find 

that the beautiful face is not as it appears:

0  blaspheme de I’artl 6 surprise fatale!
La femme au corps divin, promettant le bonheur.
Par le haut se termine en monstre bicephale!
— Mais non! Ce n’est qu’un masque, un decor suborneur,
Ce visage eclaire d’une exquise grimace,
Et, regarde, void, crispee atrocement.
La veritable tete et la sincere face 
Renversee a I’abri de la face qui ment.

'9' Ibid., p.577.
'32 La Comedie humaine, also known as Le Masque, by Ernest Christophe (1859, Paris: Jardin des Tuileries). 
'93 l e  Masque’, OC I, pp.23-24.
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The notion of masking as expressed through the disguise and acting of Cramer and La Fanfarlo is 

perhaps indicative of a greater masking on the part of Baudelaire. It is through his oblique projection in the 

characters of his novella that the poet’s sense of self-division and fragmentation is best expressed. In the 

artist’s writings on the comic, Baudelaire theorizes this dualism that plagues the self and suggests a 

means of overcoming it.
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2. Dramatizing the Self in De I’essence du rire and the Prose Poems

(a) Dedoublement and Comic Art.

In many respects, Baudelaire’s oblique representation of self through the characters oMaFanfarlo acts as 

a prelude to his theories on comic art. The many references to acting and to the theatrical world within the 

text contain an anticipation of the poet’s theories on the dramatization of self involved in comedy. In his 

Etudes sur Poe, Baudelaire writes of Thomme desaccorde au point d’exprimer la douleur par le rire.’'^  In 

De I’essence du hre, the duality of self is subsumed into Baudelaire’s theories on the comic. For the poet, 

duality is central to his concept of the comic, ranging from the dialectic of superiority and inferiority (from 

which laughter stems), to laughter itself which is ‘le signe d’une grandeur infinie et d’une misere infinie.’’®̂ 

For Baudelaire, laughter is also ‘linked to the Fall of Man ‘[...] une chute ancienne, d’une degradation 

physique et morale.’'®® For the poet, the comic is an essential part of the human condition. As Rosemary 

Lloyd observes, in relation to Baudelaire:

La condition de I’homme, tiraillement incessant entre la grandeur infinie et la misere 
infinie, serait determinee par la chute: de la provient aussi la connaissance. La nature de I’homme 
etant double, ses recherches, ses efforts pour comprendre I’Essence des choses et pour regagner 
le paradis perdu le porteront tour a tour vers le bien et vers le mal. [...] Aussi, le comique s’avere-t- 
il, aux yeux du poete, un produit inevitable de la civilisation, ou plutot, d’une civilisation 
imparfaite.’®̂

Due to the profoundly dual nature of man, his salvation lies as much in his baseness, as in his grandeur, 

hence the value of the comic for Baudelaire. While the first part of De I’essence du rire focuses particularly 

upon the notion of superiority, the second section develops a theory based upon two types of comic art, 

the comique significatif and the comique absolu. The former is an ordinary comedy of manners, with its 

‘idee morale’'®® clearly separate from the art itself. It has its home in France ‘pays de pensee et de 

demonstration claires’'®®and finds an illustration in the art of Moliere. It may be apprehended immediately 

or in retrospect, once the dichotomy between that which is claimed and that which is real becomes 

apparent. The comique absolu, on the other hand, is less rational and instead confronts us with the 

fantastic and the grotesque. Its vocabulary including terms such as ‘feroce’, ‘bouffonneries’ and

Etudes sur Poe, OCII, p.317.
De I’essence du rire, OC II, p.532.

'96/ M ,  p.528.
Rosemary Uoyd, Baudelaire et Hoffmann: Affinites et influences, Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1979, 

pp. 179-180.
De I ’essence du rire, OC II, p.536.

'99/b/d., p.537.
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‘monstrueux’, it exists ‘sur la frontiere du merveilleux’.̂ oo It is this latter form of the comic that reiterates 

Baudelaire’s understanding of the modernist grotesque. The writers and later, the caricaturists which he 

describes as exponents of this art form also illustrate key elements of modernity. Thus, in De I’essence du 

rire, the question of self-division and the rejuvenating potential of the grotesque become interrelated.

The comique absolu is visceral and must be grasped at once in its entirety. This second form of 

humour belongs, most particularly, to ‘La reveuse Germanie’ ô' and finds its best illustration in Hoffmann’s 

Le Roi des Carottes, Le Pot d ’or or La Princesse Brambilla. Hoffmann’s conception of the comic is central 

to an understanding of Baudelaire’s theory since, although his creations belong to the terrain of the 

comique absolu, they also contain elements of the comique significatif:

Ce qui distingue tres particulierement Hoffmann est le melange involontaire, et quelquefois tres 
volontaire, d’une certaine dose de comique significatif avec le comique le plus absolu. Ses 
conceptions comiques les plus supra-naturelles, les plus fugitives, et qui ressemblent souvent a 
des visions de I’ivresse, ont un sens moral tres visible.^o^

The description of Hoffmann’s work, as having a moral and real grounding beneath the fleeting and 

fantastic world which is evoked, recalls Baudelaire’s remarks on Goya’s ‘monstrueux vraisemblable’. ^  

Similarily, Hoffmann’s dream-like stories, are, like Goya’s images, ‘fugitives’^  and are highly suggestive. 

Like that of Goya, Hoffmann’s work incorporated the fantastic into the grotesque, thus creating an 

imaginatively charged medium through which moral ideas could be expressed. This particular strand of 

the grotesque, fused with the fantastic, is also visible in Redon and Ensor. As theorized by Baudelaire, this 

notion of the fantastical grotesque provided an ideal means of unveiling the horrors of everyday existence 

and was central to his concept of Modernity.

The comique absolu needs to be understood as an integral whole. Like all elements of the 

comique, it is predicated on a sense of duality, but in the manner of its presentation, these dualities 

coalesce into a unity of perception, ‘une espece une’.̂ os This unity can be found in the pantomime, an art 

form which brings together the forces of the grotesque and the caricatural and exaggerates them, while 

retaining the sense of morality that transpires through a realization of the reality of human frailty. The 

English pantomime, of which Baudelaire speaks in De I’essence du rire offers the spectacle of a thief, 

who, having been guillotined as punishment for his dishonesty, attepts through the ‘monomanie irresistible 

du vol’,206 to run off with his own head. This scene demonstrates, in a grotesque fashion, the pathetic face

™ / M ,  p. 541.
2°' Ibid., p.538 
20̂  Ibid., p.542.
203 OCI, pp. 569.

See OC I, p.568. 
2°5/b/d., p.536.
206 OC I, p. 539.
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of petty crime. English pantomime for Baudelaire, offered a much better example of the comique absolu 

than its French counterpart, due to the violence of the exaggeration;

II m’a semble que le signe distinctif de ce genre de comique etait la violence. [...]
Le Pierrot anglais arrivait comme la tempete, tombait comme un ballot, et quand il riiait, 

son rire faisait trembler la salle; ce rire ressemblait a un joyeux tonnerre. C’etait un homme court et 
gros [...]Par-dessus la farine de son visage, il avait colie crument, sans gradation, sans transition, 
deux enormes plaques de rouge pur.̂ ®̂

The exaggeration that characterizes the art of pantomime ensures that the moral of the tale will 

be told in the most grotesque form possible. As Michele Hannoosh notes, ‘Pantomime represents a kind 

of pure comedy, the comic abstracted and brought to life, a perfect illustration of the comic in its highest 

fo rm .™  For Baudelaire, ‘la pantomime est I’epuration de la comedie; e’en est la quintessence; c’est 

I’element comique pur, degage et concentre.’^^ In the sense that I’art comique combines elements of the 

fantastic with the art of theatrical representation, it is significant that La Fanfarlo’s extraordinary acting 

talents should be demonstrated in the context of a ‘vaste pantomime’, in which the grotesque and the 

comique absolu find a central position. She is ‘tour a tour decente, feerique, folle, enjouee; [...] sublime 

dans son art, autant comedienne par les jambes que danseuse par les yeux.’ '̂o The sublime quality of the 

art of the actress appears to stem from her seamless adoption of roles, her ability to become 

metamorphosed as Colombine, Marguerite or Elvire. This skill, is, for Baudelaire, best exemplified in the 

art of the comic actor, since he is ‘at once self-conscious and self-ignorant, creator and character, 

dedouble and duaZ/sfe.’ ”̂  It is this aspect of comedy which is intimately associated with his conception of 

the inter-relationship between self and art and one which provides a clear understanding of 

self-representation in his creative writings.

The comic, as discussed by Baudelaire, in De I’essence du rire, epitomizes the sense of 

dedoubiement of self that artistic creation requires:

[P]our qu’il y ait comique, c’est-a-dire emanation, explosion, degagement de comique, il faut qu’il y 
ait deux etres en presence; — [...] c’est specialement dans le rieur, dans le spectateur, que git le 
comique; — [...] cependant, relativement a cette loi d’ignorance, il faut faire une exception pour les 
hommes qui ont fait metier de developper en eux le sentiment du comique et de le tirer d’eux- 
memes pour le divertissement de leurs semblables, lequel phenomene rentre dans la classe de 
tous les phenomenes artistiques qui denotent dans I’etre humain I’existence d’une dualite 
permanente, la puissance d’etre a la fois soi et un autre.^'^

207/M ,  pp. 538-539.
208 Michele Hannoosh, Baudelaire and Caricature: From the Comic to an Art o f Modernity, op. c it, p.47.
209 De I’essence du rire, DC II, p.540.
2'° La Fanfarlo, DC I, p.573.
2'' Michele Hannoosh, Baudelaire and Caricature: from the Comic to an Art o f l\^odernity, op. cit., p.73. 
2'2 De I’essence du rire, O C II, p.543.
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Comic art is in essence two-fold, involving an actor and an audience. However the true comic artist 

maintains a distance from his role, while fully embracing it and is at once self and other. It is in the 

protagonist of Hoffmann’s ‘catechisme de haute esthetique’. La Princesse Brambilla, that Baudelaire sees 

an illustration of the essence of the comic artist;

Prenez, si vous voulez, par exemple, le personnage de Giglio Fava, le comedien atteint de 
dualisme chronique, dans La Princesse Brambilla. Ce personnage un change de temps en temps 
de personnalite, et, sous le nom de Giglio Fava, il se declare I’ennemi du prince assyrien, Cornelio 
Chiapperi; et quand il est prince assyrien, il deverse le plus profond et le plus royal mepris sur son 
rival aupres de la princesse, sur un miserable histrion qui s’appelle, a ce qu’on dit, Giglio Fava.^'^

For Todorov, the tale a perfect illustration of the how the fantastic reflects themes of the self, illustrating ‘la 

division de la personnalite, le dedoublement et, d’une maniere plus generale, le jeu entre reve et reel, 

esprit et matiere.’ '̂'* These themes, for Baudelaire, are also implicit in the craft of the comic actor. The text 

is awash with Doppelganger motif, since all of the main characters have double identities. Giglio’s double 

is called Pantalon. However, being an actor, Giglio’s dualism is all the more complex, as Rosemary Uoyd 

observes:

Le cas de Giglio est plus complexe. Dans le monde du theatre il est tour a tour Pantalon, masque 
comique, et le prince Chiapperi, heros tragique.^^^

Giglio is in love with the princess and the tale recounts his amorous adventures. Throughout these 

adventures, Giglio embraces a number of roles. However, it is his constant metamorphosis that ultimately 

leads to his downfall, as Rosemary Lloyd relates:

Giglio, se croyant prince mais portant toujours son masque burlesque, rencontre son deuxieme 
moi, Pantalon, qui le tue dans un duel. '̂®

It is precisely Giglio’s inner division, his dualisme chronique, that ensures his success as a comic actor, 

enabling him to see himself as other, while taking on a number of different roles. Yet this acute dualism 

results in his death. Baudelaire’s reference to the figure of Giglio therefore serves as a cautionary tale to 

the artist: it is crucial to retain one’s sense of self, while simultaneously embracing otherness. While the 

comic actor must give the appearance of forgetting his self, it is, paradoxically, through his constant 

awareness of his own self that his art succeeds. Drawing upon Diderot’s Paradoxe sur le comedien, 

Baudelaire concludes De I’essence du rire with a theory of artistic creation centering on the argument that 

the comic is in essence predicated on a lack of self-awareness, but that the artist may only create it if he 

has self-knowledge:

2 '3 /M , p.542.
2''' See Todorov, Introduction a la litterature fantastique, op. c it, p. 127.

Rosemary Lloyd, Baudelaire and Hoffmann: Affinites et influences, op. c it, p.188.
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[J]e dis que quand Hoffmann engendre le comique absolu, il est bien vrai qu’il le sail; mais il sait 
aussi que I’Essence de ce comique est de paraitre s’ignorer lui-meme et de developper chez le 
spectateur, ou plutot chez le lecteur, la joie de sa propre superiorite et la joie de la superiorite de 
I’homme sur la nature. Les artistes creent le comique; ayant etudie et rassemble les elements du 
comique, ils savent que tel etre est comique, et qu’il ne Test qu’a la condition d’ignorer sa nature; 
de meme que, par une loi inverse, I’artiste n’est artiste qu’a la condition d’etre double et de 
n’ignorer aucun phenomene de sa double nature.^'^

Unlike Giglio Fava, whose chronic dualism leads to his being killed by his double, Baudelaire advocates

an artistic dedoublement, which is deliberate and controlled.

The prose poem, ‘Une mort heroique’, serves as an illustration, in artistic terms, of Baudelaire’s 

theories on the comic and the role of the comic artist. Here, we are also confronted with a comic actor, ‘un 

admirable bouffon’,̂ '® named Fancioulle, who specialises in ‘[d]es roles muets ou peu charges de paroles 

qui sont souvent les principaux dans ces drames feeriques dont I’objet est de representer symboliquement 

le mystere de la vie.’ The tale relates the story of how, having being condemned to death for conspiring 

against the crown, Fancioulle is commanded by the prince to give a last performance in front of the court. 

The actor’s craft is exceptional, since, like Giglio Fava, Fancioulle has reached the pinnacle of his art:

Fancioulle fut, ce soir-la, une parfaite idealisation, qu’il etait impossible de ne pas supposer vivante, 
possible, reelle. Ce bouffon allait, venait, riait, pleurait, se convulsait, avec une indestructible 
aureole autour de la tete, aureole invisible pour tous, mais visible pour moi, et ou se melaient, dans 
un etrange amalgame, les rayons de I’Art et la gloire du Martyre. Fancioulle introduisait, par je ne 
sais quelle grace speciale, le divin et le surnaturel, jusque dans les plus extravagantes 
bouffonneries.

This sublime art, clearly occupying the terrain of the comique absolu, inspires and ‘intoxicates’ both 

narrator and audience, who give themselves over entirely to the artistic illusion they perceive: ‘chacun 

s’abandonna, sans inquietude, aux voluptes multipliees que donne la vue d’un chef-d’oeuvre d’art vivant.’ 

The narrator’s admiration of the performance may lead us to consider Baudelaire’s identification with 

Fancioulle and his art. However, the intervention of the Prince brings the unity of the spectator-actor 

relationship to an end, as he instructs one his pages to issue a whistle of disapproval:

Quelques minutes plus tard un coup de sifflet aigu, prolonge, interrompit Fancioulle dans un 
de ses meilleurs moments, et dechira a la fois les oreilles et les coeurs. [...]

Fancioulle, secoue, reveille dans son reve, ferma d’abord les yeux, puis les rouvrit presque 
aussitot, demesurement agrandis, ouvrit ensuite la bouche comme pour respirer convulsivement, 
chancela un peu en avant, un peu en arriere, et puis tomba roide mort sur les p la n c h e s .^ ^ o

2’6/b/d., p. 187.
De I ’essence du rire, O C II,  p.543.

218 ‘Une mort heroique’, O C  I, p.319.
219 to/d., p.321.
220 to/d., p.322.
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It is of interest that it is a child that brings the illusion to its end, particularly, as James Hiddleston 

observes, in so far as Fancioulle’s name is in fact Italian for child.^^' However, while Hiddleston links 

Fancioulle to Baudelaire’s description of genius as ‘I ’enfance retrouvee a volonte’ in Le Peintre de la vie 

moderne, it is important to observe that Baudelaire speaks of ‘une enfance douee’222 and that this notion 

of genius involves being at once man and child, ‘un homme-enfant, [...] possedant a chaque minute le 

genie de I’enfance.’^̂ a In ‘Une mort heroique’, the roles seem to be somewhat reversed, as it is the child, 

in the figure of the page, rather than the man, who holds the power. There are, however, a number of 

other failings with the performance. Both audience and actor have been absorbed to such an extent by the 

beauty of the actor’s craft, that they fail to preserve a hold upon reality. Fancioulle’s art permits both 

himself and his spectators to ‘voiler les terreurs du gouffre’ ,̂ '̂' and therefore, from the perspective of 

Baudelaire’s theory of the comic, lacks the sense of morality which must inform the comique absolu. It is 

its failure to remind the audience of their own inferiority in the face of an omnipresent death that precludes 

the possibility of Fancioulle’s art being comic art in the purest sense. Similarly, Fancioulle fails to maintain 

the dedoublement, which, in De I’essence du rire, characterizes the comic artist. As Michele Hannoosh 

points out:

He does not sustain the dedoublement necessary of the true comic artist, the capacity to be at 
once himself and another, the ability to know his own duality while playing a comic character whose 
essence it is not to know this, the creatively simultaneous superiority and inferiority that surpass the 
limitations of dualism.225

‘Une mort heroique’ illustrates the failure of comic art, at various levels. Firstly, the art itself failed to 

represent a moral idea. Secondly, the audience failed to question the reality that underlies the 

performance and instead, ‘tout ce public, si blase et frivole qu’il put etre, subit bientot la toute-puissante 

domination de I’artiste.’ Thirdly, Fancioulle fails to sustain the necessary dedoublement and the ‘etrange 

bouffon, qui bouffonnait si bien la mort’,226 has played his last role.

There are two figures, however, who are not duped by the artistic illusion and maintain the sense of 

duality that is central to the artistic enterprise. The Prince, it would appear, retains his distance from the 

intoxicating spectacle. Although we are told that ‘enivre, [il] mela ses applaudissements a ceux de sa 

cour’,227 it is clear that this is itself an act. The Prince is described as a ‘veritable artiste lui-meme’:

22' J. A. Hiddleston, Baudelaire and Le Spleen de Paris, Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1987, p.16.
222 Le Peintre de la vie moderne, OCII, p.690.
^^^Ibid., p.691.
22" ‘Une mort heroique’, OC I, p.321.
225 Michele Hannoosh, Baudelaire and Caricature: from the Comic to an A rt o f Modernity, op. cit. ,p.56.
226 OCI, p.322.
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il voulait juger de la valeur des talents sceniques d’un homme condamne a mort. II voulait profiler 
de I’occasion pour faire une experience physiologique d’un interet capital et verifier jusqu’a quel 
point les facultes habituelles d’un artiste pouvaient etre alterees ou modifiees par la situation 
extraordinaire ou il se trouvait.^^s

While Hiddleston sees the coup de sifflet as ‘merely the foolish and gratuitous experiment of an unthinking 

and philistine witness’, i t  is arranged by the Prince who is far from oblivious to the possible 

consequences of his actions. The show in which Fancioulle participates is a microcosm of the larger 

spectacle orchestrated by the Prince. A true artist, the Prince maintains an intellectual and emotional 

distance not only from what he sees on stage, but also from the play of life and death in which he too 

plays a role. The Prince’s awareness and control of the situation enables him to enjoy Fancioulle’s 

performance without being duped by it, while simultaneously taking part in the greater narrative. Similarly, 

the narrator of the text remains outside the frame of the story and escapes the intoxication of the 

performance. Unlike the audience, he is able to see the artistic halo that crowns Fancioulle’s head and he 

also questions the Prince’s motives. Both the Prince and the narrator sustain a sense of dedoublement 

which translates in the text as a form of irony. The reader, too, has a role to play. The different levels of 

representation staged in the poem and the shifting between the enonce and enonciation demands a 

reader who is also self-conscious. True comedy necessitates acute self-awareness on many levels, and 

involves, as Baudelaire writes, ‘la force de se dedoubler rapidement et d’assister comme spectateur 

desinteresse aux phenomenes de son moi.’^̂ o The Prince, the narrator and the reader thereby fulfil the 

functions which are neglected by the actual audience of the poem. The role of the reader is of interest, 

since it calls to mind the poet’s awareness of the necessity to establish an initial narrative contract 

between the text and its readers, as expressed in the preface to Le Spleen de Paris. For Marie Maclean, 

‘the relationship between a writer and a reader figure is mirrored in the narrator-narratee relationships’^ '̂ 

in many of the prose poems. In ‘Une mort heroi'que’, Maclean sees the audience of courtiers as that of the 

enonce, who fail to display skilled reading strategies, as opposed to the narrator who ‘represents the 

audience of the enonciation, the penetrating witness who sees through the surface text to the possible 

multiple readings of the Prince’s actions.’^̂  ̂The fact that the narrator of the prose poem is receptive both 

to the enonce and the enonciation is particularly significant as it highlights a mode of textual performance 

that is particular to Baudelaire and one which is most apparent in Les Petits Poemes en prose, as 

Maclean notes:

This relationship of simultaneous exclusion and inclusion, of seeing and being seen, hearing and 
being heard [...] is characteristic of performance. There is a shared bond between actors on stage 
from which the audience is excluded, yet there exists simultaneously a three-way-bond between

228/M ., p.320.
229 J. A. Hiddleston, Baudelaire and Le Spleen de Paris op. oil, p.17.
23° De I’essence du rire, OCII, p.532.
23' Marie Maclean, Narrative as Performance, London: Routledge, 1988, p.48. 
^^Ibid., p.50.
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performer and performer and performer and audience. The audience, excluded from the 
performance but included in the playing-space or auditorium, are doubly mirrored in ‘A Heroic 
Death’ by the Prince’s (audience) relation to the actor and by the narrator-spectator’s relation to the 
fatal drama enacted between them.^s^

The complexity of the poem derives not from its unexpected outcome in the unsatisfactory portrait it paints 

of the comic artist, but in the textual framing of the performance which creates a dynamic of dedoublement 

on many levels. While the poem may be read as an illustration of the ironic self-consciousness necessary 

to comic art, it also suggests a dramatization of the self that is not confined to comedy but is in fact the 

essence of all art. The ideas Baudelaire elaborated on the ability ‘d’etre a la fois soi et un autre’,̂ ^̂  set the 

stage for an expression of self that would not only question the limits of the self but also the confines of the 

text. Baudelaire’s theories on the self in art are inseparable from his modernist enterprise and it is through 

a reinvention of form that the that the craft of the comic actor is best illustrated. It is in the prose poetry, in 

particular, that the dynamic of self and other, drawing upon the theories of De I’essence du rire, offers the 

spectacle of the ‘artist-narrator observing the drama in which his other self, the artist actor is engaged’.̂ ^̂

233//)/d, p.51.
23'' De I’essence du rire, OCII, p. 543.
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(b) Self and Other: The Centripetal and the Centrifugal in Le Spleen de Paris.

IVlany critics^^® have seen Baudelaire’s first attempts at prose poetry beginning in La Fanfarlo, at the point 

where, instead of admiring the flowers, ‘Samuel Cramer, a qui la phrase et la periode etaient venues, 

commenga a mettre en prose et a declamer quelques mauvaises stances composees dans sa premiere 

maniere.’237 while the idea of a ‘prose poetique, musicale sans rythme, et sans rime’,23s had fascinated the 

poet since the publication of Aloysius Bertrand’s Gaspard de la Nuit in 1842, would not attempt a similar 

enterprise until many years later. Many of Baudelaire’s prose poems date from the same period as De 

I’essence du rire, the first two being published in 1855. They did not appear as a collection, however, until 

1862, when twenty poems appeared under the title of ‘Petits Poemes en prose’ in La P resse .^  The 

unfinished nature of this collection, combined with its apparent lack of structure and fragmented quality, 

sets it apart from the poet’s verse and has earned it much critical attention. Suzanne Bernard’ŝ '® 

comprehensive yet resthctive study of the prose poetry genre has been complemented and challenged in 

recent years by much debate on the formal and thematic concerns of Baudelaire’s prose poetry, (in 

particular, by Steve Murphy, Barbara Johnson and Sonya Stephens).2'*' Rather than focus upon the entire 

collection of poems, whose aesthetic variations and innovations merit a much wider analysis, this thesis 

concerns itself only with those poems which specifically thematize the question of self.

While the novella, as discussed earlier, provided Baudelaire with a self-contained, yet effective 

form for self-analysis, the prose poem was ‘assez souple et assez heurtee pour s’adapter aux 

mouvements lyriques de I’ame, aux ondulations de la reverie, aux sobresauts de la conscience 

The shifting subjects of the poems reflect the shifting states of mind of the modern consciousness, while 

the prose form which, as Nicole Ward-Jouve observes, being ‘closer to duree than verse, is the means of 

adhering to reality.’^^ Narrative allows the sequential development of ideas, offering a recording of events 

and episodes. In the same way that Baudelaire saw the novella as an ideal format for self-analysis, the 

similar form of prose poetry, could offer a means of reflecting on the question of the self. While the very

235 Marie Maclean, Narrative as Performance, op. cit., p.51.
236 See, for example, Marcel Ruff, Baudelaire, Paris: Hatier, 1966, p.152 and J.A.Hiddleston, Baudelaire e tie  Spleen 
de Paris, op. cit, pp. 62-64.

La Fanfarlo, OC I, p.560.
238 Le Spleen de Paris, OC I, p. 275.
239 Although Petits Poemes en prose is the generally accepted title of the work, the title Le Spleen de Paris, is also 
widely used, while it is known that Baudelaire toyed with calling the collection Poemes nocturnes, Le Promeneur 
solitaire, Le Rddeur parisien. La Lueur et la Fumee, Revasseries and Petits Poemes lycanthropes. See Marcel Ruff, 
Baudelaire, op. cit, pp. 149-50.

See Suzanne Bernard, Le Poeme en prose de Baudelaire a nos jours, Paris: Nizet, 1959.
2“ ' See Steve Murphy, Lectures de Baudelaire, Rennes: Presses universitaires de Rennes, 2002, Barbara Johnson, 
Defigurations du langage poetique, Paris: Flammarion, 1979 and Sonya Stephens, Baudelaire’s Prose Poems: The 
Practice and Politics of Irony, op. cit 
2‘‘2 Le Spleen de Paris, OC I, p.276.
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form of Baudelaire’s prose poetry may be seen to reflect the agency of the mind within a modern reality, 

many of the poems serve as treatises on the self and its representation in art.

In ‘A une heure du matin’, the T  of the poem has attained solitude through barricading himself 

into his room and double-locking the door:

Enfin! II m’est done permis de me delasser dans un bain de tenebres! D’abord, un double tour a la 
serrure. II me semble que ce tour de clef augmentera ma solitude et fortifiera les barricades qui me 
separent actuellement du monde.

This enforced solitude serves as a means of recovering a sense of self. To this end, he recapitulates the 

day’s events:

Horrible vie! Horrible ville! Recapituions la journee: avoir vu plusieurs hommes de lettres, dont I’un 
m’a demande si Ton pouvait aller en Russie par voie de terre [...]; avoir dispute genereusement 
contre le directeur d’une revue [...]; avoir salue une vingtaine de personnes, dont quinze me sont 
inconnues; avoir distribue des poignees de main dans la meme proportion, et cela sans avoir pris 
la precaution d’acheter des gants; etre monte pour tuer le temps, pendant une averse, chez une 
sauteuse (...], avoir fait ma cour a un directeur de theatre, [...]; m’etre vante (pourquoi?) de 
plusieurs vilaines actions que je n’ai jamais commises, et avoir lachement nie quelques autres 
mefaits que j’ai accomplis avec joie, delit de fanfaronnade, crime de respect humain; avoir refuse a 
un ami un service facile, et donne une recommandation ecrite a un parfait drole.^'ts

This account of the day’s events is a that will later contrast in form with the texts written by the poet under 

the title of Journaux intimes. However, this prose poem preempts, in many respects, the centripetal and 

centrifugal concerns of Baudelaire’s later work. The emphasis on the concentration of the inner self, the 

impulse to defend and fortify its boundaries, is indissociable from the dispersion it faces in the outside 

world. The contours of the self are blurred by the hypocrisy and insincerity of its relationship to others. Not 

only do the encounters with others manifest themselves as meaningless and worthless, the narrator 

himself also engages in deceitful activities. He brags of actions he never accomplished, denies his actual 

successes and refuses favours to friends and offers to help those he dislikes. It is therefore not the 

exterior world that is at fault but his engagement with it. Most revealing is his declaration of having shaken 

hands with many, without having taken the precaution of wearing gloves. As Sonya Stephens observes, 

‘the gloves are the vestimentary equivalent of the locked door which is the threshold separating him from 

these exchanges’.̂ '*® The exchanges which take place in the outer world contaminate the self and threaten 

its boundaries. The 'bain de tenebres’ '̂'  ̂ is a refuge against ‘le mensonge et les vapeurs corruptrices du 

monde.’2‘*« In ‘La Solitude’ and ‘La Chambre double’, there also appears a desire to protect oneself

Nicole Ward-Jouve, Baudelaire: A Fire to Conquer Darkness, London: Macmillan, 1980, p.194. 
2““ ‘A une heure du matin’, OC I, p. 287. 

pp.287-88.
2̂® Sonya Stephens, Baudelaire’s Prose Poems: the Practice and Politics of Irony, op. cit, p. 28. 
2'*̂  ‘A une heure du matin’, OC I, p. 287.

p.288.
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against the tyranny of the outside world. In ‘La Solitude’, the narrator is scornful of those who believe that 

solitude is bad for men and cites Pascal’s pensee: ‘Presque tous nos malheurs nous viennent de n’avoir 

pas su rester dans notre chambre.’ Instead of searching for happiness ‘dans le mouvement et dans la 

prostitution’, man should retreat into a ‘cellule de recueillement’. The narrator observes that solitude 

may present a danger to Tame oisive et divagante qui la peuple de ses passions et de ses chimeres.’ ŝo in 

‘La Chambre double’, the ‘bain de paresse’ in which the narrator engages is brought to an abrupt end 

through the intrusion of the outside world:

Mais un coup terrible, lourd, a retenti a la porte et comme dans les reves infernaux, il m’a 
semble que je recevais un coup de pioche dans i’estomac.^^'

As Hiddleston points out, the knock at the door provides a similar function to the whistle in ‘Une mort 

heroi'que’, which brings the illusion to an end.252 It is important to note that the dreamlike yet stagnated 

atmosphere of the room, where ‘I’esprit sommeillant est berge par des sensations de serre chaude’,^^ is in 

fact fuelled by hallucinants. In his fall from a timeless and beatific vision to the squalid reality of his hotel 

room, the narrator perceives ‘la fiole de laudanum, une vieille et terrible amie; comme toutes les amies, 

helas! feconde en caresses et en tra itr ises .’^s  ̂ Here, other people and hallucinants are both experienced 

negatively and present a threat to the individual self.

In Le Poeme du haschisch, hallucinants are also seen to present a threat of contamination and 

self-dissolution:

II arrive quelquefois que la personnalite disparait et que I’objectivite, qui est le propre des 
poetes pantheistes, se developpe en vous si anormalement, que la contemplation des objets 
exterieurs vous fait oublier votre propre existence, et que vous vous confondez bientot avec eux.
[...]

Par une equivoque singuliere, par une espece de transposition ou de quiproquo intellectuel, 
vous vous sentirez vous evaporant, et vous attribuerez a votre pipe (dans laquelle vous vous 
sentez accroupi et ramasse comme le tabac) I’etrange faculte de vous fumer.^^

For the poet. Personality disappears, along with objectivity, when under the influence of intoxicants. The 

divisions between subject and object, interior and exterior, self and other, are dissipated. The lines from Le 

Poeme du haschisch are echoed in ‘Le Confiteor de I’artiste’ as, through reverie, the contours between 

exterior objects and the self become blurred:

‘La Solitude’, OC I, p.314.
2 5 0 p.313.
25' l a  Chambre doiiblu’, OC I, p.281.
252 See J.A. Hiddleston, Baudelaire et Le Spleen de Paris, op. cit, p.30.
253 ‘La Chambre double’, OC I, p.280.
25'i//3/d., p.281.
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[...] toutes ces choses pensent par moi, ou je pense par elles {car dans la grandeur de la reverie, le 
m o/se perd vite!)

Yet here and in Le Poeme du haschisch, the loss or dissipation of the self is not negatively experienced. 

This is principally due to the fact that, in both cases, the narrator retains control of the situation and that 

self-forgetting is a temporary condition. The confusion of mind and matter is also linked to the world of the 

fantastic, as the limits between the real and the onirical are transgressed. The prose poems are 

characterized by a certain ambiguity, created by their fleeting and undefinable nature. This is central to the 

suggestivity Baudelaire saw necessary to modern art and which would later find expression in his 

caricatures.

The negative sentiment associated with the outside world in ‘La Solitude’, ‘La Chambre double’ 

and in particular, ‘A une heure du matin’, is brought about through a failure to keep a hold on reality and 

consequently, to keep one’s sense of self intact. Despite the apparently negative sentiment of ‘A une 

heure du matin’, a solution to the ongoing dialectic between the centripetal and the centrifugal is found, 

albeit temporarily, in the act of writing itself:

Seigneur mon Dieu! accordez-moi la grace de produire quelques beaux vers qui me 
prouvent a moi-meme que je ne suis pas le dernier des hommes, que je ne suis pas inferieur a 
ceux que je meprisel^^^

The fear of self-dissolution meets with a desire to exist in and by writing. Poetic art serves as an antithesis 

to the centrifugal and acts as a means of containing the self, while at the same time opening it up to the 

exterior world. However, of what self do we speak? Is it possible to link the je  of the narrator with that of 

the poet? The I of the text is ambiguous and posits the question of the self outside the text. This is 

characteristic of the prose poems, in general, as Stephens observes:

The T is an indecipherable mix of autobiography and fiction, referring simultaneously and 
indissociably both to a historical biographical figure, to the poet as person, and to a figure that is 
entirely constructed or fictive - a figure of the poet become character in an allegorical fiction of 
poetic creativity.258

The dynamics of the exchange between the narrator and the others of the prose poem may be 

extended to the relationship of the poet with his fictional creation. In ‘Les Foules’, the dynamic of self and 

other and self and art also takes centre stage. Here, however, the centripetal self-examination present in

255 Le Poeme du haschisch, OC I, p.419. (Italics, Baudelaire)
256 ‘Le Confiteor de I’artiste’, OC I, p.278.
257 ‘A une heure du matin’, OC I, p.288.
258 Sonya Stephens, ‘Contingencies and Discontinuities of the Lyric /, in Baudelaire and the Poetics of Modernity, ed. 
Patricia A. Ward, Nashville, Tennessee: Vanderbilt University Press, 2001, p. 141.
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‘A une heure du matin’ is replaced with an emphasis upon the centrifugal, as the ‘bain de multitude’ ŝa 

replaces the previous ‘bain de tenebres’ ®̂®;

II n’est pas donne a chacun de prendre un bain de multitude: jouir de la foule est un art; et 
celui-la seui peut faire, aux depens du genre humain, une ribote de vitalite, a qui une fee a insuffle 
dans son berceau le gout du travestissement et du masque, la haine du domicile et la passion du 
voyage.2®'

The relationship between the lyric persona and the crowd is at the core of Baudelaire’s conception of the 

dialectic between the centripetal and the centrifugal at the heart of the self. The poem ‘Les Foules’, is 

indebted to Poe’s Man of the Crowds, which Baudelaire describes in his Etudes sur Poe:

L ’Homme des foules se plonge sans cesse au sein de la foule; il nage avec delices dans I’ocean 
humain. Quand descend le crepuscule plein d’ombres et de lumieres tremblantes, il fuit les 
quartiers pacifies, et recherche avec ardeur ceux oil grouille vivement la matiere humaine. A 
mesure que le cercle de la lumiere et de la vie se retrecit, il en cherche le centre avec inquietude; 
comme les hommes du deluge, il se cramponne desesperement aux derniers points culminants de 
I’agitation publique. Et voila tout. Est-ce un criminel qui a I’horreur de la solitude? Est-ce un 
imbecile qui ne peut pas se supporter lui-meme?^®^

Contrasting with the figure of ‘A une heure du matin’, it is in the exterior world, that the man of the crowds 

seeks the concentration of his self. The poem also finds an echo in Baudelaire’s description of Constantin 

Guys in Le Peintre de la vie moderne. Like the figure of ‘Les Foules’, Guys is ‘par nature, tres voyageur et 

tres cosmopolite’, and ‘la Foule est son domaine, comme I’air est celui de I’oiseau, comme I’eau celui du 

poisson.’2®3 Similar to the persona of ‘Les Foules’, and in contrast to ‘A une heure du matin’, the crowd is 

in fact the source of Guys’s ‘vitalite’, since ‘il entre dans la foule comme dans un immense reservoir 

d’electricite.’26̂  Baudelaire’s discussion of the crowd is intimately associated with his understanding of self 

and other and would provide a model which would be challenged in particular by Ensor and his expression 

of collective identity.

The crowd has a particular significance for nineteenth-century writers, as it marks the advent of 

the city and the forces of modernization which characterized the period. As Walter Benjamin relates, the 

poet’s ‘most important subjects are hardly ever encountered in descriptive form’ ŝ̂  and the crowd is a 

constant yet almost secret presence in his writings. Unlike Hugo, Baudelaire does not offer a detailed 

description of the city. Instead, as Benjamin writes:

259 ‘Les Foules’, OC I, p.291.
2®° ‘A une heure du matin’, OC I, p.287.
261 Id. ibid.
262 Etudes sur Poe, OC II, p.277.
263 Le Peintre de la vie moderne, OC II, p.689.
26-' Ibid., p.692.
265 Walter Benjamin, Charles Baudelaire: A Lyric Poet in the Era of High Capitalism, op. cit, p. 122.
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The masses are such a part of Baudelaire that it is rare to find a description of them in his works.
[...] Baudelaire describes neither the Parisians nor their city. Foregoing such descriptions enables 
him to invoke the one in the forms of the other. His crowd is always the crowd of a big city, his Paris 
is invariably overpopulated. [...] The mass was the agitated veil; through it Baudelaire saw Paris.^^

This presence of the city’s masses is experienced, in particular, in poems such as ‘Les Petites Vieilles’ 

where, within ‘les plis sinueux des vieillies capitales’, hordes of old women, ‘monstres brises, bossus ou 

tordus [..] trottent tout pareils a des marionnettes,’ ®̂̂ or in ‘Les Sept Vieillards’ where, in a ‘fourmillante 

cite, cite pleine de reves’,̂ ®® the narrator finds himself confronted with a ‘sinistre vieillard qui se 

multipliaitl’269. The poet’s vision of the crowd as an imaginative extension of the self would later provide a 

creative stimulus for painters such as James Ensor.

It is in the prose poems, in particular, as Nicole Ward-Jouve notes, that these casual encounters 

with others find their most modern voice:

Le Spleen de Paris is more modern, if one dare use the word. That is, the casualness and 
short-lived quality of the encounters, like the speed of consciousness which is created by the swift 
changes of moods and focus from poem to poem and the lack of a ‘story’, are much more acutely 
attuned to contemporary relations in an urban milieu.^™

The presentation of the characters of the prose poems is intimately related to Baudelaire’s conception of 

the encounters with others in the modern city. In his dedicatory letter to Arsene Houssaye, Baudelaire 

states;

C’est surtout de la frequentation des villes enormes, c’est du croisement de leurs innombrables 
rapports, que naft cet ideal obsedant.^^'

The reader’s encounters with others in the prose poem take the form of the casual meetings in the 

metropolis, as Ward-Jouve explains:

Thus the self-contained worlds of ‘Les Fenetres’, ‘La Corde’ and ‘Madame Bistouri’ confront each 
other, and there are as many levels and possibilities of relations as there are, in the volume, poems 
which connect or contrast: as in a city in which people meet, impenetrable to each other, in which 
disjointed spectacles or characters - the ‘vitrier’, the beggar, the prostitutes - cross relations are 
infinitely varied, yet inconclusive, soon assuming the sealed-off impermanence of things which 
have once sprung to intense meaning but are no longer there. And so, the initial poems are

266 W . M .

2®̂ ‘Les Petites Vieilles’, OC I, p.89.
‘Les Sept Vieillards’, OC I, p. 87.

269 Ibid, p.89.
2̂ 0 Nicole Ward-Jouve, A Fire to Conquer Darkness, op. c it, p.193. 
2 '̂ Le Spleen de Paris, OC I, p.276.
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half-forgotten when you get to the later ones, like that man you met on a bench in the underground, 
like that street-singer who cowed you into giving him ten francs.^^^

Each stage narrator in the prose poem is individual, and are as similar to and different from each other as 

faces in a crowd. While the city provides images of the modern consciousness, it also shapes and 

structures that consciousness. For Richard E. Burton, ‘the mind is a city and the city is a mind’ as ‘the two 

are transformed by some weird osmosis into images of each other.’^̂ s The many characters encountered 

in the crowd become emblems of an increasingly protean self that is constantly adapting to the reality it 

perceives. Unlike ‘Les Foules’ however and similar to ‘A une heure du matin’, ‘Les Sept Vieillards’ 

presents a nightmarish vision of the relationship between the self and the masses, as Burton observes;

[T]he Protean self is not only without defined frontiers or real ontological substance, it is also 
internally divided, and ‘Les Sept Vieillards’ demonstrates the nightmare of the Baudelairian mind 
[...] when its multiple ‘Sosies’ turn back against it, leaving it locked in a schizophrenic conflict not 
with one doppelganger but with an infinity

Central to this negative aspect of the city is the fog, which encompasses everything: ‘un brouillard 

sale et jaune inondait tout I’espace’.̂ ^̂  This thick yellow fog creates an atmosphere of indeterminacy 

which, as Ross Chambers writes, ‘is so threatening to the individual subject’s own identity and produces 

such a claustrophobic sense of the impossibility of escape that it requires all the heroism the subject is 

capable of [...] to resist it.’^̂® Reminiscent of the ‘vapeurs corruptrices’ ”̂  which afflict the narrator of ‘A une 

heure du matin’, this fog represents the dangers which threaten the boundaries of the self. However, it is 

important to understand that, unlike the narrator of ‘Les Sept Vieillards’, Guys is a flaneur, who strolls in a 

leisurely fashion through the newly designed arcades of Modern Paris. Central to this disposition is the 

ability to retain one’s sense of self, while becoming immersed in the crowd. As in De I’essence du rire, it is, 

above all, the prerogat’ve of the artist, here the flaneur, to embrace otherness without losing sight of his 

own self. At the essence of this particularity is an ability to see without being seen, to be part of the 

spectacle of society, without being objectified by it:

Pour le parfait flaneur, pour I’observateur passionne, c’est une immense jouissance que 
d’elire domicile dans le nombre, dans I’ondoyant, dans le mouvement, dans le fugitif et I’infini. Etre 
hors de chez soi, et pourtant se sentir partout chez sol; voir le monde, etre au centre du monde et 
rester cache au monde, tels sont quelques-uns des moindres plaisirs de ces esprits independants, 
passionnes, impartiaux, que la langue ne peut que maladroitement definir.^^®

272 Nicole Ward-Jouve, Baudelaire: A Fire to Conquer Darkness, op. cit., pp. 193-94.
273 Richard D.E, Burton, Baudelaire in 1859, op. cit., p.113.
27" Ibid., p. 124.
275 ‘Les Sept Vieillards’, OC I, p.87.
276 Ross Chambers, The Writing of Melancholy, trans. Mary Seidman Trouille, Chicago and London: University of 
Chicago Press, 1992, p. 116.
277 ‘A une heure du matin’, OC I, p. 288.
278 Le Peintre de la vie moderne, OC II, pp.691 -92.
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These lines are echoed in ‘Les Foules’, as we are told that;

Le poete jouit de cet incomparable privilege, qu’il peut a sa guise etre lui-meme et autrui. Comme 
les ames errantes qui cherchent un corps, il entre, quand il veut, dans le personnage de chacun.^^®

The poet, as a neutral observer, succeeds in entering the subjects of his gaze, while retaining his own 

identity. The crowd is the site of the theatrical, allowing the poet to imagine and invest in the lives of 

others. This propensity to assimilate the roles of those characters he sees, stems from what is essentially 

an innate ‘gout du travestissement et du m a s q u e . ’^^o Creative production, therefore, is dependent upon the 

wearing of masks, the adopting of roles. Baudelaire’s use of the term ‘personnage’ is of interest also in this 

respect, as Sonya Stephens observes, since not only does it denote ‘distinct dramatic roles, but also 

suggest[s], at its etymological root in the Latin persona, the importance of mask, of transformation and 

concealment on the theatrical s t a g e . T h e  awareness of the essentially theatrical nature of the social 

world is suggested in ‘Les Foules’ through an emphasis on the roles of individuals, which the artist 

assumes: ‘II adopte comme siennes toutes les professions, toutes les joies et toutes les miseres que la 

circonstance lui presente.’ ŝ̂  Art functions therefore as a means of fictionalizing the self through others 

and, as Barbara Johnson writes, ‘[fait] eclater la frontiere entre “moi” et “autrui” .’283 The role of others in 

the definition of self is at the heart of Baudelaire’s ceuvre. The poet’s writings on the comic are, once 

again, central to an understanding of this aspect of the Baudelairian self, as Stephens notes:

The truly comic artist is the one who uses his power to be other and to demonstrate otherness in all 
beings; the one who recognizes the otherness within the self as well as the others which have 
constituted that self.̂ ®^

In Le Peintre de la vie moderne, this otherness implicit in the self is expressed in the artist’s description of 

Guys as ‘un moi insatiable du non-moi.’^̂  ̂ Art necessitates a mastery of the self in order to replicate, 

fictionalize and ultimately recreate it through the other. The centrifugal is therefore a condition of the 

centripetal and vice versa.

The prose poem, ‘Les Fenetres’, is also central to an understanding of the constitution of the 

Baudelairian self and its expression in art. The narrator begins by telling us that ‘[c]elui qui regarde du 

dehors a travers une fenetre ouverte ne voit jamais autant de choses que celui qui regarde une fenetre

279/M ,  p.29i.
280‘Les Foules’, OC I, p.291.
28' Sonya Stephens, Baudelaire’s Prose Poems, The Practice and Politics of Irony, op. cit, p.55.
282 le s  Foules’, OC/, p.291.
283 Barbara Johnson, Defigurations du langage poetique: la seconde revolution baudelairienne, Paris: Flammarion, 
1979, p.68.
28'* Sonya Stephens, Baudelaire’s Prose Poems, The Practice and Politics of Irony, op. cit., p.118.
285 Le Peintre de la vie moderne, OC II, p. 692.
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ferm ee7“  suggesting that is the imagination which best expresses the real. However, as Johnson points 

out, ‘la nature de ces “choses” et leur rapport avec la “vie” qui est censee “vivre rever et souffrir”  derriere 

la fenetre devient au cours du poeme, de plus en plus difficile a preciser.’^̂  ̂The narrator then continues 

his contact with the exterior world through the figure of a poverty-stricken woman whom he perceives:

Avec son visage, avec son vetement, avec son geste, avec presque rien, j’ai refait I’histoire de 
cette femme, ou plutot sa legende, et quelquefois je me la raconte a moi-meme en pleurant.

The narrator goes on to inform us that ‘si c’eut ete un pauvre vieux homme, j’aurais refait la sienne tout 

aussi aisement.’ other people serve as a means of creating ‘legends’ or ‘fictions’ that may have little or no 

relation with the real. The window that separates self from other is increasingly transparent, as the narrator 

acknowledges:

Peut-etre me diriez-vous: ‘Es-tu sur que cette legende soit la vraie?’ Qu’importe ce que peut etre la 
realite placee hors de moi, si elle m’a aide a vivre, a sentir que je suis et ce que je suis?^^

The question of truth recalls Baudelaire’s comments in Puisque Realisme i l ya \  ‘La Poesie est ce qu’il y a 

de plus reel, c’est ce qui n’est completement vrai que dans un autre monde.’^^ If the woman’s legend is 

only true in another world, her story is a matter of belief. All that is really important is the understanding by 

the poet and the reader of the ‘legend’ and, from this perspective, the difference between legend and 

reality is no longer determinable. As Barbara Johnson relates however, legend and reality are not 

interchangeable, they occupy the same territory without having the same identity:

La realite ne devient pas simplement une fiction: elle demeure le lieu, sans contenu mais 
irreductible, qui marquerait la place de notre incertitude, si notre incertitude etait certaine.^^o

For Johnson, the question of self and other in Baudelaire is essentially that of reality and legend and 

occupies the shifting ground between sign and meaning. The window is not entirely transparent, but 

serves as a filter between two conflicting yet interdependent entities. The narrator’s declaration: ‘et je me 

couche, fier d’avoir vecu et souffert dans d’autres que moi-meme’,^ ' while it highlights the embracing of 

others also signals a distance from them. The self recreates and redefines its identity through poetry and 

fiction. However, the fictions it creates also live through the poet. To read the many figures of the prose 

poems as direct representations in fiction of the poet is to miss the dedoublement of self and other, legend 

and reality, which is at play. Central to this va et vient is the notion of becoming. Alterity is not a permanent

286 ‘Les Fenetres’, OC I, p. 339.
287 Barbara Johnson, Defigurations du langage poetique op.cit, p.68.
288 le s  Fenetres’, OC I, p.339.
289 Puisque Realisme, il y a, OC II, p.59 (Italics, Baudelaire).
290 Barbara Johnson, Defigurations du langage poetique, op. cit, p.69. 
29' le s  Fenetres’, OCt, p.339.
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state, but is intimately linked to the self. Speaking of the allegorical stance of Baudelaire’s poetry, Gerard 

Gasarian remarks:

Par son ecriture auto-allegorique, [Baudelaire] est sans cesse porte a faux (et pour faux) par I’Autre 
qu’il devient sans jamais s’arreter de le devenir, de sorte que le sujet qu’il devient ainsi, toujours 
destabilise et dynamise, s’eprouve dans son devenir autre bien plus qu’en aucun des jalons de son 
deplacement.292

The multitude of others populating the prose poems offers an interesting illustration of how the dynamics 

of self and other work in Baudelaire. From characters such as the bad glazier and Fancioulle, to the many 

depictions of widows, Baudelaire dramatizes fictions of the self through varied lyric personae. Key to this 

process is the understanding that these characters are not metaphors for the poet, and only have a reality 

dans un autre monde.

The lyric personae, which populate the prose poems, must not be equated with the poet. Instead 

they are the site of what Gasarian terms '[un] mixte indecidable de plusieurs fictions’. ^  For Gasarian, 

lyric poetry is the stage for an endless theatre of self:

Au lieu de se voir comme une personne dont il lui faudrait peindre avec exactitude les 
sentiments intimes, sur le mode d’un auto-portrait fidele, le sujet lyrique se decouvre a travers des 
figures qui lui font vivre d’autres sentiments que les siens. Vivant ainsi par procuration, il n’a d’autre 
existence que celle ou plutot celles des fictions dont il assume successivement les nombreuses 
postures.29̂

These fictions may offer an aspect of the poet’s self, but are not representational. The figure of 

I ’Etranger,’ who refuses to engage with his interlocutor and whose eyes are fixed on the ‘merveilleux 

nuages’,295 or the narrator of ‘Le Port’, who contemplates ‘les colorations changeantes de la mer, le 

scintillement des phares’,^* may find their source of inspiration in the poet himself, but still belong to 

another world. Similarly, ‘Les Vocations’, may also illustrate an aspect of the poet’s self. The poem has 

been linked by Claude Pichois^^^ with Baudelaire’s admission in Mon coeur mis a nu\ ‘[ejtant enfant, je 

voulais etre tantot pape, mais pape militaire, tantot comedien.’^̂ s The many voices which surface within 

the text can not be related to a single unified personality and instead project what Hiddleston terms ‘the

292 Gerard Gasarian, De loin tendrement, Etude sur Baudelaire, Paris: Honore Champion, 1996, p.247. 
^^Ib id., p.249 (italics, Gasarian).
2 « /M ,  p.248.
295 ‘L’Etranger’, OC I, p.277.
296 l e  Pori’, O C /, p. 344.
297 Claude Pichois, OC I, p. 1508.
298 Mon Coeur mis a nu, OC I, p.702.
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fragmentation of the poetic personality within one poem.’ ŝa The stage narrators in Baudelaire are 

individualized, suggesting separate personalities, yet may hold a tenuous link with their creator., 

depending on the extent to which Baudelaire chooses to transgress the lines which separate self from 

other.

It is in the prose poem, l e  Vieux Saltimbanque’, that the sense of separation between the lyric 

persona and the poet is best expressed. Like ‘Une mort heroi'que’ and La Fanfarlo, the poem sets itself 

within the world of the performing arts. For Jean Starobinski, the images of ‘le monde du cirque et de la 

fete foraine’300, that transpire through these and other works, form part of a ‘dramaturgie intime,’ which 

ultimately leads to ‘une image infiniment complexe de la condition du poete et de la poesie.’^'However, 

Starobinski is also keen to identify the figure of the poet with that of the clown, be it ‘le saltimbanque a 

jeun’,” 2 evoked in Les Fleurs du Mai, or the ‘pauvre saltimbanque, voute, caduc, decrepit, une ruine 

d ’ h o m m e ’ , “ 3  observed in ‘Le Vieux Saltimbanque.’ To Starobinski, this pathetic figure represents an 

‘autoportrait travesti de Baudelaire’.̂ ô  This autobiographical interpretation is also reflected by Hiddleston, 

who links the isolated figure of the old acrobat to a failure of artistic imagination and perceives the poem 

as ‘a direct criticism of the essence of art itself.’^o^To draw a line of identification between Baudelaire and 

the figure of the mountebank or clown is, however, to fail fully to appreciate the complexities of the lyric 

persona as understood by the artist. In her discussion of the poem, ‘Le Vieux Saltimbanque’, Stephens 

emphasizes the distinction between the enunciating Je and the figure of the artist. This is conveyed in the 

distance that separates the narrator from the mountebank who is the subject of the poem. Despite the 

empathy expressed by the poet-narrator towards the decrepit figure, it is not the site of a personal 

identification. Instead, the image reflected is that of a generalized poet, the vieil homme de lettres:

Et m’en retournant, obsede par cette vision, je cherchai a analyzer ma soudaine douleur, et je me 
dis; Je viens de voir I’image du vieil homme de lettres qui a survecu a la generation dont il fut le 
brillant amuseur; du vieux poete sans amis, sans famille, sans enfants, degrade par sa misere et 
par I’ingratitude publique, et dans la baraque de qui le monde oubiieux ne veut plus entrer! ^

As Stephens points out, the figure of the saltimbanque represents ‘not so much an image of the self, but a 

projection of what it might become in the f u t u r e . W h a t  is reflected is not a unified image of the self but a 

projection of an aspect of the poet. The figure, therefore, does not represent the poet as Baudelaire, but 

instead reflects what may be seen as a stereotypical image of the lyrical persona. The distinction between

J, A. Hiddleston, Baudelaire et Le Spleen de Paris, op. cit, p.20.
3°° Jean Starobinski, Portrait de I’Artiste en Saltimbanque, Geneva: Skira, 1970, pp. 82-83.
3 0 1  Ibid., p . 8 3 .

3“  ̂‘La Muse Venale’, in OC I, p. 15.
l e  Vieux Saltimbanque’, OC I, p.296.

3°''Jean Starobinski, Portrait de I’Artiste en Saltimbanque, Geneva: Skira, 1970, p.83.
305 J.A. Hiddleston, Baudelaire etie  Spleen de Paris, op. cit, p.14.

‘Le Vieux Saltimbanque’, OC I, p.297.
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Baudelaire and the saltimbanque is also emphasized through the narrator’s insistence on the self-imposed 

isolation of the acrobat;

Au bout, a I’extreme bout de la rangee de baraques, comme si, honteux, II s’etait exile lui-meme de 
toutes ces splendeurs, je vis un pauvre saltimbanque. [...] II ne riait pas, le miserable! II ne pleurait 
pas, il ne dansait pas, il ne gesticulait pas, il ne criait pas, II ne chantait aucune chanson, ni gaie ni 
lamentable, il n’implorait pas. II etait muet et immobile. II avait renonce, il avait abdique. Sa 
destinee etait faite.

The figure of the vieux saltimbanque remains outside the ‘explosion frenetique’ of the fairground 

and also beyond the identification of the narrator. He is irrevocably other and exterior to the intact self of 

the narrator/observer. Indeed, the narrator is only connected to the figure of the old acrobat by means of 

his gaze:

Mais quel regard profond, inoubliable, il promenait sur la foule et les lumieres, dont le flot mouvant 
s’arretait a quelques pas de sa repulsive laideur! Je sentis ma gorge serree par la main terrible de 
I’hysterie, et il me sembla que mes regards etaient offusques par ces larmes rebelles qui ne 
veulent pas tomber.

Although the saltimbanque inspires pity in the narrator, he does not enter into an exchange with him, 

refusing to offer him money, ostensibly for fear he may cause him embarrassment. Instead, he is swept 

away by the crowd and passes by the figure who had momentarily intrigued him:

Enfin, je venais de me resoudre a depenser en passant quelque argent sur une de ses planches, 
esperant qu’il devinerait mon intention, quand un grand reflux de peuple, cause par je ne sais quel 
trouble, m’entrama loin de lu i.^

This act is of significance from the perspective of the artist’s relation to the lyrical persona, since it denotes 

an awareness of separation between self and other innate to Baudelaire’s conception of artistic creation. 

Rather than expressing identification between the observer and the observed, the poem highlights the 

distinction between the two. The dedoublement necessary to artistic creation requires the ability to see 

oneself as other while, at the same time, distancing the self from the otherness it perceives. Though 

Baudelaire creates a fictive family, he never abolishes the distance between the observer and the 

observed. The borders are transgressed yet, as Nicolae Babuts observes, ‘the self retains the power over 

the conditions under which the acts of transgression are accomplished.

Defending Poe’s right to commit suicide, Baudelaire writes:

3°̂  Sonya Stephens, Baudelaire’s Prose Poems, The Practice and Politics of Irony, op. cit., p.51.
308 l e  Vieux Saltimbanque’ OC I, p.296.
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Et ainsi se forme une compagnie de fantomes deja nombreuse, qui nous hante familierement, et 
dont chaque membre vient nous vanter son repos actuel et nous verser ses persuasions.®"

Poe’s suicide is symbolic of a literary suicide, where the biographical self gives way to the fictive one 

through the alterity of the lyric persona. Benjamin relates how Baudelaire was himself something of an 

actor;

When Courbet was painting Baudelaire, he complained that his subject looked different every day. 
And Champfleury said that Baudelaire had the ability to change his facial expression like a fugitive 
from a chain gang. In his malicious obituary, which evidences a fair amount of acuity, Valles called 
Baudelaire a cabotin [ham actor].

Behind the masks which he used up, the poet in Baudelaire preserved his incognito. [...] The 
incognito was the law of his poetry.®’^

Like the actor, described in De I’essence du rire, Baudelaire does not seek to lose himself in his masks. 

Instead, masking his own identity provided a means of exploring its delimitations, as Gasarian writes:

En changeant ainsi d’expression (au deux sens du mot), le poete n’a rien a cacher: il a tout a 
decouvrir. [...] Par son expression toujours changeante, Baudelaire travaille moins a disparaitre 
qu’a s’apparaitre autre.®'®

Through writing, Baudelaire could give expression to the multitude of voices within himself, and create a 

continuous theatre of self. True to his own theories on the comic, however, this theatre foregrounds rather 

than represses dualism. An acute awareness of the interdependent yet separate entities of self and other, 

centripital and centrifugal, reality and legend, poet and lyric persona lies at the heart of its enterprise and 

the self-ironizing stance of the comic actor is ever-present.

3" Etudes sur Poe, OCII, p.307.
Walter Benjamin, Charles Baudelaire: A Lyric Poet in the Era of High Capitalism, op. cit, pp.97-98. 
Gerard Gasarian, De loin tendrement: Etude sur Baudelaire, op. cit., p.235.
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3. Writing and Drawing the Self in The Journaux intimes and the Self-Portraits.

(a) Suggestivity and the Pose in the Self-Portraits

The theatre of self observed in the prose poems, serves as a prelude to the complex image of self, which 

emerges in the self-caricatures and the poet’s Journaux intimes. Embracing contrasting spheres of word 

and image, Baudelaire drew upon his own theories on art and the comic, along with both his perceived 

and his imagined image, to create an ususual portrait of self. Although Baudelaire’s interest and skill in art 

criticism are well documented, his own visual works have remained somewhat neglected. While essays 

such as Le Peintre de la vie modeme, Le Salon de 1845 and Le Salon de 1859 occupy a prime position 

within the artist’s oeuvre, his own portraits, caricatures and sketches remain relatively unknown. While 

Baudelaire was not, as Pichois notes, as gifted in the graphic medium as fellow writers such as Victor 

Hugo, Paul Valery or Jean Cocteau, ‘la nature I’a doue d’un talent graphique.’ '̂'* The son of a amateur 

painter,®’  ̂Baudelaire came into contact with the art world at an early age and, although he did not paint, 

he executed a number of sketches, which were known to his friends within his artistic circle. An article 

from Le Petit Figaro in 1868, pays homage to Baudelaire’s artistic merits, mentioning Daumier as one of 

the admirers of the poet’s graphic talents:

Les dessins de Baudelaire sont celebres parmi ses amis et parmi les artistes. Daumier, qui en 
conserve quelques-uns -  particulierement un portrait de I’auteur par lui-meme, qu’il compare pour 
la nettete de I’esprit aux portraits frangais du XVIIeme siecle, de la collection du Louvre -  a dit plus 
d’une fois que si Baudelaire eut applique a la peinture les facultes qu’il a consacrees a la poesie, il 
eut ete aussi grand peintre qu’il a ete poete distingue et original.^'®

A selection of these drawings was first edited by Auguste Poulet-Malassis in the volume. Sept Dessins de 

gens de lettres, which appeared in 1874. This collection consisted of six finished drawings, two portraits of 

Jeanne Duval, the sketch of a female figure (dedicated to the writer Charles Asselineau), three self- 

portraits of the artist and a few manuscripts containing small pencil sketches. In 1927, Jacques Crepet 

endeavoured to make these drawings known to a wider public through the publication of his Dessins de 

Baudelaire, which included the works from the album assembled by Poulet-Malassis, together with three

3'“ Claude Pichois, Album Baudelaire, Paris: Gallimard, 1974, p.7.
3'5 Pichois notes how Francois Baudelaire dedicated himself entirely to his painting when he retired from his 
administrative post at the Senate. Indeed, his first wife, Rosaline Baudelaire (nee Janin) was also an artist. See 
Album Baudelaire, op. c it, pp. 11-20.

In Le Petit Figaro, July 24 1868. Cited in Charles Baudelaire, Manuscrits, dessins, photographie, Paris: Les 
Dossiers du Musee d’Orsay, 1988, p.11.
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previously unknown drawings in the possession of Fernand Vanderem and Edouard Champion. This 

collection was later held by the Cuban poet, Armand Godoy, who, although he continued to research the 

manuscripts and personal documents of Baudelaire, did not publish his findings. The most inclusive 

collection of the drawings, however, did not appear until 1974, with Claude Pichois’ s Album Baudelaire.

A total of thirty-two drawings appear in this work, derived from the afore-mentioned collections and from 

other private collections. The images represented include acquaintances and characters familiar to the 

poet, notably Proudhon, Champfleury, Asselineau, Jeanne Duval, Armand Barthet and Auguste Blanqui.^'^ 

Characters taken from fiction are also represented, most notably Baudelaire’s own female protagonist. La 

Fanfarlo, and what appears to portray the ghost of Hamlet.®'® Baudelaire’s interest in and personal 

association with the artists of his time was not only to inspire his poetry,32o most notably, ‘Le Masque’,®̂ ' 

‘Duellum’322 and ‘La Lune o f f e n s e e ’ ,^ 2 3  from Les Fleurs du Mai, but was also undoubtedly to have an 

influence upon his own artistic style. As Claude Pichois notes: I ’intimite dans laquelle il a vecu avec les 

artistes et leurs oeuvres tout au long de sa vie a necessairement marque sa propre c r e a t i o n . Of 

particular interest, however, are the remainder of the sketches, which comprise a total of nine self- 

portraits, dating from early 1840 to 1864.^25 pour of these self-portraits will be discussed here. The 

remaining five are self-caricatures and will feature at the end of this chapter.

The essence of these drawings lies not in their role as self-analysis, but rather in their revelation 

of self-construction and the style in which they are executed. What is most striking about Baudelaire’s 

self-portraits is the extent to which they focus on the pose of the artist and draw on the image which others 

had of him. They reflect, in many respects, the artist’s mirror-image, yet lack the irony which characterized 

the specular contemplation of La Fanfarlo. Instead, self-perception is dependent upon seeing oneself from 

the perspective of others, an objective enterprise that recalls Lacan’s understanding of the scopic:

II me faut, pour commencer, insister sur ceci -  dans le champ scopique, le regard est au-dehors, je 
suis regarde, c’est-a-dire je suis tableau.

C’est la la fonction qui se trouve au plus intime de I’institution du sujet dans le visible. Ce qui 
me determine foncierement dans le visible, c’est le regard qui est au-dehors. C’est par le regard 
que j’entre dans la lumiere, c’est du regard que j’en regois I’effet. D’ou il ressort que le regard est

It is to this particular collection that reference is made.
318 See plates 349,108,156,67, 111 and 113 respectively, in Album Baudelaire op. cit.

See plates 82 and 256 in Album Baudelaire op. cit.
320 The earlier figure of Jacques Callot is also of interest. The close interconnection between Baudelaire’s sonnet, 
‘Bohemiens en voyage’ and Callot’s 1621 etching of the same title is the subject of a detailed discussion by David 
Scott in his Pictorialist Poetics: Poetry and the Visual Arts in Nineteenth-Century France, Cambridge: Cambridge 
University Press, 1988, pp.62-63.
321 See page 37, note 139.
322 The sonnet was inspired by Goya’s etching, iQ u ien  lo creyera? from the series Los Capricios (1799).
323 The poem is linked to Goya’s print Hasta la muerte from Los Capricios and depicts a haggard old woman dolling 
herself up. Baudelaire’s poem is often seen as a portrait of his own mOther and it is of interest that the poet chose 
not to republish it in her lifetime.
32'' Claude Pichois,/4/bum Baudelaire, op. c it, p.182.
325 These comprise plates 40, 61 ,100 ,101 ,217 ,220 ,293 ,294 , 295 and 338 respectively, in Album Baudelaire.
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I’instrument par ou la lumiere s’incarne, et par ou -  si vous me permettez de me servir d’un mot 
comme je le fais souvent en le decomposant -  je suis p h o to - g r a p h ie . ^ ^ e

For Lacan, it the self is a seen object which falls beneath the gaze of the other and is defined by it. Seeing 

oneself from the perspective of otherness is a scopic enterprise that emphasises the exterior, fictive nature 

of the self. Baudelaire drew on the image of himself as ‘tableau’ in order to build his own identity. The first 

major portrait of Baudelaire was that executed in oil by Emile Deroy in 1844 (Musee de Versailles) (Figure 

1). Here, he is clearly dressed as a dandy. Leaning on his left elbow, his attitude is pensive, he gazes 

straight out at the viewer. As Asselineau remarked, he has the white cravate and cuffs of pleated muslin 

characteristic of the wardrobe of a dandy, the stock-image of Baudelaire on the He Saint-Louis.^^^ A 

different image of Baudelaire emerges from Gustave Courbet’s portrait of 1847 (Montpellier: Musee Fabre) 

(Figure 2). This picture was painted at the period when Baudelaire felt some affinity with those who would 

later be involved in the revolution of 1848. He would soon change his mind as shown by his comments on 

a caricature by Nadar where he states ‘toute revolution a pour corollaire le massacre des innocens (s/cj’^̂ s 

However, in 1847, Baudelaire’s mood was in tune with that of Courbet. Courbet, unlike Deroy, paints 

Baudelaire with the tools of his trade. He is seated at a table with paper and a goose-quill. He is propping 

up the book which he is reading. Another book is placed on top of the paper on the table. Gone are the 

flowing locks, moustache and beard of the Deroy portrait. The hair is thinner, like a sort of Saracen helmet, 

according to Theophile Gautier in his preface to Les Fleurs du Mal.^^ He is smoking a pipe and is 

absorbed in his reading. The loose jacket is part of a different pose for Baudelaire: this was what he wore 

in the period of his pro-revolutionary sympathies. The most colourful feature of his clothing is his large 

yellow cravate: the cravate will figure frequently in Baudelaire’s self-portraits. There is a close relationship 

between this portrait by Courbet and the 1848 self-portrait of Baudelaire, engraved by Felix Bracquemond 

(Figure 3). It too is a three-quarter portrait, though it depicts the right side of the face, rather than the left. It 

concentrates on the bust and is set against a hatched background which constitutes an equivalent, in line- 

drawing, to the dull green background of the wall in Courbet’s painting. In the self-portrait, there are no 

attributes of a writer. He wears a moustache, but no beard. The hair is similarly cropped, but there is no 

pipe. The gaze is shifting and seems to glance out at the viewer sideways. This self-portrait seems to have 

been inspired, at least in part, by the image of Baudelaire, as publicized by Courbet in his painting of 1847. 

That this image became fossilized in the mind of Courbet is clear from the fact that when he included 

Baudelaire in the far-right of his painting L’Atelier (1855, Paris: Musee d’Orsay) (Figure 4), he effectively 

copied his earlier portrait of the poet. Baudelaire’s copying of his received image by an established artist.

2̂6 Jacques Lacan, Les Quatre concepts fondamentaux de la psychanalyze, op. c it, p.121.
2̂7 See Asselineau in his biography, Baudelaire et Asselineau, pp.69-70, cited in Claude Pichois, Baudelaire, p.54.

328 Claude Pichois, Album Baudelaire, op. cit, Plate 185.
329 Theophile Gautier, in the preface to Les Fleurs du Mai, cited by Claude Pichois, Baudelaire, trans. Graham Robb, 
London: Hamish Hamilton, 1989, p.148.
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reveals a desire to engage with his specular image ‘le seuil du monde visible’^*) and, more precisely his 

alter-ego. The poet appears then to assume the image attributed to him by others, building on it to create 

a public identity. In his later portraits, however, this stance of self-objectification meets with the reality of 

its fictionality, its pose.

The next attempt at self-portraiture by Baudelaire was around 1860, after the trial. Baudelaire was 

unhappy with the frontispieces suggested by Felix Bracquemond for Les Fleurs du Mai and considered 

using one of his self-portraits, executed at this time. In the event, he chose an image by Felicien Rops, 

showing an arborescent skeleton Baudelaire executed three self-portraits of this period. The first 

self-portrait (Paris: Bibliotheque nationale de France) (Figure 5), executed in pen and red crayon, is close 

to two photographs taken in 1860, one by Nadar ( Figure 6) and the other by the journalist and caricaturist, 

Etienne Carjat (Figure 7). The similarity with the photograph by Carjat is more marked. The hairstyle is 

identical, as are the white shirt, cravate and coat. Baudelaire, in this self-portrait, is clearly conscious of his 

public image. That the poet was self-consciously creating his own image here is obvious from the notes he 

inscribed at the edges of the drawing:

Trop de hachures. D’ailleurs, la bouche est mauvaise, avec quelques hachures, distnbuees
sobrement, on fait le modele. Ceci ne doit done etre regarde que pour la pose et I’effet lumineux.
Tout le bas du visage, mauvais. Pas assez d’audace. Le menton, pas assez galbe.^^'

Baudelaire is clearly concerned with the technicalities of hatching to convey the effect of shadow: with 

fewer well-placed hatchings, the face could be well-sculpted. He would therefore only use this preliminary 

drawing for the ‘pose’, as well as for its effects of luminosity. The same self-criticism pertains to the 

second self-portrait (Paris: Bibliotheque nationale) (Figure 8). Compositionally rectangular, it again 

features a three-quarter portrait of Baudelaire, similarly attired and with the same hairstyle - except for the 

fact that the hair here is brought down on the forehead, in a manner reminiscent of the widow’s peak in the 

1847 Courbet portrait and the 1848 self-portrait. Here, too, the inscriptions on the drawing testify to the 

poet’s awareness of the image he was creating:

Celui-la fait de chic, mais bon pour la grimace. Puis la pose est bonne. Toujours trop de hachures.
Obtenir I’effet avec tres peu de hachures bien placees.332

Baudelaire’s last self-portrait (1864, Paris: Bibliotheque nationale de France) (Figure 9), executed in pen 

and red crayon, is rendered in a bolder style than the previous images. The fleeting nature of the drawing 

is far more evident than in the 1860 trio of drawings. There is no oval, no rectangle in the compositional

Jacques Lacan, ‘La Fonction du miroir dans la formation du ‘Je’, telle qu’elle est revelee dans I’experience 
psychoanalytique’, loc. cit. 94.
33' See Figure 5.
332 See Figure 8.
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format, tfie lapels of tfie jacket are cropped, as in a pfiotograph. It may be related to a photograph of 

Baudelaire with a cigar, taken the same year by Charles Neyt (Figure 10). The hair is longer, the widow’s 

peak has gone and the face is more cavernous. It is less the image of bravado that is sought and instead 

would appear to suggest more the ‘vieil homme de lettres’ of ‘Le Vieux Saltimbanque’. It is another pose, 

that of the decrepit artist. The fact that Baudelaire has recourse to received images of himself in order to 

create his self-portraits reveals how these images must not be taken uncritically. In each self-portrait, 

Baudelaire is wearing a mask. These drawings only qualifify the self in terms of the pose. It is clear that 

these self-portraits do not serve as a site of self-analysis, but instead are concerned with the projection of 

a particular pose. Through this pose, Baudelaire seeks to present all the boldness of character and his 

unerring self-confidence. Yet this pose is but another mask, similar to those he wore in Le Spleen de 

Paris. This masking of self was not only an artistic enterprise, but was also intrisic to the poet’s 

personality. What is constant in this fluidity was probably best rendered by Manet in La Musique aux 

Tuileries (1862, Dublin: Hugh Lane Gallery; London: National Gallery) (Figure 11). The image of 

Baudelaire, which emerges behind the seated female to the left, is virtually faceless. The constant wearing 

of masks results in the inability to recognize the real face of the poet. It is perhaps Manet who has best 

conveyed the image of the poet, the flaneur, the man of the crowd, with a deep awareness of the protean 

nature of the Baudelairian self.

Where these drawings are not the site of self-analysis, they reflect Baudelaire’s ideas on the 

suggestive in visual art. The fragmentary style and unfinished quality of Baudelaire’s drawings offers an 

understanding of his conception of Modernist art. While these elements recall the ‘art leger, fugace’^  of 

Daumier, a better analogy is found in Baudelaire’s description of the art of Guys, the quintessential ‘peintre 

de la vie moderne’:

M.G. commence par de legeres indications au crayon, qui ne marquent guere que la place que les 
objets doivent tenir dans I’espace. Les plans principaux sont indiques ensuite par des teintes au 
lavis, des masses vaguement, legerement colorees d’abord, mais reprises plus tard et chargees 
successivement de couleurs plus intenses. Au dernier moment, le contour des objets est 
definitivement cerne par de I’encre. A moins de les avoir vus, on ne se douterait pas des effets 
surprenants qu’il peut obtenir par cette methode si simple et presque elementaire. Elle a cet 
incomparable avantage, qu’a n’importe quel point de son progres, chaque dessin a I’air 
suffisamment fini; vous nommerez cela une ebauche si vous voulez, mais ebauche parfaite.^^^

The sketch-like quality admired by Baudelaire is recreated in his own images. These drawings by 

Baudelaire were executed at a time when the poet had just been introduced to the artistic world of 

Guys.335 It is not surprising that Baudelaire should seek to capture in his own drawings the same qualities 

he admired in the work of Guys. While Baudelaire’s style does not imitate that of the painter, it seeks a

333 Quelques Caricaturistes frangais, OCII, p.556.
33'! Le Peintre de la vie moderne, OC II, pp. 699-700.
335 Pichois notes that the two artists met in April 1859, (See OC II, p. 1414).
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similar effect, namely, ‘tirer I’eternel du transitoire.’̂  In the modern world, the goal of art, for Baudelaire, 

is to find meaning within what is an increasingly transient present. The fleeting nature of Guys images, for 

Baudelaire is part of a desire to engage with the immediacy of the present and render it eternel through 

art. The suggestive quality that the poet sought to capture in his own drawings is central to the aesthetic 

which he would also develop in his Journaux intimes. In both works the poet gives precedence to the 

suggestive and the indeterminate: the vision of self which emerges is never stable or unified, but 

constantly in a process of becoming.

Suggestivity, as expressed in the art of Guys and Daumier, relies on memory and not upon the 

model perceived. It is not a matter of rendering each visible detail, but instead through a fusion of memory, 

reality and the imagination, offering an evocative image;

II arrive meme que des hommes tels que Daumier et M.G., accoutumes des longtemps a exercer 
leur memoire et a la remplir d’images, trouvent devant le modele et la multiplicite de details qu’il 
comporte leur faculte principale troublee et comme paralysee.

II s ’etablit alors un duel entre la volonte de tout voir, de ne rien oublier, et la faculte de la 
memoire qui a pris I’habitude d’absorber vivement la couleur generale et la silhouette, I’arabesque 
du contour. Un artiste ayant le sentiment parfait de la forme, mais accoutume a exercer surtout sa 
memoire et son imagination, se trouve alors comme assailli par une emeute de details, qui tous 
demandent justice avec la furie d’une foule amoureuse d’egalite absolue.^^

The ongoing duel between memory and reality finds an echo in that between the real and the imagined 

and the invented in Baudelaire. The self-portraits offer a particular insight into the manner in which 

Baudelaire meditated upon his projected image. They also display his interest in the evocative qualites of 

suggestive art, in the representation of self. In these drawings, the real is apprehended imaginatively, and 

recreated in a fleeting visual form. Rather than present a self, which was a replica of his mirrored 

reflection, Baudelaire’s self-portraiture reveals an interest in the evocative qualities of the unfinished and 

open-ended work of art. Suggestivity serves as a means of capturing the contingent nature of selfhood 

along with the processes of remembering and creating. While the self-portraits offer another mask of 

Baudelaire, it is represented in a a modernist form. An awareness of the inter-relationship between the 

public and the private, the fictive and the real, is at the core of Baudelaire’s self-portraiture and the sense 

of making and unmaking the self through art finds an echo in the collection of texts, known as the 

Journaux intimes, which date from the same period as these self-portraits.

336 Le Peintre de la vie modeme, OCII, p.694. 
^Tlbid., pp.698-99.
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(b) The Journaux intimes and Fragmentation

It is in a letter dating from April 1861 that Baudelaire’s project of writing a book about himself is first 

mentioned:

Enfin [...] un grand livre auquel je reve depuis deux ans: Mon Cceur mis a nu, et ou j ’entasserai 
toutes mes coleres. Ah! si jamais celui-la volt le jour, les Confessions de J[ean]- Jacques paraitront 
pales. Tu vois que je reve encore.^^®

Later, in another letter, Baudelaire wrote:

Eh bien! Oui, ce livre tant reve sera un livre de rancunes. A coup sur ma mere et meme mon 
beau-pere y seront respectes. Mais tout en racontant mon education, la maniere dont se sont 
fagonnes mes idees et mes sentiments, je veux faire sentir sans cesse que je me sens comme 
etranger au monde et a ses cultes. Je tournerai contre la France entiere mon reel talent 
d’impertinence. J’ai besoin de vengeance comme un homme fatigue a besoin d’un bain.^^®

Baudelaire’s autobiographical agenda, as desribed in these letters seems to to be more an act of bravado 

than a serious engagement with the notion of self-representation. The book in question would serve more 

as a means of venging himself against misdoings than offering a narrative account of his upbringing. Yet 

these premonitions of Journaux intimes are highly ironic. Baudelaire’s intention to rival Rousseau’s 

project, which had itself set the agenda to create ‘une entreprise qui ‘n’eut jamais d’exemple et dont 

I’execution n’aura point d’imitateur’^^ is particularly significant. While the allusion to Rousseau is generally 

seen as an expression of autobiographical intent, it is tinged with irony and posits the project of the 

journaux intimes within a highly ironical framework. Baudelaire’s autobiographical agenda would have little 

in common with the frankness of Rousseau, nor would it seek to portray the self as unified or 

homogeneous. However, despite the irony, bravado and off-handedness, that characterizes the project of 

Baudelaire’s Journaux intimes, it marks the beginnings of a creative enterprise of self-representaton that 

consolidates Baudelaire’s theories on the Modern.

Mon Cosur mis a nu remained unfinished and was only published in 1887, by Eugene Crepet, as 

part of the Journaux intimes in Baudelaire’s CEuvres posthumes. The reaction to the work was fairly 

negative: in 1887, Jules Lemaitre referred to it scathingly as ‘un balutiement pretentieux et penible’,̂ '̂

338 Letter to Madame Aupick, April 1 1861, C//, p. 141.
339 Letter to Madame Aupick, June 5 1863, CII, p.305.
3“° Jean-Jacques Rousseau, Les Confessions, Paris: Flammarion, 1999, p.5. 
3̂  ̂ Jules Lemaitre, Le Journal des debats, July 4 1887.
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while Andre Gide later referred to its ‘lamentable n i a i s e r i e ’^^^ ^ore  recently, critics such as Beatrice 

Didier, Bernard Howells and Andre Guyaux, in particular, have sought to highlight the hitherto obscured 

aspects of the text and have provided a critical reading of the work. The very title of the work, seen as 

‘factice’ by Pichois^^, has been one of the principal reasons for its lack of critical acclaim, as Didier 

observes:

On s’est trop habitue a voir reunis, dans les editions de Baudelaire, Fusees et Mon cceur 
mis a nu sous I’appelation trompeuse de Journaux intimes. Or, hen n’autorise ce titre, ni cette 
interpretation autobiographique. C’est parce que Ton s’est fourvoye dans ce chemin que Ton a ete 
amene a voir en ces textes une ceuvre avortee qui raconte I’echec d’une v ie .^

Direct and sustained self-revelation was far from Baudelaire’s thinking. At the centre of his aesthetic was a 

right which he claimed was often forgotten: ‘le droit de se contredire et le droit de s ’en aller’. In true 

Baudelairian fashion, this ‘right’ is mentioned in Pensees d ’album at the very end of the Journaux intimes, 

alongside a quizical questioning of sincerity in autobiography, as encompassed by the dictum vitam 

impendere v e ro .^  Baudelaire associated such a simplistic equation with Louis Blanc, George Sand and, 

of course, Rousseau. His own view was more complex, more akin to Joseph de Maistre’s interpretation of 

dissimulation, masking as truth. Due to their complexity and marginal status, the texts which form the 

Journaux Intimes play a supporting role, for many critics, in the discussion of Baudelaire’s poetry and 

prose. This thesis argues that the Journaux intimes provide a particular understanding of the relationship 

between the self and its representation in art which challenges and reinvents the terrain of autobiography. 

The title of Journaux intimes refers to three sets of notes. Hygiene, Fusees and Mon Cceur mis a nu, 

written by Baudelaire between 1855 and 1865. Although Marcel Ruff, in particular, argues the case for the 

texts as a single project,^^ Pichois and Guyaux argue convincingly that Fusees and Hygiene were 

conceived separately.^^® Mon Cceur mis a nu is the most lengthy of the three texts and serves as a frame 

for the poet’s autobiographical aspirations. Fusees, athough it has links with the former, is a self-contained 

text which offers sets of ideas and suggestions, while Hygiene is the most private of the writings and 

outlines some of the poet’s thoughts and meditations.

Guyaux observes how Hygiene is perhaps the only text from the collection to merit the title of 

journal intime since the fragments it contains are mostly made up of ‘conseils que Baudelaire s’adresse a 

lui-meme pour son usage intime.’^^ However, it would not appear that Baudelaire intended to publish the

3̂ 2 Andre Gide, Journal 1889-1939, Paris: Bibliotheque de la Pleiade, 1939, p. 682.
Claude Pichois, OC I, p. 1467.
Beatrice Didier, ‘Line Economie de I’ecriture’, Litterature, 10, (May 1973), p.57.
Charles Baudelaire, Etudes sur Poe, OC II, p.306.
‘Ne faire dependre sa vie que de la verite’ (Pensees d ’album, OC I, p.709).
See Marcel Ruft, L ’Espritdu mal et I ’esthetique baudelairienne, Paris: Armand Colin, 1955, p.353.

'̂'8 See Claude Pichois, Notice, OC I, p.1469 and Guyaux, preface to Fusees, Mon CcBur mis a nu. La Belgique 
deshabille, Paris: Gallimard, 1975, p. 48.

Andre Guyaux, preface to Fusees, Mon Coeur mis a nu. La Belgique deshabillee, loc. cit., p. 13.
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notes. Instead, he used them as a form of self-contemplation and self-commentary. The text opens with 

the statement:

Plus on veut, mieux on veut.
Plus on travaille, mieux on travaille, et plus on veut travailler. Plus on produit, plus on devient
fecond.350

The need to write in order to focus oneself is a constant concern. Baudelaire cites Emerson’s The Conduct 

of Life, using it to support his own ideas on the need to exercise one’s will and to centrer^' himself in 

order to succeed. This centering seems to involve both body and soul as the text shifts from materialist 

concerns, ‘billets, grosses dettes, petites dettes’ “̂ , to ‘charite, sagesse et force’^  The entire text of 

Hygiene acts as a means of stripping away all that is unnecessary and all that renders the activity of 

writing and of working, more difficult. Jeanne, his mother and his financial debts all manifest themselves 

as hurdles to his aesthetic aspirations and preclude his metamorphosis as the ‘hero [...] who is immovably 

centred.’354Just as the centripetal figure of ‘A une heure du matin’ was counter-balanced by the centrifugal 

forces of ‘Les Foules’, so the centrality echoed in Hygiene, is complemented by the forces of dissipation in 

Mon coeur mis a nu. This duality is trumpeted in the opening declaration ‘De la vaporisation et de la 

centralisation du Moi. Tout est la.’^  This marks the tone for the entire text which shifts from the 

determined to the indeterminate, from the centre to the m arg in .^ The text oscillates between sections on 

personal experiences, such as ‘Mon ivresse en 1848’^^ and the apparently extraneous, ‘Le Diable et 

George Sand.’̂  Baudelaire announces plans for chapters such as ‘Un chapitre sur La Toilette^^’ and ‘Un 

chapitre sur I’indestructible, eternelle, universelle et ingenieuse ferocite humaine.’ ®̂® The subjects seem 

unconnected and it may be that the only unifying factor is, as Bernard Howells has suggested, ‘the

350 Hygiene, OCI, p.668.
35' See Hygiene, OC I, p. 674.
352/b/o(., p. 670.
353/b/d, p.671.
35“ Emerson, The Conduct of Life, cited by Baudelaire, OC I, p.674.
355 /b/d, p.676.
356 The title of Mon Coeur mis a nu, like that of Fusees, was inspired by Poe’s !\Aarginalia. Both the ideas and form of 
the text find a reflection in Poe’s work, notably in Poe’s thoughts on the ‘concentrativeness’ necessary to genius. It is 
important to note that Poe’s text presented itself as a challenge to the poet, as it stated:

‘If any ambitious man may have a fancy to reutionize, at one effort, the universal world of human thought, 
human opinion, and human sentiment, the opportunity is his own - the road to immortal renown lies straight, open, 
and unencumbered before him. All he has to do is to write and publish a very little book. Its title should be simple - a 
few plain words - “ My Heart Laid Bare” . But - this little book must be true to its title.

(...) To write, I say. There are ten thousand men who, if the book were once written, would laugh at the notion 
of being disturbed by its publication during their life, and who could not even conceive wfty they should object to its 
being published after their death. But to write it - tiiere is the rub. No man dare write it. No man ever will dare write it. 
No man could write it, even if he dared. The paper would shrivel and blaze at the touch of the fiery pen’ (Edgar Allan 
Poe, Marginalia, The Complete Works of Edgar Allan Poe, ed. James A. Harrison, New York: AMS, 1965, XVI, 
p.128). (Italics, Poe).
357 Mon Coeur mis a nu, OC /, p.679.
358 /M ,  p.686.
359 Ibid., p.694. (Italics, Baudelaire).
^°lbid., p.693.
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reference, direct or indirect, to his own tastes and preoccupations.’^ '  Howells goes on to say that this 

aspect of Baudelaire’s writing may be seen as a commentary upon the art of autobiography itself;

The Journaux intimes are an extreme example of a “marginality” implicit in all autobiographical 
writing, which necessarily occupies a strange terrain where literature overlaps with the non-literary, 
where the self is a function both of perception and imagination, simultaneously subject and object 
and inseparable from the relations in which it is inscribed

Howells’ comments also strike at the core of the Baudelairian self, which, despite the author’s apparent 

attempts to circumscribe it, seems to exist in a state of flux. As the text switches between personal 

statements and general comments, it refuses to develop either. Baudelaire’s admission of childhood 

loneliness, for example, finds itself squeezed between a section on his indifference to politics and another 

on the random nature of human curiosity.^®^ The lack of cohesion, created by the oscillating ideas and 

content, is aggravated by the author’s shock tactics. His call for a ‘[bjelle conspiration a organiser pour 

I’extermination de la Race Juive’ ®̂̂ and ‘[d]e la necessite de battre les femmes,’^® are outlandish, 

provoking the reader to question both the comments themselves and the sincerity of the authorial voice.

Baudelaire fuels his imagery with the grotesque to attract attention, his biting humour reminiscent 

of that employed in La Fanfarlo. These humorous and unexpected interjections form a counter-balancing 

force to the ‘centralisation du moi’ and may be seen to trigger latent indeterminacy or ‘vaporisation’. 

Baudelaire builds up the self, only to dissolve it. This view of self-representation stands in stark contrast to 

Rousseau and indeed to the autobiographical writers, such as Constant and Saint-Beuve, which 

Baudelaire had read in his youth. Unlike these, Baudelaire did not see an autobiographical drive as 

necessary to the enterprise, it sufficed to amuse oneself and others. As he observed ; ‘Le premier venu, 

pourvu qu’il sache amuser, a le droit de parler de lui-meme.’ ®̂® In a tyically Baudelairian fashion, despite 

this deflationary comment, Baudelaire’s autobiographical project engaged with the more serious question 

of representing the multiplicity and fragmentation of the self. For Baudelaire, the journaux intimes served 

as a forum to express the self in all its diversity.

The intricate inter-relationship between self and other is highlighted in Baudelaire’s comment on 

Poe as: ‘des phrases pensees par moi, et ecrites par lui’.̂ ®̂ In the journaux intimes, this means that the

361 Bernard Howells, “ ‘La Vaporisation du Moi” , Baudelaire’s Journaux intimes’, French Studies, XLII, 4,1988, p.429.
362 Ibid., pp. 429-30.
363 See Mon Coeur mis a nu, OC I, pp. 680-81.
36-' OCI, p.706.
365//3/d„ p.701.
366/b/d, p.676.
367 Letter to Theophile Thore, Brussels: June 20 1864, OC I, p. 386.
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self is expressed through ‘mon opinion sur’ ®̂̂ or ‘ce que je pense de’^ ,  or ‘liste de mes gouts’.̂ ™ For 

Sonya Stephens, however, this emphasis on the poet’s ideas and thoughts on others, combined with a 

profusion of non-autobiographical and seemingly irrelevant material, denotes an understanding of the self 

that finds an echo in the prose poems. In both works, Stephens argues, a cross-section of ideas and 

individuals are represented. The magistrates, newspaper directors and literary figures, among others, 

referred to in Mon Ccsur mis a nu, are reflected in what Stephens calls the ‘madmen, loathsome 

concubines, magnificent imbeciles’^ '̂ of the prose poems. Baudelaire’s remark in the preface to Le Spleen 

de Paris, where he speaks of ‘la description de la vie moderne, ou plutot d’une vie moderne’^^^ as 

Stephens notes, particularly important in relation to the self he seeks to project:

In order to give sense to this more modern and abstract life, it will not, then, be enough to offer an 
account of the private self. This self must be portrayed in its encounters with others, with other 
selves; it must externalize itself and confront the outside world.^^^

‘Centralisation’ and ‘vaporisation’ are key to the dramatic tension between self and other. In the 

same way that the prose poems discussed earlier were seen to stage various personae, the Journaux 

intimes do not present a single self, but multiple selves through Baudelaire’s relationship with others. The 

conservative clashing with the outlandlish, the personal with the public, the artist with the critic, are all 

voices of the self within the Journaux int/mes. The notion of the self as multiple is indissociable from the 

discontinuous nature of the work. At the beginning of Mon Cceur mis a nu, Baudelaire relates:

Je peux commencer Mon Cceur mis a nu n’importe ou, n’importe quand, et le continuer au 
jour le jour, suivant I’inspiration du jour et de la circonstance, pourvu que I’inspiration soit vive.®”

While it must be acknowledged that Mon Cceur mis a nu is considered unfinished and that Baudelaire did 

not intend it to be published in this format, the text still offers a model of the style and content of the 

proposed w ork . As Didier points out, the text of Mon Cceur mis a nu, despite its unfinished nature, is an 

integral work in itself:

Certes, il ne s’agit pas de contester le caractere d’inachevement de ces fragments: ils sont le 
reservoir d’une ceuvre a venir qui ne fut pas realisee; mais ils sont deja en eux-memes une oeuvre, 
un texte qui fonctionne selon une esthetique propre et ou se jouent un certain nombre de forces 
[...p

368/ M ,  p.701.
369/ M ,  p.684.
37° Hygiene, 0 0 1, 0 0 1, p.670.
37’ Sonya Stephens, ‘Contingencies and Discontinuities of the Lyric I’, loc. c it, p. 138.
372 Le Spleen de Paris, 0 0 1, p. 275.
373 Sonya Stephens, ‘Contingencies and Discontinuities of the Lyric I’, loc. c it, p. 139. 
37-' 001, p.676.
375 Beatrice Didier, ‘Line Economie de I’ecriture’, loc. cit., p.57.
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This notion of the text as a continuous enterprise shows that Mon Cceur mis a nu, far from being an 

aborted project, presents a particular art of the self in keeping with the poet’s ideas on modernity. The 

sense of contingency, which Baudelaire himself sees as characterizing the work, finds a parallel in his 

description of the prose poems as ‘sans queue ni tete.’^̂ ® For Didier, this discontinuous aspect of Mon 

Cceur mis a nu is fundamentally related to the questioning of writing itself:

Ce n’est pas une recette que Baudelaire se donne pour triompher de I’impuissance, un 
pis-aller devant la page blanche, mais une volonte determinee de faire une oeuvre ou regnerait le 
seui desir d’ecrire

Unlike Howells, who sees the discontinuity of Mon Cceur mis a nu presenting ‘the problem of 

creative impotence in an absolute form’, where ‘the individual crisis is indistinguishable from an intellectual 

crisis’,3̂® Didier sees Baudelaire’s project in a more positive fashion. It is in the text of Fusees, in 

particular, that the question of writing the self finds its most salient expression.

While Mon Cceur mis a nu shifts continuously from the moi to the world, offering a myriad of 

voices, Fusees acts instead as a stream of thoughts. The text was to accompany Mon Cceur mis a nu and 

offers a model of the fragmentary form of the longer work. Unlike Mon Cceur mis a nu, Fusees is 

considered to be finished. Although it was also inspired by Poe’s Marginalia, the title suggests a 

completely different enterprise. The text stands in contrast to the declared intention of Mon Cceur mis a nu 

and claims instead to express what Poe calls a series of ‘sky-rocketing’ ideas, ‘un choix de pensees 

brillantes, de maximes eparses et de traits paradoxaux’.̂ ^̂  Fusees reflects many of the ideas of Mon 

Cceur mis a nu, on such topics as religion, art, and women. It differs in format, as here the ideas alternate 

more rapidly and the distinction between subjects is more difficult to ascertain. In a manner similar to the 

lengthier text, Fusees switches from self to other, from the private to the public and from the centre to the 

margin. However, unlike Mon Cceur mis a nu, where the decentering/centering of the ‘I’ is more evident, 

here the distinctions between ‘centralisation’ and ‘vaporisation’ are less clear. Baudelaire writes: ‘Moi, c’est 

tous; Tous, c’est moi. T o u r b i l lo n . ’^so Unlike Mon Cceur mis a nu, the theme of ‘prostitution’ seems to serve 

as a unifying thread. The concept of prostitution, for Baudelaire, symbolizes the exchange between self 

and other, between the moi and the non-m oi^\ which is at the core of his oeuvre and is exemplified in ‘Les 

Foules’, in Le Peintre de la Vie moderne and in the artist’s writings on the comic. For Baudelaire, there is a

3̂ 6 o c /, p.275.
Beatrice Didier, ‘Une Economie de I’ecriture’, loc. cit, p.58.

3̂ 8 Bernard Howells, ‘“La Vaporisation du Moi” , Baudelaire’s Journaux intimes’, loc. cit, p.431.
3̂ 3 Baudelaire, cited by Pichois, Notice, 0 0 1, p. 1469.
380 OC/, p.651.
38' Guys is described as ‘un moi insatiable du non-moP, Le Peintre de la vie moderne, 0 0 II, p.692.
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distinction between physical or sexual prostitution and intellectual prostitution. Unlike ordinary individuals, 

in such encounters, the artist seeks to maintain his autonomous self while engaging with others;

Gout invincible de la prostitution dans le cceur de I’homme, d’ou nait son horreur de la 
solitude - il veut etre deux. L’homme de genie veut etre un, done solitaire.

La gloire, c’est de rester un, et de se prostituer d’une maniere particuliere.
C’est cette horreur de la solitude, le besoin d’oublier son moi dans la chair exterieure, que 

I’homme appelle noblement besoin d ’aimer.

Although Tamour veut sortir de sol’, it also seeks to ‘se confondre avec sa victime’^ .  The artist, on the 

other hand, does not seek to forget or annihilate his self and, as Gasparian points out: I ’art s’oppose 

done a I’amour, bien qu’ils relevent tous deux, selon Fusees, d’un meme gout qui est celui de la 

prostitution.’3“

In Fusees, this distinction is developed further, as the notion of artistic prostitution becomes 

intimately associated with the concept of number:

Qu’est-ce que I’art ? Prostitution.
Le plaisir d’etre dans les foules est une expression mysterieuse de la jouissance de la 

multiplication du nombre.
Tout est nombre. Le nombre est dans tout. Le nombre est dans I’individu. L’ivresse est un

nombre.3«5

The doctrine of number holds a particular signification in Baudelaire. As early as La Fanfarlo, the 

consummation of sexual love is indicated in terms of Teffet de plusieurs zeros apres un chiffre’ ŝe. For 

Howells, the poet’s references to music as number (‘culte de la sensation multipliee’^®̂  in the Journaux 

intimes, ‘suggest that Baudelaire may still be hankering nostalgically after the Pythagorean dream 

whereby knowledge of the laws governing the combinations of number should ideally provide power to 

control and transform consciousness’ ŝs. Baudelaire’s interest in the esoteric finds expression in Mon 

Cceur mis a nu, where he plans ‘un grand chapitre sur I’art de la divination, par I’eau, les cartes, 

I’inspection de la main, etc.’. ^  The notion of artistic prostitution, as understood by Baudelaire, also holds 

a sacred dimension which associates it with esoteric religion, as Didier observes:

382 Mon Cceur mis a nu, OC I, p.700. (Italics, Baudelaire).
383 Fusees, OC I, p.650.
38'! Gerard Gasparian, De loin tendrement: Etude sur Baudelaire, op. c il, p.81.
385 Fusees, OC I, 650.
386 ia  Fanfarlo. OC I, p.575.
387 Mon Cceur mis a nu, OC I, p.701.
388 Bernard Howells, ‘La Vaporisation du moi, Baudelaire’s Joumaux Mmes, loo. c il, p. 437.
389 Mon Cceur mis a nu, OC I, p.694.
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II s’agit done d’une prostitution tout a fait comparable a la prostitution sacree pratiquee par 
certaines religions [...]. C’est dire que I’artiste, comme Dieu, parvient a concilier le maximum d’etre, 
avec le maximum de communion, la concentration absolue et la dispersion totale: I’Un et le Multiple
[ ] 390

The concept of artistic prostitution serves as a form of synthesis to the ‘concentration’ and ‘vaporisation’ of 

the self. While Howells is correct to argue that number, as it appears in the Journaux intimes, expresses 

‘that the individual self is not unitary, but a locus of combinations’^ ’ , he fails to recognize that the text 

seeks to overcome the dispersion of the self, through art. In Fusees, Baudelaire writes; ‘De la langue et de 

I’ecriture, prises comme operations magiques, sorcellerie evocatoire.’^̂  ̂While the condition of the Modern 

self is dispersion and fragmentation, it is the artist who holds the ‘magical’ power to lend it shape and form. 

Art is communication, traversing the boundaries of self and other and transcending ‘le Malentendu 

universel’,393 which, for Baudelaire, is the human condition. Didier observes:

Comme la magie doue les mots quotidiens d’une force surnaturelle, I’art possede le pouvoir de 
transformer en langage de communication ce qui est, dans la vie humaine, le langage du 
malentendu.^

Baudelaire’s call for a new form of theatre draws upon this notion of art as a language of gesture 

and masks, that is, in essence, magical:

Je voudrais que les comediens fussent montes sur des patins tres hauts, portassent des masques 
plus expressifs que le visage humain, et parlassent a travers des porte-voix; enfin que les roles de 
femmes fussent joues par des hommes.®^^

Suggestivity remains at the core of artistic creation, since words and faces are replaced by masks. It is 

the representation, rather than the real, which is important. Fusees serves a similar role, launching ideas, 

without recourse to a single, objectified Je. The text is autonomous, but yet not separate from its author. It 

exemplifies artistic prostitution for Baudelaire, as it embraces otherness without loss of self. By seeking to 

represent self-fragmentation and division, Baudelaire engages with the fundamental reality of the self in 

the nineteenth century. It is in this context that the Journaux intimes are modernist. This art form holds the 

ability to render cohesion, while expressing fragmentation. To read the fragmentation of the text simply as 

a representation of the fractured subject is to undermine its complexity. Baudelaire’s work stages the 

representation of the self within a discourse on writing the self. For Stephens, it is through the

Beatrice Didier, ‘Line economie de I’ecriture’, toe. c it, pp.62-63.
33’ Bernard Howells, ‘La Vaporisation du moi, Baudelaire’s Journaux intimes, ioc. cit., p.437. 
332 Fusees, OC I, p.658.
393 Mon Coeur mis a nu, OC I, p.704,
39'* Beatrice Didier, ‘Line economie d’^ r itu re ’, Ioc. c it, p.63.
395 Mon Coeur mis a nu, OC I, p.682.
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consciousness of the perceiving subject, ‘un kaleidoscope doue de conscience’ ŝ®, that unity is achieved 

through a multiplied other in the Journaux intimes.^^ For Didier, the work finds ‘[sa] propre continuite a 

travers une esthetique du discontinu’ ŝs while, for Howells, less convincingly, unity transpires through ‘an 

absence at the heart of the intellectual u n i v e r s e . ’^sa  However, it is, above all, through art, through the act of 

writing the self, that division, fragmentation, ‘vaporisation’ and all that challenges the territory of the 

subject, is transcended, albeit momentarily. The ‘prostitution’ that defines the text, involves the exchange 

and interdependence of self and other, subject and object, artist and world and, in this respect, echoes 

Baudelaire’s conception of modern art;

Qu’est-ce I’art suivant la conception moderne? C’est creer une magie suggestive contenant a la
fois I’objet et le sujet, le monde exterieur a I’artiste et I’artiste lui-meme.'“ ®

It is in Baudelaire’s own caricatures that this sense of being simultaneously subject and object, self and 

other, finds a parallel within an equally modernist medium.

Le Peintre de la vie moderne, OCII, p.692.
Sonya Stevens, ‘Contingencies and discontinuities of the Lyric I’, loc. cit, p. 142.
Beatrice Didier, ‘Line Economie de I’ecriture’, loc. cit, p. 58.
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(c) Caricature and Modernist Self-Representation

As early as 1847, Baudelaire expressed an interest in writing a theory of the art of caricature: ‘II y a a 

peu pres huit mois que j’ai ete charge de faire deux articles importants qui trainent toujours, I’un une 

histoire de la caricature, I’autre une histoire de la sculpture.’"̂  ̂ This aspiration may have been germinating 

throughout his writing of captions for caricatures, in the collaborative work with Theodore de Banville and 

Auguste Vitu, entitled Le Salon caricatural de 1846. However it saw fruition much later, in the critical 

essays, Quelques caricaturistes frangais and Quelques caricaturistes etrangers, the first versions of which 

both appeared in 1857. Both articles are ground-breaking in their discussion of caricature as an art form 

and in the attention given to less established or well-known artists. Quelques caricaturistes francais gave 

French artists of the period, in particular, Daumier, Gavarni, Pigal the attention they deserved, while 

pointing out the artistic shortcomings of others, such as Vernet, Monnier and Charlet. Quelques 

caricaturistes etrangers, on the other hand, offers an idiosyncratic choice of foreign caricaturists, which, 

while it rightly includes Goya, Hogarth and Cruickshank, leaves out Gillray and Rowlandson. Both essays 

classify the artists in terms of the comique significatif and the comique absolu. Where Gavarni belongs to 

the comique significatif, Hogarth epitomizes the comique absolu. Where Quelques caricaturistes francais 

offers a detailed analysis of the work of each artist, Quelques caricaturistes etrangers discusses the 

contribution of each caricaturist in more general terms. As seen earlier,'^^ it is in the latter, and in particular 

through the description of Goya, that Baudelaire’s understanding of modernity is best illustrated. It is in the 

former, however, that Baudelaire analyzes the particular graphic style of each artist and it hence offers an 

insight into the artisti rendering of the poet’s own caricatures. Critics such as Michele Hannoosh and 

Ainslie Armstrong McLees,'*®  ̂ in particular, have recognized the critical contribution of tnese essays. 

Referring to Quelques caricaturistes etrangers, Hannoosh points out that it attests to ‘an astonishing 

boldness and clarity of vision’, and ‘bears witness to an extraordinary originality and independence of 

mind, [which] remains to this day an astute and perceptive statement on the artists studied, as well as a 

central text for Baudelaire’s aesthetic of the modern.’' ^  Both texts follow on from the principles of the 

comic outlined in De I’essence du rire and the artists discussed in both essays are qualified in terms of the 

comique significatif and the comique absolu. The importance attributed by Baudelaire to the art of 

caricature transpires in the earlier work as it is through an allusion to this art form that he illustrates the 

action of the comic.

'’oo L ’Art Philosophique, OCII, p.598.
"O' Letter to Mme. Aupick, December 4,1847, C I, p. 145.
"“^See pages 16-20.
'•'>3 Ainslie Armstrong McLees, Baudelaire’s ‘Argot Plastique’: Poetic Caricature and Modernism, Athens, Georgia: 
University Press, 1989.

Michele Hannoosh, Baudelaire and Caricature: From the Comic to an Art o f Modernity, op. cit., pp. 192-93.



Elaborating on Bernardin de Saint-Pierre’s story, Paul et Virginia, in De I’essence du rire, 

Baudelaire creates a satirical tale that brings into focus the concept of superiority that is at the essence of 

the comic. Twisting the original storyline, he places Virginie, the quintessential image of purity and 

innocence, within the context of modern Paris, a world that contrasts starkly with the paradisiac one she 

has left behind. Arriving in Paris, ‘encore toute trempee des brumes de la mer et doree par le soleil des 

tropiques, [...] elle tombe id  en pleine civilisation turbulente, debordante et mephitique, elle, tout 

impregnee des pures et riches senteurs de I’inde.’'^^ The essence of naivete, she has no knowledge of 

either images or books, traditional emblems of duality and deception. It is, then, to her astonishment and 

ultimately her detriment that she discovers a caricature;

Or, un jour, Virginie rencontre, par hasard, innocemment, au Palais-Royal, aux carreaux d’un 
vitrier, sur une table, dans un lieu public, une caricature! une caricature bien appetisante pour 
nous, grosse de fiel et de raricune, comme sait les faire une civilisation perspicace et ennuyee.'^

The caricature manifests as a symbol of the decadence and deceit that characterizes modern 

society. Its dual nature, which contains both image and idea, confounds an innocent mind:

La caricature est double: le dessin et I’idee, le dessin violent, I’idee mordante et voilee; 
complication d’elements penibles pour un esprit naif, accoutume a comprendre d’intuition des 
choses simples comme lui."^^

Yet it is this very dual nature of the image that intrigues Virginie. As she attempts to understand it, she 

realizes that it portrays something outside her realm of experience, that ‘le scandale etait la.’'™ This 

realization marks Virginie’s symbolic fall from the world of innocence to that of experience. As the narrator 

notes, the deeper she falls into the decadence of Paris, the better she will understand the humour of the 

caricature: ‘Sans doute, que Virginie reste a Paris, et que la science lui vienne, le rire lui viendra.’ 

Armstrong Me Lees suggests that a Gavarni caricature may serve as a possible source for that which 

enticed Virginie. For Baudelaire, Gavarni eptimized the comique significatif, where the moral idea is clearly 

separate from the comic effect. Baudelaire illustraes this through a comparison with Daumier:

Beaucoup de gens preferent Gavarni a Daumier, et cela n’a rien d’etonnant. Comme Gavarni est 
moins artiste, il est plus facile acomprendre pour eux. Daumier est un genie franc et direct. Otez-lui 
la legende, le dessin reste une belle et claire chose. II n’en est pas ainsi pour Gavarni; celui-ci est 
double: il y a le dessin, plus la legende.'««

De I’essence du rire, O CII, pp.528-29. 
Id. ibid.
Id. ibid.

"0® Id. ibid.
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While Baudelaire remains admiring of Gavarni, seeing him as competing Balzac,'*^® his oeuvre is 

significantly inferior to that of Daumier, whose art aligning itself with Moliere, belongs more in the field of 

the comique absolu:

Quant au moral, Daumier a quelques rapports avec Moliere. Comme lui, il va aller droit au but. 
L’idee se degage d’emblee. On regarde, on a compris. Les legendes qu’on ecrit au bas de ses 
dessins ne servent pas a grande-chose, car ils pourraient generalement s’en passer. Son comique 
est, pour ainsi dire, involontaire.“"

The art and the moral idea are one and must be seized in their unity. Daumier’s art belongs to the 

grotesque, displaying in its ‘realite fantastique et saisissante, tout ce qu’une grande ville contient de 

vivantes monstruosites’.'*'  ̂This pentrating gaze, characteristic of the modernist grotesque, contrasts with 

Monnier, described as ‘la contrapartie’'''^ of Daumier. For Baudelaire, Monnier epitomized the mirror as 

passive reflection: ‘Monnier a une faculte etrange, mais il n’en a qu’une. C’est la froideur., la limpidite du 

miroir, d’un miroir qui ne pense pas et qui se contente de refechir les p a s s a n ts .R a th e r than seizing 

reality in all its monstrosity, and imaginatively recreating it in art, Monnier offers but a copy of the real. 

Daumier’s art, on the other hand, expressed Baudelaire’s ideals of the rejuvenating potential of the 

grotesque. Of the artists studied in Baudelaire’s essays on caricature, it is Daumier who best illuminates 

the poet’s own graphic work. Baudelaire’s admiration of Daumier’s skill at rendering caricatures of political 

personalities is of particular interest;

L’artiste y revela une intelligence merveilleuse du portrait; tout en chargeant et en exagerant les 
traits originaux, il est si sincerement reste dans la nature que ces morceaux peuvent servir de 
modele a tous les portraitistes. Toutes les pauvretes de I’esprit, toutes les ridicules, toutes les 
manies de I’intelligence, tous les vices du cceur se lisent et se font voir clairement sur ces visages 
animalises; et en meme temps, tout est dessine largement.'''^

The art of caricature, as epitomized by Daumier, is not distinct from but instead manifests itself as a form 

of portraiture. The distortion and exaggeration of these caricatures also align them with the art of the 

grotesque, which, combined with the reality or moral which they veil, and the sudden impression they 

create, classify them as comique absolu. This acknowledgement of Daumier’s talent at caricatural portraits 

is of particular interest in that Baudelaire mostly represented himself in caricature.

Of the five caricatural self-portraits of Baudelaire, the earliest dates to 1842 (Private Collection) 

(Figure 12) and is highly caricatural. Entitled Le Fumeur du haschisch, it paints a humoristic portrait of the 

young Baudelaire, who, following his travels through the Indian Ocean, had just discovered the delights of

‘•'“ OC//, p. 560.
^"OC//, p..556.
^'2QC//, p. 554.
‘•'3 0C//, p.557.
^'^OCII, p. 558.
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Figure 12

Figure 13



the hallucinant, which would encourage him in later years to write Les Paradis artificiels. It was, as Pichois 

notes, in the company of his friend Louis Menard, that Baudelaire, savouring the ecstasy of ‘la confiture 

verte’, was inspired to execute this self-portrait in pen and watercolour. In keeping with the effect of 

hashish as ‘un miroir grossissant’,'"® that exaggerates one’s sense of oneself, the figure of Baudelaire is 

depicted as more than twice the size of the Colonne Vendome. This exaggeration of self finds a reflection 

in Baudelaire’s criticism of the ‘auto-idolatrie’“'^ and idealization of self which characterized for him the 

autobiographical enterprise. The poet’s mocking of Rousseau and the lure of self-absorption highlighted in 

La Fanfarlo, are also echoed in Le Pom e du haschisclr.

Expliquerai-je comment, sous I’empire du poison, mon homme se fait bientot centre de I’univers?
[...] Personne ne s’etonnera qu’une penseefinale, supreme, jaillisse du cerveau du reveur: “Je suis
devenu Dieu!”'” ®

From a formal perspective, this image bears a resemblance to the work of Daumier. Though not 

as clearly delineated as a Daumier sketch, it testifies to a similar use of contrast and a confident handling 

of the human form, as evident in works such as the Croquis pris au theatre and the series charting the 

adventures of Ratapoil and Macaire. The figure that emerges from the suggested Parisian background in 

Baudelaire’s sketch is not unlike that of the latter. The type-figure of Robert Macaire, a swindler, who could 

turn his hand to anything, formed part of a series of caricatures executed by Daumier in the 1840s, which 

satirized the corruption of society itself in its values and practices. Daumier’s appropriation of the figure of 

Macaire, originally a character in a highly successful play of the time, typified bourgeois underhandedness. 

It also brought, as Edward Lucie-Smith notes, ‘a fresh aspect to the age-old alliance between caricature 

and the theat re .Macai re  was also an image of modernism; inseparable from the city and a product of 

all its human corrosiveness. Daumier’s representation of this character marked a new page in the history 

of caricature for Baudelaire: ‘La caricature des lors, prit une allure nouvelle, elle ne fut plus specialement 

politique. [...] Elle entra dans le domaine du r o m a n . N o  longer was caricature a tool for reflecting 

political ills, it was an imginative means of interpreting reality, which rivalled the novel. Baudelaire’s 

embracing of the image of Macaire in his own graphic work signals his commitment to artistic caricature as 

proponent of Modernity. Baudelaire’s rendering of himself in profile, dressed in a top-hat and over-coat, 

identical to those illustrated in Daumier’s portrait of Macaire (Figure 13), may also be seen to draw a 

parallel between the underhand dealings of the opportunist and the shady business of the hashish 

smoker. The artist’s facial features are distinctly distorted, yet a likeness is still mantained. It is, in 

particular, the artist’s nose, his most salient feature, which is elongated. The exaggeration of this particular

"'5 Quelques Caricaturistes frangais, OCII, p.552.
"'s Le Poeme du haschisch, OC I, p.409.

Fusees, OCI, p.658.
‘*'8 Le Poeme du haschisch, OC I, pp. 436-37,
'” 3 Edward Lucie-Smith, The Art of Caricature, London: Orbis, 1981, p.78. 
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trait paradoxically identifies the subject of the image as Baudelaire. This peculiarity is, in fact, a feature of 

caricature itself, as Michele Hannoosh observes:

The likeness to a non-deformed original communicates the identity of the object; the deformation 
distances the viewer from this, signals the presence of a symbolic intent (notably a comic one), and 
locates the flaw or trait being satirized.''^'

The self-portrait of the artist from 1843 (Amiens: Bibliotheque municipale) (Figure 14), in its 

exaggeration of the artist’s physiognomical features, may also be seen as a caricature. Depicting the left 

profile of the artist, it gives a minimal representation and omits all but the outline of the poet’s eye, nose, 

mouth and chin. Sketched in pen on a plain white background, these features stand out starkly. They are 

significantly distorted and, once more, it is the nose, heavily outlined, that attests to considerable 

exaggeration. Not unlike the nose of Samuel Cramer, described as both a ‘nez de priseur’‘*22 and a ‘nez 

taquin et railleur’‘'23, it is a feature which is consistently magnified in the artist’s various renderings of his 

image. Once more, Baudelaire would appear to be playing upon his perceived image and inscribing it with 

humour. However, one of the most interesting aspects of this drawing is the fact that it was executed on a 

manuscript of the theatrical work, Ideolus. The parallels between this work and the later La Fanfarlo have 

been commented on by critics, among them Pichois, who notes that, like Cramer, Ideolus is torn between 

two contrasting women, Forniquette and Nubilis.'*^'' The insertion of the self-portrait upon the manuscript of 

the text may be seen to draw a parallel between Baudelaire and his fictional creation. Similar to the 

tongue-in-cheek portrait of Baudelaire that is evoked in the figure of Cramer, the portrait of Ideolus, a man 

plagued by duality and lured by the ideal, may also be seen to manifest as a possible locus of self

representation.

Although more lightly delineated, the self-portrait of the artist from 1843-44 (Paris: Private Collection) 

(Figure 15) also bears witness to a similar caricaturization of its subject. While the face of the poet is 

significantly distorted, it still retains an air of resemblance to the ‘original’. It presents the image of a man, 

whose emaciated face is accentuated by a strong jaw and a protruding nose. Claude Pichois comments in 

particular upon the ‘chevelure [qui] se reconnait dans le portrait que peint Emile Deroy en 1843 ou 

1 8 4 4 ,’425 jh e  third caricatural self-portrait is tucked away at the right-hand side of a study of two females 

and is entitled La Fanfarlo (1844, Armand Godoy Collection) (Figure 16). With the exaggerated nose and 

quiff of hair, this is undoubtedly a caricature of the poet. The insertion of this image on that of La Fanfarlo 

once more seems to draw a parallel between the poet and the novella’s protagonist, Samuel Cramer. 

Strikingly, Baudelaire uses a mini-caricature of himself as a signature in his pencil drawing of Champfleury

2̂1 Michele Hannoosli Baudelaire and Caricature: From the Comic to an Art of Modernity, op. o il, p.76.
"22 La Fanfarlo, OC I, p.553.

Ibid., p.574.
♦24 See Claude Pichois, OC I, p. 1446.
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(1850, Paris: Bibliotheque Nationale) (Figure 17). This unusual signature also finds a reflection in a pen 

and ink drawing of Paul Verlaine (1870, Paris: Private Collection) (Figure 18), where the poet interweaves 

his initials with a caricatural portrait of himself. There are also three mini self-portraits of Baudelaire, which 

appear alongside a series of portraits executed by the poet and annotated by Nadar, entitled Dessins par 

Baudelaire (1846-48, Private Collection) (Figure 19). Although some of the features exaggerated in these 

caricatures reflect those of the earlier self-portraits (cropped hair, widow’s peak), their rendering displays a 

more defined sense of line as the artist’s face is delineated boldly, avoiding any use of shade. The 

resemblance between these drawings and the caricatures of Baudelaire executed later by Nadar in 1854 

(Paris: Bibliotheque nationale de France) (Figures 20, 21 and 22), is particularly striking. Baudelaire’s 

rendering of the eyes, nose and mouth are highly idiosyncratic and it is improbable that Nadar could have 

created an image, that would so closely mirror Baudelaire’s, without having studied the poet’s own self

caricatures.

The unusual use of the caricature as signature, as seen in the Champfleury portrait calls to mind 

the trope of the pseudonym. The pseudonyms employed by Baudelaire, as discussed earlier, may act as a 

mask for the artistic creator, providing a means of safeguarding the private self from the public gaze. The 

caricature may also provide a similar function, as it too acts as a form of mask that distorts the appearance 

of its wearer and consequently precludes direct identification between the subject and his distorted double. 

The mask, however, is also the traditional symbol of painting itself, as it represents the imitation of the real 

and is evoked in particular in the art of the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. The relationship 

between the mask and the art of painting centres on the concept of imitation, as Anne-f^/iarie Lecoq notes: 

‘Limitation du reel est done indispensable a la Peinture, ce que symbolise le masque, qui est le double du 

visage humain.’ '̂̂ e Indeed, this notion of imitation also finds its beginnings in the art of theatre:

Le symbole du masque, charge de traduire visuellement cette definition de la peinture comme 
imitation est emprunte au monde du theatre. C’est le masque porte par I’acteur qui feint d’etre un 
autre. Or le langage n’avait cesse, depuis I’Antiquite, de Her le theatre, la poesie et la peinture 
autour d’un verbe commun: fingere (que I’ancien frangais traduisait par feindre) et de ses derives: 
fictio, fictus.[...] Le poete, inventeur de fictions, de fables (la poesie est alors inseparable de la 
mythologie), qu’il fait passer pour verites et le peintre, createur d’images dotees de I’apparence de 
la vie, sont eux aussi des simulateurs, des praticiens de I’art de feindre.'^^^

This concept of the painter as imitator finds particular expression in the image of the painting monkey, 

evident in the works of Chardin and Watteau and in Dutch art of the seventeenth century. This figure of the 

painter as an animal that imitates without understanding serves as a satire of both the artist and his art 

and is germane to the art of self-caricature. The motif also surfaces in a plate from the Caprichos of Goya, 

admired by Baudelaire, where the image of an old donkey, through the art of the ape-painter, is

<25 Claude Pichois, Album Baudelaire, op. cit, p.48.
<26 Anne-Marie Lecoq, La Peinture dans la peinture, Paris: Adam Biro, 1987, p.52.
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majestically transformed into a noble tiorse who dons an elaborate wig.''^^ in the text of La Fanfarlo, 

references are also made to aping, as we learn that Cramer had ‘souvent singe sa passion.’ '̂̂ g Self- 

caricature, therefore, draws upon an acute awareness of the art of imitation involved in the creative act, 

and points a satirical finger at the art of representation itself.

It is probable that the style of the poet’s self-caricatures find their inspiration in the work of 

Daumier. From a stylistic perspective, Baudelaire saw an ideal in Daumier. Three ideas are at the core of 

Daumier’s art, for Baudelaire: the confident rendering of forms, the acute observation of reality and 

suggestivity:

Comme artiste, ce qui distingue Daumier, c’est la certitude. II dessine comme les grands maitres. 
Son dessin est abondant, facile, c’est une improvisation suivie; et pourtant ce n’est jamais du chic. 
II a une memoire merveilleuse et quasi divine qui lui tient de modele. Toutes ses figures sont bien 
d’aplomb, toujours dans un mouvement vrai. II a un talent d’observation tenement sur qu’on ne 
trouve pas chez lui une seule tete qui jure avec le corps qui la supporte. Tel nez, tel front, tel oeil, 
telle main. C’est la logique du savant transportee dans un art leger, fugace, qui a contre lui la 
mobilite meme de la vie.'*“

Confidence, for Baudelaire, is key to the effectiveness of caricaure. Daumier’s art offers strong contours, 

while his shadows are ‘noires et nettes’. There is no hesitation on the part of the artist. This assured 

style contrasts with the work of Travies:

II a beaucoup produit, mais il manque de certitude. II veut etre plaisant, et il ne I’est pas, a coup 
sur. D’autres fois, il trouve une belle chose et il I’ignore. II s’amende, il se corrige sans cesse

Where in his self-portraits, discussed earlier, Baudelaire displayed a hesitant style, constantly revising his 

images, in the caricatures, the style is much more self-assured. While Baudelaire, unlike Daumier, does 

not not use light and shadow, the bold black contours of his caricatural images do not reveal any 

hesitation. Like Daumier, too, his caricatures reveal an acute observation of reality. Each facial feature is 

rendered in the manner of Daumier’s ‘tel nez, tel front tel ceil, telle main’, with the poet’s widow’s peak, 

over-sized nose and down-turned mouth, being knowingly exaggerated, yet retaining a realistic dimension. 

Charlet’s drawing, on the other hand is criticized as being ‘insuffisant’; ‘les tetes n’ont pas un caractere 

bien ecrit.’'*33 Baudelaire’s criticism of Charlet’s unconvincing forms is confounded by what he terms the

*^^lbid., p.52.
2̂8 Juliet Wilson-Bareau, Goya’s Prints, London: British Museum Press, 1996, plate 41, p.33. 

“29 La Fanfarlo, OC I, p.579.
“3° OC II, p.556. (Italics, Baudelaire).

OCII, p.554.
OCI, I 

«3 0C //, p. 548.
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artist’s chic’: ‘Le dessin de Chariet n’est guere que du chic, toujours de rends et des ovales.’''^  ̂ This 

aestheticization of line contrasts with Daumier which described as ‘une improvisation suivie; et pourtant 

ce n’est jamais du chic’'̂ ^̂ . Baudelaire’s criticized his own self-portraits as being ‘chic’, probably due to 

their complicated interweaving of lines. The caricatures, on the other hand, due to their frankess and 

simplicity, could not be categorized as such. Instead, they display a freedom of expression, remiscent of 

the ‘art, leger, f u g a c e ’''^® , which the poet saw in Daumier. It was not a precise rendering of detail which 

Baudelaire sought, but instead, a spontaneous and imaginative recreation of the real. Vernet’s precision, 

where he offers ‘le miroir le plus fidele de la vie"*®̂  has limitations in its ‘manque de liberte.'^ It is in the 

lesser-known artist, Jacques, that Baudelaire sees a comparison with Daumier: ‘il dessine richement et 

splrituellement, et sa caricature a, comme tout ce qu’il fait, le mordant et la soudainete du poete 

o b s e r v a t e u r . ’ ‘‘ 39 This emphasis on acute observation and spontanaeity of expression, admired in Daumier 

and Jacques, may also be seen in the poet own caricatures. Highly suggestive, they give the impression 

of a spontaneously-executed, almost improvised image. Seen from the perspective of the poet’s criticism, 

Baudelaire’s caricatures not only consolidate his views on the modernist aspect of the form, but also 

display a self-conscious theorization of modernity in his own visual images.

Baudelaire’s choice of caricature, as a mode of self-representation, may find a reflection in the 

unusual format he chose in his Journaux intimes. While Mon Coeur mis a nu does not attempt to present 

an image of the truth, giving priority to the nght to contradict and to fictionalize the self, caricature, in a 

similar vein does not purport to reflect reality and instead favours falsehood over semblance. Furthermore, 

the move away from the narrative form of autobiography in the Journaux intimes and the advocacy of a 

fragmented and discontinuous form finds an echo in a self-contained art of caricature that offers a glimpse 

rather than a mirror-image, and is, above all, suggestive. Both the Journaux intimes and the caricatures 

are Modernist in form. They both display the elements of the Modernist, as outlined by Baudelaire in 

relation to Goya: combining the eternel and transient, the imagined and the real within an art form that 

retains a sense of ambiguity and open-endedness.

These self-caricatures are also serve as illustration of the art of the comedien, as theorized in De 

I ’essence du rire. As has been discussed, it is above all the comic actor’s capacity for dedoublement, his 

ability to be at once self and other that interests Baudelaire. The self-caricature is also the site of an 

extraordinary dedoublement, as it necessitates an objectification of the image of self that is seen by the 

portraitist. It demands an ability to see oneself as both self and other. The artist, contemplating his 

reflection in the mirror, creates of it a mask. While the self-caricature marks the site of a dual conception of

^^W C II, p. 548.
'•35 OCII, p.556. (Italics, Baudelaire).
‘*36 Id. ibid.

OC II, p. 544.
OC II, p. 545.
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self, it is a conception that is firmly rooted in the art of the comic, as it represents the act of laughing at 

oneself. For Baudelaire, it is only the philosopher who possesses this ability;

Le comique, la puissance du rire est dans le rieur et nullement dans I’objet du rire. Ce n’est point 
I’homme qui tombe qui rit de sa propre chute, a moins qu’il ne soit un philosophe, un homme qui ait 
acquis, par habitude, la force de se dedoubler rapidement et d’assister comme spectateur 
desinteresse aux phenomenes de son moi."^

Baudelaire’s ability to laugh at himself is nowhere more evident than in the caricatures he executes of 

himself during the trial concerning the publication of Les Fleurs du Mai, in 1857. His book being attacked 

from all quarters on grounds of immorality, Baudelaire gained an extraordinary notoriety, one, that as 

Pichois notes, made him an attractive prey for the caricaturists of the day:

Les caricaturistes s’emparerent de lui. II est vrai qu’il avait deja contribue a accrediter une 
legende, ou I’excentricite, le gout du macabre et le plaisir aristocratique d’etonner et meme de 
deplaire entraient en forts ingredients, selon la meilleure tradition des Jeunes-France.

Satirical images of the author appeared in newspapers and in magazines. Among the most comical is that 

by Louis Marcelin, which appeared in Le Monde illustre and depicts Baudelaire as a wicked-looking child, 

sniffing a bouquet of perverse, vaginal-shaped flowers'*^^ and that by Emile Durandeau, entitled Les Nuits 

de Monsieur B a u d e la ire ,which portrays the artist in bed in a squalid room, surrounded by hanging 

skeletons, skulls, various concoctions and a scraggy-looking cat. Although Baudelaire’s friend, Theodore 

de Banville, objected to the latter representation on the grounds that it was ridiculous to place the ‘poete 

entete de correction et de dandysme’ in such a ‘taudis de chiffonnier-alchimiste’, '^  Baudelaire himself, 

seemed to see the humour in the caricatures he inspired. This is clear from those which he executed 

himself at this period.

The images in a sketch also from 1857 (Location unknown) (Figure 23), constitute a humorous 

response to the trial of Les Fleurs du Mai. This drawing contains three caricatural self-portraits of 

Baudelaire: one top right, the second bottom right and the third - almost in miniature - bottom left. There is 

also a drawing of Asselineau and on a bag full of cash, on which Baudelaire focuses his beady eyes. It 

would seem to refer to the damages he considered seeking as a result of the expense and also the 

humiliation he suffered at the hands of the judges and lawyers. Claude Pichois tells an anecdote regarding 

Baudelaire’s attitude to the news of the censuring of his work:

OCII, p.563.
■*'''> De I’essence du rire, O C II, p.532.

Claude Pichois,/Atoum Baudelaire, op. o il, p. 159.
In the ‘Revue comique de I’annee 1857’, published by Le Monde illustre, January 30 1857. Reproduced in 

Pichois’s Baudelaire, op. c it, plate 227, p. 161,
“̂ 3 The image was originally published in a special edition of Boulevard, Paris: December 1 1861

Banville made his comment in the same edition of Boulevard (Dec. 1 1881) and is cited in Album Baudelaire, op. 
cit, p. 165
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Baudelaire fut etourdi de la condamnation. “Vous vous attendiez a etre acquitte? lui demanda 
Asselineau au sortir du Palais de Justice. -  Acquitte! repondit le poete, j’attendais qu’on me ferait 
reparation d’honneur!”

The life-long hassle of money, as far as the poet was concerned, is reinforced in the words inscribed 

alongside the self-portrait at bottom right of the page: ‘pas le sol’. Baudelaire’s disappointment in relation 

to the trial is translated as disillusionment in a double self-portrait of the period (1857, Location unknown) 

(Figure 24). Here, the caricatural visage favoured by Baudelaire and also employed by Nadar during the 

same period in his celebrated caricature of the artist, depicting him as a dandy in a jungle of dangerous 

plants (1859, Paris: Bibliotheque Nationale) (Figure 25), manifests itself once more in the guise of two 

interwoven self-portraits. The portrait to the left bears the hallmarks of the earlier images. Drawn in profile, 

it portrays the same exaggerated features in a simplistic style. The second image, though it distorts the 

same traits, does not convey humour, but instead has the appearance of a sad clown. Taken together, 

these drawings seem to suggest a sense of division or of duality, a theme that surfaces throughout the 

writer’s oeuvre. While the first portrait is caricatural and clearly portrays a distorted double of the poet, the 

second image does not seem to have the same function. Indeed it transpires not so much as a comical 

mask but offers ‘quelquechose de serieux et de tendre’' ^  in the manner of Jacques. This effect is carried 

out through a careful rendering of the eyes and the creation of a questioning gaze. This is the only 

caricature by Baudelaire where the subject’s gaze meets that of the viewer, since in all others the gaze is 

directed elsewhere. This image serves as a commentary upon self-representation in Baudelaire, where 

the comic is infused with the serious and the fictive contains elements of the real.

The pictures Baudelaire paints of himself, from that of the haschisch smoker to Samuel Cramer, 

and to the poet of Les Fleurs du Mai, do not present a single unified portrait. Instead, like the Journaux 

intimes, they offer a vision of a multi-faceted self. Suggestive, imaginative and fictitious, they do not seek 

to fulfil the categories of traditional portraiture, as outlined by Baudelaire himself, the goal of which is 

‘rendre fidelemement, severement, minutieusement, le contour et le modele du modele.’'^^ Instead, self

representation in Baudelaire places itself dans un autre monde. From the fictional characters of La 

Fanfarlo and the figure of the comic actor in De I’essence du Rire, to the myriad of fictional selves in the 

prose poetry, the imagined and invented self of the Journaux intimes and the self-portraits, self in

‘*‘'5 Claude Pichois,/Atoom Baudelaire, op. c it, p. 156.
'̂>6 O C II.p . 563.
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Figure 25



Baudelaire is revealed in ways which go beyond the mirror and embrace the mask. Baudelaire’s 

fictionalization of self marks the advent of a modernist conception of the relationship between the artist 

and the world which surrounds him. In a contrasting, yet complementary manner, the figure of Odilon 

Redon later engaged with the same ideas which had preoccupied the poet, creating an art that would 

embrace the complexities of the self within an increasingly modern reality.

Salon de 1846, OCII. p.464.
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1. Self and Other

(a) Caricature and the Imaginative Possibilities of Graphic Art

The creative output of Odilon Redon consists of drawings, etchings, lithographs and pastels 

executed from the late 1860s to the 1900s. He produced a total of twelve lithographic albums, six of which 

were related to literary themes. He also executed a number of single prints and illustrations, many of 

which find their inspiration in the charcoal drawings of the early years of his career. Among these albums 

is that dedicated to Baudelaire’s Les Fleurs du Mai in 1890, although he remains better known for Dans le 

reve (1879), Les Origines (1883), Hommage a Goya (1885) and his three albums inspired by Flaubert’s La 

Tentation de Saint Antoine (1888, 1889 and 1896).' Redon also produced a number of lithographic 

illustrations to accompany literary works, such as those for Le Jure by Edmond Picard (1887), Les Soirs 

by Emile Verhaeren (1887) and Mallarme’s Un Coup de des (1898). However, from the late 1880s 

onward, Redon would work almost exclusively in pastel. From the perspective of self-representation, it is 

the graphic work, rather than the pastels, which demands enquiry. It is in the drawings and lithographs 

executed between the 1870s and the 1890s that the exploration of self and the artist’s attempt to 

represent it is most apparent. In his autobiography, A Soi-meme, published posthumously in 1922,^ Redon 

writes:

Le noir est la couleur la plus essentielle. II prend surtout son exaltation et sa vie, I’avouerai-je? aux 
sources discretes et profondes de la sante. [...] C’est dire qu’il apparaitra dans sa pleine et 
meilleure beaute au coeur meme de notre carriere, courte ou longue. [...]
II faut respecter le noir. Rien ne le prostitue. II ne plait pas aux yeux et II n’eveille aucune 
sensualite. II est agent de I’esprit bien plus que la belle couleur de la palette ou du prisme.^

It was through this medium, ‘qui [le] traduisait mieux’'*, that Redon would first seek to portray himself.

' The titles of the albums are misleading as few of them actually refer to the literary work in question and act instead 
as visual analogies. In his autobiography,Redon writes: ‘La designation par un titre mis a mes dessins est 
quelquefois de trop, pour ainsi dire. Le titre n’y est justifie que lorsqu’il est vague, indetermine, et visant meme 
confusement a I’equivoque’ (ASM, p.26).
2 Although Redon did not live to see the publication, some of the texts it includes were originally published as 
newspaper articles. The first section,‘Confidences d’artiste’ was originally published as a prefatory letter, dated June 
5 1894, from Odilon Redon to Edmond Picard in L ’Art moderne, (Brussels), in 1896, pp.267-71, while part of the third 
section, ‘Notes sur la vie, I’art et les artistes,’ offers critical commentaries which were originally published as articles 
on Le Salon de 1868 in Le Gironde in 1868.
3 Odilon Redon,/ISM, pp. 124-25.
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Championed by critics such as Champfleury Baudelaire and Gautier, the status of graphic arts 

had improved significantly by the 1860s. The founding, in May 1862, of the Societe des aquafortistes 

reflected the contemporary revival of interest in etching, in particular. Numbering such eminent figures as 

Corot, Courbet, Delacroix, Manet and Millet among its members, the group sought recognition for etching 

as an art that rivalled painting. In the 1860s, Redon explored different graphic styles. Etchings such as Le 

Fjord (1866) (Figure 26) display the innumerable tiny lines, emphatic use of shadow and unusual 

stylization of clouds, characteristic of Rodolphe Bresdin, to whom Redon became apprenticed in the 

1860s. Bresdin’s graphic style was also to influence Redon in a number of ways, as Roseline Bacou 

points out:

Contrastes d’ombres et de lumieres, juxtaposition d’elements reels et d’elements imaginaires, 
renversement des proportions du monde reel: tels sont les aspects essentiels de cet artiste singulier qui 
trouvait tant d’echos dans I’ame de Redon.^

The art of Bresdin, drawing on the Italian and German primitives, as well as on Rembrandt, rejected the 

principles of Realism in favour of a more spiritual and indeed imaginative art.® Redon’s decision to work 

with Bresdin signalled not only a stronger commitment to the graphic arts rather than to painting, but also 

an interest in the expressive potential of non-representational art. However, the influence of artists such as 

Millet^ can also be seen in the soft sfumato style which Redon developed in his drawings and sketches, 

such as L’Arbre noir (1865-70, Otterlo: Rijksmuseum, Kroller-Muller) (Figure 27). The tree would remain a 

consistent image in Redon’s graphic work, as Eisenman points out:

Redon would continue to depict trees, sometimes grotesque and threatening, sometimes 
delicate and vulnerable, throughout his life. [...] Indeed trees had a particular biographical poignancy for 
Redon, since they were, ultimately, the source of his economic independance; Redon’s father’s fortune 
was made after he explored and cleared forests in the new world.®

The eerie, almost magical, quality of the tree also marks the influence of Corot, whose depiction of an 

unseen reality would act as a chief source of inspiration for the young artist. In his journal, Redon referred 

to Corot’s precept: ‘A cote d’une incertitude, mettez une certitude.’® He further noted that Corot had said: 

‘allez tous les ans peindre au meme endroit; copiez le meme arbre.’'° Corot is significant in relation to 

Redon’s work, as he signals a commitment to recreating reality in art, without losing sight of the role of 

mystery and the imagination.

Prefatory letter from Odilon Redon to Edmond Picard, loc. c it,  p.269.
5 Roseline Bacou, Odilon Redon, Geneva; P. Cailler, 1956,1, p. 33.
® Describing his mentor, Redon notes: ‘Ce qu’il a voulu, ce qu’il a cherche n’est autre chose que nous initier aux 
impressions de son propre reve’ p. 165).
 ̂ Redon greatly admired Millet and writes: ‘La grande originalite de Millet consiste dans le bonheur qu’il eut de 

developper deux facultes rarement reunies chez le meme homme et en apparence contradictoire: il tut peintre et 
penseur’ p.144.)
® Stephen Eisenman,f/)e Tempation o f Saint Redon, op. cit., pp. 34-38.
M S M , p.36.
0̂ Id. ib id
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Figure 27



In these early years, however, Redon was also exploring a much bolder style, that has parallels 

with that of Delacroix and Daumier. Both artists were greatly admired by Redon and are referred to in his 

critical and personal writings." In many sketches from this period, such as Paysage avec deux figures au 

cheval (1864, Paris: Musee du Louvre), rough outlines, irregular arabesques and dynamic contours are 

present. Bacou also draw a comparison between Redon’s style and that of Daumier in her description of 

Redon’s drawing, Dante et Virgile:

Deux personnages drapes vus de dos, s’avancent dans une plaine jusqu’a I’horizon. A 
droite se dressent deux arbres denudes. Un nuage noir traverse en oblique la composition. Ici, 
Redon traduit avec force les volumes; il les fait tourner dans la lumiere; les noirs tres denses 
donnent des ombres qui contrastent fortement. [...] II faut songer a Daumier; meme sobriete qui 
elimine les details et concentre I’attention sur un motif principal, meme puissance expressive.^^

Daumier is of particular interest, as, in later years, the parallels between Redon’s art and that of caricature 

would gradually become more apparent. Unlike Baudelaire, Redon would not create caricatures of himself, 

nor offer a theory of the art form. Yet, like the poet, his approach to self-representation and his early 

explorations of self and other are indebted to his interest in caricature.

By the late 1860s, political caricature was at its height and many of the caricatural images in 

newspapers such as La Lune (1865), L’Eclipse (1868), and L’Actualite (1871), revealed a predilection for 

fantastic and grotesque forms. Indeed, in the politically tumultuous years between 1871 and 1882, 

grotesque caricatures, by artists such as Andre Gill and Faustin, became powerful metaphors of the 

conflict between classes and of the threat of a new revolution. While conscious of the political aspects of 

the art form, Redon was also aware of the growing debate about popular art and caricature, as exemplified 

in Baudelaire’s De I’essence du rire (1855), Thomas Wright’s A History of Caricature and Grotesque 

(1865), Champfleury’s Histoire de la Caricature (1865-80) and Gautier’s studies of Gavarni (1857) and 

Goya (1870).

In its subversion of academic ideals, representing man in his ugliness rather than his perfection, 

and refusing to draw a distinction between high and low art, caricature for Baudelaire came to represent 

the essence of modernity. More particularly, in its translation of a base reality into an aesthetic object, 

caricature represents, in exaggerated form, the paradox of art itself. Baudelaire’s writings on caricature 

reflect a modernist conception of the grotesque, which, unlike that of the Romantics, did not seek to 

include the ugly and the bestial within the sublime realm of art, but instead sought the sublime in the 

grotesque, the beautiful in the ugly and the serious in the trivial. Redon shared Baudelaire’s conviction of

"  For Delacroix, see ASM, pp. 19, 48, 81,101,146,151 and 170-83; for Daumier, see ASM, p.63.
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the essential unity of the grotesque and the popular, and also believed in the moral integrity and 

rejuvenating potential of a natural grotesque art. For Redon, the graphic medium was ideally suited to the 

expression of a grotesque art:

[Le noir] est sur la lisiere de quelque chose de desagreable, de laid. Je vous le dis, c’est la matiere 
qui supporte le moins la negligence du deshabille, rien n’est a tirer d’elle seule. II lui faut la tenue, 
elle a besoin plus que toutes les autres d’etre elevee a la dignite d ’exp ress ion .'^

From a formal perspective, in his mature lithographs, such as Sur la Coupe, from Dans le reve 

(1879), Redon’s tendency to dissect visual space and draw attention to pictorial surface is particularly 

reminiscent of the art of caricature. Similarly, the emphasis on frontality and surface rather than pictorial 

depth aligns it with the more popular art form of caricature. The formal influence of Daumier may be seen 

by comparing lithographs such as Daumier’s own 0  Lune... from Les Bas Bleus (1844) (Figure 28), with 

Redon’s Jour from Les Songes (1891) (Figure 29). Redon’s use of the window as a framing device and his 

embracing of dramatic light and shadow, may have been inspired by the caricaturist. However, Redon’s 

drawing is characterized by a sense of mystery absent to the Daumier image and is instead reminiscent of 

seventeenth-century Dutch art.

Redon’s art, however, is also specifically indebted to a form of grotesque caricature, quite 

different from that of Daumier, where unlike objects are super-imposed and the boundaries between 

animal and human life are confused. The art of the grotesque attracted Redon for two reasons. Firstly, it 

offered him a vocabulary of forms appropriate to the representation of the oral tradition of his native Medoc 

and, secondly it offered free play to the imagination, the ‘reine the facultes’, which Redon, like Baudelaire 

saw as crucial to artistic creation. Redon’s interest in the grotesque may also be indebted to Bresdin. The 

grotesque and macabre elements of Bresdin’s art, exemplified in his etching, Le Bon Samaritain (1861) 

(Figure 30) undoubtedly influenced the young Redon. However, the figures of such contemporary 

caricaturists as Faustin and Moloch, along with the earlier ones of Grandville and Goya, would also have a 

role to play in Redon’s embracing of this particular art form. During the 1870s, as Eisenman points out, 

political caricatures, particularly from journals such as La Caricature politique and L’Actualite, revealed ‘a 

return to fantastic and grotesque forms; plant, insect and animal parts were substituted for human ones, 

bodily proportions were upset and new forms of allegory were invented.’'"

While Redon’s lithographic album, Hommage a Goya, which appeared in 1885, does not directly 

allude to Goya’s prints, it reveals the artist’s admiration for Goya’s particular form of grotesque caricature. 

For Baudelaire, Goya, came to epitomize the modern imagination through Tamour de I’insaisissable, le

’ 2 Roseline Bacou, Odilon Redon, I, op. cit., p. 41.
'3 Prefatory Letter from Odilon Redon to Edmond Picard, loc., cit.
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sentiment des contrastes violents, des epouvantements de ia nature et des physionomies humaines 

etrangement animalisees par les circonstances.’'^ Goya’s expression of ‘le monstrueux vraisemblable’ ®̂, 

where ‘la ligne de suture, le point de jonction entre le reel et le fantastique est impossible a saisir’'^ was to 

hold a particular significance in relation to Redon’s own graphic work. Not dissimilar to the tone of Goya’s 

prints, Redon’s Interieur avec squelettes'^ (Otterlo: Rijksmuseum Kroller-Muller) (Figure 31), dating from 

1870, blends the macabre with the humorous, depicting in a mundane fashion the polite exchange of two 

skeletons over an evening meal. It lacks the sense of ambiguity however, which characterized Goya’s 

most successful works from the Caprichos series. This undetermined quality, central to the fantastic 

dimension of Goya’s work, finds a greater resonance in Redon’s later prints. Interieur avec squelettes also 

recalls caricatural prints from the 1870s, such as Andre Gill’s Le Jour des marts, (1871) (Figure 32), which 

used the figure of the skeleton for the purpose of social and political satire. The unusual depiction of the 

skeleton finds a parallel in many other images executed by Redon in the early 1870s, such as Le 

Squelette e t i ’arbre (no date, Gifu, Japan: The Museum of Fine Arts) (Figure 33). Both drawings display a 

bleak sense of humour and reveal the verbal and visual puns that characterize the art of caricature. Le 

mart is at once La Mart as the acts of starving or waiting to death are comically evoked. Fusing an 

everyday scene with the grotesque, Redon’s drawing creates two conflicting codes of representation. 

While, from a formal perspective, it lacks the subtle manipulation of space and the complex web of 

meaning that would characterize his later work, the tone marks the beginning of an exploration of the 

dividing lines that separate the serious from the trivial, the tragic from the comic.

Wildenstein remarks how the skeleton ‘est aussi celui qui sait ce qui existe au-dela du miroir.’'^ 

The skeleton, who represents the other side of life, is a suitable tool to explore the unseen face of the self, 

which lies beyond the looking-glass. The image of the skeleton which is part of a long-established tradition 

in painting, expressing mortality and frailty of man, was particularly common to the Symbolist penod and 

is most memorably rendered in Wiertz’s La Belle Rosine (1847, Ixelles: Musee Wiertz). For Redon, the 

figure of the skeleton would mark the beginnings of the quest for an alternative means of representing the 

Modern self. In A Soi-merr)e, Redon refers to the imaginative possibilites of the skeleton, stating:

D’etudes de I’ossature, j ’en fis beaucoup. On ne reconnaft la necessite de cette science 
que plus tard. A soixante ans, Delacroix disait que, s’il recommengait sa carriere, il n’etudierait que 
le squelette (c’est bien I’aveu d’un peintre imaginatif).^®

''' Stephen Eisenman, The Temptation of Saint Redon, op. c it, p. 133.
Charles Baudelaire, Quelques Caricaturistes etrangers, OC I, p. 1019.
Id. ib id  

^Tlbid p.1020.
’ 8 The image is also known as Repas Macabre and Le Souper des squelettes. See Alec Wildenstein, Odilon Redon, 
II, Paris: Wildenstein Institute, 1992, cat. 1179, p. 225.
'9/b/d, p. 223.
2MSM, p. 17.
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While Interieur avec squelettes draws upon its representation in the caricatures of the time, it also signals 

a vision of the self as emptied and drained of life. The presence of the skeleton in the artist’s earliest 

works reveals a concern with the dissolution of self, characteristic of the Modern world, and posits the 

tragi-comic genre of caricature as a possible terrain for its representation. Although Redon’s theatre of self 

does not come into its own until much later, it is through the artist’s interest in caricature that the question 

of the self and its delimitations would first be acknowledged. Indeed, Redon informs us that it is in his 

graphic work, ‘dans un jeu d’arabesque’, that ‘la repercussion d’une expression humaine’^' reveals itself.

Many of Redon’s caricatural explorations involved investing inanimate objects with humanity. The 

anthropomorphism of lithographic images such as L ’CEuf (1885), (Figure 34) depicting the terrified boiled 

egg awaiting execution, clearly holds a caricatural dimension. It follows in the contemporary English 

tradition of Edward Lear and recalls his creation of Humpty Dumpty. W ildenstein’s description emphasizes 

the absurdity of the image of the egg :

L’oeuf est horrifie -  plus qu’horrifiant, bien que voir un oeuf faire soudain les gros yeux doive glacer 
les os! L’oeuf emmitoufle dans son coquetier, est horrifie, sans doute, a I’idee d’etre bientot gobe ou 
ecrase, puisque quelque malappris a eu cette idee, on ne peut plus saugrenue, de le poser a 
meme sur le sol carrele

For Wildenstein, the egg, although clearly grotesque, does not inspire fear, but instead is comic in its 

anthropomorphism. Gibson on the other hand, sees a human dimension to the egg’s demise:

Le regard terrifiant de cet oeuf a la coque evoque I’epouvante de celui qui se sent impuissant, 
incapable de bouger, dans son cauchemar.23

Redon’s image, while it creates a comic effect, is also invested with seriousness. It fulfills Baudelaire’s 

conditions of the comique absolu, offering a form of the comic which is seized immediately, but which 

retains a moral tone within its fantastic or grotesque format. The human and the non-human coincide to 

offere a picture of the self as incapacited and terrified. As the human dimension becomes more 

pronounced, Redon’s anthropomorhic images become more expressive and the picture of self they offer is 

increasingly complex.

Fleur etrange (1880) (Figure 35) depicts a plant with a child-like face set against an arid 

landscape. Interpreting the image as ‘la sourde amertume d’un enfant abandonne’,̂ '* Wildenstein links the 

image to Redon’s unhappy childhood. Druick, on the other hand sees a parallel between the print and the

2' ASM, p.27.
22 Alec Wildenstein, Odilon Redon, I, op. c it, p. 173.
23 Michael Gibson, Odilon Redon, Le Prince des reves, Paris: Taschen, 1995, p. 47. 
2" Alec Wildenstein, Odilon Redon, Catalogue raisonne, II, op. c it, ca t 1183. p. 232.
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figure of Micheiet.^^ What is clear however, is that the image finds a reflection in those caricatural images, 

popular at the time, which fused animal or plant life to represent the salient characteristics of their victims. 

Among these were contemporary caricatures, such as Faustin’s Un Cabinet (1871) (Figure 36), which 

depict the political figures of the time as elaborate pot-plants, punning on the word ’pot’. However, more 

than these, the earlier figure of Grandville, may have provided inspiration. The grotesque depiction of 

animals dressed as humans, and of flowers wearing fashionable bonnets, acted, in Grandville’s Un Autre 

Monde (1843) and Les Fleurs animees (1846), as a satiric mirror of modern French society. The 

animalisation of humans also provided Redon with a suggestive model upon which to base his conception 

of the self. Grandville’s universe struck a chord with Redon, as it formed an alternative mode of 

representation, which, while belonging to the genre of caricature, was also the site of a complex 

iconography.

Following the tradition of the grotesque, as epitomized by Bosch and Brueghel, Grandville 

depicted a world where, the laws of nature having been inverted, the impossible becomes plausible. While 

animals take on the role of humans and inanimate objects are invested with life, a sense of realism 

prevails. Grandville paints the absurd as though it were real. It is this when renders his work disturbing as 

Baudelaire was the first to acknowledge;

II y des gens superficiels que Grandville divertit; quant a moi, il m’effraye... Avant de mourir, 
il appliquait sa volonte, toujours opiniatre, a noter sous une forme plastique la succession des 
reves et des cauchemars, avec la precision d’un stenographe.^®

It is Redon’s later prints and, in particular, the lithographic albums executed in the 1880s that would seem 

to reflect the influence of Grandville. The floating eye of images such as L’Oeil comme un ballon bizarre 

sedirige vers I’infini (1S83) (Figure 37) and II y  eut peut-etre une vision premiere essayee dans la fleur 

(1683) (Figure 38), from the lithographic album, Les Origines, may, as various critics have suggested,^^ 

find its inspiration in Grandville’s many grotesque depictions of the eye, such as C’est Venus en personne 

froTi Un Autre Monde (1843) (Figure 39). Grandville would play a central role in Redon’s aesthetic 

de/elopment and it was the absurd world he painted that would act as a blue-print for Redon’s earliest 

exDlorations of self. Yet, while the grotesque imagery and idiosyncratic motifs, such as the floating eye, 

may have been inspired by the caricaturist, Redon’s aesthetic development also found its inspiration in the 

fied of science.

25 Druick interprets the image in relation to Michelet’s notion of female chills as a little flower. See Douglas Druick, 
Odion Redon, op. c it, p.118.

Charles Baudelaire, Quelques Caricaturistes frangais, OCII, p.558.
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While In tk ieur avec squelettes draws upon its representation in the caricatures of the time, it also signals 

a vision of the self as emptied and drained of life. The presence of the skeleton in the artist’s earliest 

works reveals a concern with the dissolution of self, characteristic of the Modern world, and posits the 

tragi-comic genre of caricature as a possible terrain for its representation. Although Redon’s theatre of self 

does not come into its own until much later, it is through the artist’s interest in caricature that the question 

of the self and its delimitations would first be acknowledged. Indeed, Redon informs us that it is in his 

graphic work, ‘dans un jeu d’arabesque’, that ‘la repercussion d’une expression humaine’^' reveals itself.

Many of Redon’s caricatural explorations involved investing inanimate objects with humanity. The 

anthropomorphism of lithographic images such as L ’CEuf (1885), (Figure 34) depicting the terrified boiled 

egg awaiting execution, clearly holds a caricatural dimension. It follows in the contemporary English 

tradition of Edward Lear and recalls his creation of Humpty Dumpty. Wildenstein’s description emphasizes 

the absurdity of the image of the egg :

L’oeuf est horrifie -  plus qu’horrifiant, bien que voir un oeuf faire soudain les gros yeux doive glacer 
les os! L’ceuf emmitoufle dans son coquetier, est horrifie, sans doute, a I’idee d’etre bientot gobe ou 
ecrase, puisque quelque malappris a eu cette idee, on ne peut plus saugrenue, de le poser a 
meme sur le sol carrele

For Wildenstein, the egg, although clearly grotesque, does not inspire fear, but instead is comic in its 

anthropomorphism. Gibson on the other hand, sees a human dimension to the egg’s demise:

Le regard terrifiant de cet oeuf a la coque evoque I’epouvante de celui qui se sent impuissant, 
incapable de bouger, dans son cauchemar.^^

Redon’s image, while it creates a comic effect, is also invested with seriousness. It fulfills Baudelaire’s 

conditions of the comique absolu, offering a form of the comic which is seized immediately, but which 

retains a moral tone within its fantastic or grotesque format. The human and the non-human coincide to 

offere a picture of the self as incapacited and terrified. As the human dimension becomes more 

pronounced, Redon’s anthropomorhic images become more expressive and the picture of self they offer is 

increasingly complex.

Fleur etrange (1880) (Figure 35) depicts a plant with a child-like face set against an arid 

landscape. Interpreting the image as ‘la sourde amertume d’un enfant abandonne’,̂ '̂  Wildenstein links the 

image to Redon’s unhappy childhood. Druick, on the other hand sees a parallel between the print and the

2' ASM, p.27.
22 Alec Wildenstein, Odilon Redon, I, op. c it, p. 173.
23 Michael Gibson, Odilon Redon, Le Prince des reves, Paris: Taschen, 1995, p. 47. 
2'’ Alec Wildenstein, Odilon Redon, Catalogue raisonne, II, op. c it, cat. 1183. p. 232.
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figure of Micfielet.^^ What is clear however, is that the image finds a reflection in those caricatural images, 

popular at the time, which fused animal or plant life to represent the salient characteristics of their victims. 

Among these were contemporary caricatures, such as Faustin’s Un Cabinet (1871) (Figure 36), which 

depict the political figures of the time as elaborate pot-plants, punning on the word ’pot’. However, more 

than these, the earlier figure of Grandville, may have provided inspiration. The grotesque depiction of 

animals dressed as humans, and of flowers wearing fashionable bonnets, acted, in Grandville’s Un Autre 

Monde (1843) and Les Fleurs animees (1846), as a satiric mirror of modern French society. The 

animalisation of humans also provided Redon with a suggestive model upon which to base his conception 

of the self. Grandville’s universe struck a chord with Redon, as it formed an alternative mode of 

representation, which, while belonging to the genre of caricature, was also the site of a complex 

iconography.

Following the tradition of the grotesque, as epitomized by Bosch and Brueghel, Grandville 

depicted a world where, the laws of nature having been inverted, the impossible becomes plausible. While 

animals take on the role of humans and inanimate objects are invested with life, a sense of realism 

prevails. Grandville paints the absurd as though it were real. It is this when renders his work disturbing as 

Baudelaire was the first to acknowledge:

11 y des gens superficiels que Grandville divertit; quant a moi, il m’effraye... Avant de mourir, 
il appliquait sa volonte, toujours opiniatre, a noter sous une forme plastique la succession des 
reves et des cauchemars, avec la precision d’un stenographe.^®

It is Redon’s later prints and, in particular, the lithographic albums executed in the 1880s that would seem 

to reflect the influence of Grandville. The floating eye of images such as L ’Oeil comme un ballon bizarre 

se dirige vers I’infini (1S83) (Figure 37) and II y  eut peut-etre une vision premiere essayee dans la fleur 

(1883) (Figure 38), from the lithographic album, Les Origines, may, as various critics have suggested,^^ 

find its inspiration in Grandville’s many grotesque depictions of the eye, such as C’est Venus en personne 

from Un Autre Monde (1843) (Figure 39). Grandville would play a central role in Redon’s aesthetic 

development and it was the absurd world he painted that would act as a blue-print for Redon’s earliest 

explorations of self. Yet, while the grotesque imagery and idiosyncratic motifs, such as the floating eye, 

may have been inspired by the caricaturist, Redon’s aesthetic development also found its inspiration in the 

field of science.

25 Druick interprets the image in relation to Michelet’s notion of female chills as a little flower. See Douglas Druick, 
Odilon Redon, op. cit., p. 118.

Charles Baudelaire, Quelques Caricaturistes frangais, OCII, p.558.
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(b) Science and the Self

While Redon’s image of the floating eye recalls Grandville, it also was linked to the world of science. The 

eye was evoked in Darwin’s Origin of Species, which was translated into French in 1863:

To suppose that the eye with all its inimitable contrivances for adjusting the focus to 
different distances, for admitting different amounts of light, and for the correction of spherical and 
chromatic aberration, could have been formed by natural selection, seems, 1 freely confess, absurd 
in the highest degree. When it was first said that the sun stood still and the world turned round, the 
common sense of mankind declared the doctrine false.^^

Redon’s unusual motifs are closely associated with the scientific developments that characterized the 

nineteenth century, notably Georges Cuvier’s, Lamarck’s and subsequently Darwin’s inquiries into the 

links between the natural and the human world. It was not the teachings of Darwin, however, but those of 

a botanist named Armand Clavaud, that most influenced Redon’s creative imagination. Director of 

Bordeaux’s JaAcZ/n des Plantes, Clavaud was acclaimed for his 1865 study on the animal characteristics of 

certain plants, notably the unusual reproductive cycle of a member of the Characae family. Redon’s 

animalistic plants, which populate the album, Les Origines, would certainly appear to have links with 

Clavaud’s research. An ‘intellectel d’une complexite origanale et m e ’^ , Clavaud was to mark Redon’s 

relationship with both art and science. As Jean Vialla observes, Clavaud had a profound influence not only 

on Redon’s scientific, but also on his literary imagination;

Clavaud n’etait pas seulement un savant; c’etait un artiste et un homme cultive. II prit Redon 
en amitie; il I’initia aux theories de Darwin, au bouddhisme, aux poemes hindous, a la litterature 
ancienne et contemporaine; il lui fit lire les ceuvres de Flaubert, de Poe, et aussi Les Fleurs du Mai 
que Baudelaire venait de publier.^o

It was above all, the mysterious element of the botanist’s work, which appealed to Redon:

II travaillait dans I’infiniment petit. II cherchait -  je ne sais trop vous dire -  sur les confins du 
monde imperceptible, cette vie intermediaire entre I’animalite et la plante, cette fleur ou cet etre, ce 
mysterieux element qui est animal durant quelques heures du jour et seulement sous I’action de la 
lumiere.3i

See, in particular, Sven Sandstrom, Le Monde imaginaire d ’Odilon Redon, op. cit., p.49 and Douglas Druick, 
Odilon Redon, op. cit., p.63.

Charles Darwin, The Origin o f Species, ed. Gillian Beer, Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1996, p. 152.
-9 Andre Mellerio, Odilon Redon: catalogue raisonne, Paris: Societe pour la gravure frangaise, 1913, p. 25.
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The microscopic visions that characterize images from Dans le reve (1879), such as Germination or 

Eclosion display Redon’s interest in the world of science. These images show a concern with the 

development of matter and the beginnings of life. This is usually portrayed in Redon through an emphasis 

on embryonic forms and metamorphosis. In Germination, the ‘points vagues, sortes d’etres 

embryonnaires’32 are linked to the idea of evolution. The later lithograph, Quand s ’eveillait la vie au fond 

de la m atike  (1883) (Figure 40) continues this idea and, in its depiction of a ‘monstre marin a la tete 

humaine’,^  set against a landscape of dark mountains and unusual flying larvae, offers an imaginative 

vision of creation. While evolutionary theory clearly informs many of Redon’s lithographs, it is Redon’s own 

vision of evolution which is highlighted. Eisenman remarks:

Redon lacked faith [...] in the irreversibility or one dimensionality of progress. His primal beings [...] 
are already human! Alternatively, they can be seen as examples of humans returning to the primal 
mire [ . . .p

Science served as a platform for Redon’s imagination, interpreting it at will, to create his unusual visions. 

Much of the artist’s work finds its inspiration in the work of Clavaud. While the botanist’s scientific 

research followed the positivist model of the era, Baudelaire’s celebration of the imagination as ‘la reine 

des facultes’ was also at the heart of Clavaud’s theories. Clavaud’s importance in relation to Redon’s 

development is thus not only due to his methods of scientific research, but also to his interest in the 

common ground of art and science. Clavaud saw the imagination as the common factor to both the worlds 

of art and Iterature and that of science and reason. It was the imagination which enabled the more 

complex thought processes necessary to scientific discories and artistic creation. Drawing upon Taine’s 

view of cultural determinism, on the one hand, and German philosophy, on the other, Clavaud developed 

his own theory of the mind. This theory divided the mind into two realms, one for everyday thinking and 

one for the philosopher and the artist. Within this latter, ‘higher’, realm the conscious and the unconscious 

co-existed, yet were not considered equal. In Clavaud’s opinion, artists who did not exploit the 

unconscious potential of their minds were perceived as inferior.^s The figure of Clavaud was to be of vital 

importance in relation to Redon’s artistic imagination, as Druick points out:

“  Jean Vialla, Odilon Redon, Paris: ACR Editions, 1988, p.26.
31 ASM, p.21.
32 Andre Mellerio, Catalogue raisonne, op. cit, cat. 28, p. 97.
33 Ibid, cat 45, p.95.
3'' Stephen Eisenman, Fhe Temptation of Saint Redon, op. cit., p. 172.
35 Andre Mellerio observes how ‘I’interet eprouve par Redon etait tel que souvent, des son retour chez lui, il notait
avec soin les propos et les jugements entendus’ (Andre Mellerio, Odilon Redon, Peintre, Graveur et dessinateur, op. 
cit, p. 27). Hence, although Clavaud’s writings on the mind were not published, Redon preserved the botanist’s
thoughts in ‘Propos de Clavaud’. See the Mellerio Papers, A-3, pp. 107-09.
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Clavaud’s construct of tfie mind as a duality of conscious and unconscious activity, and tils 
connection of unconscious processes witfi imagination and creativity provided the means to 
reconcile the precepts of Romantic thought with contemporary science.^

It was this aspect of Clavaud’s research that would appear to have inspired Redon to create an art which, 

while grounded in the scientific and the real, sought to express the inner recesses of his imagination and, 

ultimately, of the unconscious, ‘dont II se fit, lucidement, le premier traducteur direct’^̂ ;

II y a un mode de dessin que I’imagination a libere du souci embarrassant des particularites 
reelles, pour ne servir, avec liberte, qu’a la representation des choses congues. J’ai fait quelques 
fantaisies avec la tige d’une fleur, ou la face humaine, ou bien encore avec des elements derives 
des ossatures, lesquels, je crois, sont dessines, construits et batis comme il fallait qu’ils le fussent. 
Ils le sont parce qu’ils ont un organisme. Toutes les fois qu’une figure humaine ne peut donner 
I’illusion qu’elle va, pour ainsi dire, sortir du cadre pour marcher, agir ou penser, le dessin vraiment 
moderne n’y est pas. On ne peut m’enlever le merite de donner I’illusion de la vie a mes creations 
les plus irreelles. Toute mon originalite consiste done a faire vivre humainement des etres 
invraisemblables selon les lois du vraisemblable, en mettant, autant que possible, la logique du 
visible au service de I’invisible.^

As in Baudelaire, Redon’s conception of modernity is defined by an acute engagement with reality. The 

fantastic creatures of his work are both formed according to the structures of reality and also reflect its 

hidden aspects. The figure of Paul Bourget, whom the artist befriended at the Salon des Rayssac in the 

1870s, also played an important role in the development of Redon’s evolutionist aesthetic. Author of La 

Vie inquiete (1874) and pioneer of the psychological novel, Bourget saw art as a means of expressing a 

logical and rational spirituality. Yet unlike Bourget, Redon did not see the Naturalism of Zola as the ideal 

art form of the modern world and instead turned to the figure of Jules Michelet, who found beauty and 

poetry in the world of science.^s It was the perception of science as a threshold to the imagination that 

would characterize Redon’s creative work of the 1870s and 1880s.

Redon’s graphic style, blending the real with the fantastic, was soon noticed by the critics. Most 

of those who attended his first exhibitions in the offices of La Vie Moderne in 1881 and those of Le Gaulois 

1882 were, however, unimpressed by his originality. Even Gustave Kahn, who was later to become one of 

Redon’s chief admirers, would initially state:

Quand M. Redon peint, c’est un inoffensif pot de fleurs qu’il expose; quand il cause, c’est un 
estheticien emu; quand il dessine, ce sont de cauchemardesques laideurs, et point si originales,

36 Douglas Druick,Oc///ofi Redon, op. cit, p.91.
3̂  Rene Huyghe, in Odilon Redon (Catalogue), Bordeaux: Galerie des Beaux-Arts, 1985, p.20.
3MSM, p.28.
39 Redon may have been introduced to the writings of Michelet through the painter Paul Chenevard, whom he met at 
the Salon des Rayssac. A great admirer of Michelet, Chenevard had a democratic idealism which also finds an echo 
in the work of Redon.
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qu’on le croit: c’est une tete sur une balance, c’est une tete sur un plat, c’est une tete dans le vide, 
c’est un bigle qui pense, c’est un profil qui dissimule qu’il est bigle, c’est une tete de pierrot qui 
fleurit sur un roseau, ce serait indifferemment un roseau qui fleurirait sur une tete de pierrot “

Fleur du ma/’ecage'"(1885) (Figure 41), was indeed one of a number of such prints which, while failing to 

inspire Kahn, appealed to the decadent writer Joris Karl Huysmans, who would later immortalize Redon’s 

graphic work in his novel A Rebours. In his review of Redon’s album, Hommage a Goya (1885), 

Huysmans writes:

Une douleur immense et toute personnelle emana de cette livide fleur. II y avait dans 
I’expression de ses traits, tout a la fois du navrement d’un pierrot use, d’un vieux clown qui pleure 
sur ses reins flechis et de la detresse d’un antique lord ronge par le spleen, d’un avoue condamne 
pour de savantes banqueroutes, d’un vieux juge tombe, a la suite d’attentats compliques, dans le 
preau d’une maison de force!

Je me demandais de quels maux excessifs cette face blafarde avait pu souffrir et quelle 
solennelle expiation la faisait rayonner au dessus de I’eau, comme une bouee eclairee, comme un 
fanal annongant aux passagers de la Vie les lamentables brisants caches sous I’onde qu’ils allaient 
sillonner en cinglant vers le sombre A venir!'*^

Multiple characters may be seen in Redon’s image, as Huysman’s observes, yet each is defined by a 

sense of human suffering. The grotesque combination of the human and the plant form is not 

experimental, nor does it seek to provoke a comic effect. It serves instead as a means of expressing 

human anguish in an effective form.

Flowers remained a constant theme in Redon’s ceuvre, as the artist exploited his intimate knowlege 

of flora to present highly symbolic images. As Frangois Fossier remarks, it is in the combination of the 

plant and the human face that this motif has its most philosophical and symbolic dimension:

Mais la ou cette montee vers la lumiere et vers la vie qui constitue le rhythme genetique de 
la creation chez Redon est la plus manifeste, la plus douleureuse aussi comme une interminable 
gesine, c’est dans cette combinaison qu’il tente tres tot entre la fleur et le visage humain, d’abord 
sous la forme d’un amalgame, puis d’une juxtaposition decorative, enfin d’un message 
symbolique."^

Here, Redon’s’homme-fleur’'” , offers a synthesis of the human and the plant form, amid a bleak aquatic 

landscape. The cell-like forms that seem to sprout from the stem recall microscopic studies and would 

become more prominent in later albums such as La Tentation de Saint Antoine (1888). Huysmans’s

Gustave Kahn, ‘La Nouvelle Exposition d’Odilon Redon' La Revue independante, Paris: January 1886, p. 147.
The very title of the plant harks back to Clavaud’s aquatic Chara Stelligera while its depiction mirrors Clavaud’s 

description of the ‘tige longue et mince’ that characterizes the aquatic plants from the Landes region. See Armand 
Clavad, De la fecondation dans les vegetaux supeheurs, Paris: Hachette, 1867, pp. 52-53.
*2 ‘Le Nouvel Album d’Odilon Redon’, in La Revue independante, Paris: February, 1885, pp. 292-93.

Frangois Fossier, ‘Le Sentiment de la nature chez Odilon Redon’, in Odilon Redon: La Nature de I’invisible, 
(Catalogue) Lugano: Museo Cantonale d’arte, 1996, p.65.
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interest in tliis image, in particular, recalls his own interest in science. While considered a Naturalist until 

the publication of A vau I’eau in 1882, the fantastic effects of his later work also derive from an acute, 

almost scientific observation of a depraved reality. Yet, the marsh flower marks a certain departure in 

Redon’s work, one that Huysmans was the first to acknowledge. There is a genuine sense of suffering that 

overides any scientific or caricatural aspect. The ‘air profondement navre’'' ,̂ evoked by the plant, 

expresses a fundamental sense of humanity. Redon’s understanding of the grotesque and the fantastic 

followsthe model of Baudelaireand is concerned with an acute engagement with the real. The scientifc 

impulse which underscores his most fantastic images is strongly linked to this ongoing concern with 

representing reality.The print may also be seen as an image of the artist, as indeed Jean Starobinski 

suggests, in Portrait de I ’artiste en saltimbanque^^

While Huysmans’s championing of the artist’s work n brought to public attention, the reference to 

him as ‘le Necroman du crayon’'*̂  and ‘Monstres’, the chapter dedicated to him in Huysmans’s Certains, 

encouraged a misleading perception of Redon’s work as that of a madman.'*® Despite criticism which, on 

the one hand, ridiculed his work and on the other sought to associate him with artistic movements, to 

which he felt he did not belong, Redon continued to create fantastic beings which were inspired by reality. 

In A Soi-Meme, the artist reveals how these imaginative beings were structured according to the laws of 

science:

Je crois avoir, autrefois plus que maintenant, donne dans des dessins et des lithographies, des 
expressions humaines et variees; je les ai meme, par fantaisie permise, portees dans le monde de 
I’invraisemblable, en des etres imaginaires que j’ai tache de rendre logiques avec la logique de la 
structure des etres visibles.''^

In a letter to Edmond Picard, Redon notes how copying the animals and insects housed in the Natural 

History museum and in particular studying osteology, that branch of anatomy which deals with the 

genesis, structure and disposition of bones, gave him a sense of ‘la contexture relative de tous les etres.’“

Alec Wildenstein, Odilon Redon, II, op. cit., cat. 1181, p. 231.
‘'5 Andre Mellerio, Odilon Redon: Catalogue raisonne, op. cit., cat. 55, p. 97.

Jean Starobinski, Portrait de l ”artiste en saltimbanque, op. cit, p.82.
J.K. Huysmans, l e  Nouvel Album d’Odilon Redon’ toe., cit, p.296.

■•s This perception has done an injustice to Redon’s work, as Bacou points out: ‘A la base de cette incomprehension 
dont i’artiste eut a souffrir jusqu’a sa mort il y a aussi des malentendus, dont certains ecrivains comme Huysmans 
doivent etre tenus pour responsables: ils ont tente de ses ouvrages, une interpretaion litteraire qui a longtemps 
fausse les rapports de Redon et du public’ (Roseline Bacou, Odilon Redon, I, op. cit, p. 7). The question of the role 
played by Huysmans in the shaping of Redon’s public image is complex. Unlike Bacou, Gamboni argues that 
Huysmans’s reading of Redon’s images was in keeping with Redon’s own ideas on ‘I’art litteraire’ (Dario Gamboni, 
La Plume etiepinceau, op. cit., p. 14).
«/lS/W, p. 118-19.
5“ Letter from Odilon Redon to Edmond Picard, loc. c it, p.2.
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As Redon’s work evolves throughout the 1880s many of these scientifically plausible creatures become 

intimately related to the artist’s conception of self.

Redon’s Araignee souriante (1881) (Figure 42), described in A Rebours,^' follows the trend of 

fusing animal and human characteristics. Described by Mellerio as ‘une araignee velue dont le corps est 

forme d’un visage humain laid et grotesque, au sourire sarcastique’,“  the image is among Redon’s best 

known. Placed on the sheet in a manner that recalls the mise-en-page of natural history illustrations and 

sporting two more legs than would be entomologically accurate for its species, Redon’s spider is both 

engaging and repellent. Wildenstein is eager to present a psychoanalytical dimension to the spider, 

suggesting that it represents ‘la mere captatrice que le fils doit tuer pour se liberer de ses inhibitions et 

vivre While this interpretation may be confirmed through Redon’s conflicting relationship with his 

mother, it is also possible that the spider represents the figure of the artist. In this respect, the image calls 

to mind Michelet’s empathetic characterization of the spider, in L ’Insecte (1857):

Chaque jour, chaque heure, de sa substance, elle doit tirer I’element necessaire de ce filet 
qui lui donnera la nourriture et renouvellera sa substance. Done, elle s’affame pour se nourrir, elle 
s’epuise pour se refaire, elle se maigrit sur I’espoir incertain de s’engraisser. Sa vie est une loterie, 
remise a la chance de mille contingents imprevus. Cela ne peut manquer de faire un etre inquiet, 
peu sympathique, a ses semblables ou elle voit des concurrents; tranchons le mot, un animal 
tatalement ego'iste. S’il ne I’etait, il perirait.^

In particular, Michelet’s description of a creature that is slave to the needs of its stomach, ‘serree 

dans ce cercle vicieux: pour filer, il faut manger; pour manger, il taut filer’^̂ , finds expression in the strange 

toothy smile. In the same work, Michelet also associates the image of the spider with that of the artist, 

who, in the absence of the web that is his canvas, has no purpose. Redon, as a reader of Michelet,^ may 

have been familiar with this characterization and have consciously used the image of the spider to reflect 

the figure of the artist. This image remains one of Redon’s most fantastic, as Vialla points out:

Redon est alle plus loin encore dans le fantastique, en associant une figure humaine, non 
plus a une plante, mais a une araignee. [...] Avec le chat de Cheshire, cree par Lewis Carroll, c’est 
sans doute le seui animal qu’on voit sourire. Mais est-ce vraiment un sourire? L’araignee nous

5' J. K. Huysmans, A rebours, Paris: Union Generale des livres, 1975, p.28.
52 Andre Mellerio, Odilon Redon, Catalogue raisonne, op. c it, cat. 72, p. 100.
53 Alec Wildenstein, Odilon Redon, II, op. c it, p. 171.
S'* Jules Michelet, La Nature, CEuvres completes, VI, Paris: Larousse, 1930, p.120.
55/b/d, p. 124.

In his letter to Bonger of July 26 1909, Redon relates, ‘Quel admirable ecrivain. II est comme la foudre. II lance des 
eclairs. [...] Michelet cependant s’empare de mol et me tire de mes habitudes. II est dans I’autre souche de notre 
litterature, combien geniale, passionnee, imaginative, de fonds riche. A I’oppose de l” art pour I’art seuI, Michelet fait 
le pendant a Delacroix. (Suzy Levy, Lettres inedites d ’Odilon Redon a Bonger, Jourdain, Vines, Paris: Jose Corti, 
1987, p.179.)
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regarde, et ses yeux expriment une jouissance gourmande; son corps n’est qu’un hideux visage 
humain, encadre par cinq monstrueuses paires de pattes.®^

Vialla’s reference to the work of Carroll is of interest insofar as it highlights once again, the extent to which 

Redon sought an artof the fantastic, lying beyond the looking-glass, in order to represent self. In Araignee 

souriante, as in the Fleur du Marecage, it is through the unlikely form of a fantastic creature that Redon 

achieves a reflection of the self.

L’Araignee an pleurs (Figure 43), from the same year, offers the same subject, yet the tone 

differs. Here ‘la hideur de la bete semble s’effacer sous la souffrance’,^ offering an image that would 

seem less experimental than expressionistic. Where earlier visions may simply seem to play with the 

notion of the other as an aesthetic tool, as Redon’s work matures, it becomes integral to his conception 

not only of the artist but also of the modern self. Not unlike his later counterpart in Kafka’s Metamorphosis 

(1935), Redon’s spider, in its exploration of the tension between two discursive systems of representation, 

the rational and the fantastic, brings into focus the marginalized realm of the other. It is through the 

depiction of this other throughout his graphic work that Redon’s initial attempt to visualise the self and its 

representation manifests itself. The world of science, as expressed in the writings of Clavaud, Michelet 

and Bourget, offered a means of creating an art that contrasted with that of his contemporaries. As Sven 

Sandstrom observes;

II est caracteristique de la personnalite de Redon que, tandis que Courbet et les 
impressionnistes voulaient essayer chacun de leur cote et avec des moyens et une esthetique bien 
differents de donner en peinture une image de la realite exterieure -  ou pretendaient vouloir le faire 
-  se limitaient suivant les principes du positivisme a ce que peuvent percevoir les sens, il veut, lui, 
se
lancer dans I’interpretation de sa conception de cette realite. II cherche un systeme qui lui permette 
en meme temps d’etre fidele a I’attitude spiritualiste qui etait profondement enracinee en lui, et de 
donner une nouvelle image du monde tel que le representait la science et que Clavaud lui avait fait 
connaitre.^

This new image of the self and the world would remain indebted to contemporary developments in science 

and, as the graphic oeuvre evolves, theories of evolution and cultural determinism become associated with 

those of the conscious and the unconscious. Throughout this development, Redon’s imagery, while 

embracing the creative potential of the grotesque and the fantastic, remained grounded in reality and the 

vision of self as other which invades Rdon’s written and graphic work marks a profound preoccupation 

with the hidden aspects of the self.

Jean Vialla, Odilon Redon, op. cit, p. 58.
58 Aidre Melierio, Odilon Redon, Catalogue raisonne. I, op. cit, cat. 72, p. 100.
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(c) From the Exotic Other to the Unconscious

A bien examiner I’art profond de Redon, nous y trouvons peu la trace du monstre, pas plus que 
dans les statues de Notre-Dame. La nature a des infinis mysterieux, une puissance 
d’imagination...elle se manifeste en variant toujours ses productions... Odilon Redon est un de ses 
elus pour cette continuation de creation. Les reves chez lui deviennent une realite par la 
vraisemblance qu’il leur donne.®°

Gauguin’s appreciation and defence of Redon’s art marked a common ground between the two 

artists.®' While Gauguin was familiar with Redon’s creative output and exhibited alongside him at the 1886 

Salon des XX  and the 1888 Exposition des Peintres-Graveurs at the Durand-Ruei Gallery, it was not until 

the 1890s that a close friendship would develop between the two men.®  ̂While in these later years, the 

formal similarities between their seemingly contrasting styles would become more apparent (most notably 

in Redon’s adoption of the palette of the Nabis), it is of interest that during the 1880s both artists would 

become engaged with the notion of phmitivism. Many of the precepts of the Symbolist movement would 

find their origin in this common respect for the primitive, while the interest in self-representation that would 

play an increasingly important role in each artist’s work also stems from this acute awareness of the other. 

In 1883, Redon painted in Brittany at Finistere, where the nearby town of Pont-Aven would provide a 

home and artistic colony to Gauguin intermittently in 1888-91 and 1894-95. For Redon, as for Gauguin, 

Brittany provided I’exotique domestique, whose traditional ways represented a certain primitivism, absent 

from an increasingly modern society.®^

59 Sven Sandstrom, Le Monde imaginaire d ’Odilon Redon, op. cit., p.58.
Paul Gauguin, as cited in Jean Loize, ‘Un Inedit de Gauguin’, Les Nouvelles Uiteraires, May 7 1953.
Redon was also highly laudatory of Gauguin’s own work: ‘Peintre, il fut le chercheur tres conscient de ses 

virtualites; il trouva cette forte originalite dont on peut suivre la repercussion chez d’autres. Tout ce qu’il a touche a 
sa griffe apparente, c’est un maitre. II le fut dans I’acceptation la plus energique du mot’ (Odilon Redon, ‘Quelques 
Opinions sur Paul Gauguin’, Mercure de France, November 1903, pp. 428-30). These lines and Redon’s celebrated 
pastel drawing, Hommage a Gauguin (1894), follow in the wake of Gauguin’s untimely death in 1893.

Between 1889 and 1894, the two artists corresponded regularly. As Redon’s wife, Camille, was a native of La 
Reunion, Gauguin often sought information on the tropical islands and their inhabitants. See Roseline Bacou, Lettres 
de Gauguin, Gide, Huysmans, Jammes...etc. a Odilon Redon, Paris: Jose Corti, 1960, p.192.

Brittany’s exotici&m was first emphasized in Flaubert’s and Maxime Du Camp’s Par les Champs et par les greves, 
written in 1847 and 1848. The notion of the exotic as explained by Victor Segalen is not necessarily associated with a 
geographical location, but finding its roots in ‘exo’, meaning ‘en dehors’, expresses what is different and outside our 
realm of experience. Thus, exoticism can be spatial, temporal or historical and for Segalen, is central to the concept 
of the Other. See Victor Segalen, Essai sur I’exotisme, Fontfroide; Fata Morgana, 1978.
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Redon’s interest in Brittany was also due to its magical landscape, which he saw as home to the 

Druids and Celts and in whose rocks and beaches he found evidence of spirit trapped in matter, a concept 

that would characterize many of his later prints.®^

In 1891, Gauguin left Brittany for Tahiti, marking the reprise of an exotic adventure that would 

have an extraordinary impact upon his art and indeed upon that of the twentieth c e n t u r y I t  was not the 

Tropics, however, but the Basque landscape, which the more conservative Redon explored in his 

autobiographical and fictional writings. In A Soi-Meme, he dedicates an entire section to the ‘cher et vaste 

pays’®® which, evoking ‘ le souvenir d’une enfance bienheureuse dans un monde inconnu de bonheur et 

d’innocence, eloigne de [son] esprit la mort et la melancolie’.®̂ It is in the unpublished semi-fictional 

account of his 1861 journey to Pamplona, entitled ‘Un Sejour dans le Pays basque’, that the Basque 

Country becomes the site of the exotic:®®

J’allais plus humblement vers les montagnes sombres de la Biscaye, dans ces ravins profonds, 
plein de farouches pensees, au sein de ces hommes fiers comme elle, dont la hauteur, I’originalite, 
I’eclat vif de la race, n’ont rien pu dire encore de leur mysterieuse ohgine. J’allai voir sur les collines 
la chaine eblouissante de ces neiges capricieuses, aeriennes; j’allais pour la premiere fois 
entendre les chants de I’immensite planer sur les hauts penchants, comme des souffles de 
I'Epopee, la poesie, au pied de ces pies gracieuses et terribles dont les cimes infinies pergaient 
I’espace et penetraient I’azur aux profondeurs sans fin . Plaisir pur ou fete rassurante pour vous qui 
vient de quitter la ville obscure, aride et banale.®^

The landscape of the Basque country stands in opposition with the city; its deep ravines and immense 

mountains the site of another world. It is home to a race, whose originality is accentuated by the fact their 

history remains unknown. The Basque landscape would have a profound influence upon the artist and is 

portrayed in his text as a second homeland that is the site of unconditional love: ‘C’est la que la nature 

entiere, hommes et choses, m’anime, emplit mon ame et la feconde a ce point que tout me parle et 

m’attire et me console, comme les regards d’un etre bien-aime.’ °̂

Redon’s account of this journey is highly descriptive, charting the exotic beauty of the landscape and its 

people. He speaks of it as a ‘monde feerique’^', ‘un monde incomprehensible ou reside le pur b o n h e u r ’ ,^ ^

See, for example, L’ldole (1887), which was conceived as a frontispiece for Emile Verhaeren’s Les Soirs.
®5 In a letter to Redon before his departure, Gauguin writes 'Je ne songerai pas, je vous le promets, a la mort, mais 
au contraire a la vie eternelle, non a la mort dans la vie mais la vie dans la mort. En Europe, cette mort avec sa 
queue de serpent est vraisembiable, mais a Tai'ti, il taut la voir avec des racines qui repoussent avec des fleurs’ 
(Letter from Gauguin to Redon, September 1990, cited in Roseline Bacou, Lettres de Gauguin etc., op. cit., pp.193- 
94).
66/^SM, p.74.
®7/d, ibid.

Redon travelled to Uhart with an old schoolfriend, Henri Berdoly, in 1861.
Odilon Redon, ‘Un Sejour dans le Pays Basque’, M, folio 1.
Id. Ibid.
Ib id  folio 7.

T^ld. ibid
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whose inhabitants are endowed with such beauty that he is reminded of ‘des bas-reliefs antiques.’^̂  It is 

essentially a primitive form of exoticism, as the country remains untouched by modernizing forces;

Les voles de fer sont inconnues; [...]. La nature est encore la dans sa beaute premiere, 
deroulant a chaque instant des tresors de pittoresque et d’imprevu/'*

This untainted world offers a respite for the world-weary artist: ‘C’est vers lui que je tourne mes pensees et 

mes desire, au sein de la societe des hommes en laquelle je souffre et me fatigue, j’aspire au vrai repos, a 

I’oubli d’eux, a la contemplation d’une nature que j ’ a i m e . ’^® |t reiterates Redon’s view of the primitive as the 

antithesis to modernism and as representing all that is lacking in the modern world. It is only through an 

embracing of this primitive land that the author can come to terms with himself;

Ces hauteurs etaient les premieres que je gravissais, les seules jusque-la qui me donnaient le 
sentiment de I’espace. J’en eprouvais comme un redoublement de moi-meme, comme un surcroit 
de vie qui me montait au cerveauJ®

Hippolyte Taine’s Uoyage aux Eaux des Pyrenees (1855) encouraged a new non-Romantic, 

more objective view of the region that foreshadowed Redon’s own investigation of the land and its people. 

Redon’s choice of the Basque Country is of particular interest, since it occupied a privileged position within 

the discourse of the time on national origins. Concurrent with a heightened awareness of their ancestry, 

the French were increasingly conscious of the purity and genetic separateness of the Basque race. It is 

the figure of a young Basque girl, Therese, that provokes Redon to associate this exotic landscape with 

the quest for origins:

Elle etait comme une fleur qui na?t obscure et cachee mais qui conserve par son isolement meme 
des caracteres les plus profonds de son origine.^

The link between the female and the rare flower was common to the nineteenth-century imagination, 

finding its best-known expression in the Emile Zola’s La Curee (1871). It would hold a particular 

significance for Redon and remained a frequent theme in the pastels of his later years.^® With Redon, as 

indeed also with Gauguin, the flower is not a decorative ornament but holds a symbolic value that is 

intimately associated with the notion of the primitive other. Therese, like the Fleur du Marecage (1885), 

represents the search for origins; yet, in her difference and exoticism, she constitutes the site of another 

reality. Therese becomes the physical manifestation of the Basque Country and of Redon’s attachment to 

it. She thereby comes to evoke an exotic otherness, that is in fact familiar.

folio 14.
Ibid, folio 3.

5̂ Ibid, folio 4.
Ibid, folio 3.
Ibid, folio 24,
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In his diaries, Redon alludes to the existence of a primitive, uncivilized other, at the heart of the 

self, when he observes:

Nous naissons tous avec un autre homme en nous, en puissance, que la volonte maintient, cultive 
et sauve -  ou ne sauve pas7®

This primitive other, to which Redon refers, is echoed in the contemporary interest in ethnography and 

anthropology, as shown by the Expositions universelles held in Paris in 1867 and 1878 and the creation of 

new museums such as the Musee d’ethnographie, in 1878. Of particular interest is the public exhibit held 

in 1881 at the Jardin zoologique d ’acclimatation, which Redon attended. The event centred on eleven 

natives from Tierra del Fuego in South America, dressed in animal skins, sitting around a fire. Although 

reported to be cannibalistic savages, these tribesmen appealed to Redon, who made sketches of them 

and relates in his diaries how they provided him with a dream of primitive life;

Je n’ai jamais senti avec autant de force, I’ecart que fait notre propre nature entre la bete qui rampe 
et notre fin plus haute. Ils ont les signes de notre grandeur; elle eclate en leurs yeux et gestes, 
avec plus de force que dans I’homme civilise. C’est I’animal dans la toute-puissance de son 
instinct, la certitude, la beaute non corrompue de sa plastique; car ils sont moules dans le bronze 
antique, ces membres si forts et si fins: de delicates attaches achevent ces extremites parfaites, ou 
ne brille aucun bijou, aucune erreur a la vue.“

The tribesmen provided the link between the animal and the human world. For Redon they represented 

both man’s origin and his potential. For Redon, their difference from modern man, highlighted his 

corruption by the forces of moderism. Redon’s championing of the primitive beauty of the tribesmen was 

also closely related to the current debate on the culture of decadence that was sweeping through France. 

Gustave Le Bon was one of a number of writers who believed that Natural Selection was in fact at the 

heart of France’s moral decline, while Paul Bourget felt that modern man, having distanced himself too 

much from the natural and the primitive, was falling prey to a pathological decadence:

L’homme moderne tel que nous le voyons deambuler sur les boulevards, presente des membres 
moins robustes, des traits faciaux trop expressifs et tous les signes d’un sang appauvri, d’une 
energie musculaire diminuee et d’une nervosite pathologique.®'

Bacou contrasts the use of flowers in Courbet and Manet with the ‘langage plus secret [qui] ne se laisse pas si 
facilement definir’ in Redon’s symbolist lithographs and paintings (Roeseline Bacou, Odilon Redon, I, op. cil., p. 162). 
7MS/W, p.28.
®°/b/d, p.84

Paul Bourget, Nouveaux Essais de psychologie contemporaine, Paris: Plon, 1917, p. 142
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Redon’s comments would seem to echo those of Bourget, as he contrasts the naked beauty of the 

tribesmen with the figure of the Parisian who has organized the exhibition:

Est-il laid ce vieux bourgeois; sont-ils beaux ces sublimes enfants de la vie polaire! Leur nudite sort 
de la terre comme une fleur de I’lnde, epanouie, luxuriante, harmonieuse et immobile, dans la 
splendeur de la vie radieuse et muette. II faudrait voir ces chairs rigides encadrees de lianes, a 
I’ombre de la foret vierge ou s’etalant sur le sable d’or des greves desertes et immaculees.

Quel poeme qu’un organisme aussi parfait, sortant des boues primitives pour begayer a cote 
de nous les premieres strophes d’un hymne universel!®^

Redon’s repulsion towards the ‘vieux bourgeois’ and the modern world he inhabits is intensified by the 

comparative poetic beauty of the tribesmen.They represent the antithesis of Industriism and capitalism 

and manifest themselves as emblems of a pre-modern idyllic world.

Redon’s Homme Primitif (The Art Institute of Chicago) (Figure 44) executed in charcoal in 1872, 

reflects this interest in the primitive other. Through a masterly use of chiaroscuro, reminiscent of that which 

he admired in R em brandt,R edon portrays a Stone-Age man whose rugged physique echoes his 

surroundings. The play of light may be seen to evoke the advent of consciousness, while the subject’s 

pose is reminiscent of contemporary received images of the insane, as depicted in Esquirol’s Atlas des 

maladies mentales (1838).®^ The man’s physiognomy reflects the Simian type, as depicted by Darwin and 

others. Primitive man is a recurrent motif in Redon’s graphic work from the 1870s, in particular in the early 

albums. His many depictions of Neanderthal man would inspire Huysmans to describe them in A rebours. 

For Huysmans, Redon’s Primitive man came to represent ‘le cauchemar de la science’,®̂ through his 

‘epais maxillaires, les arcades de sourcils en avant, le front fuyant, le sommet aplati du crane.’®® The 

monstrosity Huysmans saw in Redon’s depictions of Neanderthal men however, conflicted with Redon’s 

own vision. For Redor, as for Baudelaire, beauty was revealed through ugliness and the grotesque 

images he paints of Primitive man do not seek to shock or terrorize, but depict instead the sublime that 

lurks within the bestial.

In the late nineteenth century, it was the Negro who manifested the physical attributes of Primitive 

man and whose legendary sexual appetite aligned him with the prostitute. This association, as Sander L  

Gilman points out, lent potency to the primitive as a state of chaos, which stood in opposition to the order 

of the modern world:

®MSM, p.85.
Redon observes of Rembrandt: ‘I! est le grand facteur humain de I’infini de nos extases. 1! a donne la vie morale a 

I’ombre’ l/\SM, p.35.)
See Jean Etienne Dominique Esquirol, Atlas des maladies mentales considerees sous les rapports medical, 

hygienique et medicolegal, Paris; Bailliere, 1838.
A rebours, op. cit, p.28.

86/d. ibid
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Figure 44

Figure 45



It is commonplace that the primitive was associated with unbridled sexuality.[...] It is 
exactly this type of uncontrolled sexuality, however, which is postulated by historians such as J.J. 
Bachofen as the sign of the “swamp” , the earliest stage of human history. Blacks, if both G.W.K. 
Hegel and Arthur Schopenhauer are to be believed, remained at this most primitive stage, and their 
presence in the contemporary world served as an indicator of how far mankind had come in 
establishing control over his world and himself.®^

The primitive, as Gilman observes, provided an model against which ideals of progress could be 

measured in the nineteenth century. It served to reassure man of his superiority and his control over the 

natural world and its instincts.

In Le Recit de Marthe la folle, one of Redon’s unpublished writings, dating from the late 1870s, 

the questions of the primitive other and the loss of self-control are combined in fictional form. Written in the 

first person, this short story describes the voyage undertaken by Marthe, a twenty-year-old Creole from a 

convent school in France, to her family home at the trading post of the Compagnie des Indes, in 

Pondicheri, India. The tale holds several autobiographical elements. Firstly, Redon’s mother, Odile,®« 

though French, was a native of New Orleans and was a Creole, as was, later, Redon’s wife, Camille. 

Secondly, Redon’s father had business interests, not in India, but in America, where he used his expertise 

in forestry in Louisiana. There, as Redon relates: ‘il fut colon, il eut des negres.’®® It was on the return 

journey from New Orleans to Bordeaux, immediately prior to Redon’s birth, that the family experienced a 

severe storm at sea. Thirdly, Camille Falte, Redon’s future wife, experienced an actual shipwreck at the 

Cape of Good Hope, when she travelled from La Reunion to Paris as a nineteen-year old.®® Marthe 

dreams of the idyllic life that awaits her, the ‘nature vierge et vivace’®' and the gentle negroes who are ‘de 

cette humilite douce qui attire et vibre profondement des sentiments vrais’.®̂ Yet soon nature reveals 

another face as, when rounding the Cape of Good Hope, the ship she is travelling on falls prey to ‘une mer 

inconsciente et houleuse.’®̂ The passengers are rushed into life-boats which too fall victim to the ‘noire et 

sinistre tempete’®̂ and capsize. It is at this point, Marthe informs the reader, that she lost consciousness. 

When she revives, she finds herself questioning the reality of her predicament:

Quand je revins a moi, a ma conscience, n’etait-ce qu’un reve? etait-ce du delire ? J’etais sur un lit 
de mousses et de feuilles, de grandes fougeres; et sous les arceaux d’une cabane rustique, sorte

Sander L. Gilman, ‘Black Bodies, White Bodies: Toward an Iconology of Female Sexuality in Late Nineteenth- 
Century Art, Medicine, and Literature’, in Henry Louis Gates (ed.), 'Race’, Writing and Difference, Chicago: University 
of Chicago Press, 1986, p.248.

Redon was actually christened Bertrand-Jean, but was always known as ‘Odilon’, a first name clearly resonant with 
that by which his mOther,Marie, nee Guerin, was also known.
89/ASM, p. 10.

See Ar'i Redon, in the preface to Roseline Bacou, Lettres de Gauguin etc., op. cit., p.t 1.
Odilon Redon, Le Recit de Marthe la folle, M, folio 2.
Id  ib id  

®3 Ibid., folio 3.
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de cave, entierement sommaire ou les rameaux d’un arbre epais et touffu constituaient a peu pres 
la principale essence de la bizarre architecture.®^

Hearing a rustling of leaves, she believes momentarily that it is her father, but instead finds herself in the 

presence of an enormous ape:

Je tressaillais en apercevant pres de moi, a mes pieds, un enorme singe dont les yeux humides et 
inquiets me fixaient avec une persistence et une douceur toute humaine. II etait grand, de forte 
stature, accroupi et me semblait dans I’attitude d’une attention passive.^®

While Marthe remains terrified of her captor, she recognizes in him a certain humanity and intelligence in

his attempts to provide for her needs, bringing her exotic fruits and guarding her from the other creatures

of the forest. Gradually, she recovers and with her ‘etrange compagnon’,®̂ decides to explore the island 

upon which she finds herself. Stumbling across remnants from the shipwreck, Marthe discovers a small 

wooden box, containing objects she had bought as gifts for her family. Among these, is a mirror which 

causes her to meditate o r  her predicament:

Dieu, en me laissant en ces lieux d’exil la conscience, y eut aussi voulu me donner I’image de
ma propre face que nul autre au monde ne devait plus revoir.^®

Marthe’s musings are interrupted by the actions of her companion, now referred to as ‘le monstre’,®® who, 

taking each object with ‘une vivacite suprenante, les retournait en tous sens, cherchant a mordre ce qui lui 

paraissait le plus inattendu ou le plus brillant.’™ The narrative, considered unfinished, closes with the 

image of the ape gazing in the mirror, ‘en cherchant vainement a comprendre cette autre apparition de lui- 

meme’.'‘>' The emblem of the mirror is significant, as it marks the beginning of an enquiry into the self and 

its representation in Redon’s art. It acts, in many respects, as a token of the larger narrative that is at work 

and brings into focus the notions of social identity, of visibility (what is seen or unseen) and of the complex 

range of forces that specular contemplation involves.

The extraordinary dimension of the tale is significant, given the major role of the fantastic in mid

nineteenth century France. As with Baudelaire, Poe and Hoffmann, in particular, shaped Redon’s literary 

imagination. All of Redon’s short stories contain extraordinary elements, some more manifest than others. 

His choice of the short-story format and the unrealistic dimension of the tales clearly link his fiction to the

Ibid, folio 5.
’6 Id. ibid.
97 Ibid, folio 9.

Ibid, folio 11.
Id  ibid.
Odilon Redon, Le Recit de Marthe la folle, M, fo lio l 1. 

O' Id  ib id
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tradition of the fantastic and it may be suggested that this style acts as a counterpart to that of that of his 

graphic work. Speaking of the Fantastic in Redon’s graphic work, Wildenstein observes:

Tout est deraisonnable et deforme, les etres et les choses, les lieux et les milieux. Car c’est
I’envers de la vie, le contraire de la norme, I’oppose de I’habituel que Redon a fait naitre de ses
fusains qui accomplissent un surprenant syncretisme de la chair et de la matiere.^'’^

Yet, as discussed earlier,'® it is not simply the presence of unreal elements that defines the Fantastic. 

Instead it is in the sense of ambiguity created which causes a hestitation on the part of the reader or the 

spectator. Much of Redon’s graphic work, along with many of his stories, are characterized by such 

hesitation. In l e  Recit de Marthe la folle’, this hesitation is brought about through the ambiguity in relation 

to Marthe’s mental state. The reader remains ignorant of the cause of her alleged insanity or indeed 

whether she is actually insane. Hence the reality of the entire account is questioned.

The befriending of Marthe by the monstrous ape may also be seen to reflect the taboo subject of 

the coupling of the white female with the black man, which held a certain fascination for nineteenth-century 

artists and writers. Yet what is more interesting is Marthe’s ‘madness’, the lack of self-control that, in the 

nineteenth-century imagination, was characteristic not only of the primitive, but also of the female. 

Moreover, like Jane Eyre’s Bertha, Marthe may be afflicted with the Creole temperament and thereby, in 

her ‘madness’, comes to occupy, in all its guises, the place of the other. Redon’s consistent allusion to the 

gap between her alternate conscious and unconscious states and her changing relationship with the ape 

and the natural world, may also suggest that her madness derives from the interaction of incompatible 

forces. It is of interest that the short story was written in the wake of Eduard von Hartmann’s popular text 

Philosophie de I ’inconscient, translated from the German in 1877. The three layers of the unconscious 

delineated by Hartmann (the Natural, the Animal and the Human), may be reflected in Redon’s depiction 

of the sea and forest, of the ape and of Marthe herself.'“  ̂The essence of Marthe’s madness is not only in 

her biological make-up. Neither does it stem solely from the exterior brute forces of the Natural world that 

surround her; instead, it resides in the reflection which they offer of her deepest, darkest self. The primitive 

other manifests as that of the unconscious, the site of the violent passions and base forces that lurk 

beneath a civilized exterior. Marthe comes to represent a composite image of the otherness that defines 

the self, be it the natural world, the female or the primitive; those entities which, absent from the domain of 

the ego, find refuge in the realm of the unconscious.

’ 02 Alec W ildenstein, Odilon Redon, II, op cit, p. 147.
See pp. 18-19.
For a fuller discussion of the tale in relation to H artm ann’s text see Douglas Druick, Odilon Redon, op. cit., p. 104.
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The charcoal drawing, Le Condamne^°^ (1881, New York; The Museum of Modern Art) (Figure 

45) depicts a creature more animal than man-like, trapped within the confines of his cell. His dejected 

gaze and pointing finger engage the viewer, while the strong outline of the bars emphasizes the gap that 

separates his world from ours.™ The theme of imprisonment haunted the nineteenth century, from 

Baudelaire’s ‘Sur Le Tasse en prison d’Eugene Delacroix’(1844) to Mallarme’s le s  Fenetres’ (1863). 

During the 1870s and early 1880s, images of Thomme enchame par des fatalites dont il ignore le sens’' “  ̂

are frequently observed in Redon. As it happens, Le Condamne dates to the same year as Gambetta’s 

decision to create a Chaire de Clinique de Maladies nerveuses at the Hopital de la Salpetriere, which was 

to be filled by the neuro-scientist, Jean-Marie Charcot. Specializing in hysteria and hypnotism, Charcot 

redefined the concept of neurosis and his meeting with Freud In the mid-1880s marked the advent of 

psychoanalysis in France.'®® Charcot was particularly interested in the visual and was fascinated by 

caricature. La Danse des Fous by Durer decorated the front wall of his home, while his own photographs 

and drawings of his mentally-ill patients were widely known. This preoccupation with the visual was, 

however, also closely related to his work, in his typology of human perception. Although Freud would later 

diverge from the dominance of the visual, in favour of the auditory, his work on the unconscious would 

remain indebted to Charcot’s research. Freud’s discovery of the unconscious centred on the existence of a 

thought process separate from consciousness, which produces somatic effects on the individual. Although 

theories of the unconscious had existed from the late eighteenth century, it was the work of Freud that 

brought together the direct relationship between neurosis and the unconscious.

Redon’s interest in the phenomenon of the unconscious is not unusual, as indeed writers ranging 

from Nodier and Nerval to Maupassant and painters from Gericault to Courbet had all explored the theme. 

It is of interest, however, that it was the early figure of Grandville who displayed an interest in the workings 

of the unconscious mind and, in particular, an awareness of the meaning of dreams:

A mon avis, on ne reve d’aucun objet dont Ton n’ait la vue ou la pensee lorsqu’on etait 
eveille, et c’est I’amalgame de ces objets divers entrevus ou penses, a des distances de temps 
souvent considerables, qui forme ces ensembles si etranges, si heteroclites des songes, au gre 
d’ailleurs de I’activite plus ou moins grande de la circulation du sang.''®

Also known as Le Prisonnier. See Alec Wildenstein, Odilon Redon, II, op. c it, p. 271.
The image also corresponds to that of the cell-bound animal as steropical of the insane in Esquirol’s atlas (see p. 

120, note 8^ supra).
Roseline Bacou, Odilon Redon, op. c it, p.271.

' “8 Having first worked under the supervision of Nothnagel, in Vienna ai .d then as an intern in the psychiatric services 
of Meynert, the 29 year-old Freud arrived to study with Charcot in 1885. For a discussion of the relationship between 
Freud and Charcot, see Elizabeth Roudinesco, Histoire de la psychologie en France, Paris: Seuil, 1982, pp. 84-92.

Grandville, cited in Jean Clair (director), L ’Ame et le corps. Arts e i Sciences1793-1993, Galeries nationales du 
Grand Palais, Paris: Gallimard, 1993, p.288.
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Grandville’s importance to Redon’s aesthetic may not only be a formal one; it is also possible that his work 

was a catalyst in the later artist’s search for a mode that would reflect the agency of the mind. Redon’s 

understanding of the unconscious remained intimately related to his notion of self. As Le Condamne 

(1881) and the figure of Marthe show, Redon’s early art would appear to conceptualize the phenomenon 

of the unconscious as the existence of a primitive, untamed other lurking within the self. While the writings 

of Freud, Hartmann and others would have a bearing upon the artist’s observations of the self, his acute 

interest in evolutionism would remain central to his theories.

In modern psychoanalytical theory, it is in Lacan that the notion of the unconscious as other is 

most clearly delineated and the bars that separate the prisoner from us may be seen to divide the self and 

to offer an ideal representation of the sujet bane. Lacan’s complex schema of the subject is the site of a 

series of divisions, between ego and unconscious, self and other, subject and object. The modern self, as 

Redon saw it, was also irrevocably divided between the primitive and the civilized, dream and reality, and 

ultimately between unconscious and conscious life. It is the mirror stage in Lacanian thought that sets up 

these internal divisions, as the specular self becomes the locus of false images, setting it apart from the 

inner being. Marthe’s dismay at never being seen again refers to the exterior self that represents the self 

in the world. As Lacan has discovered, however, this exterior model is, in any case, unreliable and the 

specular image, while it is the site of identification, also signals the alienation of the subject. The split at 

the specular level beween the subject and its reflection sets up a series of divisions which all ultimately 

refer back to those of self and other. The image of the mirror acts as an illustration of the complexities that 

underscore the self. The allusion, in Le Recit de Marthe la folle, to the ape who fails to understand his 

reflected image, and the charcoal drawing, Bottom cherchantson reflet (1888, Private collection), (Figure 

46) offer an acute instance of the artist’s awareness of the various guises of the other and of the difficulty 

involved in its representation. Representing the otherness of self would remain at the core of Redon’s 

ceuvre. As his work evolved, Redon’s own personal experiences became interwoven with his conception 

of the modern self. Indeed, the story of Marthe, with its autobiographic parallels, may mark a first step in 

this direction. It is In both the self-portraits and the autobiographical and semi-autobiographical work 

executed throughout the 1880s, that Redon’s techniques of self-representation are most visible.
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Figure 46



Challenging the Confines of Self-Portraiture and Autobiography 

(a) Self-Projection and the Oblique; Beyond the Self-Portrait

Although Redon executed a large body of portraits, mainly in pastel, his self-portraits are 

relatively few in number, totalling twelve drawings and paintings."® Among the earliest is the Autoportrait 

executed in oil on wood in 1867 (Paris; Musee d’Orsay) (Figure 47). Conventional in style, this self-portrait 

offers a three-quarter’s profile that lacks emotion and whose handling seems academic. Of interest, 

however, is the thick horizontal band of paint that acts as a framing device, a technique which Redon 

would exploit, in particular, in his mature lithographs.'" The 1875-77 self-portrait in oil (Paris: Private 

collection) (Figure 48), offers a similar if somewhat more severe view of the young artist. A better-known 

portrait of the artist is the Autoportrait from 1910 (Paris: Musee d’Orsay) (Figure 49). Here the artist 

emerges from the shadows and the image borders on the mysterious. Wildenstein links the self-portrait to 

the loss of Peyreiebade and sees in it an image of the painter as ‘serieux, grave, presque tr is te .’" ^  it is, 

however, the 1888 drawn Autoportrait (The Hague: Private collection) (Figure 50) that offers the greatest 

insight into the artist’s process of self-representation. Where the oil paintings follow normal spatial 

conventions, here the figure is cropped and occupies only half of the pictorial space. The absent space 

that transpires in the drawing, combined with the piercing gaze of the subject’s eyes, suggests a quest for 

an alternative mode of self-portrayal that can reflect the unseen side of the self. It is significant that this 

self-portrait is contemporaneous with Redon’s exploration of otherness in his graphic work. Indeed the 

vision of the artist, expressed in the oil self-portraits, offers only a one-dimensional, objectively perceived 

image"3 and fails to take into account other unseen aspects of the self. These unseen yet known aspects 

of selfhood are alluded to in the 1888 drawing, yet it was through a form of oblique self-portraiture that 

Redon would ultimately achieve self-expression.

It is his graphic work, Redon notes, that best expresses his ‘genese endolorie.’ This sense of 

pain, referred to by the artist, finds expression in the image of anguish that is L ’Homme cactus (1880, New 

York: Private collection) (Figure 51). Vialla’s description of the drawing emphasizes the horror of its 

fragmented humanity:

"o  For a  discussion of the self-portraits, see A lec W ildenstein, Odilon Redon, I, op. cit, pp. 3-9 .
S ee, in particular, Visage de Mystere (1885) and Le Secret (1882).

" 2  A lec W ildenstein, Odilon Redon, I, op. cit., cat. 9 , p.3.
"3  In his diaries, Redon notes how the traditional portrait, exemplified by Roybet, only offers ‘un relief illusoire’ (/\SM, 
p.103)
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L ’Homme cactus nous montre un homme dont on ne voit que la tete, ie cou et le tronc; le reste du 
corps est plante dans une de ces jardinieres cubiques qui servent d’ordinaire a transporter les 
Grangers. Ce fragment humain est herissse de longues epines de cactus; le visage, a la fois 
douloureux et bestial, provoque une sorte d’horreur.” ^

This human fragment has become a type of monster, standing in antithesis to representative self

portraiture. Referring to the notion of the monster in Redon’s oeuvre, Bacou relates:

Ces monstres ne sont pas de simples caprices de I’imagination. Ils ont un volume, un poids, une 
densite plastique. Redon veut non seulement nous introduire dans un monde peuple de ses 
creatures, il veut que nous y croyions. II est devenu le createur d’une realite seconde."®

This alternative reality is that which lurks behind the looking-glass, but one which is no less real. Set 

against an undefined background, the absurd and disturbing composite image of primitive man and prickly 

pot plant expresses a sense of anguish, hitherto only glimpsed in the artist’s ceuvre. In many respects, the 

work marks both the climax of Redon’s grotesque caricature and his exploration of otherness as a 

psychological reality. Unlike the earlier images, however, there exists an element of suffering that appears 

highly personal.

The cause of this anguish remains complex. By the 1880s, Redon was happily married to Camille 

Falte”  ̂and he had finally gained critical and public admiration for his work. The artist’s difficult childhood, 

due to his separation from his mother at a very early age, is often seen as the principal source of his 

insecurity. Suffering from epilepsy, a disease that carried great social stigma at the time, Redon was sent 

away as a baby to live with an elderly uncle in the Medoc, at the estate of Peyrelebade. He remained 

there for eleven years and returned throughout his adult life, seeing in it a place of fruitful inspiration for 

Les Noirs. In the preface to posthumous publication of his father’s letters, Ari’ Redon speaks of the solitude 

experienced by his father as a young child: C’est dans ce lieu desert que grandira le jeune enfant, loin de 

sa famille, loin de toute affection.” °The absence of a mother figure would mark Redon’s childhood and 

indeed his entire career. Although, as Ari' writes, no letters from her to her son are to be found, he cites his 

father’s words on motherly love:

Si j’osais un aveu, je dirais que je n’ai aime ma mere pleinement que dans ses annees ultimes, 
mais aime passionnement [...]. Line mere agee, une grand-mere, il faut les avoir vues, dans un

” M S M ,p .i2 l.
''5 Jean Vialla, Odilon Redon, op. cit, p. 64.

Roseline Bacou, Odilon Redon, I, op. cit., p. 63.
In a letter to Andre Mellerio, dated 2 October 1898, Redon writes: ‘J’ai trouve dans Madame Redon, comme un fil 

sacre, la parque de vie, qui m’a fait passer sans mourir les heures les plus tragiques [...] Je crois que le “oui” j ’ai 
prononce le jour de notre mariage, fut I’expression de la certitude la plus entiere et sans melange que j’ai ressentie’ 
(cited in Andre Mellerio, Odilon Redon: Peintre, dessinateur et graveur, op. cit., p.52.)

Ari Redon, cited in In Roseline Bacou, Odilon Redon, I, op. cit, p.B.
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grand age, pour les connaftre tout a fait et les aimer pleinement. Je ne connais rien de plus 
attendrissant que la vue, et la venue lente, de ces etres que nous avons eus dans notre enfance, et 
dont nous avons subi I’autorite, et que nous voyons, a leur tour, reduits par le temps et 
I’affaiblissement.” ^

Similarly, recollections of tfie austerity of Redon’s own father are tempered with the passage of time by his 

memories of latent paternal sensibility;

Du recit qu’il nous faisait ainsi en famille de ses entreprises et de ses actes d’alors (il fut 
colon, il eut des negres), il m’apparaissait comme un etre imperieux, independant de caractere et 
meme dur, devant qui j’ai toujours tremble. Bien qu’aujourd’hui, a lointaine et confuse distance, et 
avec tout ce qui reste de lui dans mes yeux, je vois bien au fond des siens, qui facilement 
s’humectaient aussi de larmes, une sensibilite misericordieuse et douce que ne reprimaient guere 
les dehors de sa fermete.'^o

The image Redon reveals of his own parents is one which lacks real affection and, combined with the 

abandonment which he experienced, posits a terrain for deep emotional hurt and damage. Indeed, the 

artist’s persistent depression and his feelings of being alone and unloved would, as Druick points out, 

‘haunt Redon for many years, indelibly colouring his outlook on life.’'^'

The charcoal drawing, L’Armure flSSS, New York: f\/letropolitan Museum of Art) (Figure 52), like 

L’Homme cactus (1880), portrays a figure pierced with needles or thorns and may act as a means of 

expressing repressed anger. This anger, in Redon’s oeuvre, is never directed towards the mother who 

abandoned him, but is always directed at himself. It signals therefore, not only a sense of self-guilt in 

relation to his childhood, but is also perhaps directed towards his unhappiness with his career and adult 

life. For Eisenman, these figures of punishment in Redon’s oeuvre signal ‘a sublimation of class guilt by 

inflicting pain on alter-egos.’^^ As Vialla points out, however, the image is at once reminiscent of and 

contrasts with the sentiment of L ’Homme cactus:

[...] un sujet assez voisin, un fusain intitule L’Armure, est traite de fagon bien differente: il 
s’agit d’un personnage, peut-etre androgyne, dont presque toute la tete et la totalite du corps sont 
recouverts d’enormes piquants; en quelque sorte un ‘etre-oursin’, dont les epines servent d’armure; 
mais le regard n’exprime aucune souffrance; il est bienveillant, et curieusement rassurant.'^a

The image differs from that of L ’Homme cactus in that the figure is masked and remains unmoved, as if 

oblivious to his pain. What is emphasized is the notion of concealment and, in this respect, the coat of 

armour transpires as a protective force which separates the interior and exterior self. This sense of an 

outer shell, separating the self from a hostile society, prefigures the motif of the mask in Redon.

"9 tod, p. 10.
'2MSM, p. 10.
’2* Douglas Druick, Odilon Redon, op. cit., p.22.
’22 Stephen Eisenman, Ttie Temptation of Saint Redon, op. cit, p. 194. 
'23 Jean Vialla, Odilon Redon, op. cit, p. 66.
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Figure 53



The sense of suffering evoked in these images finds a parallel in the remarkable charcoal and 

black chalk drawing, Christ (1887, Brussels: Musee d’art moderne) (Figure 53). The image dates from the 

same year that Redon lost his first son, Jean. In A Soi-meme, Redon writes of the extraordinary pain the 

death caused him:

Le temps n’affaiblit pas I’emoi cause par une telle mort. II peut donner prise a des activites 
qui remplissent les heures et passionnent a nouveau; mais au silence, au premier loisir indolent, le 
rappel est sensible et le mal ouvre sa plaie. La mort d’un enfant laisse le coeur en litige, son 
souvenir est toujours I’avant-gout d’un sentiment infiniment doux auquel on a goute, et laisse a 
I’ame inassouvie un melancolique malaise.'^^

Depicting, as Mellerio states ‘une tete imberbe, vue de face, aux yeux dilates par la souffrance, au front 

couronne d’epinesV^ Christ succeeds in expressing the sense of suffering of which Redon writes. The 

personal dimension of the image is more explicit than in the earlier ones, as the high forehead and sunken 

cheeks echo those features characteristic of Redon’s self-portraits. While the conventional self-portrait 

could only present an objective image of the self, in Christ, as in L’Homme cactus, it is through the 

evocative force of the represented other that Redon succeeds in expressing his own personal anguish. 

The original aspects of the drawing, exhibited at the Salon des XX  in 1886, were recognized by the 

Belgian writer Georges Rodenbach:

Combien plus neuf et plus emouvant le Christ d’Odilon Redon! Une tete glabre avec les yeux 
revulses par I’angoisse, ceinte d’epines envolees en rond comme un nimbe herisse, tandis que 
I’une d’elles enfonce son clou dans le milieu du front. Voila un art absolument rajeuni ou plutot
recree.'26

Redon’s reinvention of traditional imagery, fusing it with the grotesque and the fantastic reflects 

his awareness of the need for a new means of artistic expression for the modern world. However, the 

reinvention of the figure of Christ also marks a new vision of the artist. The notion of a universal self 

becomes overshadowed by the personal, as Redon’s meditations on his solitude, suffering and difference 

ultimately lead him to identify with the figure of Christ. In A Soi-meme, the figure of the artist is 

characterized as ‘un etre in c o m p r is ’ ,'^^ solitary and tragic:

pp.91-92.
'25 Andre Mellerio, Odilon Redon: Catalogue raisonne, I, op. c it, cat. 65 , p. 100.
'26 G eorges Rodenbach, Le Salon de peinture’ Revue generate, Brussels: O ctober 1887, pp. 6 07 -608 . R edon’s 
contact with the Belgian art world would mark an important stage in his career. From the outset, the artistic and 
Intellectual elite of Belgium adopted Redon as a  master. Through the figures of Rodenbach, Edmond Picard and 
Em ile V erhaeren , he found, as Bacou notes, ‘une estlm e cordiale et une veneration sincere que I’indlfference 
multitudlnaire de Paris ne lui avait jam ais tem oignees.’ Roseline Bacou, Odilon Redon, I, op. c it, pp. 101-02.
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L’artiste vient au monde pour un accomplissement qui est mysterieux. II est un accident. Rien 
ne I’attend dans le monde social. II naft tout nu sur la paille sans qu’une mere a prepare ses 
langes. Des qu’il donne, jeune ou vieux, la fleur rare de I’originalite -  qui est et doit etre une fleur 
unique -  le parfum de cette fleur inconnue troublera les tetes et tout le monde s’en ecartera. De la, 
pour I’artiste, un isolement fatal, tragique meme; de la, I’irremediable et triste inquietude qui 
enveloppe sa jeunesse et meme son enfance et qui le rend farouche quelquefois jusqu’au jour ou il 
trouvera par affinite des etres qui le comprendront.

II vaudrait mieux ne point parler de ces douloureuses origines: les connaftre ne changerait 
rien. Quelque chose du destin ou de la necessite, assigne a chacun sa route, au cours de laquelle 
des difficultes plus ou moins grandes se rencontrent pour nous, comme pour tout le monde.'^s

Redon’s description of the artist bears a close resemblance to the figure of Christ and yet also 

alludes to his personal experiences and ideas on life and art. Indeed, throughout A Soi-Meme, Redon 

makes reference to the life of Christ, which acts as a suggestive model for that of the artist.'^^ As Dario 

Gamboni observes, the passage last cited is of particular interest to the study of self-representation in 

Redon, as it shows ‘avec une clarte particuliere la maniere dont Redon construit une image de I’artiste en 

forme d ’au toportra it.’'3o Where Gamboni emphasises the autobiographical dimension of Redon’s images 

of the artist, he fails to underline the oblique manner in which Redon views himself. The oblique is central 

to Redon’s self-expression, as the gaze it involves stands in opposition to the direct gaze of mimetic and 

representational art.

The figure of Christ remains a consistent source of reference in the artist’s ceuvre, as shown by 

the later pastels, in particu la r.'^ ' The oblique image it presents of a portrait of the tortured artist finds a 

parallel in the many visual references to the melancholic artist, characteristic of the work from this period. 

Many critics have noted the numerous allusions to Durer’s Melancholia /.'32 Diirer’s etching held a 

particular significance, for nineteenth-century French painters and writers, as a portrait of the artist, who 

oscillates between genius and madness and is destined to social alienation. The bells that decorate the 

hat of the figure in the charcoal drawing, La Folie (1883, Paris: Musee du Louvre) (Figure 54) and the 

triangle in the charcoal drawing, Le Gnome e tie  soleil noir (1875, location unknown) (Figure 55) may both 

be seen as having been inspired by Durer’s etching and both images may thus offer a symbolic vision of 

the Melancholic A rtist.'^ While the former theme points to the image of the artist as madman and may act 

as an ironic self-portrait, the latter is more complex. The print depicts a strange creature with grotesque 

features, standing on a cloud and donning a pointed hat, lost in his thoughts before a black sun that is

'2MS/W, p. 101.
'28 to/d, p. 121.
'29 See, for example,/ASM, pp.41 and 47.
'3° Dario Gamboni, La Plume et le pinceau, op. cit., p. 29.
'3' See, for example, Le Cceur sacre (1895, Paris: Musee du Louvre.) As Bacou notes, however, religous themes in 
the pastels lack the notion of suffering. See Roseline Bacou Odilon Redon, I, op. cit., p. 156.
'32 See, for example, Sven Sandstrom, Le Monde imaginare d ’Odilon Redon, op. cit., pp. 10 and 22 and Stephen 
Eisenman, The Temptation of Saint Redon, op. cit., p. 109.
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Figure 54

Figure 55



almost obscured by a large white triangle. It is of interest that when Redon exhibited this image in 1881, 

he entitled it Le Philosophe. The symbol of the black sun was a common nineteenth-century motif, most 

memorably evoked in Nerval’s ‘El Desdichado’ (1853), and represented the melancholic temperament of 

the artist. Later, in Redon’s lithograph Line Noyee (1884), the black sun illuminates the water, upon which 

floats the decapitated head of Orpheus, an image of the artist with whom the Symbolist generation would 

also closely identity itself.'^ The gnome may be seen to belong to Redon’s series of fantastic creatures 

and may also have roots in the folklore of the Gironde, while the triangle is a masonic symbol and also 

evokes the divine Trinity. Like the image of Christ, discussed earlier, therefore, this unusual drawing would 

appear to offer an image of the artist that is both universal and personal.

In A Soi-meme, Redon outlines the melancholic nature of his temperament, describing his 

childhood as ‘maladive’' ^  and himself as ‘un etre flottant, contemplatif, tout enveloppe de ses reves.’’^  In 

A Soi-meme, he also makes a reference to Diirer, stating that his own work was ‘grandement pressenti’'^  ̂

by Melancholia I. Indeed, the 1882 lithograph from the album, A Edgar Poe, entitled A I’horizon I’ange des 

Certitudes, et dans le del sombre un regard interrogateur, (Figure 56), has been seen by the artist himself 

as being directly inspired by D u r e r . ’ ^ s  Among those images which allude to the Diirer, is an early oil 

painting entitled L’Ange en chaines (1875, New York: Private collection). The posture of the female figure 

acts as a direct allusion to Melancholia /, while the motif of the weighty wings, also present in both images, 

calls to mind the figure of the poet in Baudelaire’s ‘Albatros’;

Le Poete est semblable au prince des nuees,
Qui hante la tempete et se rit de I’archer;
Exile sur le sol au milieu des huees,
Ses ailes de geant I’empechent de marcher.'^s

The poet’s sense of captivity, despite or even because of his ‘aristocracy’, strikes a chord with Redon’s 

visiDn of himself.'"”  The motif of overburdened wings is frequently observed in the artist’s work, and is 

associated with the notion of captivity.''" Where Le Condamne (1881) suggested a sense of psychological

133 See Stephen Eisenman, The Temptation of Saint Redon, op. cit. p.109 and Sven Sandstrom, Le Monde 
ima]inaire d’Odilon Redon, op. cit, p. 38, respectively.
''3'' >ee, for example, Moreau’s celebrated Jeune Fille thrace portant la tete d’Orphee (1865-66, Paris: Musee du 
Lou/re.)
135/SM, p. 14.
136/j/d, p. 19.
137/;;d, p.26.
133 ^edon writes: ‘Et je me souviens, en souriant, que j’ai fait autrefois, ainsi que Diirer, un ange des certitudes: il 
souit, vieillot, dans un rai de lumiere que domine un del noir, ou j’ai mis un regard interrogateur. J’etais moins 
comcient que Diirer’(/\SM, p.109).
133 Charles Baudelaire, ‘L’Albatros’, OC I, p. 10.
I'*'* fiedon remained throughout his career at odds with his bourgeois upbringing, which for him stood in opposition to 
the /ision of the artist as epitomized by Bresdin. Eisenman notes how Redon’s ‘guilt and feelings of disdain for, or 
supihority to bourgeois and aristocrat’ were fuelled by his unhappy childhood and his embracing of the avant-garde. 
Set Stephen Eisenman, The Temptation of Saint Redon, op. cit., p. 71.
I"" 5ee, for example, the charcoal drawing, L’Ange dechu, (1871, Otterlo: Rijksmuseum Kroller-Miiller).
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Figure 57



entrapment, the sense of imprisonment is also intimately linked to Redon’s perception of the artist. While 

images such as Christ (1887) and L’Homme cactus (1880) act as a means of expressing personal 

anguish, others such as Le Gnome e tie  soleil noir (1875) and La Folie (1883), may be seen as symbolic 

portraits of the artist. In both cases, it is through a reworked image of the other that Redon succeeds in 

presenting an aspect of self. These images stand in opposition to the form of representation characterized 

by the self-portraits and are oblique in nature. In each case, Redon’s indirect gaze succeeds in bringing 

hidden aspects of the self to the fore. This self is at once personal, universal and artistic. In the artist’s 

writings, the awareness of projecting a particular aspect of self leads him to the domain of autobiography 

and, more specifically, to the art of self-fashioning.
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(b) From Self-Irony to Self-Invention: ‘Le Fakir’ and A soi-meme

In the Franco-Prussian war, Redon opted to enrol as a soldier, rather than as a non

commissioned officer, to which rank he would have been entitled by birth. He fought in the Loire valley, 

near Tours. As Redon explained to Edmond Picard, the war was a turning point in his artistic career;

La vie du soldat fut pour moi d’un grand repos, elle a mis fin a une recherche inquiete. J’ai eu, en 
ce moment, conscience de mes dons naturels. Les moindres croquis ou griffonnements que j’avais 
laisses dans mes cartons prirent un sens a mes yeux -  et c’est ma date veritable du vouloir.^''^

Written in the wake of his experiences during the Franco-Prussian war, ‘Le Fakir’ presents a persona that 

is a thinly disguised portrait of the artist and, in many respects, provides a literary parallel to the oblique 

self-portraits in his graphic work. Neglected by Gamboni, Bacou and others in their discussion of Redon’s 

autobiographical writings, Le Fakir presents a vision of the artist which provides new insights into Redon’s 

techniques of self-representation. Described as ‘un malheureux, un homme triste et pauvre, dont le 

malaise etait meconnu; actes et choses, paroles el discours, travaux, dehors et caractere,’' ^  he 

exemplifes the figure of the artist as later outlined in A Soi-meme. He is also a solitary figure who is 

misunderstood by those around him:

Quoiqu’il allat souvent dans ce qu’on appelle le monde, surtout apres les longues retraites 
qu’il passait au fond des bois, au bord des mers, ii etait solitaire; il passait soucieux et tranquille au 
milieu de la foule qu’il aimait cependant beaucoup, et y passait comme un etre suspect ou bizarre, 
dont on ne sait hen, ni le passe, ni I’avenir, ni le present meme, si ce n’est I’abandon, le silence et 
surtout le mutisme constant et obstine.^'”

In many respects, the persona of the Fakir would act as a mirror of both the man and the artist. In the 

Jepiction of the Fakir, Redon could create a seamless identity for himself that embraced past and present, 

:hildhood and maturity, innocence and enlightenment. It manifested thereby as a means of exploring self, 

vhile at the same time he remained highly conscious of its nature as disguise.

Prefatory letter from Odilon Redon to Edmond Picard, loc., cit. For further details on Redon’s war experiences, 
>ee the unpublished essay, entitled Decembre 1870, also in the Mellerio papers, 16:1.

Odilon Redon, ‘Le Fakir’, M, folio 1.
Id. ibid.
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The Fakir is, by nature, the essence of spirituality and mysticism, qualities also particular to the 

artist and poet. Redon’s literary portrait of the Fakir finds a parallel in an early drawing entitled Meditation 

au Fakir (No date, Chicago: The Art Institute of Chicago) (Figure 60). Speaking of the image in his 

catalogue of Redon’s works, Alec Wildenstein notes:

II nait du regard etrange de cet homme sans age une tristesse insondable et resignee 
tandis que le livre ouvert et le crane sur lequel il pose les deux mains lui rappellent que tout est 
fragile, ephemere, illusoire.''*®

Indeed, the image of the Fakir, borrowed from Oriental religious devotions, was commonly associated with 

nineteenth-century introspection. The hero of Fromentin’s novel, Dominique, refers to the duality of ‘un 

fakir attriste qui s’examine.’''*® Similarly, for Redon, the Fakir is a figure of self-contemplation:

Un Fakir! Quoi de plus doux, de plus inoffensif et de plus aimablel On salt qu’aux Indes, il 
est des religieux voues a la mendicite et a la vie contemplative qui passent leurs jours nomades 
dans le culte d’un reve. Carriere pleine d’amour, pleine de beaux songes, de poesie qui les mene a 
la mort, I’ame legere, I’ame vive et haute et si spiritualisee qu’on ne distingue plus leur vie presente 
de la mort meme. ils traversent la foule comme des somnambules, les yeux fixes sur 
I’incomprehensible, sur les scenes divines du mystere, dans les caprices et les merveilles en 
nuage.'"*̂

The image of the Fakir as sleepwalker is of interest, as it would be used in A Soi-meme to describe 

Rodolphe Bresdin,'“8 and, through Bresdin, Redon himself. Indeed, Redon’s commentaries on certain 

painters he admired, such as Delacroix and Corot, may also be seen to act as a form of oblique self

portraiture, where qualities he admires in others ultimately reflect those he wishes to see in himself. 

However, this idealistic image of the artist as Fakir is dismissed, as the author informs us that the Fakir he 

speaks of does not adhere to the traditional lifestyle of the mystic. Instead:

Celui dont nous parlons ici n’etait pas de cette secte aux regies inexorables. Sa presence 
dans un pays civilise avait modifie, dans une grande mesure, la nature de sa morale et par 
consequent, de ses pratiques religieuses. 11 n’etait, apres tout qu’un fakir degenere, un fakir de 
decadence, il n’avait garde de son origine premiere que ce qui s’accordait avec les exigences de la 
vie moderne du monde qui I’entourait et qui malgre tout pesait sur lui. II ne s’abandonnait plus a 
ces pratiques sanglantes et dures qui sont encore en faveur en Orient; il vivait, lui, comme on vit en 
France, et la grandeur de son dogme consistait dans ses divines songeries.'''^

' “5 Alec Wildenstein, Odilon Redon, Catalogue Raisonne, II, op. c il, cat. 1052, p. 152. 
'■'6 Eugene Fromentin, Dominique, ed. Pierre Barberis, Paris: Flammarion, 1987, p.118. 

Odilon Redon, ‘Le Fakir’, M, folio 4.
See ASM, p. 165.

'"s Odilon Redon, ‘Le Fakir’, M, folios 6 and 7.
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The term ‘decadence’ is significant, as it anticipates its use to describe many Symbolist works of 

the 1880s, including Redon’s own writings. The notion of the artist as mystic is tainted by the modern 

world he inhabits and Redon’s portrait portrays an increasingly ironic image both of the artist and of 

society:

Et cependant, dans ce pays fortune et civilise par excellence, on avait une intelligence 
tres vive de toutes choses; le but supreme des esprits d’elite de designer les choses par leurs 
veritables noms; meme I’abstraction, meme le vague, beaute, art, poesie, tot ou tard etaient definis, 
classes, mis a son jour nettement, precisement, sans que la confusion fut possible dans cette 
societe dont la langue etait si claire, si claire, que Ton y parlait franQais.'“

This irony is reinforced as, gazing in the mirror, the Fakir realizes that, despite his quasi-divine originality, 

he was exactly like all other men;

II se vit exactement conforme comme les autres hommes: il avait en effet deux yeux pour 
voir, pour voir clair, sans doute autant qu’Allah le lui permettait. II avait aussi deux oreilles pour 
entendre -  une du cote droite, I’autre du cote gauche; et entendre, n’etait-ce pas encore benir le 
divin maitre qui I’avait mis sur terrel’'^'

The author’s discussion of the senses and their attributes borders on the absurd, as he refers to the ‘pur 

fakir nosologue’'s2 on the one hand, and on the other, to ‘I’ane’. ‘L’ane bonhomme, I’ane tranquille, I’ane 

tetu, I’ane grotesque, philosophe du divin a des oreilles comme nous’.'^s The lengthy meditations on the 

senses also acts as an ironic commentary on sensorial perception and, indirectly, the art of 

Impressionism. Intermittently, Redon’s text is devoid of irony. Contemplating the relationship between 

youth, creativity and knowledge, the text relates:

La jeunesse est encore plus belle que cette science de I’homme n’est sure; elle s’eleve au 
moins par I’amour et I’illusion de ses premieres annees sur les ailes de la poesie et de I’ldeal, sans 
questionner jamais le sphinx eternel dont le silence nous torture. Et le Fakir s’examinait toujours.’^

The Fakir’s self-questioning is both facetious and profound, as it recognizes the need to explore 

the self while, like Gide, remaining fully aware of the dangers of excessive self-analysis.'^s As the Fakir 

delves into his conscience, he gets wrapped up in details and dead-ends:

'50 Ibid., folio 3. See Antoine Rivarol’s famous precept ‘ ce qui n’est pas clair n’est pas fran9ais’ in De L’Universalite 
de la langue frangaise (1783), ed. Th. Suran, Paris: Didier/Privat, 1930, p.255.
'51 Ibid., folio 7.
'52/M ,  folio 11.
'53/M ,  folio 13.
'S'* Ibid, Folio 9.
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Plus il scrutait son etre dans ce qu’il avait de plus intime et de plus secret, et plus encore 
il se perdait en conjectures, et en recherches infructueuses.’' “

This observation highlights the self-referential aspects of the text, as it oscillates between the serious and 

the ridiculous. As the Fakir continues his self-analysis, he becomes increasingly preoccupied with 

theorizing upon life. Religion, animal rights, music and other subjects are discussed, yet with an ironic tone 

that questions the sincerity of his argument. Considering the virtues of the piano, he remarks:

J’ai entendu moi-meme cette sorte de bruissement que Ton ecoute ici comme s’il etait le 
langage des Dieux -  il Test peut-etre -  et j’avoue avoir, comme tous les autres, subi I’influence de 
son eloquence intime et mysterieuse.'^^

The text continually switches from the first to the third person and the relationship between the narrator 

and the figure of the Fakir is difficult to determine. This is a semi-autobiographical text about self-analysis 

or rather the futility of such an exercise and, from this perspective, it seems to stand in direct contrast to /\ 

Soi-Meme. In the closing paragraph, the silent figure of the Fakir is depicted as wandering aimlessly, still 

searching for his philosophy of life:

II en est un qui cherche par des combinaisons chimiques la formule de la pierre 
philosophale et qui, pour ce, passe chaque jour, depuis bientot quarante ans tres regulierement 
dans la rue principale de la petite ville qu’il emplit de sa personne avec une longue cornue sous le 
bras. La tete basse, I’esprit absorbe, I’air soucieux du meditant, passe ainsi jusqu’au laboratoire.
[...]

C’est ainsi que tous ceux qui consentent a passer quarante ans de leur vie dans la meme 
rue dans I’idee fixe d’une idee fausse, sont egalement surs aussi d’etre honores, glorifies, 
distingues, recompenses, d e c o re s .

The description of the mystic, as a sort of scientist, futilely searching for the philosopher’s stone, is most 

probably an ironic self-reference. The stone enabling the transformation of any substance into gold, acts 

as an ironic treatise on art itself. The sense of irony that characterizes the text of ‘Le Fakir’ reveals 

Redon’s awareness of both the perils of introspection and the limitations of representation. Unlike the 

oblique self-portraits, such as L’Homme cactus (1880), discussed earlier, ‘Le Fakir’ is not the site of pure 

self-expression. Instead, the oblique functions here as a means of challenging the self and its pretensions, 

through irony.

'55 Andre Gide, ‘“ Connais-toi, toi-meme” , Maxime aussi pernicieuse que laide. Quiconque s’observe arrete son 
developpement. La chenille qui chercherait a “bien se connaltre,” n t deviendrait jamais papillon’ {Les Nouvelles 
Nourritures, Paris: Gallimard, 1947, p.266.)
’56 Odilon Redon, l e  Fakir’, M, folio 12.
'57 Ibid, folio 26.
'58 Ibid, folios 31 and 32,
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A soi-meme stands in direct contrast to the earlier ‘Fakir’ in its quasi-sincere portrayal of Redon’s 

life and art. The texts that form Redon’s autobiographical work were, for the most part, either collected by 

Andre Mellerio and Edmond Picard or originally published as letters or critical articles. The first section, 

entitled ‘Confidences d’artiste’, was originally a letter to Edmond Picard, published during Redon’s life

t i m e . T h e  second section, is made up of two parts. The first, ‘Journal, (1867-1915)’, takes the form of a 

diary; the second ‘Notes sur la vie, I’art et les artistes’, comprises recollections of Redon’s associations 

with artists and includes reworkings of some of his earlier essays on art criticism. Details of the artist’s 

childhood and upbringing are discussed, but always within the overriding context of art and the role of the 

artist. As Gamboni, in particular, has pointed out, the text of A soi-meme reveals a process of self

construction and self-invention that has largely shaped our perception of the artist.'®® Through the highly 

self-conscious meditations on his life and art, Redon ‘est parvenu a imposer a ses exegetes sa propre 

image de sa personne, de sa vie et de son oeuvre.’'®'

Of particular importance to this creation of self are the opening pages of his journal, where the 

author describes his birth and childhood. Before mentioning his birth in Bordeaux in 1840, Redon relates 

the journey by his parents from New Orleans to Bordeaux:

Les voyages sur mer etaient lors longs et hasardeux. II paraft qu’a ce retour le mauvais temps ou 
des vents contraires risquerent d’egarer sur I’ocean le navire qui portrait mes parents; et j’eusse 
aime, par ce retard, le hasard ou le destin, naftre au milieu de ces flots que j’ai depuis contemples 
souvent, du haut des falaises de la Bretagne, avec souffrance, avec tristesse: un lieu sans patrie 
sur un abfme.'®2

This extract is remarkably similar to Chateaubriand’s description of his own birth at Saint-Malo, where the 

storm rages as he is born: ‘le del sembla reunir ces diverses circonstances pour placer dans mon berceau 

une image de mes destinees.’'®® Redon’s desire to have been born on the ocean may have acted as a 

means of partially identifying himself with Chateaubriand, whom he admired. He may also have sought to 

distance himself from the towering figure of his predecessor in his pursuit of an inner dream world: the 

oniric ‘lieu sans pathe sur un abfme’. The figure of Chateaubriand is of interest in that Memoires d'outre- 

tombe is a highly self-conscious autobiography, a mode which Redon would emulate, using a quite

'59 Letter from Odilon Redon to Edmond Picard, loc. cit.
Dario Gamboni, La Plume e tie  pinceau, op. cit., pp.19-30.
Ibid, p. 19.

'62/4S/W, p. 11.
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differemt medium. Like Baudelaire, Redon drew on contemporary models of autobiography, only to 

challemge them. For Gamboni, Redon’s identification with the artistic paternal figure of Chateaubriand and 

his dessire to have been born on the ocean reveal a wish to distance himself from his own biological family:

Le rejet dans I’ocean de sa naissance bordelaise temoigne pareillement du desir de Redon de se 
soujstraire a son origine familial, sociale et geographique, et de lui substituer une origine dans 
laqiuelle il puisse se reconnaitre -  et dans laquelle ses admirateurs, conformement a un voeu plus 
au imoins explicite, puissent le reconnaitre.'®^

Biograiphical references are negligible in A soi-meme and it is important to note, with Gamboni, that this 

work r(emains the principal source of information on Redon’s family. The artist’s vision of his parents and 

siblingis remains therefore entirely subjective and open to question. While a few lines are dedicated to the 

figure (of his father as ‘grand, droit et fier, avec beaucoup de distinction native’,'®̂  his mother remains the 

elusive ‘Frangaise’ ®̂® and descriptions of his brothers and sister are entirely absent. As discussed earlier, 

Redoni’s childhood was largely an unhappy one and the artist’s desire for an alternative place of birth finds 

a refleiction in his biological family being replaced by an artistic one. It was from Bresdin, ‘ce premier 

maitre romantique et enthousiaste’,'®̂  that he learned ‘la loi essentielle de la creation’,'®® while both 

Delacr'oix and Clavaud also acted as father figures initiating him into the artistic realm. Everything Redon 

experienced in his personal life is deemed to be preparation for his vocation as an artist. He informs us: 

‘je croiis avoir ete toujours peintre’ ®̂® adding: ‘la vie de I’homme n’est, apres tout, que le precede de 

I’artiste.’’™ It is through Delacroix that the notion of the unity of man and artist comes to the fore:

II y a Chez Delacroix, une scission tres sensible entre I’homme et I’artiste. [...] II fut lui-
meme d’un bout a I’autre de sa carriere; cela est quelque chose; le reste importe peu.'^'

Central to Redon’s artistic trajectory is the Medoc countryside, ‘lieu qui eut sur mon enfance et 

ma jeunesse, et meme sur ma vie, helasl beaucoup d ’ in f lu e n c e . ’ '^ ^  solitary estate of Peyrelebade 

becomes an emblem of the lonely childhood he spent there. A considerable section of this initial text

focuses upon the artist’s early years, seeing in them the seeds of his artistic temperament:

'®3 Frangois Rene de Chateaubriand, Memoires d ’outre-tombe, ed. Nicolas Perot, I, Paris: Flammarion, 1997, pp.62- 
63.
' S'* Dario Gamboni, La Plume et le pinceau, op. cit., p. 20.
'®5/ASM, p.11.

Id. ibid.
'6^/b/rf. p. 16.
’ ®® Id. ibid.
'^^Ib id  p.97.
'^^Ibid, p. 101.

Id  ibid 
1̂ 2 tod. p . l l .
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Si j’interroge ces souvenirs autant qu’il est possible de faire renaitre des etats lointains d’une 
conscience aujourd’hui defunte, et par les changements de sa survie, je me vois alors triste et 
faible. Je me vois regardeur prenant plaisir au silence. Enfant, je rechercfiais les ombres; je me 
souviens d’avoir pris des joies profondes et singulieres a me cacher sous les grands rideaux, aux 
:oins sombres de la maison, dans la piece de mes jeux. Et au dehors, dans la campagne, quelle 
fascination le ciel exerga sur moil^^^

Yet what is of interest in such extracts are the processes of self-distancing and objectification that appear 

to te at work. In many respects, Redon acts as the orchestrator of his life, presenting it in retrospect as a 

preude to his art. Redon’s text displays an acute awareness of the construction of meaning and his 

interest in the domain of psychology and psychoanalysis undoubtedly coloured the picture of himself that 

he would display to the world. Far from wishing to present a pre-processed image of himself, Redon 

seeks, as in his drawings, to evoke, in the mind of the reader or spectator, ‘fictions dont les significations 

seront grandes ou petites, selon sa sensibilite.’’ '̂* He is aware of the dual impossibility of a ‘true to life’ 

account and of the work of art as a finished product. The vision he creates of himself is dependent on the 

role of the percipient. As in Baudelaire, the notion of a fictional fragment is at the heart of Redon’s self- 

expression. Fabricating a self through snatches, Redon displays an awareness of how these ‘unfinished’ 

fragments are transformed in the mind of the viewer.

Redon’ s embracing of the aesthetic of the fictional is particularly acute in A Soi-meme. In many 

resoects, Redon’s stylized autobiography expresses a verbal equivalent to Harry Berger’s ‘fictions of the 

pose’ in Early Modern art:

The face should be the index of the mind, the natural expression of the subject’s inner nature, but 
in Early Modern Europe, the interpenetration of technical with social change imposes a new and 
unsettling semiotic task: the face is now required to be the index of the mind’s ability to make the 
face the index of the mind. The representation of an inner self can no longer be left or delegated to 
natjre; it gets promoted as a skill to be cultivated, a technique of performance essential to 
successful participation in public life; something princes, courtiers, statesmen, lawyers, merchants, 
preates, doctors, and even artists and poets have to learn -  not to mention their daughters, wives, 
anc mothers.

Redons careful construction of his self-image may be seen to act as an acute instance of such portrayal. 

Such is the success of his formula that the real face becomes irrelevant and it is the objectified image that 

becomes the true one. What occurs in Redon’s portrayal of self is a scopic encounter where the inner self 

is imacined, displayed and represented. Following on from the exploration of self that occupied the graphic 

work O' the 1870s and 1880s, A soi-meme presents the Freudian Ego or Ideal I, the exemplary other who, 

for Recon, is immortalized as an artist. This vision of the self as exterior is also linked to the idea that the

p. 13.
'^^/i)/c/,p.27.
’ 5̂ ‘Fictons of the Pose, Facing the Gaze of Early Modern Portraiture’, in Representations, Spring, 1994, p.97.
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self is informed by a gaze which is by nature exterior and all-encompassing. It is this imaginined gaze in 

the field of the other which defines the self for Lacan;

J’entends, et Maurice Merleau-Ponty nous le pointe, que nous sommes des etres regardes, dans le 
spectacle du monde. Ce qui nous fait conscience nous institue du meme coup comme speculum 
mundi. N’y a-t-il pas de la satisfaction a etre sous ce regard [...] qui nous cerne, ce qui fait d’abord 
de nous des etres regardes, mais sans qu’on nous le montre?'^®

As with Baudelaire, Redon reveals a process of self-contemplation that is informed by how he is seen by 

others. Like Baudelaire’s self-conscious self-portraits, Redon’s autobiography offers an imagined self seen 

from the perspective of an imagined other. As in Baudelaire, however, this self is chacterized by its 

fictionality and is carefully constructed. Redon does not engage with the mirror-image as a replica of the 

real.

The processes of self-representation that characterize A soi-meme, like those of ‘Le Fakir’, stem 

from the oblique. As readers, we are given snatches of Redon’s life and art and these highly self- 

conscious fragments offer aspects of the self. It is significant that A Soi-meme is not a unified work, but 

consists of various texts, each of which offers a glimpse of Redon’s vision of himself. This fragmentation 

finds an echo in the tangential manner in which Redon sees himself, as he chooses to see only those 

aspects of self, which have an impact on his art. The suggestive power of the fragment is central to 

Redon’s aesthetic. As an artist, he sought to combine the study of ‘le menu’, initially admired by him in 

Clavaud, with the extrapolation from the precise, in terms of what he called ‘expansion’: ‘ces fragments 

m’ont servi bien des fois depuis, a reconstituer des ensembles et meme a en imaginer.’' ”  It is through 

Delacroix that the imaginative potential of the fragment is best realized: ‘De meme chez Delacroix: une 

main, un bras apergus dans un fragment de la scene traduisent aussi toute la personne’.'̂ ® Baudelaire too 

had recognized the suggesivity of Delacroix, seeing him as ‘le plus suggestif de tous les peintres’.'^^The 

fragmented text of >4 soi-meme finds a parallel in the unpublished writings: ‘Le Fakir’, in particular, refuses 

to conform to either the autobiographical or short-story format, offering instead a series of images and 

ideas. While, in both ‘Le Fakir’ and A soi-meme, the concept of fragmentation is intenwoven with the notion 

of oblique self-portraiture, in the later graphic work, it would become more closely associated with the 

modern self and the notion of representation.

Jacques Lacan, Les Quatre Concepts fondamentaux de la psychanalyze, op. oil, p. 37. 
p.23.

Ibid., p. 19. ‘Cette main dramatique, disproportionnee du pere de Desdemone’, is clearly visible in two paintings by 
Delacroix, each entitled Desdemone maudite par son pere, one in oil on canvas, dating from 1852 (Reims: Musee 
des Beaux-Arts), the Other, In oil on wood, dating possibly from 1853 (New York: Brooklyn Museum).
'^9 Charles Baudelaire, I 'CEuvre et la vie de Delacroix, OCII, p. 745.
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3. Modernity and the Self

(a) Self-Expression in the Late Lithographs

Redon’s Etrange jongleur (1885) (Figure 58), exhibited at the Durand Ruel Gallery in 1893, 

captured the imagination of a number of critics, among them, the novelist, Jean Lorrain:

Chez Durand-Ruel, a I’exposition des Odilon Redon, une entre toutes bizarre lithographie; 
une surhumaine tete d’angoisse, extenuee, desesperement lasse, se dresse au milieu d’un morne 
paysage, tout de noir de suie et de fumee, ces noirs dans lesquels excelle le maitre. Un disque 
enorme qui fait songer a quelque cymbale magique s’arrondit dans I’axe des epaules de I’etrange 
jongleur, car ses mains projettent autour de lui une lumineuse ellipse d’astres en fusion, de radieux 
meteores, toute une montee d’orbes incandescents faisant arc au-dessus de sa tete; et le jongleur 
ebloui, epuise sous le poids et I’eclat de ses boules siderales, agonise et s’affaisse, toute sa face 
tiraillee demande grace, son labeur surhumain est au-dessus de ses forces, et sous son front 
crispe un de ses yeux demesurement agrandi est pret a jaillir de I’orbite, pret a eclater et a sauteler 
comme un crapaud hors des paupieres dechirees par I’indicible hypnose d’on ne sait quelle 
vision.'^

Lorrain’s imaginative description of the print concludes with his appropriation of it as a symbolic 

representation of the artistic quest for the ideal, for the philospher’s stone that will transform a base reality 

into art. For Lorrain, it is a quest that resides in a belief in the impossible, despite the knowledge of the 

ultimate disappointment it entails:

C’est un symbole desole et terrible, c’est la deformation fatale, ineluctable, du cerveau 
humain en proie a I’ideal, la verite rendue tangible de la folie mere de I’extase. “Excelsior! 
Excelsior! Plus haut, toujours plus hautl plus haut encore!” s’ecrie le penseur avide de I’air libre 
des sommets, et il gravit eperdu vers les cimes, au milieu d’eblouissantes rotations d’astres, et 
dans sa fievre de songe et de savoir, il jongle avec le feu du ciel, les cometes flamboyantes et les 
pures etoiles jusqu’au moment oij il tombe sur les genoux, eborgne ou aveugle, mutile, estropie 
par I’ideal meme qu’il croit atteindre et qui I’aneantit.'®'

The quest for the ideal, as epitomized by the Etrange jongleur, found an echo in the upsurge of 

Occultist and Spiritist movements in late nineteenth-century France.’ ®̂  i_a Rose+Croix, founded by 

Josephin Peladan, was one of a number of Occultist organizations which were particularly prominent in

so Jean Lorrain, ‘Un Etrange Jongleur’, Echo de Paris, April 10 1894, p. 213.
■81 Ibid p. 214.
82 For an indepth discussion of the notion of mysticism in Redon, see Suzy Levy, Journal inedit de Ricardo Vines. 
Odilon Redon et le milieu occultiste (1897-1915), Paris: Aux Amateurs du livre, 1987.
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the promotion of Symbolist Art. Among its members was Count Antoine de la Rochefoucauld, the editor of 

the esoteric review, Le Coeur, who would become one of Redon’s chief patrons and collectors, while 

painters such as Emile Bernard, Emile Schuffnecker and Maurice Denis, all participated in its Salons. 

Redon refused, however, to be affiliated with the group, probably due to his favouring of life and nature 

over the cult of the artificial and the ideal espoused by Peladan and others in reaction to Naturalist trends 

in art and literature. Redon, who had been acclaimed by the movement of literary Decadence in the 

1880s, to a greater extent than he would have wished, may also have been wary of involvement in a trend 

to which he only partially subscribed. Although Redon chose not to acknowledge links with any Occultist 

groups, many of his friends and patrons belonged to such circles and the popularity which his art gained in 

the 1890s is due in no small way to the contemporary interest in mysticism. Redon’s exhibition at the 

Ubrairie de I ’Art independant of the theosophist Edmond de Bailly in March-April 1893, and his 

illustrations, in 1896, for the French version of the Rosicrucian Bulwer-Lytton’s The Haunted House, show 

how Redon used his connections with Occultist figures to promote his art.

Although Redon was careful not to align himself with any particular Occultist movement, he was 

open about his interest in esoteric ideas, most notably in the doctrine of reincarnation. It was Clavaud who 

first introduced Redon to the notion of the transmigration of the soul, in the 1860s. Many of the artist’s 

writings attest to his belief in reincarnation. Indeed, in Un Sejour dans le Pays basque, the narrator 

observes:

Peut-etre avons-nous parmi la terre des attaches secretes pour des lieux qui nous sont 
deja communs! Le sol basque est pour moi comme une patrie ancienne ou il me semble avoir 
vecu, souffert, aime.'®^

These lines are echoed in A Soi-meme when the artist speaks of Venice: ‘Voyager, c’est prendre contact 

avec certains lieux evocateurs de notre propre vie; je le sentis a Venise.'®^ It is difficult to ascertain 

Redon’s personal commitment to the doctrine of reincarnation, due to his lack of affiliation with any 

particular movement, and the absence of direct references to the subject in his writings or 

correspondence. However, it is clear through his iconography that it held a certain fascination for him as 

an artist, constantly in search of a hidden universe, latent in the external world. True to his self-conscious 

representation of himself, Redon built on the perceived image of himself as a Mystical artist and fused it 

with irony. Redon’s modernism lay, most particularly, as Gamboni has noted, in his awareness of his 

public image and his ability to define himself.'®^ in the same way that l e  Fakir’ plays upon the received

Odiion Redon, Un Sejour dans la pays basque, op. c it, folio 2.
'8M S M , p.93.

For Gamboni this ‘autodefinition’ was also linked with an awareness of self-marketing, that was highly modern and 
avant-garde (Dario Gamboni, La Plume etiepinceau, op. cit., p.246).
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image of ttie artist, Un Etrange jongleur, in its depiction of ‘une figure aux yeux demesurement dilates’,'®® 

is a clever representation of tfie artist as mystic, wfiich is at once serious and ironic. Jean Lorrain also 

suggested that this print may have been a self-portrait, in which the artist as juggler contains features of 

both a deformed man and a visionary:

Et devant cet etrange jongleur je ne pouvais pas m’empecher de songer a Odilon Redon 
lui-meme, a ce visionnaire exacerbe dont le dessin si sur qu’on le croirait emprunte au Vinci en 
arrive a la deformation du type humain le plus sinistre, et c’est bien d’un ceil eborgne par la lumiere 
que I’artiste a cree toute cette impressionnante et funebre population de larves et de goules, de 
spectres et de monstres qui fleurissent dans I’atmosphere opaque et veneneuse de ses effroyables 
dessins.'®^

Various codes exist within this image. The artist shows himself to be both serious and comical, echoing his 

earlier caricatural images. In Un Fou dans un morne paysage (1885) from the lithographic album 

Hommage a Goya, a hermit-like bearded figure emerges in front of the bare outline of two tree trunks 

which bisect a rocky outcrop in the background. The lone tree would appear to be a self-reference, 

evoking the forests of Redon’s native Medoc. Redon’s bleak landscapes, however, have a symbolic 

character, as Bacou points out: ‘ces paysages sont les portants d’un theatre dont la veritable scene est 

I’infini.’'®® The madman in the dismal landscape may, like the strange juggler, act as an ironic portrayal of 

the artist searching beyond the finite for an inaccessible truth.

The sense of idealism and mysticism alluded to in these prints, finds expression in many 

lithographic images, executed throughout the 1880s. In the fifth plate from the series, A Edgar Poe, 

entitled Dans les spheres (1882), a human bust seems to float aimlessly in a universe filled with spheres. 

Following on from his earlier interest in evolution and the origins of life, and perhaps even the doctrine of 

reincarnation, Redon’s print addresses the spirit that forms both matter and human life. By its very nature, 

this concept was a central axiom of Mysticism, Occultism and all their derivatives. It was, however, the 

extraordinary image of Le Chevalier mystique (1892: Private Collection) (Figure 59) executed in pastel, 

chalk and charcoal, that ultimately defined Redon as a Mystical artist and earned him a major position in 

the pantheon of Occult symbolism. Reminiscent of Moreau’s CEdipe et le Sphinx (1864, New York: 

Metropolitan Museum of Art), it depicts the mystical knight holding a severed head, engaging in 

conversation with a crouching sphinx. The spatial, iconographical and psychological ambiguities marked 

the terrain of a Spiritualist and Symbolist art that stood in opposition to the schools of Realism and 

Naturalism, Reproduced in the 1893 issue of Le Coeur, which was devoted to Redon, the work rapidly 

became one of the artist’s most popular images. A minor poet, Jules Bois, was inspired by the image to 

write an imaginary dialogue between the knight and the chimera, which appeared alongside the

'®® Andre Mellerio, Odilon Redon: catalogue raisonne, op. cit., I, cat. 58, p. 97.
Jean Lorrain, ‘Un Etrange Jongleur’, ioc., cit, p. 215.
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reproduced image. The poem which emphasized the Knight as a figure protecting humanity from its own 

evil, became the accepted interpretation of the print and ensured Redon’s own status as the mystical 

knight/artist who relentlessly searches for the truth.

The early drawing from 1878 entitled Le Boulet (Paris; Musee du Louvre) (Figure 60), shows that 

the notion of mysticism was not a new trend in the artist’s work. Known also as Le Prisonnier, this drawing 

presents the portrait of a bearded mystic contemplating a giant sphere:

Le petit homme d’une laideur inquetante, avec ces paupieres gonflees dans un visage rabougri 
devore par le masque de la barbe noire et surmonte d’une tete ovoi'de coiffee d’un calot, scrute 
cette forme demesuree mais si parfaitement ronde -  a la fois pesante comme du plomb et legere 
comme une bulle de savon. II I’interroge, la caresse du regard qu’il laisse filtrer sous ses paupieres 
a demi-closes, la fait tourner, glisser, aller et venir d’une main agile et desinvolte qui, d’une simple 
flexion du poignet, tempere sa course, bientot arretee net car alors ce drole de petit mage en aura 
termine avec elle, comme un enfant avec son jouet.'^

The ‘drole de petit mage’ Wildenstein refers to could also be an oblique self-reference on the part of 

Redon. The cap worn by the figure, as well as his facial features and beard anticipate those of his later 

self-portrait (1880, Paris: Musee d’Orsay). It may, like the Etrange Jongleur, be tinged with self-irony, and 

the drawing was the object of much mockery and ridicule, when first exhibited at the Gaulois gallery in 

1878.'^' It suggests that Redon’s portrait of the artist as mystic in Le Boulet is not simply a reaction to the 

Occultist movements, but has its roots, like the figure of the Fakir, in an ironic perception of the artist.

Et le chercheur etait a la recherche infinie (1886) (Figure 61) from the album La Nuit, reveals the 

sense of suggestivity characteristic of many prints from this period. Forms are barely outlined, while the 

delicate handling of light and shadow lends a certain mystery to the image. Emerging from a sombre arch 

is a strange figure whose distorted facial features recall earlier grotesque images. His clenched fist rests 

upon a large chalice, a symbol perhaps of truth and of the ideal. The figure’s hair and high forehead recall 

the artist’s earlier drawing Le Cceur a ses raisons (undated, New York: Private collection) (Figure 62), 

inspired by Pascal. Seen by Eisenman as a combined portrait of Redon and Pascal, this image depicts a 

naked man with his right hand reaching into the left side of his chest, presumably holding his heart.'®^ 

Redon greatly admired Pascal’s faith and echoes his words in A Soi-meme when he states:

’ 88 Roseline Bacou, Odilon Redon, I, op. cit., p.64.
’88 In the final stanza of the poem, the chimera advises the knight: ‘Ne coupe plus la tete aux tristes pecheuses; Sois 
pitoyable au cceur debile et debauche/Et si tu dois trapper le mal et ses paresses, Ne sois jamais que le bourreau de 
ton peche’ (cited in Jean Lorrain, ‘Un Etrange Jongleur’, loc. c it, p. 220).
’ 3° Alec Wildenstein, Odilon Redon, op. cit., I, cat. 205, p.152.
’5’ See Sven Sandstrom, Le Monde imaginaire d ’Odilon Redon, op. cit., p.106.
’82 ‘This combined portrait of Redon and Pascal must, in contradiction of the philosopher’s injunction, verify the truth 
of his heart’s assertion of first principles by actually touching the organ in which the soul resides [...]. Redon
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‘Le coeur a ses raisons’, il les a, il les poursuit, il delibere en nous selon des lois secretes infiniment 
mysterieuses

The image of the chercheur would also appear to have a personal dimension and not simply evoke an 

anonymous figure. Indeed, like the previous images and also like the figure of the Fakir, it is through an 

element of disguise that the artist seeks to represent himself. The distorted figure becomes a composite 

image reflecting both the artist and the self; it serves as a means of presenting an aspect of self without 

sacrificing the sense of nuance and mystery sought by Redon’s art.

Visage de Mystere, (1885), (Figure 63) from Hommage a Goya, remains one of Redon’s most 

celebrated lithographs. Captioned Dans man reve, je vis au del un Visage de Mystere, it also depicts a 

mystical figure. The elongated face with its distorted features is crowned by a priestly head-dress, while, 

as in many of the previous prints, his fist is clenched in a gesture of silence or meditation. Gamboni has 

noted the similarity between the composition of this image and that of Redon’s self-portraits.'®^ The 1867 

self-portrait, (Paris; Musee d’Orsay), for example, also places the bust of the subject in a square while the 

two large horizontal bands of paint covering the lower part of the painting find a reflection in the horizontal 

and diagonal bands that are present in the lithograph. Similarly, there is a three-quarter’s view of the bust 

and the emphasis on the artist’s left eye, nose and forehead is common to both the lithograph and the 

painting. However, in the print, the figure’s attire and gesture and the mystical or magical setting underline 

the Symbolic character of this quest for meaning, a quest for the absolute that finds no place in the earlier 

self-portrait. The figure’s gesture recalls once again that of Durer’s Melancholia I, and advances the idea 

of the image as a portrait of the melancholic artist. The inclusion of the print in the series, Hommage a 

Goya, may also point to this interpretation, particularly when one considers the Spanish artist’s etching El 

sueno de la razon produce monstruos from Los Caprichos (1797-98). The image of the artist tormented by 

demons may be seen to find an echo in Redon’s depiction of the anxious alchemist. However, the 

generous reception which the work received among eminent critics and writers suggested that it 

represented more than a disguised self-portrait or a symbolic image of the artist. Among the most 

important critical commentaries of the print was that by the poet Stephane Mallarme'®^:

Mon admiration tout entiere va droit au grand Mage inconsolable et obstine chercheur 
d’un mystere qu’il sait ne pas exister, et qu’il poursuivra, a jamais pour cela, du deuil de son lucide

apparently admired Pascal’s capacity for faith, but could not share it.’ See Stephen Eisenman, The Temptation of 
Saint Redon, op. c it, p.68.
'9MS/W, p.51.
'3“ Dario Gamboni, La Plume et le pinceau, op. cit., p. 139.

Mallarme and Redon maintained a close personal and intellectual relationship, which would culminate in the 
project of an edition of Mallarme’s ‘Un coup de des’ with illustrations by Redon. Due to Mallarme’s untimely death, 
this project never came to fruition. See Dario Gamboni, La Plume et le pinceau, op. cit., pp. 186-88 and Penny 
Florence, Mallarme, Manet and Redon, op. c it, pp. 84-126.
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desespoir, car c’eut ete la verite! Je ne connais pas un dessin qui communique tant de peur 
intellectuelle et de sympathie affreuse, que ce grandiose visage. Mon autre prefere est, dans le 
meme ordre de songes salomoniques, cet ‘etrange jongleur’ a I’esprit devaste par la merveille au 
sens profond qu’il accomplit, et si souffrant dans le triomphe de son savant resultat.

Mallarme’s comments on the quest for truth struck at the heart of Redon’s aesthetic. Following on from 

Pascal, Redon sought to understand the place of man in the universe, that impenetrable secret that links 

the ‘infiniment grand’ with the ‘infiniment petit.’ The sense of melancholy that emanates from the figure of 

Visage de Mystere would appear, from this perspective, to derive from man’s desperate attempt to know 

the truth regarding the very nature of existence and his inability to assimilate it. The figure of Visage de 

Mystere comes to represent the essence of Symbolism itself, the quest for meaning in an increasingly 

soulless society. However, the quest is not just that of the artist or mystic, but of the ordinary man.

In an extraordinary passage in A soi-meme, Redon writes:

Dans I’univers aussi, je le contemple; le grand Etre si sur, present et mysterieux, dont les 
secrets m’affligent. Je le vois dans la nature entiere, par ce jour si plein, si pur, le premier du 
Printemps. Vers lui mon cceur s’eleve; et plus haut, et plus loin, au fond du firmament, mes yeux se 
perdent, ils s’y fixent.

Je me sens fier et fort en ma vision consciente. Les choses du dehors qui s’epanouissent 
sans cesse autour de ma personne inquiete, affermissent en ce jour toute ma volonte. Je me sens 
homme enfin, homme en sa plenitude; en moi, jusqu’a I’exces et a son comble, la vie s’accroit, elle 
paipite. Sensible a tout, tout vit, tout parle, et le verbe, jamais ne s’exposa si clair, si haut, a mes 
yeux etonnes.'s^

This extract, when combined with the caption of Visage de Mystere, ‘Dans mon reve, je vis au ciel un 

Visage de Mystere’, may suggest that the image represents a dream-like or unconscious experience. The 

figure’s split gaze, with one eye observing the spectator and the other searching higher spheres, may 

represent the split between the distinct realms of the conscious and the unconscious. The text, however, 

rather than emphasizing a sense of division, expresses a sense of wholeness within the self. If one is to 

draw a parallel between the print and the text of A soi-meme, it is a sense of unity despite division that 

comes to the fore. From this perspective, the print becomes the site of a quasi-spiritual experience, where 

the self and its internal divisions find a place within the universe.

It is significant that the draft version of the extract quoted above is found on the verso of Redon’s 

unpublished text ‘II reve’. Written the same year as ‘Le Fakir’, this is a poetic work that acts as an 

imaginative portrait of the self. Like Visage de mystere, and similar to ‘Le Fakir’, it presents the figure of 

the artist/mystic who appears lost in a dream-world:

Letter from Stephane Mallarme to Odilon Redon, February 2 1885, cited in Roseline Bacou, Lettres de Gauguin 
etc., op. cit., pp. 132-33.
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II reve, II a I’esprit perdu dans le monde incomprehensible. On le voit souvent au sein des 
foules actives, courbe sous des retours, son mystere, et ses larmes. Soit qu’il songe au passe 
d’une vie qui s’effeuille et tombe, mysterieuse inconnue, sur son corps qu’elle opprime, soit qu’un 
tourment I’accable, soit qu’un mal d’infini I’eleve encore au faite des aspirations humaines, a 
I’extreme desir des heures supremes et inesperees, il reve, il reve toujours. II a les yeux fixes sur 
les plus beaux nuages et regarde, sans cesse, du plus haut de ses songes, I’eclat immacule d’une 
merveilleuse feerie.'^®

Like both ‘Le Fakir’ and Visage de mystere, the text also holds a personal dimension. As it evolves, it acts 

almost as a form of psychological regression, since the narrator, reverting from the impersonal ‘il’ to ‘je’, 

plunges into episodes from his past. Seeing himself as an infant in the cradle and again as a young adult 

enjoying nature, he traces the happy and difficult moments in his life. During painful periods, it is through 

nature and also through ‘I’aile d’or de la poesie,’'®® that the author finds relief. As in the text of A soi- 

meme, emphasis is placed upon absent origins and the mysterious details surrounding the artist’s own 

birth:

D’ou es-tu done forme bizarre, toi qui n’as rien des autres hommes? Parle, qui es-tu? d’ou es- 
tu?
Je I’ignore: un mystere a voile la source de ma vie. Je ne sais rien de moi, si ce n’est que mes 
jours, comme les votres s’en vont vers le but, vers la fin, en toute obeissance aux destinees.^oo

Portrayed as a ‘forme bizarre’, the description of the artist harks back to the strange plants and 

creatures that populate his graphic work from the 1870s and 1880s, while the question of origins, central 

to Redon’s writings and prints, is here also directly associated with the artist himself. Many of the ideas 

suggested in the text of ‘II reve’ are reflected in A soi-meme. Indeed, ‘II reve’ may be seen to present an 

account of Redon’s early life that acts as an imaginative parallel to the narrative of ‘Confidences d’artiste’ 

in A Soi-meme. As the text narrates the episodes from the artist’s past, it switches into a dream-like mode, 

repeating the same words and expressions. In fact, many of the paragraphs are almost identical and 

express a sense of repetition that recreates the mysterious world of dream and memory. Events are 

presented as flash-backs, ‘des retours vehements’ ®̂' that interrupt the flow of the narrative. Similarly to A 

soi-meme, the text is fragmented, and instead of offering a unified whole, it presents glimpses and 

snatches of the self. The text of ‘II reve’ stands in opposition to the notion of representation as an objective 

exercise grounded in an exteriorizing account of reality. It acts rather, to represent the sense of magic and 

mystery that chacterizes the forces of memory and the unconscious. At the heart of this text is the notion 

of ecriture. Redon’s text does not attempt to present a narrative; instead the dream-like and fragmented

p. 58.
'9® Odilon Redon, ‘II reve’, M, folio 1.

to/d, folio 20. 
soo to/d., folio 2.
201 Ibid., folio 16.
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style of the text is itself the site of self-expression. Not dissimilar to Baudelaire’s Journaux intimes, it is 

through a fragmented format, that ‘II reve’expresses the self.

Visage de Mystere echoes the sentiment of II reve, in its expression of a dream-like state and its 

allusion to the mysterious truths that underlie our existence. It also reflects the text, however, in its self- 

conscious reinvention of representation. Indeed, Mallarme’s admiration for the image lay, above all, in 

the complex web of meaning and the sense of ambiguity that the artist advocated. As Gamboni points out:

Le Visage de Mystere oppose a la description pre-iconographique des difficultes 
significatives, dont temoignent les reserves accompagnant plusieurs identifications, la bande 
horizontale, I’element rectangulaire tripartite, les fetes renversees dans I’oblique lumineuse et le 
petit ceil hypothetique sur le front. [...] Redon utilise a cette fin un precede qui consiste a faire 
apparaitre dans le noir des parties de corps, d’objets et de figures, comme s’ils s’etaient trouves 
depuis longtemps enfouis dans I’obscurite et representaient les fragments d’une unite desormais 
impossible a construire.^^

Redon’s presents a series of signifying chains, without completing them, thereby leaving the image open- 

ended and ambiguous. Visage de Mystere represents self and art without circumscribing interpretation 

and refuses to attribute itself to a particular genre or to limit itself to traditional iconological codes. Instead, 

personal codes of meaning are emphasized and what is sought, above all, is an open, plural work where 

various signifiers co-exist. In A soi-meme, Redon relates: ‘Mes dessins inspirent et ne se definissent pas. 

Ils ne determinent rien. Ils nous placent, ainsi que la musique, dans le monde ambigu de I’indetermine.’ ôs 

Redon’s suggestivity follows in the wake of Baudelaire’s emphasis on the ‘fait’ rather than the ‘fini’ and 

prefigures the importance Mallarme attributed to indeterminacy in poetic language: ‘Nommer un objet, 

c’est supprimer les trois quarts de la jouissance du poeme qui est faite de deviner peu a peu: le suggerer, 

voila le reve.’^

The quest of the figure, in Visage de Mystere, also comes to signify that of art itself, the search 

for a means of representing both the modern self and the world it inhabits. As Gamboni observes:

Le Visage de Mystere met precisement en scene le probleme de la quete du sens. 
L’interrogation du spectateur devant I’ceuvre est en effet relayee par celle du reveur face a une 
figure elle-meme plongee dans la r e f l e x i o n . ^ o s

While offering a vision of the searching for meaning, the lithograph refuses to assign any single 

interpretation. It recognizes, therefore, the existence of the unknown, whether in relation to the self or to

Dario Gamboni, La Plume et le pinceau, op. cit., p. 128.
^ A S M ,  pp.26-27.

Stephane Mallarme, Igitur, Divagations Un Coup de des, Paris: Gallimard, 1976, p.392. 
205 Dario Gamboni, La Plume e tie  pinceau, op. c it, p. 140.
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the art which seeks to describe it. It is in this recognition of the inability to circumscibe and to define, that 

the modernity of the print lies. In A soi-meme, Redon relates how Bresdin once portrayed a chimney flue 

and indicated that true art might make this material reality the site of great mystery and wonder:

[...] imaginez le sujet le plus bizarre, s’il est base et s’il reste dans les limites de ce simple 
pan de mur, votre reve sera v ivan t.^

As for Baudelaire, it is the real that is the site of the extraordinary. Redon, like Baudelaire, saw the need 

for art to seize the real imaginatively. Following on from Bresdin’s initial comments, Redon observes that 

most artists of his generation, would have failed to see beyond the chimney flue:

Les artistes de ma generation, pour la plupart, ont assurement regarde le tuyau de cheminee. Et ils 
n’ont vu que lui. Tout ce qui peut s’ajouter au pan de mur par le mirage de notre propre essence, ils 
ne I’ont pas donne. Tout ce qui depasse, illumine ou amplifie I’objet, et sureleve I’esprit dans la 
region du mystere, dans le trouble de I’irresolu et de sa delicieuse inquietude, leur a ete totalement 
ferme. [...] Vrais parasites de I’objet, ils ont cultive I’art sur le champ uniquement visuel, et I’ont 
ferme en quelque sorte a ce qui le depasse et qui serait capable de mettre dans les plus humbles 
essais, meme en des noirs, la lumiere de la spiritualite.^o^

The sense of mystery that characterizes Visage de mystere would indeed stand in opposition to the optic 

experimentation of Impressionism and Post-Impressionism. Instead it marks an egagement with reality 

that seeks to reveal its non-tangible, spiritual dimension. It is also a pivotal work in Redon’s CBuvre, as it 

marks the point where self and representation coincide in a domain of multiple meanings, rich in potential 

interpretations. It is highly modernist and in its attempt to represent the personal, universal and artistic self, 

it challenges the terrain of representation itself.

2»MS/W, p. 132.
207 to/d, pp. 132-33.
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(b) Transgessing the Veil of Representation in Word and Image

The techniques of representation at work in Visage de mystere (1885) display a dismemberment 

of the textual body, as they break down traditional codes of interpretation and project sets of signifiers that 

refuse to be fixed to a single signified. Dismemberment also acts as a continual thematic source of 

reference in the artist’s oeuvre, as Dominique Jarasse observes, Timaginaire de Redon est hante par les 

dislocations corporelles et le melange des r e g n e s . ™  Throughout the lithographic albums, in particular, 

severed heads and floating eyeballs are persistently depicted.^*® In Redon’s first album, Dans le reve, for 

example, these motifs account for seven of the ten prints, while, in later years, their presence is felt less. 

Many of the images already discussed draw upon the notion of dismemberment in their portrayal of the 

human form. The emphasis on the head or bust of figures or indeed the hand and the eye, follow on from 

the earlier lithographs. While from a thematic perspective, these membra disjecta are commonly seen as 

symbols of castration^'o that are intimately linked to the artist’s infantile separation from his mother, they 

also hold a particular significance in relation to the act of representation itself.

Self and art are indissociable in Redon’s oeuvre and the motifs of dismemberment are also 

intimately connected with the sense of dissolution that characterizes the modern self. The understanding 

of the self as a series of internal divisions, expressed through developments in pyschology, the awareness 

of man’s small role in the universe, emphasized through the positivist doctrines of science and evolution, 

coupled with the sense of isolation triggered by an increasingly industrial society, lie at the heart of 

Redon’s fragmented images. These fragmented body images come to represent not only the dissolution of 

the modern self but also act as tropes that question the act of representation itself. The floating or 

disembodied eye remains one of Redon’s most pervasive images. The eye of L ’CEil comme un ballon 

bizarre se dirige vers I ’infini (1882), (Figure 64), from the album A Edgar Poe, sails aimlessly across a 

barren landcape, ‘laissant au loin la terre desolee et nue, remonte vers le ciel ainsi qu’un ballon, 

emportant dans sa nacelle une tete humaine.’^" The image of progress, as represented by the hot-air 

balloon contrasts with and is ridiculed by the fantastic aspect of the print. At first sight, the image seems 

plausible, until we realise the absolute absurdity of an eye in the sky. While Redon’s eye-balloon may be 

seen cast a cold gaze upon the modernism, it also finds a thematic parallel with other lithographic images

208 Dominique Jarasse, Odilon Redon: Le Reve, Paris: Heuscher, 1996, p. 16.
The severed head is a common Symbolist motif and can be observed in the work of Pierre Puvis de Chavannes 

and Gustave Moreau, in particular. For a detailed discussion of this subject, see Leslie Stewart Curtis, From Salome 
and John the Baptist to Orpheus: The Severed Head and Female Imagery in the Work of Odilon Redon, Ann Arbor: 
UMI Research Press, 1992.

See, in particular, Stephen Eisenman, The Temptation of Saint Redon, op. cit., pp. 196-98.
Andre Mellerio, Odilon Redon: Catalogue raisonne. I, op. cit., cat. 38, p. 94.
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such as Vision, from Dans le reve (1879) (Figure 65). Here the disembodied eye appears as an apparition 

before two minuscule human figures who appear as pawns on a large chess-board. As in the previous 

image, the gaze of the eye is directed beyond the sphere of the image itself, thereby suggesting another 

world. It is, above all, the sense of power instilled by Redon in the gaze of his eye that lends it such 

evocative force. It is precisely the fact that, as spectators, we are unable to determine the subject of its 

gaze that is disturbing. In many respects, the indeterminate gaze of Redon’s disembodied eye comes to 

exemplify that of the other, that which we know exists but are unable to assimilate. The gaze that Redon’s 

images project is, like that which Lacan speaks of, all-encompassing and omnipresent:

Le spectacle du monde, en ce sens, nous apparait comme omnivoyeur. C’est bien la le fantasme 
que nous trouvons dans la perspective platonicienne, d’un etre absolu a qui est transferee la 
qualite de I’omnivoyant.^'^

Lacan posits the idea of the subject as a seen object which falls beneath the gaze of the other. Redon’s 

eye may be understood as an all-encompassing gaze, which characterizes the existence of the self in the 

modern world. However, it is not only the unseen gaze that characterizes the condition of the subject but 

also, in a more acute form, the gaze that surprises the subject in its own function of voyeur. Redon’s 

drawing, L W I au pavot (1892: Paris, Musee du Louvre) and his illustration for Poe’s Tell-Tale Heart 

(1883, California: Santa Barbara Museum of Art), (Figure 66) also depict a dismembered gaze.^’  ̂ Both 

drawings present the eye, as it appears behind a floor or a key-hole. Unlike the image of the eye-balloon, 

here the gaze seems to direct itself towards the spectator. It is an unexpected gaze, one that seems to 

question the very nature of what is being perceived. Lacan, referring to Sartre’s L’Etre et le Neant, 

considers this type of vision that surprises the viewer as an acute instance of our encounter with the other:

Le regard se voit -  precisement ce regard dont parle Sartre, ce regard qui me surprend, et me 
reduit a quelque honte, puisque c’est la le sentiment qu’il dessine comme le plus accentue. Ce 
regard que je rencontre [...] est non point un regard vu, mais un regard par moi imagine au champ 
de I’Autre.

[...] Un regard le surprend dans la fonction de voyeur, le deroute, le chavire, et le reduit au 
sentiment de la honte.^i'*

The gaze, as it appears in Redon’s graphic work, suggests the vulnerability of the subject that can 

be reduced to the status of object by the glimpse of an eye. However this gaze of otherness remains 

intimately associated with the art of representation itself, since it acts as a commentary upon Redon’s own 

artistic vision. It expresses the artist’s awareness that seeing oneself as object is an integral part of self

portrayal. For Jacques Derrida, this emphasis on the eye and the gaze is indissociable from the fear of 

death, as epitomized in the figure of the Medusa:

Jacques Lacan, Les Quatre Concepts fondamentaux de la psychanaiyze, op. cit., p.87.
L'CEil au pavot is mentioned in Jacques Derrida’s discussion of the unexpected gaze, in Memoires d ’aveugle, 

I’autoportrait et autres ruines, Paris: Reunion des musees nationaux, 1990, p.88.
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C’est chaque fois la ruse d’un regard oblique ou indirect. Elle consiste a esquiver plutot qu’a 
affronter la mort qui vient par les yeux. La mort menace tantot selon le croisement speculaire des 
regards (Persee joue alors un miroir contre I’autre, il regarde Meduse dans un miroir pour ne pas 
croiser son regard), tantot selon I’unicite de I’ceil fixe, la vigilance sans sommeil, mais aussi I’ceil en 
moins ou en trop, I’oeil qu’il ne faut pas voir ou I’ceil ouvert comme une blessure, voire beant 
comme une bouche ouverte dont les levres paupieres pourraient aussi bien s’ouvrir, pour I’exposer, 
sur un sexe de femme.^'®

To look the Medusa in the eye is to symbolically kill oneself, hence it is necessary to avoid the gaze of the 

other. Redon’s disembodied eyes mark both the pervasive presence of the gaze and the precarious 

nature of the self it perceives. Representing self is, in essence, an exercise in self-annihilation that 

reduces the subject to the status of object and one that, as Derrida notes, is the site of a ruin; ‘Ruine est 

I’autoportrait, ce visage devisage comme memoire de soi, ce qui reste ou revient comme un spectre des 

qu’au premier regard sur soi une figuration s’eclipse.’ '̂® To avoid this gaze that circumscribes and 

objectifies the self is to challenge the very terrain of representation itself. Redon’s, Yeux clos, first 

executed in oil in 1889 (Paris: fi/Iusee d’Orsay) (Figure 67), acts as a treatise on art itself.

While the motif of the single eye is particularly prevalent in the graphic work of the 1870s and 

early 1880s, that of closed eyes would only appear in Redon’s work in the late 1880s. The original image 

of Yeux Clos, featuring a female bust adorned with a halo was reinvented throughout the 1890s and 1900s 

in alternate forms of lithographs, oils and pastels. It has often been seen as a symbolic portrait of Redon’s 

wife, Camille.2'^ The importance of this image lies in the fact that it heralds a move away from the art of 

black and white to that of colour and also that it was the first to bring Redon official recognition when it was 

bought by the Musee du Luxembourg in 1904. Initially entitled Au de l, the image may, like Visage de 

Mystere, suggest the existence of an ideal truth. Indeed its indeterminate quality follows in the wake of 

Redon’s mystical Noirs and suggests a spiritual dimension. It is noteworthy, however, that Yeux Clos 

differentiates itself from the graphic work in its depiction of a female subject and its movement away from 

an art of the grotesque. The emblem of the closed eyes, while of interest from an iconographic 

perspective, may also be understood as a conscious refusal of the artistic gaze and a consequent 

defiance of representation. The closed eyes react against the detached all-encompassing gaze of the 

earlier lithographs to offer an artistic vision that is, in essence, drawn from the world of the blind. It marks 

the pinnacle of Redon’s search for artistic expression in its complete detachment from an objectively 

perceived reality in favour of a highly symbolic interiorized art.

2'"' Jacques Lacan, Les Quatre Concepts fondamentaux de la psychanalyze, op. cit. , p.98. 
2'5 Jacques Derrida, Memoires d’aveugle, op. cit., p.88.
^'^Ibid, p.72.
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The image acts as an illustration of Derrida’s belief that blindess is the condition of all artistic 

creation and that it is memory, not perception, that is the true terrain of art.^’  ̂ Speaking of the myth of 

Dibutade in relation to the origins of drawing, he relates;

Dibutade ne voit pas son amant, soit qu’elle lui tourne le dos, plus constante qu’un 
Orphee, soit qu’il lui tourne le dos ou que leurs regards ne puissent en tout cas se croiser [...]: 
comme si voir etait interdit pour dessiner, comme si le dessin etait une declaration d’amour 
destinee ou ordonnee a I’invisibilite de I’autre, a moins qu’elle ne naisse de voir I’autre soustrait au 
voir. Que Dibutade, la main parfois guidee par Cupidon [...], suive les traits d’une ombre ou d’une 
silhouette, qu’elle dessine sur la paroi d’un mur ou sur un voile, dans tous les cas une skiagraphia, 
cette ecriture de I’ombre, inaugure un art d’aveuglement.^’®

Dibutade avoids the gaze of her lover in order to represent his image. Instead she draws his shadow on 

the wall or on a veil. For Derrida, this myth expresses the idea that seeing in a physical sense is not 

necessary to artistic creation and that it only through visual blindness that creativity make take place. 

Derrida’s reference to the veil is significant as, in its many guises, the figure of Yeux Clos, is sometimes 

adorned with a veil, as in the beautiful oil from 1894 (Tokyo: Fujikawa Gallery) (Figure 68). While the veil 

may hold a religious signification, it must also be seen as a self-referential trope. The emphasis upon the 

veil in Redon’s oeuvre finds a parallel in the work of many Symbolist painters, most notably Fernand 

Khnopff. For the Symbolists, the veil would represent the separation of two worlds, the lived and the real, 

from the dream or imaginary world. For Alain Buisine, the veil represents, above all, ‘le probleme du visible 

et de invis ib le ’, while ‘voir ou ne pas voir, voiler ou devoiler, c’est aussi rejouer son identite, dans un jeu 

plus souvent tragique et suicidaire qu’euphorique et gratifiant.’^̂ o

The veil was also the site of a hidden truth and held within itself the possibility of divine 

revelation. The notion of the veil upon which the face of Christ is inscribed remains the iconic image par 

excellence. Redon’s lithographs Et dans le Soleil apparait le visage du Christ (1888) and more particularly 

C'etait un Voile, une empreinte (1891) (Figure 69) draw upon and exploit the notion of the support as the 

site of a transcription of the sacred. Mellerio describes the latter of these two lithographs as:

Sur un fond noir formant cadre, un voile clair ou apparait au centre une tete a la barbe en 
pointe, aux cheveux tombants et boucles, les yeux agrandis d’oij s’echappe une larme. L’aspect 
rappelle assez la physiognomie du Christ.^^'

This conception of the veil and the figure of Christ recalls the role of the icon as expressed by Anne-Marie 

Christin:

See, for example, Alec Wildenstein, Odilon Redon, II, op. c it, p. 173.
218 Jacques Derrida, Memoires d ’aveugle, op. c it, p.75.

Ibid, p.54.
220 Alain Buisine, L ’Orient voile, Cadheilan: Zulma, 1993, p.12.
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Quel objet plus magique en effet que ce rectangle de bois d’ou surgit le visage de Dieu? La 
tradition de I’icone et toute I’histoire de ses venerations et de ses refus refletent cette fascination 
magnetique qu’exerce le support des images sur le regard. Fascination immemoriale: elle repose 
sur I’imaginaire de I’ecran le plus ancien, celui meme qui le fit arracher par I’homme au reel.222

Redon’s veils may be seen to draw upon the ancient belief in a screen that acted as a point of transition 

between the lived and the real, on the one hand, and a higher sphere, on the other. The screen, in the 

aesthetics of nineteenth-century mimesis carried another connotation that lay not in its status as 

intermediary between man and God, but through the politics of Realism, acted rather as the site of a 

perfect replica of an objectively perceived reality. The veil, if seen to represent the canvas, marked, above 

all, the separation, not only between the painter and his picture, but between the subject and its 

representation. Realism, as espoused by Gerome and Messonnier and rejoiced in the projection of an 

autonomous, yet perfect, mirror image of reality, that held no traces of its creator. The crisis that shook the 

foundations of Realism in the latter half of the century is essentially due to the limitations of the traditional 

mimetic screen.223 The notion of absolute separation between the artist and his representation which 

defines mimesis was radically challenged. Redon’s obsession with the emblem of the veil finds a parallel 

in Mallarme’s celebration of the CEuvre pure, where the veil itself is the image. The notion of the medium 

as message is best illustrated in Redon in the text of II reve. As seen earlier, it posits a vision of an ecriture 

that is extremely avant-garde. It is significant therefore that the veil is repeatedly evoked in the short text of 

II reve. In this imaginative account of the narrator’s life, it manifests as a source of both concealment and 

revelation: ‘se devoilant la face’,̂ '̂* the narrator sees himself as he truly is. It is through the penetration of 

the veil that the narrator succeeds in accessing both his past and his spiritual life. This ‘transgression’ of 

the veil may be seen as a commentary upon Redon’s art itself. Redon sees no distinction between the 

subject and its representation and he thereby refuses to engage with the traditional artistic mirror. The veil 

of Yeux Clos displays an ultimate awareness of mimesis as a deception, as a veil which can not ‘reveal’ 

an objective reality. The notion of deception is, however, central to the artistic process and to the art of 

representation itself, as Louis Marin points out:

[...] La peinture est cette merveille qui detourne le regard de I’origine (I’original) de la chose, de 
I’etant du monde dans son devoilement neutre et neutralise parce que naturel, pour I’attirer et le 
capter par un leurre qui en est le substitut parce qu’il le repete et le reproduit: quelle merveille que

221 Andre Mellerio, Odilon Redon, Catalogue raisonne, cat. 110, p. 109.
222 Anne-Marie Christin, L ’Image Ecrite ou la deraison graphique, Paris: Flammarion, 1995. p. 19.
223 ‘Les crises de la mimesis, qu’elles soient photographiques, picturaies ou litteraires, se jouent toutes autour de 
cette tension entre projection et interpretation, confusion et organisation, contact et distance,’ Philippe Ortei, ‘Le 
Stade de I’ecran: ecriture et projection au dix-neuvieme siecle’ (Ecran de la representation, ed. S. Lojkine, Toulouse: 
Editions Universitaires du Sud, 2000, p. 81).
22" ‘II reve’, folio 20.
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la peinture qui denonce dans I’incoherence d’un effet symbolique, non point une contradiction 
logique de son systeme, mais le hen tout-puissant de sa force, sa vanite.^^s

Painting, by its very nature, detracts attention from the real to the representation. It is the site of a 

deception, since the image it offers of the real object can never equal the object itself. Its vanity resides in 

its upholding of its system of illusion. The veil of representation, through its processes of deception 

precludes the possibility of a true image of the self. Redon’s meditations on the gaze and on the veil reveal 

his awareness of the complexity of the enterprise of representation. While the gaze, as Redon depicts it, 

underscores the fragility of the subject, the trope of the veil suggests the limitations of representative art. 

Redon’s self-conscious theorization of modernity is further developed through the motif of the mask.

225 Louis Marin, De la representation, Paris: Seuil, 1994,p.23.
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(c). The Modern Subject and the Mask.

The fragmentation expressed by the membra disjecta is brought a step further in the uncanny Un Masque 

sonne le glas funebre (1883) (Figure 70) from the album A Edgar Poe. Described by Mellerio as ‘un 

masque, soutenu par des vertebres, tire de ses mains decharnes la corde de la cloche dont le battant fait 

jaillir les ondes sonores’^̂ e, the image is uncanny and disturbing. Where in previous images the 

decapitated head or floating eye were separate motifs, here there is a homomorphous relationship 

between all the elements of the image. The angle of the bell counterpoises that of the skull/mask and the 

vertebrae attached to the mask seem to follow the twists of the clapper being pulled by a pair of skeletal 

hands. The fusion of disparate elements harks back to Redon’s earliest lithographs of plant and animal 

life, while the tone is reminiscent of the grotesque caricatures of Goya that inspired his first drawings. The 

print displays a greater maturity and complexity of form than that of the earlier work and in its execution 

finds a parallel with later images such as Visage de Mystere (1885). The horizontal band that traverses the 

top of the image of the mask finds an echo in the band that cuts across the lower section of Visage de 

Mystere, while the skeletal fist reflects the clenched hand of the mystic. Yet, instead of a grotesque, mask

like face, here the subject of the image is a mask.

It is important that the first direct reference made to the mask in Redon’s oeuvre itself alludes to 

another work that is an elaborate self-portrait. The mask, like the veil, is an object of concealment and 

disguise. For the Symbolists, who drew upon the exotic African masks displayed in the Expositions 

Universelles of the latter part of the century, it was the face of the other, in its many guises. It is no 

surprise that, for Redon, who had traced otherness throughout his early graphic work, the mask would 

indeed have a certain appeal. For Bacou, the mask would signify the transformation of man to monster:

L’Homme a cede le premier rang au Monstre. A la place du visage, il porte un masque aux yeux
vides qui lui donne un aspect a la fois tragique et absent.^^^

226 Andre Mellerio, Odilon Redon: Catalogue raisonne, I, cat 40, p. 94.
227 Roseline Bacou, Odilon Redon, I, op. c it, p.69.
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The mask that tolls the bell may, from a thematic perspective, be seen to represent death itself. Its frozen 

features offer a vision of a self that has been emptied of substance and is drained of feeling and of life. To 

look the Medusa in the eye is to cause the dissolution of self. The mask, in its limbless body and 

congealed face, offers the terrifying vista of the modern self, reduced to object.

The image of the funeral knell is also evoked in Redon’s unpublished short story, entitled ‘Nuit de 

fievre’, written in the 1870s. Belonging more to the genre of the fantastic than his other texts, it tells of a 

terrifying night spent by the narrator in a strange house in which, he believes, a dangerous beast also 

resides. The sense of emptiness created by the unknown house provokes the author’s meditations on the 

vacuity of the self, as he asks:

Avez-vous connu la tristesse, I’effet particulier des murs nouveaux en qui nous habitons 
pour la premiere fois? Connaissez-vous cet abandon supreme I’exil en I’inconnu, I’abandon de soi- 
meme; ce mutisme obstine de quatre vilains murs? Ces lieux sans souvenirs, ou hen de vous 
n’habite encore, sans un rappel des etres humains qui nous sont chers; ce vide sans retours; cet 
ordre, ce silence, vous ont-ils donne plus que de la melancolie? -  Non -  C’est I’accent toujours sur 
d’une chambre nouvelle, I’alpha d’un inconnu, le refus de I’action de la vie.

Je I’ai subi longtemps partout ou j’ai passe, partout ou j’ai ressenti cette mort-la, quand 
meme et j’ai cherche, hante; creuse ces choses, et jamais, non jamais je n’ai su voir comment 
j’etais si triste, pourquoi I’effort m’avait manque partout ou j’ai pose ma tete, partout ou je suis 
passe.228

This atmosphere of death, sensed by the narrator, begins to take form as, lying on the bed in his dimly-lit 

room, he hears ‘tres distinctement, le tintement de quelque cloche barbare, un tintement lugubre qui 

SDnnait comme le glas funebre, le glas funebre des agonisants.’^̂ s The ringing of the bell calls to mind the 

narrator’s childhood, when he first learned of death and the intensity of the memory leads him to consider 

ttiat death is still following him. Suddenly, a knock is heard at the door:

[Jje tressaillis: mon coeur battait avec violence. En pleine nuit solitaire et muette qui pouvait venir 
ainsi a cette heure tardive? On frappa de nouveau d’une maniere plus pressante. C’etait un bruit 
sourd et puissant qui semblait venir de partout, autant de la faible cloison qui me separait d’une 
chambre inconnue dont j’avais vu la porte beante et noire dans la soiree, que du dehors, du 
plafond et des dessous meme du frele et mauvais plancher qui tremblait sous moi, comme ebranie 
par eboulement de la terre.^ao

[espite having taken care to lock the door and to cover over the trap-door in the centre of the room with a 

krge trunk, the narrator fails to feel reassured. Gradually, his fears are heightened as it appears that the 

roise he hears is in fact coming from the trunk:

28 Odilon Redon, Nuit de fievre, M, folio 1.
29 Ibid., folio 4.
“  Ibid., folio 5.
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Etait-ce vision, etait-ce du reve, il me sembla que I’enorme coffre si lourd de vieux bois que j’avais 
si peniblement trame etait mu par un etre qui se debattait dedans, et memo des gemissements 
confus en sortaient et frappaient mon oui'e comme s’ils venaient de loin. Je fixai alors plus 
vivement ma vue sur ce meuble bizarre. De longues barres de fer enlagaient en tous sens 
d’enormes pointes de cuivre qui les fixaient sur ce vieux bois vermoulu, dardaient leurs reflets sur 
moi, comme des yeux etincelants et furieux. 3̂'

Approaching the trunk, the narrator is greeted by a distant voice:

J’approchai mon oreille du couvercle et je n’eus plus aucun doute en entendant certainement une 
respiration lente et reguliere, puis des monosyllabes incomprehensibles et des propos heurtes et 
intermittents comme ceux du delire.

Je souffre ...6  ouvrez.
Ouvrez... je meurs, la hache.232

This disturbing image of the creature confined in the trunk acts as a metaphor for the narrator himself 

‘cl6tur[e]’233 in his room and recalls those images of imprisonment discussed earlier. Indeed Nuit de fievre 

may be interpreted as a vision of the divided self, the Lacanian Sujet barre, that remains irrevocably 

locked against itself. However, here there exists communication between the inner and outer spheres, 

through both the voice and the ‘eyes’ of the trunk. The beast in the trunk acts as a crude image of the 

unconscious as other, while the copper handles that appear as eyes act as a strange scopic encounter. 

The latter is of interest as it brings to mind the figure of the mask, as a form of separation, discussed in 

Baudelaire. For Lacan, it is the mask that best illustrates the notion of the split subject. On one level, the 

mask acts as an emblem of the split between the eye and the gaze (which signals the deeper split within 

the subject itself) and, on another level, perfectly expresses Lacan’s understanding of mimicry where, 

through a form of masking, the subject embraces himself as other.^^^ The story of Nuit de fievre may thus 

be read as a commentary on the precarious nature of the self, as the all-encompassing gaze from the 

trunk thus ‘scotomizes’ the subject and the funeral knell signals his annihilation.

Redon’s embracing of the mask is also of interest as a trope, which, like the veil, questions the 

very ground upon which it is placed. Un Masque sonne le glas funebre finds a counterpart in Le Masque 

de la mart rouge, executed in charcoal in 1884 (New York: Museum of Modern Art) (Figure 71). It is 

understood that both images were inspired by Poe’s short story. The Masl< of the Red Death and depict, in 

different manners, the figure of the mask which is revealed as the face of death. In Poe’s tale, death

231 Ibid., folio 8.
^^^Ibid., folio 10.
233/ M ,  folio 7.
23'' For a fuller discussion of the concept of masking in Lacan, see Les Quatre Concepts de la psychanalyze, op. cit., 
pp.121-123.
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ma<es an appearance at a masked ball held in a Gothic castle while pestilence rages outside. Death’s 

cos;ume is admired by all the party-goers until suddenly at the stroke of midnight, he is unmasked by the 

host, Prince Prospero. Un Masque sonne le glas funebre does not seek to illustrate a particular episode 

fron the tale, but instead offers a condensed account through a synthesis of the mask, death and the bell 

rincing midnight. Similarly, the charcoal drawing of the Red Death is in not an illustration of the tale. As 

WilJenstein remarks ‘avec subtilite, il montre et suggere a la fois: I’horloge est presente, mais son cadran 

n’irdique pas encore I’heure de minuit.’^̂ s Rather than describe a single episode, it suggests the story as a 

whole. Indeed Redon deplored the traditional concept of illustration, referring to it as ‘un mot 

defectueux’.23« Redon sought instead to interpret and recreate, as Andre Mellerio writes:

On ne saurait retrouver, chez Redon, I’habituelle maniere d’illustrer un texte. Nous 
constatons une interpretation illimitement libre dans le domaine plastique. C’est moins I’expression 
d’une exacte conformite recherchee avec la pensee litteraire, que les idees et les emotions tres 
personnelles jaillies au contact de temperaments exteriorises dans un autre art.

In ie Masque de la mort rouge, the hour of midnight and the mask are portrayed, but the skeletal figure of 

decth remains hidden. Rather than illustrate a dramatic scene from the original plot, Redon chooses to 

creite an image that is open to interpretation. As with the figure of the veil, the suggestive force of the 

majk could carry the image by itself. The extraordinary success which the picture gained was due, not to 

its itatus as illustration, but rather to the evocative manner in which it portrayed the mask.

While Un Masque sonne le glas funebre and also Nuit de fievre may be perceived as the 

fraimented self reduced to object, Le Masque de la mort rouge plays upon the notion of disguise, of 

tra'esty. This sense of deception associated with the mask points not only to the deceptive nature of the 

artstic process but also to the deceptive nature of the self’s mirror-image. The Ideal I created through 

sp»cular reflection, is the locus of false images, which determine the subject’s standing in the world. The 

msk, therefore is the antithesis of the self-portrait, since it presents a face that acknowledges the 

deseptive nature of its own image. A self-portrait, which aims at presenting a likeness of the sitter, 

repoduces a pose which may be more or less artificial. A mask, by contrast, makes no claim to present a 

likeness and acknowledges the deceptive nature of its own image. It stands in opposition to the art of 

repesentation, as it gives priority to falsehood over semblance and contains within itself its own 

imiossibility.

235 vlec Wildenstein, Odilon Redon: Catalogue raisonne, I, op. cit., II, cat. 1171, p. 218.
236 etter from Odilon Redon to Andre Mellerio, July 21 1898, cited in Roseline Bacou, Lettres de Gauguin etc., op. 
cit. p.32.
237 indre Mellerio, Odilon Redon, Catalogue raisonne, I, op. cit, p.9.
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From the perspective of the self, in Le Masque de la mort rouge, it is not only a single mask that 

the artist evokes, but a series of hideous and grotesque masked faces in the background. While Un 

Masque sonne le glas funebre highlights the dissolution of the personal self, here the strange mascarade 

offers an image of the collective self. It is the face of a society where appearance is deceptive and each 

mask may conceal another. The personal and the universal have become indissociable and the array of 

masks Redon portrays does not refer to the individual, but instead acts as the collective identity of the 

Modernist self. The drawing was first exhibited at the Salon des XX in Brussels,^^^ where it was 

generously received by its members, among whom was the painter of masked crowds, James Ensor. 

Although the notion of a collective identity is merely alluded to in Redon’s oeuvre, the question of the self 

and its representation acted as a constant point of reference in the years from 1870 to 1890. The mask, as 

we have seen, acts as both an emblem of the self and of the challenge it presents to representation. 

Although the masks that populate the artist’s oeuvre are relatively few, their presence is always significant. 

A case in point is the pen and ink drawing, Tete d’homme aux yeux clos avec un masque, executed in 

1881 (Paris: Musee du Louvre). In many respects, the drawing, which was never exhibited, acts as a 

commentary upon the artist’s entire oeuvre. Depicting a man with his eyes closed, separated from a mask, 

by what appears to be a screen, it brings into focus the notions of self, other and representation, as 

understood by Redon. Here, the mask is the other side of the self, which can only be perceived through 

the penetration of the mimetic screen. The expression of self, evoked in the artist’s grotesque Noirs and 

personal writings is based upon this understanding. Although this remains one of Redon’s most obscure 

works, it offers, the key to his conception of self and art. The notions of otherness and of oblique self

representation find their ultimate expression in Redon’s embracing of the mask. However, the 

consequences of Redon’s explorations of self would not be fully realized until some years later, in the 

early twentieth century, when Symbolism would give way to the art of Expressionism.

238 Belgium provided Redon with a receptive audience for his work, as Bacou relates ‘des ce premier contact, I’elite 
intellectuelle et artistique de Belgique adopta Redon comme un de ses maitres’, (Roseline Bacou, Odilon Redon, I, 
op. cit, p. 101.
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‘ALL THE WORLD’S A STAGE’: THE MASKS OF JAMES ENSOR



1. Self- Portraiture and the Limits of Representationalism

(a) A Theatre of Absence

In 1886, James Ensor’s La Mangeuse d ’huitres (1882, Antwerp: Koninklijk Museum voor Schone 

Kunsten) (Figure 72), was exhibited alongside Redon’s Le Masque de la Mort rouge at the Salon des XX 

in Brussels. Notorious in late nineteenth-century Belgium for its refusal from both exhibitions and museum 

collections, La Mangeuse is a pivotal work in Ensor’s oeuvre. One of the artist’s earliest works, it 

expresses a bold engagement with the real that reveals its ugliness through a luminous rendering of form. 

Ensor first chose this painting to represent him at the 1882 Salon de la Societe Royale pour 

I'encouragement des Beaux-Arts in Antwerp and, following its refusal by the jury, he then sent it to the 

1883 Salon de L’Essor from which it was more surprisingly also rejected.' This rejection finds an 

explanation in that it was also in 1883 that Courbet’s Les Casseurs de pierres (1849)^ was exhibited to 

great acclaim at the Cercle Artistique de Bruxelles. The ‘incomparable beaute’, ‘simplicite triomphante’ and 

‘sorte de dignite historique,’  ̂which the critics admired in Courbet represented everything that was revered 

in Realism and which was found to be lacking in Ensor. The critics’ distaste of La Mangeuse d ’huitres 

focused, in particular, on the inappropriateness of the subject and the unfinished appearance of the 

painting. It depicted a greedy-looking woman, resembling Mitche, devouring oysters. The table at which 

she is sitting is tilted towards the picture-plane and the napkin on the edge is nearly falling off - effects 

which anticipate Cezanne’s later preoccupation with illusion and reality in still-lifes. Such an innovation, 

coupled with the unappealing subject, was more than contemporary Belgium could take. This distaste was 

to be echoed later in the decision by the Conseil Communal de Liege not to accept the painting for the 

Municipal Museum. Ensor’s painting was to find itself the subject of scathing criticism, which centred, for 

the most part, upon its failure to depict the real, as evidenced by the following commentary by a 

contemporary art critic:

' The artistic group L ’Essor, formed in 1883, was composed of graduates of I’Academie des Beaux-Arts, many of 
whom would also become members of /.esXXand was therefore considered quite progressive.
2 The painting was destroyed during the bombing of Dresden in World War II.
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Contrairement a vous, je pense que I’Art vrai n’est pas et ne doit pas demeurer etranger 
aux preoccupations humaines.

Contrairement a vous, je pense que la lumiere, la couleur, la ligne, la perspective, la vie, 
I’impression et tous les grands sentiments humains comptent dans un tableau, mais a condition 
qu’ils ne bouleversent ni les lois naturelles, ni la realite des choses, ni la beaute des sentiments 
humains.

Ainsi, Monsieur, la ligne veut que I’anatomie soit respectee dans un etre vivant et qu’une main 
humaine soit une main et non un affreux magot.

Ainsi, la perspective veut qu’une mangeuse assise a table n’ait I’etagere collee sur le dos. [...]
Et c’est pour cela que j ’aime mieux m’extasier devant une vieille dentelliere toute ridee, mais 

tres humaine, dont les mains de travailleuse bien dessinees et bien peintes parlent a mon coeur et 
a mon cerveau, que de m’esbaudir devant une masse magotee qui engloutit des huitres ou meme 
des moules."*

The 1883 and 1884 refusals of La Mangeuse d ’huitres were, in many respects, to mark a 

watershed in the history of Belgian painting, since it came to represent the need for an alternative artistic 

circle, one which was to find its answer in the formation of Les XX. In 1883, the same year that L'Essor 

refused the painting, Ensor along with Fernand Khnopff, Felicien Rops and a number of other young 

artists founded an artistic group whose motto, opposing itself to that of L ’Essor, ‘One Art: One Life’, 

instead allowed for creativity and innovation:

Ni ecole, ni chapelle, sans pamphlet ni manifeste, cette poignee d’artistes, conjuguee a I’energie 
d’un animateur, reunissait des hommes libres, des createurs passionnes, desireux de vivre leur 
aventure. Ces Vingt n’imposaient, en effet, aucune esthetique, ne jettaient aucun interdit.®

Choosing as their secretary a young lawyer. Octave Maus, whose knowledge of painting and sculpture 

was minimal, Les XX  wished to ensure that their art was to remain free from the influence of a school of 

painting and was instead to encourage above all a sense of solidarity within diversity. As Francine-Claire 

Legrand observes, ‘des affinites au moins momentanees unirent certains d’entre eux, mais il n’eut jamais 

unite de vues.’® Throughout its ten-year history, Les XX  was to make Brussels a thriving artistic centre that 

would act as the point of convergence of various explorations in art. Through its international exhibitions, 

recitals and conferences, Les XX  manifested not only as the most important artistic movement in 

nineteenth-century Belgium, but also one that was to have a profound impact on both French and British 

Art.

3 (Anonymous author) L’Art moderne, 5, February 4 1883, pp. 36-37.
" M. Lambrichts, in L'Express. Quoted by Octave Maus in ‘Les Huitres et le plaideur’, L’Art moderne, n- 28, July 11 
1909, p.217. Lambrichts’ comments are in fact in the context of the Conseil Communal de Liege’s decision in 1909 
not to accept the painting for the local Museum.
5 Philippe Roberts-Jones, Du Realisme au surrealisme: La Peinture en Belgique de Joseph Stevens a Paul Delvaux, 
Brussels: Cahiers du Grain, 1994, p.55.
® Francine-Claire Legrand, James Ensor, Brussels: La Renaissance du livre, 1999, p. 48.
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The importance of the painting, La Mangeuse d ’huftres, in Ensor’s work is indissociable from its 

status within the contemporary art movements. The painting was deemed to fall short in its failure to depict 

the real. What, then, did it represent? Emile Verhaeren’s description of the work remains one of the most 

perceptive:

Quelle joie, quelle fete, quelle liesse de couleurs repandues sur la table ou la mangeuse a pris 
place! Bouteilles, verres, assiettes, citrons, vins, liqueurs s’influencent, se penetrent de lueurs, 
entrent pour ainsi dire les uns dans les autres et maintiennent quand meme, triomphantes, la 
soiidarite et la rigueur de leurs formes. Et cette admirable note rouge que jette la reliure d’un livre 
place sur une tablette dans le fond de la toile! Et la belle chair vivante des mains et du visage. Et 
les plis bleuatres de la nappe, et tout enfin.^

The beauty of La Mangeuse d ’huitres, lay, for Verhaeren, in its imaginative engagement with the real 

through the use of colour, while maintaining the solidity of its forms. The painting came to represent an 

autochthonous answer to the studies of light and atmosphere carried out by the Impressionists. 

Verhaeren was also aware of the historical significance of the painting and how, despite the criticism it 

provoked, it marked a turning point in Belgian art:

Voici une page capitale: La Mangeuse d ’huitres. [...] Je me souviens encore des coleres 
qu’elle dechaina. On ne voulut voir en cette merveille que les defauts, necessaires, peut-etre, en 
tout cas secondaires; et chacun, comme s’il etait heureux de blamer, d’eclabousser et de nier, 
pietinait dans le parti pris, se refusait a toute louange et tournait le dos a la plus elementaire justice.

Et pourtant ce tableau imposera sa date dans notre ecole. [...] Certes, depuis qu’il peignait, 
James Ensor avait banni de sa palette la terre de Sienne brulee et le noir de vigne] certes, depuis 
toujours, II s’etait defie de ce qu’on appelait «les vigueurs» obtenues par I’abus des mauvaises et 
fulgineuses couleurs; certes enfin, il s’etait soucie d’atmosphere, d’air ambiant et de reelle et 
authentique clarte, mais jamais comme en cette etonnante Mangeuse d'huitres ses efforts 
n’avaient abouti, ni sa victoire porte la flamme de ses drapeaux aussi haut, ni aussi loin. L’oeuvre 
revet je ne sais quel caractere historique. C’est le premier tableau vraiment clair qu’on fit chez 
nous.®

It was during the early 1880s that the pivotal works by the Impressionists were executed.^ 

Proponents of the idea of a Flemish Modernism, such as Octave Maus and Verhaeren saw the need for 

Belgian painters to embrace their cultural heritage, while at same time exploring artistic innovations. For 

critics such as Paul Fierens, this heritage involved a form of observation that allowed one to embrace the

^Emile Verhaeren, Sur James Ensor, Brussels: Editions Complexe, 1990, p.62. 
e /M , p.62-63.
® 1881 saw Renoir’s Le Dejeuner des Canotiers, while Seurat painted Un Dimanche apres-midi sur I ’ile de la Grande 
jatte in 1883.
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real, imaginatively: ‘tous les elements d’une oeuvre de Bosch, sans exception, sont extraits du monde 

concret, sont le fruit d’une observation qui rejoint presque celle du savant, du botaniste, de 

l’entomologiste.’'° This emphasis on the minute perception of the real is also echoed by Jacques 

Janssens, who notes that Tesprit flamand est positif, a ie sens du reel, volt les choses comme elles 

sont.’"  Although deemed to be ‘unrealistic’ by the Salon d’Anvers, Ensor’s Mangeuse d’huitres, in its 

savouring of the form of the various fruits and objects, was distinctly Flemish. Ensor retained his Flemish 

Realist heritage, which meant that his art, while it was invested with imagination, did not remove itself 

from physical reality. Like Bosch, as Fierens pointed out, the object, for Ensor, remained superior to the 

idea, a characteristic, incidentally, which would mark the artistic gap between Ensor and his contemporary 

and rival, Fernand Khnopff.

This predeliction for matter and form is best illustrated in the still-lifes executed at the same 

periDd as La Mangeuse d’huitres. In the same way that his family served as models for his painting, the 

objects that cluttered Ensor’s home and the souvenir shop run by his family provided material for his many 

still-ifes. For Verhaeren, Ensor’s still-lifes displayed the extraordinary use of color and light which would 

mar< his artistic achievement:

I existe une sorte de realite esthetique plus haute que la realite authentique. Cette realite ou plutot 
cette vie est atteinte par de purs moyens d’arl. Ils realisent les harmonies impeccables et 
glorieuses du ton, les sensibilites merveilleuses des ombres et les joies de la calme ou triomphante 
Umiere. Quand ce haut resultat est atteint il efface - surtout qu’il s’agit, en ce cas-ci, de simples 
latures mortes - toute critique vetilleuse et tatillonne.'^

Veneren saw Ensor’s desire to to reveal a hidden reality, rather than reflect the visibi one, which was 

impicit to his notion of modernity. Unfortunately, Verhaeren’s understanding that aesthetic reality and 

auttentic reality were not interchangeable, was not shared by many nineteenth-century Belgian critics. 

The depiction of a greedy spinster eating a dish of oysters was a far cry from the social realism of Courbet 

and others and the ‘reality’ it portrayed was clearly unacceptable to Belgian audiences.

The painting belongs to a series of works carried out by Ensor in the early 1880s, which are set in 

his lome and portray scenes from everyday bourgeois life. These paintings are not only central to the 

artist’s meditations on the depiction of the real, but also reveal the beginnings of an enquiry into 

selfrepresentation. It is through a challenging of mimesis that Ensor’s art of the self is first explored. 

Cenral to this exploration is an understanding of the artificiality of representation and it is by means of a 

thectre of absence, staged within the setting of Bourgeois life, that Ensor first seeks to portray himself. 

The central scene of La Mangeuse d’huitres is dominated by a large mirror, which reflects the back of

' ° Piul Fierens, ‘La Tradition du fantastique en Belgique’, Les Arts Plastiques, June 1954, p.7.
' '  Jffiques Janssens, James Ensor, Paris: Flammarion, 1978, p.6.
' 2 Enile Verhaeren, Sur James Ensor, op. cit, p.78.
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Mitche’s head and the door and curtain. The structure is not dissimilar to that of Manet’s Le Bar aux 

Folies-Bergkes (1882, London: Courtauld Institute) and like Manet’s painting, Ensor’s work seems to 

explore the art of reflection. The glasses, bottles and oysters all reflect each other as the entire work 

seems to bathe in luminosity. Yet within this theatre of reflection, there exists a certain lacuna. The place 

setting and chair, which symmetrically oppose those of Mitche, remain unoccupied and a sense of 

absence comes to the fore. The precariousness of the napkin and the cropped lower left of the painting 

give the impression that the artist may have absented himself from the scene in order to seize the 

moment, almost photographically. The representation of self through absence is indissociable in these 

early paintings from a form of staging which preempts Ensor’s interest in the pose as expressed in his self- 

portraits. While the scene of Mitche dining may have been influenced by photography, a theatrical impulse 

is also present. In particular, the inclination of the table and the floor may be seen to draw upon the idea of 

a theatrical stage. Throughout his artistic career, Ensor had a profound interest in the world of theatre. 

From play-acting and clowning with his friend Ernest Rousseau'^, to his interest in puppet-shows and 

carnival and his creation of a ballet-pantomime, Ensor was immersed in the theatrical.

The presence of a stage is particularly evident in Le Salon bourgeois (1881, Antwerp, Koninklijk 

Museum voor Schone Kunsten) (Figure 73). The painting depicts the artist’s mother and aunt, seated at 

the dining-room table, engrossed in their reading and sewing. Although at first sight, the painting seems 

simply to portray the sleepy afternoons spent in the bourgeois home during the quiet season, the 

spectator’s eye is drawn to the empty chair in the right-hand corner — the same chair in which the artist 

was to portray his father that same year. What becomes increasingly apparent is the sense of absence 

and of silence. It is the light that falls upon the white cloth strewn across the chair that renders this silence 

palpable and the absence visible. As Paul Fierens was one of the first to note, Ensor’s understanding of 

light is distinctly Flemish in so far as it gnaws at its subject and virtually creates it:

La lumiere ensorienne s’incorpore aux substances, aux masses, aux volumes, et loin
d’escamoter le relief, le cree et I’accuse. [...]

Ensor est trop Flamand pour mepriser la saveur des matieres, pour ne point s’appuyer sur 
le reel, pour lui substituer un jeu d’apparences, d’allusions et d’illusions.''*

The light cast upon the darkened room brings an array of objects to life and invests them with significance. 

The real is depicted willingly but yet contains an element of suggestion and mystery. The various

'3 in 1878, Ensor was introduced to the Rousseau family by his friend, Theo Hannon, whom he had met at the 
Academie de Bruxelles. The Rousseau family would have an extraordinary impact on Ensor’s political and social 
ideas. While Ernest Rousseau Senior was a Professor of Botany at the newly-founded Universite libre de Bruxelles, 
his wife Mariette was a respected microbiologist and their son, Ernest Junior was a doctor. They were all highly 
socially engaged (Ernest Rousseau Senior founded the Belgian Society for Human Rights in 1898) and their attitudes 
were liberal and progressive. In their home, Ensor came into contact with a number of significant artists and writers, 
including Pops, Eugene Demolder, Maurice Des Ombiaux, Camille Lemonnier, Willy Finch and Edmond Picard.

Paul Fierens, James Ensor, ‘Hommage a James Ensor’, Les Arts plastiques, 1, (1950), p.10.
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ornaments cluttered upon the mantelpiece, together with the furniture and mirrors, serve as a border 

around the room and mark the space out as artificially theatrical. It is, however, a theatre of absence and 

one which, like that of Strindberg or Maeterlinck, ‘montre I’isolement des choses et des etres dans ce lieu 

immuable ou plus rien n’advient que le lieu meme’J® This sense of an interior which is closed in upon itself 

is accentuated by the mirrors which reflect each other. What initially may appear as an idyllic depiction of 

bourgeois life becomes the site of a social critique of bourgeois hypocrisy. Lurking behind the appearance 

of respectability is both a failure and a refusal to communicate.

The absent figure of Ensor’s father is at the heart of the image. Even before his death in 1887, 

James Frederic Ensor constituted an empty space within the family home. His story is one of a gradual 

decline from career failures and disillusionment to apathy and alcoholism. Although he had studied 

medicine at the Universities of Bonn and Heidelberg, he does not appear to have finished his studies and 

instead began working as a civil engineer. Having married Marie-Catherine Haegheman in 1859, he left for 

America to seek his fortune but returned unvictoriously in 1861 due to the outbreak of the Civil War. The 

portrait painted by Ensor of him in 1881 (Bruxelles: Musees royaux des Beaux-Arts de Belgique) (Figure 

74), executed in a sombre, realist style, depicts a man of culture, seemingly lost in a world of his own, 

seated in the same chair depicted in Le Salon bourgeois. His eyes averted from those of the painter, he 

appears almost to melt into the shadows, indicating an emotional distance or withdrawal from the world 

surrounding him. His bourgeois clothing gives the appearance of a role in society. Yet, being without a 

profession, he was financially dependent upon his female in-laws. In his letters, Ensor expresses 

admiration for his father:

C’etait un homme de grand savoir, parlant plusieurs langues. Remarquablement beau et 
d’une force physique prodigieuse. II avait le front eleve et sa personne etait empreinte de majeste.
II m’a toujours inspire une sorte de respect craintif. C’etait vraiment un homme superieur. Ses 
connaissances etaient multiples.!...]

C’etait un parfait gentleman. Ses projets trop vastes et au dessus de la comprehesion des 
bourgeois doctrinaires de cette epoque ne furent pas goOtes et surtout denatures et toutes ses grandes 
visees et ses projets eleves furent contrecarres. Profondement froisse a la longue par I’attitude du 
public ostendais compose a cette epoque en majeure partie d’hoteliers enrichis, brasseurs, armateurs, 
negociants exploiteurs, actuellement ennemis de tous progres en innovation, mon pere prefera s’isoler 
completement et rechercha plutot dans la suite la societe des humbles.'®

Ensor’s emphasis on the public misunderstanding of his father’s learning and culture and on his need for 

reclusion and isolation, may point to a form of self-projection through this literary portrait. His identification 

with the figure of his father may suggest that the empty chair of Le Salon bourgeois is an oblique 

representation of the artist himself. What is clear in the painting is a palpable sense of silence and

Michel Draguet, James Er)sor, Paris: Gallimard, 1999, p.38. 
Letter to Jules Du Jardin, October 28 1899, Lettres, pp.275-76.
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absience that precludes an objective representation and underscores instead the subjective and infinitely 

personal nature of the image.

Ensor’s description of his father also serves as a negative reflection of everything he dislikes in 

his mother’s family. Described almost disparagingly as a ‘fille de marchands de coquillages d’OstendeV^ 

Ensior’s mother would appear to have more in common with the small-minded community of the sea-side 

town than with the world of culture represented by her husband. While the father took an interest in his 

son’s chosen career, Ensor’s mother seemed to be more interested in the day-to-day running of their 

sou'venir shop. The portrait painted of Mme. Ensor in 1882 (Brussels: Musees royaux des Beaux-Arts de 

Belgique) (Figure 75), contrasts markedly with that of the painter’s father. Decidedly less sympathetic, it 

depiicts an austere and serious looking woman, whose haggard features form a frown. Throughout his 

career, Ensor was at the mercy of his mother and her sister, the overpowering Aunt Mimi. Only his sister 

Mitche, a year younger than himself, was supportive of his artistic endeavours. She served as a constant 

and willing model for the young painter, as is expressed by her presence in almost all of Ensor’s figurative 

paintings from the early and mid-1880s. La Dame sombre (1881, Brussels: Musees royaux des Beaux-arts 

de Belgique) (Figure 76) portrays Mitche sitting beside the window, dressed to go out for the evening. As 

in Le Salon bourgeois, Ensor’s painting reveals a dedoublement of representation, as the reality of the 

image which emerges is questioned. While the painting appears to depict the prelude to a social outing, it 

is instead the sense of a physical and psychological isolation which comes to the fore. The glowing, 

almost blinding presence of the light streaming through the window serves as an emblem of the exterior 

reality, which contrasts with the stifling atmosphere in which Mitche actually lives. What is represented is 

not the portrait of a young bourgeoise, patiently waiting, but rather the drama of a life where nothing 

happens. The sense of despair and helplessness suggested in the undertones of La Dame sombre 

becomes the actual subject of what may be perceived as one of Ensor’s bravest works, La Dame en 

detresse (1882, Paris: Musee d’Orsay) (Figure 77). The atmosphere, which penetrates the painting, is, 

above all, one of intense isolation and interiority. Against the golden hues of the curtains, the figure of 

Mitche is barely visible and seems to melt into the surroundings. As in the previous paintings, the artist’s 

palette limits itself almost entirely to tones of yellow, blue and red. The sea blue/green of the wall-paper 

unites with the bed-sheets to create a space, which like that of Le Salon bourgeois, accentuates the sense 

of enclosure and isolation, while the objects abandoned on the floor corroborate the distress alluded to in 

the title. Despite the distress portrayed in the painting, critics of the period, among them the eminent writer 

and critic Eugene Demolder, failed to see anything in the painting other than an exploration of light and 

atmosphere:

C’est I’atmosphere qui chante, une atmosphere intime et fermee de chambre a coucher assez
banale, assez quelconque, mais captivante par le charme de I’air qui traverse les etoffes deployees

p. 276.
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raides devant les fenetres, court sur les boiseries, papillonne sur la descente de lit, penetre les 
essuie-mains, arrive a la jupe de la dame

Demolder’s comments highlight the critical and public reluctance to question appearances. Ensor’s 

painting marks an acute engement with reality that reveals its obscured aspects. It reflects the ‘triviale et 

terrible realite’^̂  of which Baudelaire spoke in relation to Daumier. In many respects, Ensor’s critique of 

bourgeois hypocrisy serves as a prelude to the politically and socially-engaged paintings which would 

characterize his mature period. What emerges in La Dame sombre is not a ‘chambre a coucher assez 

banale, assez quelconque’, but a veritable huis clos. As in the previous images, it is the place itself which 

creates the drama, as the bedroom manifests as the real actor and everything else, including Mitche 

herself, seems no more than a stage prop.

The figure of Mitche manifests once again in L’Apres-midi a Ostende^° (1881, Antwerp: Koninklijk 

Museum voor Schone Kunsten) (Figure 78), and takes as its setting the bourgeois dining room. The 

circular composition of the painting centres on the dining-room table at which the mother and daughter are 

seated. Similar to La Mangeuse d’huftres, there is a certain irreverence in the composition which 

challenges conventional norms of perspective and of artistic handling. As one critic noted;

Ses toiles se font remarquer par une grande bizarrerie de facture. Elies sont en general 
mal etablies au point de vue perspectif, et notamment celle qu’il a nommee Une Apres-dmee a 
Ostende,^' donne la vague idee d’un appartement qui subit I’oscillation d’un tremblement de terre.
Les contours de son dessin sont peu definis.[...] Ses peintures sont toujours a I’etat embryonnaire, 
et il est difficile d’en demeler ce qu’il en sortira definitivement [...]^

Although it does not conform to conventional notions of artistic harmony, there is a structuring device 

within the painting, which centres on the use of colour. Less somber than the Le Salon bourgeois, the 

room is bathed in shades of ochre and patches of red and the walls, carpet and tablecloth come together 

to form a unified whole. The yellow tones of Mitche’s bonnet find a reflection in the gilted edges of the 

mirror and call to mind the rays of the sun as seen in the previous images. The light, which, as in most of 

Ensor’s compositions, emerges from the upper-right-hand-side of the painting, catches Mitche’s features. 

Once more, an atmosphere of impenetrable distance between the characters predominates, as each 

appears preoccupied within their own thoughts. The composition, like that of Le Salon bourgeois, also 

denotes a certain artificiality. The sense of a theatrical stage is particularly evident in the inclination of the

Eugene Demolder, James Ensor, op. cit, pp. 8-9.
'9 0C //, p.552.
2° The title is reminiscent of Courbet’s Une Apres-dinee a Ornans (1848: Lille: Palais des Beaux-Arts).
2' This was the original title given by Ensor to the painting.

(Anonymous author), .4rtmoc/eme, 1882, cited in Robert Delevoy, Ensor, Antwerp: Fonds Mercator, 1981, p.294.
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table and floor and the strategically placed furniture. The depiction of the artist’s mother and sister is 

especially artificial. One wonders, in particular, why Mitche, dressed in a bonnet and coat, is calling to see 

her mother in her own home. Combined with the trance-like expression upon his sister’s face, this may 

indicate the unreality of the situation and hence lead us to consider the work not so much as a realistic 

depiction of bourgeois life, but rather a questioning of its representation. The lack of communication 

between Mitche and her mother reflects that of Le Salon bourgeois and, as in La Dame sombre and La 

Dame en detresse, the silence is almost palpable. Here, as in the other paintings from this period, it is 

through absence that Ensor represents the reality that underscores the image. It is interesting to note that 

this is the only portrait where Mitche is looking towards the spectator. This element, combined with the 

third cup placed upon the tray, leads us to consider that a third character, probably the artist himself, is 

represented. While Ensor’s depictions of bourgeois life cut through appearances to express the less than 

idyllic reality which lurks beneath, many of the paintings from this period also suggest the presence of the 

artist. In the same way that La Mangeuse d ’huitres and L’Apres-midi a Ostende may be seen to present 

an oblique portrait of Ensor through absence, Une Coloriste (1880, Brussels: Musees royaux des 

Beaux-Arts de Belgique) (Figure 79), offers an equally unusual vision of the artist.

The subject of the painting is once again the artist’s sister, Mitche. Seated in what appears to be 

the artist’s studio, she appears to be lost in her own thoughts. In her hands, she holds a fan while other 

oriental fabrics and trinkets clutter the room. These objects bear witness to Ensor’s interest in oriental 

objects, the chinoiseries, which form a considerable part of his still-lifes executed in the 1880s. Mitche is 

rendered in almost identical tones to her surroundings and, in a move towards a more abstract and less 

representational art, there is not a clear distinction between the subject itself and the manner of its 

depiction. In this respect, it is reminiscent of the artistic screen, as discussed in Redon, which is key to the 

shift in representation during the nineteenth century.The light which streams in from the large window also 

plays a unifying role in this respect, drawing together the objects upon which it falls. The title of the 

painting is enigmatic, as one wonders to what extent it could apply to Mitche: she is not a painter and her 

propensity to depression would seem to contradict all that is light and colour. Looking more closely at the 

painting, however, one observes the figure of Ensor, which emerges, almost ghostlike, from the upper left 

of the image. The discarded palette on the lower right hand-side acts in direct symmetrical opposition to 

the figure of the painter, while the image of Mitche stands in the centre. In many respects, the discarded 

palette calls to mind the napkin set aside in La Mangeuse d ’huitres and the unclaimed cup and saucer in 

L’Apres-midi a Ostende. Here, however, the meaning is less ambiguous, as the image of the painter, who 

momentarily extracts himself from his work, is also inscribed upon it in the form of a mirror-image. Ensor 

seems to have painted the reflection of himself painting Mitche.
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The composition of the painting with a central scene bordered by various frames and, in 

particular, the unusual use of the mirror brings to mind Velazquez’s Las Meninas (1656, Madrid: Museo 

del Prado). In a similar way to Las Meninas, it may be suggested that Line Coloriste is not a classical 

portrait, but is indeed an exercise in representation. Through the interaction of the subject and the act of 

painting itself, Ensor challenges the limits of representation, the separation of the traditional modes of 

representation. Instead of offering an exercise in objectivity, by including an image of himself painting his 

sister, Ensor blends observer and observed. The subject of the painting is neither Mitche nor the artist, but 

an interrogation of the relationship between subject, self and pictorial expression. Central to this 

interrogation is the artistic handling. Moving away from a representational aesthetic, the work seeks to 

communicate through the expressive qualities of colour. Ensor challenges mimesis by playing with 

conventional norms of depth and perspective, questioning the reality of what is depicted and representing 

self through absence. Like Baudelaire and Rdon, this questioning of the limits of representational artis 

intimately associated with the notion of modernity and the expression of the self. Ensor’s aesthetic is 

indissociable from his meditations on self-expression and it is in the self-portraits, also carried out in the 

early 1880s, that the relationship between the self and artistic exoression is most clearly explored.
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(b) Making the Self: Constructing Identity in Ensor’s Writings and Self-Portraits

Like Baudelaire, Ensor was acutely aware of his public image and, like Redon, he was keen to 

point out the greatness of his artistic destiny. Through his numerous self-portraits and personal writings, 

Ensor developed a legend of himself. At the heart of this legend was the notion of his natural artistic 

vocation. In the same way that Redon saw himself as a disciple of Diirer, Ensor looked to the great artists 

in order to build his own identity. While he would consistently express his admiration for Bosch, Brueghel, 

Turner, Goya and others,^^ Ensor sought to identify himself with the figures of Leonardo da Vinci and 

Peter-Paul Rubens, in particular.

In a letter to Andre de Ridder, in preparation for a monograph on his work, Ensor refers to his 

earliest childhood memory;

Une nuit aiors que couche dans mon berceau dans ma chambre eclairee, toutes tenetres 
ouvertes et donnant sur la mer, un grand oiseau de mer attire sans doute par la lumiere, vint 
s’abattre devant moi en bousculant mon berceau. Impression inoubliable, folle terreur et je vois 
encore le grand choc de I’oiseau noir et fantastique, avide de lumiere.^'*

This extraordinary memory is disturbing, not only for the content it relates, but also for the period of 

childhood it concerns, since it is quite unusual for a person to remember events from their infancy. The 

fantastic nature of the event, combined with the period to which it relates, would lead us to consider that it 

does not consist of an actual memory as such but a psychological fantasy. Indeed, in this respect, it is also 

remarkably similar to the childhood memory of Leonardo da Vinci, discussed by Freud:

It seems that I was always destined to be so deeply concerned with vultures; for I recall as 
one of my very earliest memories that while I was in my cradle a vulture came down to me, and 
opened my mouth with its tail, and stuck me many times with its tail against my lips.^s

23 See, for example, ME, p.25.
2'' Letter to Andre De Ridder, August 2 1928, Lettres, op. cit., pp.190-191.
25 Leonardo da Vinci, as quoted by Sigmund Freud in ‘Leonardo da Vinci and a Memory of his Childhood’, Sigmund 
Freud, XIV, London: Penguin, 1990, p. 172.
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Both texts are remarkably similar. They differ, however, in that Leonardo’s visitor was a vulture, while 

Ensor’s is described as a ‘grand oiseau de mer,’ and also in Leonardo’s insistence upon the bird’s opening 

of his mouth with its tail. Ensor’s expressed admiration for Leonardo could suggest that he was familiar 

with the painter’s memoirs.^® However, as Ensor’s recollection is described in a letter from 1828, a year 

after the first French translation of Freud’s essay on the subject, ‘Leonardo da Vinci and a Memory of his 

Childhood’, it is possible that Ensor was also aware of the psychoanalytical reading.

While this letter dates from the later period of the artist’s career, it offers a reflection of the 

complex processes of self-fashioning which began in the 1880s. In the same way in which he subtly 

alludes to the figure of Leonardo in his writings, in a self-portrait from 1884, Mon Autoportrait (Brussels: 

Musees royaux des Beaux-Arts de Belgique) (Figure 80), Ensor seeks to identify himself with the Italian 

master. His gesture is reminiscent of that of St. John the Baptist as he appears in Leonardo’s La Vierge 

aux rochers, (1483, Paris: Musee du Louvre), but rather than pointing to the baby Jesus, Ensor points to 

himself. While on the one hand, the painting predicts the theme of Ensor’s identification with the figure of 

the Messiah, which would characterize a number of drawings and paintings of the late 1880s, it also 

reveals the artist’s yearning for recognition. This desire to be recognized as an outstanding artist, in the 

tradition of the great Renaissance painters, finds expression once again in Ensor’s celebrated Autoportrait 

au ctiapeau fleuri (1883 and 1888-89, Ostend: Museum voor Schone Kunsten) (Figure 81), which, in 

addition to its potential hatted origin in a print by Felicien Rops,^^ directly alludes to Rubens’ famous 

self-portrait. The painting remains one of Ensor’s most fascinating works, as Marcel de Maeyer relates in 

the 1965 edition of L’Art beige, dedicated to the painter;

IMulle part ailleurs on ne le voit aussi seduisant et renferme, aussi grave et ironique, aussi conscient
je  tui-meme et capricieux, aussi proche et lointain a la fois.^s

De Maeyer was the first to point out that the painting originally depicted the artist dressed in a 

black coat set against a brown background. Although characteristic of Ensor’s early period, its reworking in 

1888 marked the beginnings of a new stage in his art. Placing his bust against what appears to be a 

mir'or, Ensor adds a strange flowered hat, adorned with artificial, coloured flowers and an ostrich feather, 

anc lengthens his moustache. The tone of the previous image is completely transformed. Parodying the 

sell-portrait by his famous compatriot, Ensor offers an ironic, almost acerbic vision of himself. Having 

reworked his original painting, Ensor entitled this picture Mon Portrait travesti. He added a circular mirror, 

bereath which his artist’s coat remains partially visible. This element of disguise is one which had long

26 A/E, pp.25 and 183.
27 Dane Lesko suggests that Ensor added the flowered hat to his self-portrait under the inspiration of a lithograph by 
Feli:ien Rops, entitled Diabolis Virtus in iumbus. This print formed the 1887 frontispiece for Peladan’s ‘Initiation 
senimentale’ in La Decadence latine. See Diane Lesko, James Ensor: The Creative Years, op. cit., pp.80-81.
28 ^/arcel de Maeyer, ‘Ensor au chapeau fleuri’, L’Art beige, 1965, pp. 41-44.
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been attractive to Ensor; in a pencil self-portrait from 1877, he portrayed himself as an Arab, while in a 

series of drawings inspired by the figure of Don Quixote, he donned the mask of the Spanish hero. Unlike 

these early disguises, however, the travesty in this self-portrait seems to hide a sense of seriousness 

behnd its apparent derision. Beneath the flowered hat, the painter’s gaze is serious. Executed at a time 

when Ensor was isolated from Les XX  and in the wake of his father’s death, the image may be seen to 

port ay the self as essentially solitary and self-mocking. The reflected mirror-image is central to this sense 

of isolation since, like the theatre of reflections which characterized Le Salon bourgeois, it avoids any 

con'munication or exchange with the spectator. The inclusion of the mirror is also significant, however, 

because it does not purport to present a true image, but offers instead a reflection of the artist. As de 

Maeyer observes;

. ’artiste emprisonne le personnage dans un miroir circulaire, qui le distancie par rapport au 
spectateur. Nous ne voyons plus le peintre lui-meme mais son reflet, d’ailleurs travesti, reflet qu’il 
ie presente d’abord a lui-meme.^^

Ensjr displays an awareness of the mirror as the site of a deception, which does not represent a true 

imaje of self, but instead is characterized by travesty. This understanding of the specular image as 

deceptive calls to mind Lacan’s theories on the mirror stage and suggests that Ensor was aware of the 

dialectic between the internal and external aspects of the self. The allusion to Rubens is a self-conscious 

atteTipt at self-lashioning, which deliberately seeks to create the artistic ego, visible to all ot the world.

Ensor would remain extremely aware of creating his own legend. The artist’s writings, Mes Ecrits, 

pubished during his life-time, played an important role in the building of an artistic identity. Throughout his 

carier, Ensor experimented with language and sought to use it to his advantage. While his later writings 

take on a dimension of their own, transforming and personalizing language, his earliest writings are more 

corventional and are exclusively concerned with his status as an artist. As early as 1884, Ensor published 

an article entitled Trois semaines a rAcademie’,̂ ® describing his experiences at the Academie de 

Bru<elles. The text clearly sets the painter apart from his contemporaries and, through satire, derides the 

edicational establishment and its manner of teaching. Ensor invents a dialogue between his teachers, 

wh(se names he has changed, and a mute pupil-figure, who would appear to represent himself. Each 

tea;her criticizes the student’s work and recommends corrections, which are in turn criticized and 

corected anew by the next professor. The second professor is unimpressed with the artist’s treatment of 

his5ubject:

2e Semaine: M. le professeur Slimmevogel.
Vous avez fait votre fond au lieu de faire la figure; ga n’est pas difficile de faire un fond.

29/W., p.43.
3“ Tie article first appeared in L’Art moderne, August 31 1884, cited in Mes Ecrits, pp.50-52.
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Vous faites le contraire de ce qu’on vous dit. Au lieu de commencer par vos vigueurs, vous 
commencez par les clairs. Comment pouvez-vous juger votre ensemble? II faut faire vos vigueurs 
avec du noir de vigne et de la terre de sienne brulee.

[...] Je ne vois rien la-dedans. II y a de la couleur, mais 9a ne suffit pas. Qa manque de 
vigueur. Vous empatez trop. Vous avez I’air de bien chercher cependant. Vous avez assez cherche 
maintenant.^'

In the essay’s conclusion, the young artist is told that, in order to continue being a painter, he 

must change his contrary ways. The student promptly leaves the school, becomes a member of Les XX 

and his work is rejected by an official Salon. Canning relates how this short text serves as a means of 

establishing Ensor’s identity:

Three Weeks at the Academy’ is of course a farce, designed to boost Ensor’s radical 
credentials. By portraying the Brussels Academy as inept and corrupt, its system of critique and 
review ignorant and perfunctory, Ensor affirmed the modern adversarial nature of his own work and 
reinforced his prominent status in the Belgian artistic avant-garde. As was the case with the 
self-portraits, this essay declared Ensor’s defiant stance and conveniently disguised the influence 
that the academy actually had on his work, especially on his drawing. Already, at the beginning of 
his career, Ensor understood the strategic connection between subversive acts and 
self-promotion.32

Canning observes how by mocking the Brussels Academy, Ensor cleverly distanced himself from it. He 

thus managed to conceal any influence the school may have had on his style, while encouraging a view of 

his vork as avant-gardist and radical. Highly satirical, Ensor’s text marks the tone for much of his later 

writiigs. The essays, which form the body of Mes Ecrits, were, for the most part, originally speeches. 

Whie many of these contain biographical allusions, it is ‘Ma Vie en abrege’, in particular, which offers an 

account of Ensor’s life and art. Like Redon’s ‘Confidences d’artiste’ in A Soi-meme, it serves as an 

intrcduction to the other texts and draws little or no distinction between the man and the artist. Ensor is 

eager, from the outset, to emphasize his precocious talent and the manner in which he differed from the 

teachers and the other students at the Academie de Bruxelles;

Le gout de la peinture me vint vers les treize ans; alors, deux vieux peintres d’Ostende, Van 
yuyck et Dubar, saumures et huileux, m’initierent professoralement aux poncifs decevants de leur 
Tietier morne, borne et mort-ne. Mais a quinze ans je peins d’apres nature des vues des environs 
j’Ostende; ces petites oeuvres sans pretention, peintes au petrole sur carton rose me charment 
encore.

A dix-sept ans, j’entre a I’Academie de Bruxelles, admis d’emblee au cours de peinture 
I’apres nature, sous les ferules de trois professeurs discordant leurs accents, reservant leurs 
iccords: Joseph Stallaert, Alexandre Robert, Jef Van Severdonck. Un directeur important et 
)ouillant, Jean Portaels, bien en cour et fort cote, tranchait imperativement les questions d’art. [...] 

Des mon entree, un gros ennui se dessine. On m’ordonne de peindre d’apres un platre 
'ierge, le buste d’Octave, le plus auguste des Cesars. Ce platre neigeux m’horripile. J’en fais de la

Jimes Ensor, ‘Trois Semaines a L’Academie’, ME, p.51.
Sjsan M. Canning, ‘The Devil’s Mirror: Private Fantasy and Public Vision’, in Robert Hoozee and Catherine 

Ziecer, Between Street and Mirror: The Drawings of James Ensor, New York: The Drawing Center and University of 
Miniesota Press, 2001, p.45.
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chair de poule rose et vive et je roussis la chevelure au grand emoi des eleves, emoi suivi de 
brimade, grimaces et horions. Devant mon audace, les professeurs interdits n’insisterent point et, 
par la suite, je peignis en liberte d’apres modele vivant.“

Ensor remained particularly aware of his own artistic legend and of his own ability to fashion it. 

Central to this recognition of his legendary status was a growing sense of personal and artistic confidence. 

In a letter to Jules Du Jardin, Ensor admitted ‘Je crois etre un peintre d’exception’,^  while he later 

famously declared;

J’aimerais defendre avec vous la jeunesse et ses espoirs et je dirai a tous la belle legende du Moi, 
du Moi universel, du Moi unique, du Moi ventru, du grand verbe Etre: Je suis, nous sommes, vous 
etes, ils sont!^

These lines reveal an arrogance which reflects that of his self-portraits. The creation of an artistic legend is 

evident in self-portraits such as UAutoportrait au chevalet (1890, Antwerp: Koninklijk Museum voor 

Schone Kunsten) (Figure 82). Here, the artist represents himself in the act of painting. However, it is clear 

that this is a pose, since, rather than being absorbed in his work, the painter seems more interested in the 

image he is presenting of himself. For Draguet, this self-portrait is one of Ensor’s most theatrical:

II est installe dans I’atelier et pose de fagon conventionnelle. L’action est paradoxale. Elle ne 
renvoie pas a la peinture comme acte ni au peintre dans son role social, mais a la theatralite de 
son decor saisi de fagon photographique. ^

At the heart of this theatricality is the sense of a ‘decalage’ between the act of painting and the 

representation. The painter appears to be temporarily at odds with his artistic creation and the presence of 

distinct temporal and spatial frameworks emerges. The picture of a biblical image^^ within the main 

painting occupies a different space from that of the painter, while the statue in the foreground belongs to 

another spatial dimension. It would appear to be standing on a mantelpiece. Its presence suggests that 

the image of the painter may be, as in Line Coloriste, a reflection in a mirror. As in the Autoportrait au 

chapeau fleuri, Ensor is aware of the artificiality of self-portraiture and of the Active nature of the pose.

Ensor’s letters pertaining to the 1898 edition of La Plume, dedicated to himself, also convey the 

artist’s interest in his public perception. Organised by the editor of the review, Leon Deschamps, the 

edition consisted of a number of articles by prominent Belgian writers and critics and was also linked to an 

exhibition of the artist’s works. Ensor was highly involved in the organisation of the project and took it upon

33/WE, pp. 13-14.
3" Letter to Jules Du Jardin, October 6 1899, Lettres, p.272.
35 to d , p.22.
36 Michel Draguet, James Ensor, op. cit., p.87.
3̂  As analyzed by Joachim Heusinger von Waldegg. See Michel Draguet, James Ensor, op. cit., p.B7.
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Figure 82



himself to edit all of tfie articles. As Legrand relates: ‘Lorsque les auteurs lui adressent leurs articles, 

Ensor les etudie et s’ingenie parfois a les ce n su re r.’^s Writing to Maus, the painter asks him to remove a 

sentence which he dislikes, ‘En ce temps-la, les carlins d’Ensor avaient la queue intacte’:

Permettez-moi, cher Maus, de biffer les lignes soulignees et de les remplacer par les lignes 
suivantes: ‘En ce temps-la, les oeuvres d’Ensor etaient liberees de sarcasmes’, ou mieux encore, 
adressez-moi si vous n’etes pas satisfait de la legere modification, deux ou trois lignes. Vous me 
rendrez service mon cher Maus, en modifiant ces lignes, car je trouve qu’elles ne repondent pas au 
sens general de votre etude et ce sont toujours les derniers mots qui comptent le plus.^^

Ensor’s comments to Maus are echoed in his letters to a number of other contributors. To the art critic, 

Jules Du Jardin, he writes:

Ne pouvez-vous, pour eviter une certaine monotonie, vous attacher surtout a certains points et 
vous occuper par exemple d’Ensor aquafortiste ou Ensor ironiste etc. etc. et donner aussi un titre 
de ce genre a votre etude.

Vous pouvez aussi allonger considerablement votre etude en decrivant certaines eaux-fortes 
a sujet satirique ou philosophique. Vous en possedez plusieurs. Ceci, bien entendu, est un simple 
avis car je vous laisse absolument libre.'“

Although purporting to give Du Jardin free rein, Ensor did, in fact, expect all changes to be made and was 

particularly demanding. Later, Ensor would warn him, ‘vous avez cinq jours, mon cher Du Jardin’.'" The 

painter’s monopolizing of the artistic venture is also conveyed in his letters to the writers Maurice des 

Ombiaux and Pol de Mont. Both of Ensor’s letters attest to a keen awareness of how the public may 

perceive him. To de Mont, he writes:

Les quelques lignes de votre sympathique etude ne pourraient-elles nuire un peu au bien que vous 
dites de moi ou etre interpretees defavorablernent par le public toujours porte a la malveillance. 
Rassurez-moi cher monsieur car vous avez affaire a un homme tres inquiet qui volt souvent tout en 
noir.''̂

The same sentiment regarding public opinion emerges in Ensor’s letter to des Ombiaux, as he explains:

Ces lignes pourraient donner des idees tres fausses sur mes moeurs et mon genie de vie et me 
faire passer pour un noceur volupteux etc. etc. et cependant j’ai toujours mene une vie tres rangee. 
Void quelques passages au hasard de ma memoire, mon cher ami, je vous laisse juge:
‘Fouetteur de creme vaginale. Epileur de chat en careme. Berthe de Tailleplume. Porte sur I’ecu 
trois anus de jument entrelaces et cigares. [...]

Voila les seuls changements a apporter. Vous voyez que ce n’est pas lourd. Vous allez me 
trouver bien formaliste mais je vous prie de prendre en consideration que je tiens surtout aux

38 Francine-Claire Legrand, Ensor, La Mort et le charme, un autre Ensor, Antwerp: Fends Mercator, 1993, p.110.
39 Letter to Octave Maus, September 1898, cited by Francine-Claire Legrand in ‘Lettres de James Ensor a Octave 
Maus’ in Bulletin des Musees royaux des Beaux-Arts de Belgique, Brussels, (1966), pp.1-2.

Letter to Jules Du Jardin, August 2 1898, Lettres, p.258.
Letter to Jules Du Jardin, September 11 1898, Lettres, p.258.

"2 Letter to Pol de Mont, September 5 1898, Lettres, p. 140.
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histoires exactes et que je vis comme un ermite et sans la moindre distraction. Les gens pourraient 
me juger singulierement et me prendre pour un noceur terrible et je meprise souverainement les 
noceurs et zwanzeurs.'*^

Ensor’s desire to be taken seriously conflicted with the grotesque world of zwanz,'^ with which he was 

associated through his pranks, eccentricities and black humour. While the painter sought to be recognized 

as a great artist, his predilection for satire and parody and his sense of self-irony precluded his being seen 

alongside the more historical figures of Leonardo and Rembrandt, with whom he identified. Similar to 

Baudelaire, Ensor’s making of his public self finds a counter-balancing force in an unmaking of the artistic 

self. Already evident in the self-irony of \he Autoportrait au chapeau fleuri, this process of self-interrogation 

is inseparable from the painter’s meditations on the relationship between self and art.

Letter to Maurice des Ombiaux, November 13 1898, Lettres, op. cit., pp.239-40.
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(c) Beyond Self-Portraiture: Questioning the Boundaries of Artistic Expression

The self-portrait is a recurrent theme in the work of Ensor and has been discussed repeatedly by critics. 

As Robert Delevoy has observed, only Rembrandt has ‘tant dit de lui, sur lui.’'̂  ̂ vvhiie Ensor’s 

self-porlraiture may be seen to illustrate his ‘legendary’ narcissism, more than that of other artists, it 

attests to a particular conception of the expression of self in art. Delevoy recognizes the complexity of 

Ensor’s art of self-representation, when he writes:

Pourquoi revient-il si souvent aupres de lui-meme? Pour se rassembler, se rassurer, 
s’ancrer dans la solitude? Pour sortir de la pauvrete des jours et, pourquoi pas - tel que pourrait le 
penser Maurice Blanchot - pour elever une quotidiennete insignifiante jusqu’a la belle surprise de 
I ’a r t l Peut-etre. Mais, affronter le miroir, c’est aussi s’enfoncer dans I’infini d’un regard: son propre 
regard. Pour s’avoir et savoir: aux deux niveaux de I’orgeuil. L’autoportrait est alors recherche, 
desir, plaisir: de soi, en soi, pour sol. II est aussi, chaque fois, defi a I’angoisse de I’incertitude. Le 
parcours, cependant, est court, bref, rapide, entre I’ceil du regarde-regardant, le miroir qui 
I’accueille, I’ecran qui le recueille et la visee du regardant-regarde.'*®

Self-portraiture fulfilled a number of functions for the painter. As we have seen, it provided a means of 

building an artistic identity while, at the same time, serving as a means of expressing the artificiality of the 

pose. Ensor’s self-portraits also acted as a means of questioning the boundaries of the self and of 

engaging in a profound artistic vision, one that would culminate in the expressive paintings of his mature 

period.

One of Ensor's earliest self-portraits is that entitled Autoportrait au chevalet (1879, Private 

Collection) (Figure 83), executed when the artist was nineteen years old. This painting remained 

Verhaeren’s favourite self-portrait and, in its description, he acknowledged the bold use of colour which 

would become the hallmark of the Belgian artist:

De ses representations si variees et si nombreuses, je retiens la premiere. En veston 
havane, sa palette a la main, a I’atelier, il se campe devant son chevalet. II est jeune, I’ceii clair, 
I’allure attentive et naive. La vie hostile ne I’a point encore touche. L’oeuvre est comme joyeuse; de 
belles taches claires s’y rencontrent. On devine le coloriste qu’il est.'*^

The word belongs to Flemish dialect and designates satire and parody. Newspapers such as La Polichinelle, 
subtitled Zwanzage, politique, bouis-bouis, potins, chahut, belonged to this satirical tradition which was popular in fin 
de siecle Brussels. See p.202, for a further discussion of this subject in Ensor.

Robert L  Delevoy, Ensor, Antwerp: Ponds Mercator, 1981, p.143 (Italics, Delevoy).
Id. ibid.
Emile Verhaeren, Sur James Ensor, op. c it, p.74.
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Figure 83



The painting could be associated with those which sought to build the painter’s identity, yet here the 

emphasis is less on the theatricality of the pose than on the act of painting itself. Contrasting with 

Verhaeren’s emphasis on Ensor’s naivety, this self-portrait holds a phenomenological dimension. It bears 

witness to an awareness of the act of painting as a means of capturing a moment and transposing it 

pictorially. The fact that Ensor’s subject is himself calls to mind Derrida’s observations on the act of self

inscription. Referring to what he terms le premier aspect, he notes:

Dans son moment de frayage originaire, dans la puissance tragante du trait, a I’instant ou 
la pointe a la pointe de la main (du corps propre en general) s’avance au contact de la surface, 
I’inscription de I’inscriptible ne se voit pas. Improvisee ou non, I’invention du trait ne suit pas, elle ne 
se regie pas sur ce qui est presentement visible et qui serait pose la devant moi comme un theme. 
Meme si ie dessin est mimetique, comme on dit, reproductif, figuratif, representatif, meme si le 
modele est presentement en face de I’artiste, il faut que le trait precede dans la nuit. II echappe au 
point de la vue. Non seulement parce qu’il n ’est pas encore visible, mais parce qu’il n’appartient 
pas a I’ordre du spectacle, de I’objectivite spectaculaire — et ce qu’il fait alors advenir ne peut etre 
en soi mimetique. L’heterogeneite reste abyssale entre la chose dessinee et le trait dessinant, 
fut-ce entre une chose representee et sa representation, le modele et I’image.'^®

During the act of drawing, it is impossible to see what is being inscribed on the paper. At this stage, the 

relationship between the real and its representation remains undefined. The line is separate from and 

ignorant of the subject it is drawing. The act of drawing therefore, for Derrida, is an act of bindness, since it 

does not have recourse to the seen object. For Derrida, the self-portrait best illustrates the impossibility of 

mimesis, since it recognizes the difficulty of fully capturing and objectifying the shifting subject. It is the 

tension between the subject and its representation that is of particular interest in Ensor. As Draguet points 

out, Ensor focuses on the theatricality of the act of painting, since he draws from the self-portrait ‘le moyen 

d’incarner la double position d’acteur et de spectateur de sa propre image mise en scene.’'*̂  The 

self-portrait from 1879 draws attention in particular to two notions, that of the eye and that of the gesture. 

The emphasis upon le geste, the act of inscription, questions, as Derrida observes, the art of 

representation itself. As the image on the easel remains out of view, it is impossible to state whether the 

representation is mimetic. To the foreground lies the painter’s palette, which physically occupies the 

lacuna between the artist and his representation. It becomes, thereby, a vehicle for the act of painting 

itself. For Lacan, this act is intimately associated with the derriier regard, the final act of observation:

Est-ce que la question n’est pas a prendre au plus pres de ce que j’ai appele la pluie du 
pinceau? Est-ce que, si un oiseau peignait, ce ne serait pas en laissant choir ses plumes, un 
serpent ses ecailles, un arbre a s’echeniller et a faire pleuvoir ses feuilles? Ce qui s’accumule id, 
c’est le premier acte de la deposition du regard.

N’oublions pas que la touche du peintre est quelque chose ou se termine un 
mouvement.“

'*® Jacques Derrida, Memoires d'aveugle, op. cit, pp.49-50. (Italics, Derrida).
‘'3 Michel Draguet, James Ensor, op. cit., p.86.

Jacques iacan, Les Quatre Concepts fondamentaux de la psychanalyze, op. cit., pp.129-130.
^0Ibid., p .m .
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The paint on the canvas reflects the final gaze of the painter. In Ensor’s self-portrait, this final touche is 

most visible in the thick layers of paint, which create the artist’s palette. They become the visible 

manifestation of the act of painting. They also serve as the locus of our gaze. Indeed in art, as Lacan is 

apt to note, the spectator’s eye is encouraged to observe the painting in a particular way. This 

dompte-regard in traditional painting manifests itself in the key point of focus which attracts the observer’s 

eye. However not all forms of painting conform to this logic:

Vous avez bien vu d’ailleurs, la derniere fois, qu’apres avoir formule qu’il y a dans la 
peinture du dompte-regard, c’est-a-dire que celui qui regarde est toujours amene par la peinture a 
poser bas son regard, j’amenais aussitot ce correctif que c’est pourtant dans un appel tout a fait 
direct au regard qui se situe I’expressionnisme. Pour ceux qui hesiteraient, j’incarne ce que je veux 
dire — je pense a la peinture d’un Munch, d’un James Ensor, d’un Kubin ou encore a cette peinture 
que, curieusement, on pourrait situer de fagon geographique comme assiegeant ce qui de nos 
jours se concentre de la peinture a Paris.^'

Realist painting may be seen as seeking to control and modify what the spectator sees, Expressionism 

focuses on the materiality of the paint, which still wet — so to speak — challenges the spectator. Realism 

presents a replica of the mirror-image which easily deludes the spectator’s eye. Expressionism, on the 

other hand, does not present a mirror-image, but instead presents a picture that demands the participation 

of the viewer. The direct confrontation with the eye of the spectator, which charcterizes Expressionism, is 

best illustrated in Ensor’s later works, but its beginnings may be witnessed in this early self-portrait. 

Autoportrait au chevalet reveals an awareness of the dialectic between the spectator and the painting. It 

attests to the existence of two gazes, since the painter is painting himself looking at us. This jeu de 

regards draws attention to what is in fact a denial of representation as our eye shifts from the painter’s eye 

to his palette and to the canvas hose content is not visible. This absence calls to mind Lacan’s notion of 

the lacuna that lies within the pictorial field of vision:

En effet, il y a quelque chose dont toujours, dans un tableau, on peut noter I’absence — 
au contraire de ce qui en est de la perception. C’est le champ central, ou le pouvoir separatif de 
I’ceil s’exerce au maximum dans la vision. Dans tout tableau, il ne peut qu’etre absent, et remplace 
par un trou -  reflet, en somme, de la pupille derriere laquelle est le regard.^

This absence also denotes for Lacan the state of the self, which is elided beyond the representation, and 

exists only marginally. The somewhat troubled gaze of the painter, as he attempts to contemplate himself 

as subject also transpires in the Autoportrait a la petite tete (1879, Private Collection) (Figure 84) and 

Autoportrait a grosse tete (1879, Private Collection) (Figure 85). In each of these self-portraits, the

5' Id. ibid 
52 to/d, p. 123.
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Figure 84

Figure 85



painter’s eye dominates. Its oblique and troubled gaze indicates not only a possible lack of self-confidence 

felt by the young artist, but may also reveal a consciousness of the precariousness of the subject in the 

field of representation.

As Auguste Taevernier observes, like many painters of his time, ‘Ensor was indifferent to the 

traditional hierarchy in the pictorial arts which accorded painting primacy over graphic work.’^̂  Instead, the 

painter embraced many different artistic media, including etching and drawing.^ Critics often tend to divide 

Ensor’s oeuvre into formal categories of paintings, etchings and drawings and generic categories of 

Realism and the Fantastic. However, as Le Grand observes, it is impossible to draw dividing lines 

between different forms and styles in Ensor’s work, since ‘periodes et manieres se chevauchent.’“  

Throughout the 1880s, his most creative period, as Robert Hoozee notes, ‘he not only frequently used 

pencil and crayon, but exhibited drawings as autonomous works of art.’“  In Ensor dessinant (1885, 

Private Collection), (Figure 86), which also lends itself to the category of the self-portrait of the artist 

drawing himself, we are confronted with a similar gaze to that of the paintings. As Delevoy observes, this 

drawing holds a theatrical dimension:

Ensor dessinant? Oui Ensor se dessinant. [...] Qui se livre a I’interrogation de I’inconnu, 
I’irreductible ga c’est-a-dire cette force merveilleuse dont Groddeck dit qu’elle dirige a la fois ce que 
I’homme fait et ce qui lui advient. C’est Ensor qui se travaille (comme on dit d’un acteur qu’il 
travaille son jeu) [...] L’image est datee 1885. Elle est implantee dans un espace bianc, presque 
neutre, a peine suggere par quelques traces obliques et paralleles. Et un paraphe en cascade a 
I’extreme droite. L’observateur-observe est assis. II joue sur I’illusion de se portraiturer, la main en 
arret sur la page du carnet qui repose, ouvert, comme une partition, sur les genoux, jambes 
croisees: attitude superbement suggeree par une legere brise du crayon, carnet implique dans le 
regard savant de la voyance.^^

While Delevoy sees this drawing as holding an illusory dimension, the focused gaze of the eyes suggests 

that the artist is in fact in the act of drawing himself, although the notebook and pencil may have been 

added later, as Delevoy suggests.^s In this drawing, and particularly in the self-portrait in pencil from 1883 

(Prvate Collection) (Figure 87), the artist appears to be focusing upon a point in the mirror in front of him, 

a nirror that is situated precisely in the space we occupy. The role of the spectator of the self-portrait is 

discussed by Derrida:

53 Auguste Taevernier, James Ensor Etchings, ed. Joanna Drew, Brussels: Arte-Print, 1978, p.8.
5'' For a discussion of Ensor’s graphic work, see Albert Croquez, L’CEuvre grave de James Ensor, Brussels: Paul Van 
del Peer, 1939 and Auguste Taevernier, James Ensor: Catalogue illuste de ses gravures, leur description critique et 
I’infentaire des plaques, Ghent: Erasmus, 1973.
55 Francine-Claire Le Grand, James Ensor, op. cit., p. 60.
56 Robert Hoozee, ‘Drawings and Etchings, in Robert Hoozee and Catherine Ziegler, Between Street and Mirror: The 
Dnwings of James Ensor, op. c it, p. 15.
5̂  Robert Delevoy, Ensor, op. cit., p.81.
^«IJ.ibid.
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Le spectateur remplace et obscurcit alors le miroir, il rend aveugle en mettant en oeuvre la 
specularite recherchee. La performance du spectateur, telle qu’elle est essentiellement prescrite 
par I’oeuvre, consiste a frapper le signataire d’aveuglement, et done a crever du meme coup les 
yeux du modele ou a le faire, lui, le sujet, (a la fois modele, signataire et objet de I’oeuvre), se 
crever les yeux pour se voir et aussi bien se representer.^s

The spectator replaces the role of the mirror for the artist of the self-portrait. By engaging with the gaze of 

the artist, he causes the blindness of the subject of the painting. In his role as a reflecting mirror, the 

spectator thereby denies the possibility of representation. The painter’s sight depends on the existence of 

the spectator/mirror, as does the image of himself he wishes to create. From this perspective, as 

spectators, we are, ‘ses yeux ou le double de ses yeux’.®° This Medusa-iike aspect of the mirror plays an 

increasingly important role in a series of self-portraits by Ensor between 1885 and 1886. In these unusual 

self-portraits, the artist’s image appears to a be a mirror reflection. Ensor surrounds himself with familiar 

objects such as a lamp, the corner of a mirror or a candlestick. Through an emphasis on reflection, the 

figure of the artist becomes ghostlike and the objects are imbued with a sense of mystery. While the 

earlier self-portraits acted as a means of constructing an artistic identity, these drawings convey a 

profound self-questioning and analysis of the relationship between the artist and his art.

Autoportrait pas fini (1885-86, O stend: Stedelijk Museum voor Schone Kunsten) (Figure 88), 

contrasts with Ensor dessinant in its expression of uncertainty. While the image is reminiscent of earlier 

drawings, the sense of a questioning of the art of representation is more evident. The artist’s face and 

hard emerge from the shadows, in an almost symbolic gesture, while the eye which is placed in the centre 

of the composition acts as the vanishing point. Ensor draws the self which constitutes itself through the 

gaze and the act of inscription. The label, pas fini, would appear to refer to the impossibility of capturing 

the moment of self-inscription and reflects therefore as a veritable denial of mimetic representation. The 

fragmented and unfinished nature of the drawing calls to mind the self-portraits and writings of Baudelaire 

and Redon. The preference for an unfinished fragment over a ‘finished’ self-portrait illustrates the desire 

for a form of self-representation, which does not confine or limit the self, but instead is host to a multiplicity 

of meanings. However, the drawing may also represent the annihilation of the subject in the face of art. 

For Derrida, this annihilation is the result of an awareness of the limitations of memory and the 

impossibility of represenfing oneself:

De meme que le present ne restaure pas ici un present passe, de meme la ruine du visage - et 
du visage devisage dans le dessin -  ne signifie pas le vieillissement, I’usure, la decomposition 
anticipee ou cette morsure de temps dont un portrait souvent trahit I’apprehension. Ruine est ce qui 
arrive a I’image des le premier regard. Ruine est I’autoportrait, ce visage devisage comme memoire 
de soi, ce qui reste ou revient comme un spectre des qu’au premier regard sur soi une figuration 
s’eclipse.®'

59 Jacques Derrida, Memoires d'aveugle, op. cit., p.64. 
ioid., p.65.
Jacques Derrida, Memoires d’aveugle, op. cit., pp. 71-72.
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Derrida’s words ech Baudelaire’s comments on the representation of the present. Represening the self is 

the most fundamental engagement with the real and it is thus through an acute understanding of the 

complexites of self-representation that Ensor, like Baudelaire and Redon, theorizes on modernity.

In Autoportrait a la lampe (1886, Brussels: Musees royaux des Beaux-Arts de Belgique) (Figure 

89), Ensor rejects the representation of the act of drawing itself and with it the plastic and visual codes of 

Realism. In the enclosed space of the drawing, the distinctions between face and object are gradually 

obscured, as Ensor and the lamp become one. Although their forms are not completed intertwined, their 

luminous rays blend together. It is indeed this unusual handling of light that carries out the metamorphosis 

of the artist into the object. Here it is the effect of artificial, lateral light upon forms that interests the painter 

and like his contemporaries, Khnopff or Redon, Ensor reveals an interest in chiaroscuro and the

transformative qualities of light. As in the still-lifes, it is the use of light upon form which transforms the

real into the fantastic. It is, in particular, the light cast upon Ensor’s face that transforms it into a mysterious 

object. Similar to the drawings by Redon, and indeed to the writings and self-portraits of Baudelaire, 

suggestivity is at the heart of the artist’s enterprise. Refusing to translate reality crudely, Ensor gives free 

play to the imagination, creating images which border on the fantastic.This process of transformation is 

concluded in Le Peintre triste et somptueux (1886, Private Collection) (Figure 90). As in the two other 

self-portraits from this series, Ensor uses a mirror-effect in order to blend his own image with that of the 

objects represented. He has brought his own specular image to its ultimate conclusion: the reflected self is 

nothing more than an apparition. The artist’s head, separated from his body, floats like one of Redon’s 

mystical images, and exists in the domain of the unreal. The undoing of the painter’s self, visible in these 

self-portraits, contrasts with those which sought to create a public identity. They express, however, the 

artist’s meditations on the fragility of the self, and in their embracing of the world of fantasy, mark the

beginnings of an important new stage in Ensor’s art.
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2. Reinvention: Creating a New Art in Word and Image

(a) Re-Imagining Earlier Drawings and the Advent of Caricature

Although representational images, whether they be self-portraits or depictions of bourgeois life, form a 

substantial part of Ensor’s oeuvre, it is for his grotesque and fantastic creations that the painter is chiefly 

known. As Herwig Todts observes:

The depiction of a carnivalesque and grim iconography is Ensor’s most striking contribution to 
modern art. For this very reason his work was admired by artists such as Alfred Kubin, Emil Nolde 
and Paul Klee, who sought to know it intimately.®^

The grotesque character of Ensor’s work would take its most salient form in the motifs of the mask and the 

skeleton. Their advent in the artist’s work in the mid-1880s is crucial to the expression of self which would 

characterize his later work and for which he is best known. During this period, Ensor’s graphic style saw a 

particular evolution: gradually the emphasis upon line became more predominant and each form was 

invested with imagined attributes. It was also during this period, as Todts expresses, that ‘both formally 

and with respect to content, his work is characterized by a productive interaction between drawing, etching 

and painting’.®̂

In Le Peintre triste et somptueux, a reworking of line, creating strange arabesques, is evident. 

Grimacing gargoyle herds emerge from beneath the mantelpiece and from the table upon which a strange 

little elephant is placed. For Ensor, drawing was a means of exploring his surroundings. The images from 

this period all testify to a close observation of the interior of his home, fusing it with the imaginative and the 

fantastic. As Robert Hoozee relates:

Returning repeatedly to the same motifs within the seclusion of the house, and through 
the routine of drawing itself, Ensor discovered more and more suggestive qualities of the medium. 
While drawing, he started to create a mysterious and menacing atmosphere around his characters 
and objects. Increasingly refined and capricious, his play of lines reveals a hidden world lurking in 
the shadows of the sculpted furniture and decorative elements.®^

®̂ Herwig Todts, The Grotesque in Ensor’s CEuvre’, in Robert Hoozee and Catherine Ziegler, Between Street and 
Mirror: The Drawings of James Ensor, op. cit, p.203.
®3/b/c/., p.210.
S'* Robert Hoozee, ‘Drawings and Etchings’, toe. cit, p. 19.
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The suggestive use of chiaroscuro and the capricious arabesques which characterize images such as Le 

Pemtre triste et somptueux are present in a number of drawings from the 1880s. The possible influence of 

Rembrandt and Turner is suggested by the copies Ensor carried out of their work. Ensor was, as Canning 

relates, ‘an astute copiest’.®̂ The Art Gallery in Antwerp boasts 175 drawings copied for the most part from 

magazines such as L’Art, La Gazette des Beaux-Arts, exhibition catalogues and general works on the 

history of art. These copies may be seen to express Ensor’s interest in both the style and the imagination 

of other artists.®® As Lydia Schoonbaert relates:

Les univers decrits par Rembrandt, Turner, Dore et Ensor sont bien ceux des visionnaires. 
Leurs oeuvres puisent a la meme source: la lumiere y revele la realite invisible, toute empreinte de 
subjectivite.®^

Redon, whose suggestive lithographs were exhibited at the Salon des XX  in 1886, is also of particular 

importance, as Hoozee has observed.®® The artist’s interest in oriental motifs, like that of many of his 

con:emporaries, is significant. The surprising composition of Japanese prints and the unusual forms of the 

chiroiseries, which decorated his parent’s home, undoubtedly fed the young artist’s imagination.

Like Baudelaire, Ensor favoured the suggestive potential of the arabesque over conventional line 

drawing. In a letter to Pol de Mont, he writes:

J’ai toujours trouve qu’une ligne correcte me peut inspirer des sentiments eleves, elle ne 
Jemande aucun sacrifice, aucune combinaison profonde. Ennemi du genie, elle ne peut exprimer 
a passion, I’inquietude, la lutte, la douleur, I’enthousiasme, la poesie, sentiments si beaux et si 
jrands, ni aucun grand parti-pris. Son triomphe est stupide. Elle a I’approbation des esprits 
superficiels et bornes. Elle represente le feminin.

Forme appelle pastiche, elle signifie faiblesse, pauvrete d’invention, elle est surannee, 
>eculaire, tributaire des anciens qui ont aborde ce sentiment.

Nos peintres la traitent en sculpteurs timides. Pourquoi ne sont-ils pas esclaves de la 
Msion et dedaignent-ils la lumiere? Dans les deformations qu’elle fait subir a la ligne, je voyais 
’immensite a explorer, une nouvelle vision a imposer.®^

For Ensor, the embracing of a fantastic and suggestive form of line-drawing was clearly linked to his 

mecitations on painting. The artist’s insistence on the vibration of the line in the drawings prefigures the 

libeation of the object and the explosion of form in his later Expressionist paintings. While Ensor’s

®® Sisan M. Canning, The Devil’s Mirror: Private Fantasy and Public Vision’, loc. c it, p.47.
®® Vhile it may be said that Ensor’s interest in the works he copied limited itself to style, in Mes Ecrits, Ensor 
expesses enthusiasm for the work of many of the artists he copied: ‘Saluez, Eugene Delacroix, Rubens, Reinolds 
[s/c] Rops, Robie, Henri Regnauld [s/c], de Lairesse, Fromentin, Leveque, Lemmen, De Groux, Dujardin, Delville, 
Hamon etc! Vive encore le peintre ignorant et surnai'f! Saluez encore, Rubens, Vinci, Michel-Ange, Ingres et vous 
ausii brave Bosch, tente par tous les diables, et vous Goya, le grand inquiet, et vous Turner, I’etincelant, et Callot et 
Rosi, les spirituels egratigneurs, et Cellini, I’enrage dagueur et vous surtout meprisant Patinier, saluez, saluez!!!’ 
(ME op. cit., p. 25).
®̂ L'dia M.A. Schoonbaert, in ‘Les Dessins’, in James Ensor, (Catalogue), Paris: Musee du Petit Palais, 1990, p. 
53.
®® S)e Robert Hoozee, ‘Drawings and Etchings’, loc. cit., p. 19
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exploration of a ‘new vision’ through line drawing would not be fully expressed until the magnificent series 

Les Aureoles du Christ ou les sensibilites de la lumiere, exhibited at the Salon des XX  in 1886, it is also 

observed in a series of unusual images from the same period.

In the 1880s, Ensor also reworked a number of earlier representational drawings and added 

elements of the fantastic, creating images whose coherence, as Hoozee observes, was defined by ‘the 

lawlessness of associations, metamorphoses, antitheses, and ambiguities.’™ As in Redon, the ambiguity 

of the fantastic appealed to Ensor. There is a series of thirty-one drawings in the former collection of 

Ensor’s friend, Ernest Rousseau. Thirteen of these images were produced in two stages, with the artist 

turning to collage or adding new elements to complete the sheets. Modifying the representational images 

by adding fantastic and weird forms, and unusual associations of subjects, Ensor disrupts their order and 

readability. Drawings such as L ’Hippogriffe (1880-1885, Ghent: Museum voor Schone Kunsten) (Figure 

91) and La Puce (1886-1888, Private Collection) (Figure 92), remain the best examples of this 

re-imagining of the earlier images. The composition of both drawings is highly unharmonious, with many 

subjects treated in different styles, filling the pictorial space. L ’Hippogriffe resulted from Ensor’s joining of 

two drawings and fusing them with elements of the unreal. A vase-like object in the foreground has been 

transformed into a mask, while the sketch of a horse, to the right of the drawing, has become that of a 

mythical creature. Strange and imaginative forms frame these images and contrast with the fragment of a 

still-lile and the depiction of two silhouettes in the upper half of the drawing. Ensor’s blending of high and 

low pictorial hierarchies, where no single element gains prominence, is particularly modern and marks an 

important stage in the evolution of his aesthetic. As Marcel de Maeyer observes, Ensor’s drawings, 

‘amalgamate extreme realism and imagination in an unprecedented way in Western Art.’ ’̂ De Maeyer 

goes on to say that Ensor’s dualism prefigures Surrealism:

Or maybe it is an extreme form of mannerism. We are not simply confronted here with an invasion 
of disparate motifs; the essence of these motifs is that they challenge reality because they appear 
within dimensions that have nothing in common with the visible structure of reality. The additions 
constitute an intricate plot of lines in constant movement. Tightly stretched arabesques fuse into 
symbols of various intensely living, volatile, unreal, and chaotic shapes, becoming a threat to our 
visible reality.̂ 2

In La Puce, elements of representational drawings of a floral vase and the family dog are fused to create 

the grotesque vision of a giant flea admiring itself in a hand-mirror. The real underscores the imaginative 

world which emerges in the drawing. The flea’s gazing at what appears to be an imagined vision of itself 

as a woman, recalls the importance of the motif of the mirror in the self-portraits. The subject of the flea

Letter to Pol de Morf, late 1894, early 1895 (Exact date unknown), in Lettres, op. cit., p. 124.
0̂ Robert Hoozee, 'Drawings and Etchings’, loc. c it, p. 19.

Marcel de Maeyer, ‘Mystic Death of a Theologian’, in Robert Hoozee and Catherine Ziegler, Between Street and 
Mirror: The Drawings of James Ensor, op. cit., p. 193.
^^Ibid., p. 195.
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was probably inspired by the collection of insects which belonged to his friend Ernest Rousseau and from 

Ensor’s own experimenting with Mariette Rousseau’s microscope. Like Redon, Ensor was intrigued by the 

imaginative possibilities of such scientific tools. Through visual and mental association, the undulating line 

of the motifs in the drawing gives rise to new ones and, as Sabine Bown-Taevernier observes, ‘starting 

from reality, the artist allowed himself to be guided by visual and imaginative automatism, creating 

associative images that come close to surrealism.’^̂  The jumbled nature of the images also reflects the 

world of imagination and dream, as Canning notes:

The result is a drawing whose free association invokes not only the multiplicity of lived 
experience, where the external world of observation and the internal world of thought collide, but 
also the randomness of daydream."

The world of daydream is specifically expressed in drawings such as Ma Tante endormie revant 

de monstres (1888, Brussels; Musees royaux des Beaux-Arts de Belgique) (Figure 93) and La Paresse 

(1888, Private Collection) (Figure 94). Like La Puce and L ’Hippogriffe, representational depictions are 

counterpoised bgrotesque and imaginative creations. Here, more than in the Rousseau drawings, a playful 

arabesque seems formally to unite the image. Both images are reminiscent, in style and content, of the art 

of caricature. Like Redon and Baudelaire, Ensor was fascinated by the expressive potential of this art form 

and was a profound admirer of Goya and Daumier, as is shown by the copies he executed of their work. 

He was also keen to identify himself with English artists.^^ Xavier Tricot convincingly argues for a direct 

comparison between Ensor’s work and that of the English caricaturists. While he sees Rowlandson’s 

influence in the skeleton motif, he also notes the possible influence of George Cruickshank on Ensor’s 

famous Entree du Christ a Bruxelles and finds a parallel between James Gillray’s and William Hogarth’s 

treatment of crowds and the painter’s depiction of the masses.^® Ensor’s identification with the English 

satirists leads him to conclude ‘je crois etre plus anglais de ce cote que la plupart des artistes anglais 

actuels.’^̂  The use of black humour and sardonic wit, which, for Ensor, is particularly redolent of the 

English, is a common characteristic in many of the caricatural drawings from the 1880s.

3̂ Sabine Bown-Taevernier, ‘Still-Life as a stylistic exercise’, in Ensor, (Catalogue), Brussels: Musees royaux des 
Beaux-Arts de Belgique, 1999, p.35
"  Susan M. Canning, ‘The Devil’s Mirror: Private Fantasy and Public Vision’, loc. cit, p.61.
5̂ Ensor writes. ‘Anglais d’origine, j ’ai des parents en Angleterre. De plus mon art possede de reelles et 
indiscutables ressemblances avec I’art anglais, le vrai, dans I’eau-forte comme dans le paysage et il serait 
avantageux pour mol d’etre un peu connu en Angleterre. Mais un choix serait a faire pour les oeuvres a reproduire 
car le gout de certains artistes anglais actuels est singulierement perverti. Influences par les oeuvres Botticelliennes, 
les artistes recents dedaignent les oeuvres des grands maitres paysagistes et satiriques tels Turner, Constable, 
Crome, Gainsborough, Hoghard sic, Rowlandson, etc., etc.’ (Letter to Pol de Mont, October 41900, Lettres, pp. 151- 
52).

Xavier Tricot, ‘James Ensor and English Art’, in James Ensor: Catalogue, London: The Barbican Art Gallery, 1997, 
p. 105-110.

Ibid., p. 152.
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French artists, notably the caricaturists, Grandville and Daumier, also left their mark on Ensor’s 

work. Critics, such as W. Van Den Bussche, have pointed out the influence of Daumier in Ensor’s 

compositions, such as L’Intrigue, where the characters are presented in a row.™ Ensor’s concentration, in 

his copies of Daumier’s lithographs, upon the facial features, is also significant. As Dominique Morel 

observes, in his copy of Daumier’s ‘Viens-y done, canaille!’, Ensor pays close attention to the French 

master’s rendering of a grotesque face through a bold use of line.^® Ensor’s later explorations of the 

dividing lines that separate the mask from the face could be linked to these early copies. From a formal 

perspective, Ensor’s inclusion of the words of the title. La Paresse, in the drawing of his mother, aunt and 

another woman (perhaps Mitche), is also significant in relation to influence of caricature upon his work. 

The letters blend with the arabesque of the lines, transforming the appearance of sleeping women into 

figures of sloth and indolence. As Canning relates:

With the fanciful creatures that seem to emerge from the folds of the drapery and a shawl, these 
words transform images of Ensor’s aunt, mother and another woman into a quietly sarcastic 
comment on family life.“

In all of these works, line breaks free from its descriptive function and the object is liberated through an 

energetic arabesque. This dramatic use of line, combined with the ridicule of social behaviour, marks the 

artist’s embracing of a caricatural tradition which stands in oppostion to Academic art. Ensor’s interest in 

caricature is not only important from a formal perspective, but also reveals his concern with unveiling the 

reality behind appearances. The caricatural dimension is key to both Ensor’s literary and visual oeuvre. His 

embracing of this form is highly significant, since it represents a move away from the modernity of French 

Impressionism and Post-Impressionism, espoused by Maus and Les XX, and instead belongs to a form of 

grotesque modernity to which Redon and Baudelaire are also strongly linked. Ensor’s interest in caricature 

follows in the tradition of Breughel, whom Baudelaire admired in Quelques Caricaturistes etrangers:

La collection de toutes ces pieces repand une contagion; les cocasseries de Breughel le Drole 
donnent le vertige. Comment une intelligence humaine a-t-elle pu contenir tant de diableries et de 
merveilles, engendrer et decrire tant d’effrayantes absurdites?®'

Travesty is at heart of the caricatural enterprise and exaggeration and distortion predominate. 

Nineteenth-century Belgium had a rich heritage of travesty, from the base humour and word-play found in 

festivals such as Le Mardi Gras, to the parodies of the popular Tonne puppet theatre. Ensor was in daily 

contact with this alternative tradition through the running of the family souvenir shop, selling carnival 

masks and costumes. The grotesque wortd of the carnival was therefore very much part of the artist’s

™ W. Van Den Bussche, le s  Trois d’Ostende: Ensor, Spilliaert et Permeke’, D’Ensor a Delvaux: (Catalogue), 
Ostend: Museum voor Moderne Kunst, p.18.

Dominique Morel, 'Ensor et la France: L’influence de I’art fran^ais sur la peinture d’Ensor’, Ensor, (Catalogue), 
Paris: Musee du Petit Palais, op. oil, p.69.

Susan M. Canning, The Devil’s Mirror: Private Fantasy and Public Vision’, toe. cit., p.63.
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everyday life. Ensor’s interest in caricature was probably spurred on by the wave of satirical journals, 

which swept through France and Belgium at the turn of the century. In French periodicals, such as Le 

Charivari, La Caricature and their Belgian counterparts, Uiynspiegel, La Bombe and Le Diable au corps, 

Ensor was confronted with a robust and humorous counterpractice to the prevailing ruling order. Pops, 

Ensor’s friend and artistic rival was key to this sense of ghoulishness. Rops was also in keeping with the 

modernity sought by Baudelaire and had executed the frontispiece for Les Fleurs du Mal^^. Rops’s 

caricatures, as Canning observes, ‘joined the dissonant tone of mockery with a direct examination of 

everyday life.’®3 Rops’s ironic and satirical commentary focused upon contemporary Belgium, as he used 

caricature to air his social and political views. Ensor fed on Rops’ imagery and many of his motifs and 

techniques have been traced to those employed by the older artist.®^

Ensor’s Peste dessous, peste dessus, peste partout! (1888, Antwerp: Koninklijk Museum voor 

Schone Kunsten) (Figure 95) draws upon a photograph taken of the Rousseau family, together with 

Mitche and Willy Finch, on a day-trip to Bruges in 1888 and creates of it a caricature. Distorting his 

friends’ faces and adding burlesque elements, including working-class men and women and a vomiting 

sun, Ensor moves from the real to the grotesque. The banner-like title, running across the top of the 

drawing is clearly linked to an art of caricature. Its ironic tone asks which party is really the plague: the 

wretched lower classes who foul the atmosphere or the bourgeoisie who have little or no regard for the 

less fortunate in society. The image is significant in so tar as it expresses Ensor’s socialist sentiment, as 

would be later expressed in L ’Entree du Christ a Bruxelles en 1889. It is in the highly satirical paintings of 

the early 1890s that Ensor’s caricaturalist sentiment is best observed. Les Mauvais Medecins (1892) and 

Les Bons Juges (1891, Private Collection) (Figure 96), both employ techniques of caricature to deride 

figures of authority. Les Bons Juges would appear to be a direct reference to Ensor’s experience with 

regard to Les XX. The barrister bears an uncanny resemblance to Ensor himself, while the caricatured 

judges, bearing mask-like grimaces, would appear to refer to the various critics and indeed members of 

Les XX  who failed to support the artist. A caricatural theme resurfaces once again in Les Cuisiniers 

cangereux (1896, Private Collection) (Figure 97), where Octave Maus serves up Ensor’s head on a 

flatter. Probably Ensor’s most satirical work, Les Cuisiniers serves as a humorous commentary upon the 

Belgian artistic milieu. Beside the figure of Maus is that of Picard, who has cooked up the pig-like head of 

Guillaume Vogels. The heads of George Lemmen and Theo Van Rysselberghe are on the shelf, Charles 

Van Stappen and Henri de Groux, portrayed respectively as a piglet and and a crab, crawl along the floor, 

while Anna Boch, metamorphosed into a turkey, hangs from the ceiling. Seated at the dining table are the

8 0C //, p. 574.
8- In 1866, Rops executed the image of an arborescent skeleton for Les Epaves.
8'/b/d., p.58.

Rops’ many depictions of the skeleton, in particular, may have Influenced Ensor. Canning also notes Ensor’s the 
similarities between Rops’ and Ensor’s parodies of Ostend bathers. She also links Ensor’s use of placards and 
tanners to the figure of Rops (See Susan M. Canning, The Devils Mirror: Private Fantasy and Public Vision’, loc. cit, 
fp.58-59).
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critics, Fetis, Demolder, Lemonnier, Sulzberger and Verhaeren, while Theo Hannon, plagued with an 

attack of diarrhoea, runs towards the toilet indicated by the number 100 which probably refers to the Salon 

des Cent.

Ensor was also willing to caricature and point a satirical finger at himself, as the earlier 

Autoportrait au chapeau fleuri conveys. It is in works such as Monsieur et Madame Rousseau parlant avec 

Sophie Yoketo (1892, Private Collection) (Figure 98), that his self-caricature is best observed. The title of 

the painting offers a caricatural pun, as, playing upon the word Yoketo (which in Ostend dialect means 

‘darling’), Ensor offers a camouflaged image of himself, professing his love for Mariette Rousseau. The 

image alludes to Ensor’s unrequited love for Ernest Rousseau’s wife. However, appearing as a bearded 

woman, Ensor refutes any attemps at seriousness.®^ The playful arabesques in this and many other 

caricatural images by Ensor, find a parallel in the playing with words which characterizes his invented 

language in Mes Ecrits.

For a dicussion of the ludic element of masking, see Roger Caillois’s Les Jeux et les hommes: le masque et Is 
vertige, Paris: Gallimard, 1964, pp. 60-67,
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(b) Artistic Renewal and Mes Ecrits

The grotesque quality which characterizes much of Ensor’s visual work from 1885, follows in the 

grotesque tradition of Breughel and Bosch. However, in a movement which, under the influence of Octave 

Maus, remained ideologically and culturally subservient to French painting, there was no place for Ensor’s 

grotesque imagination. While, in the early 1880s, Les XX  was a source of refuge for the painter, by the 

late 1880s, the front had rejected his art. While he initially acted as an administrative figure for the 

movement, which was in fact run by the painters themselves, Maus, confident in his newly acquired 

knowledge of art, soon developed a clear idea of his objectives with regard to the artistic circle. Though 

from an historical perspective, Maus is often deemed one of the heroes of the Belgian avant-garde, it is 

important to remember that his insistence upon the international movements of Impressionism and 

Post-Impressionism, ultimately succeeded in alienating the more autochthonous elements of Belgian art, 

elements that lay at the heart of Ensor’s Flemish heritage. It becomes clear, through Ensor’s 

correspondence, that Maus not only censured a number of Ensor’s works and refused to display them, but 

that he also failed to intorm him of forthcoming events and exhibitions.®® As Diane Lesko remarks, ‘Maus 

never completely understood the genius of his friend, Ensor’.®̂ This extract from Ensor’s letter to Maus in 

1891 expresses his frustration in a language which is itself redolent of the grotesque style that Maus 

sought to censure;

Connaissez-vous I’epoque de I’exposition des XX? Que font et quels invites [sic] et les 
salles et le tirage? Je ne sais rien et j’attends inquiet et incertain, herisse et defiant, semblable au 
dragon Fessine traque dans les forets de Micommence, le fiel au cul, le pied fourchu, le cceur 
dechire nourri du venin d’autrui, poussant, chiant, rotant, vessant, pissant, transpirant des cris 
affreux. Cris qui effrayerent les braves Attrides [sic] tapis dans les montagnes de la Phnosie. 
Attendant anxieux et tourmente, je vous prie de repondre promptement.®®

Ensor wrote abundantly throughout his lifetime, penning the articles and speeches which would 

form the texts of Mes Ecrits. While Ensor’s most famous writings were in fact published articles, notably.

Maus obliged Ensor to change the title of Philippe II aux enters (1893) to L’Autodafe and refused to exhibit some 
of Ensor’s most original works, such as Les Tribulations de Saint Antoine (1887), Les Bains a Ostende (1890) and 
Les Poissardes melancoliques (1892). Maus failed to inform Ensor of the dissolution of Les XX  in 1893, which led to 
the formation of La Libre Esthetique, also directed by Maus and which dedicated itself to the movements of 
Impressionism and Post-lmpressionsism. See Ensor’s letter to Andre De Bidder, September 30 1928. Lettres, pp. 
194-99.
®̂ Diane Lesko, James Ensor: the Creative Years, Princeton, Princeton University Press, 1985, op. o il, p.55.

Letter to Octave Maus, 1891, Francine-Claire Legrand, ‘Les Lettres de James Ensor a Octave Maus’, Bulletin des 
Musees royaux des Beaux-Arts de Belgique, Brussels, Musees royaux des Beaux-Arts de Belgique, 1966, pp.35-36.
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le s  Freres Stevens,’ which appeared in Le Coq rouge in 1896 to great ou tc r y ,a nd  ‘Reflexions sur I’art’, 

which was published in La Plume in 1899, most were in fact first presented as speeches at the various 

banquets and ceremonies the painter attended in the 1900s.^ Mes Ecrits consists of a selection of these 

writings and was published for the first time in 1921. Though texts, such as ‘Ma Vie en abrege’, discussed 

earlier, may point to an autobiographical dimension, Mes Ecrits does not lend itself to the category of 

autobiography since it posits a series of disparate texts, few of which are self-referential. Yet, this is not to 

say that the work is not self-representational. Many of his later texts, in particular, are not only of interest 

from the perspective of the insight they give us into Ensor’s opinions on art and life, they also display a 

concern with language and discourse itself as a form of self-expression. This language, which Verhaeren 

would term ‘superlificoquentieuse, [...] surabondante d’adjectifs pittoresques et cocasses’®’ , is highly ludic 

and inventive. Though neglected in many studies of the painter’s ceuvre, it has an important role to play in 

the artist’s aesthetic. While on the one hand, Ensor’s language draws upon innovations in Belgian 

literature, calling for the necessity to reinvent a literary style in order to project Flemish culture and 

heritage, it also projects an intensely personal vision. The ‘langue nouvelle, langue etoilee de lumiere et 

de sonorite’®2 which the painter sought to create, not only reflects the literary movements of the period, it 

also posits a concern with self-expression through language and an awareness of the complementarity of 

the visual and the verbal.

The painter’s first writings are contemporaneous with one of the most important periods in 

Belgian literature. The 1880s marked the beginnings of a national literature where, for the first time, 

Belgium was to become a literary centre in its own right. The economic crisis of 1873-1886 resulted in a 

social movement which embraced artists and intellectuals, who included, among others, Verhaeren and 

Edmond Picard.®^ While before the recession, art remained a privilege of the bourgeois, these writers saw 

the need for an art that was politically engaged.®^ Max Waller’s acclaimed declaration in La Jeune 

Belgique, ‘Soyons nous!’ became the battle-cry of a movement towards independence and self-assertion, 

not only from a cultural, but also from a social and political perspective. The need for an art which would 

encompass the particularities of Belgian society, without having recourse to the French literary example, 

was also felt by the young writers:

83 Ensor’s virulent attack on the Stevens brothers, based upon the fact that they did not encourage young Belgian 
artsts, but favoured instead French painters, led to Le Coq Rouge’s publication of an apology in May 1896.
9° Ensor published, during his lifetime, four different editions of his writings, which include, in total, over eighty texts.
9' Emile Verhaeren, Sur James Ensor, op. cit, p.123.
92 ME, p.77.
93 Picard, in particular was a key figure in the Belgian avant-garde. In 1881, he created the periodical, L’Art moderne, 
in 1901, he founded La Ubre Academie en opposition a I'academie Royale de Belgique, while his home, known as 
‘La Maison d’art’, was a meeting-place for intellectuals and artists.
®‘' See Paul Aron’s Les Ecrivains beiges et le socialisme, Brussels: Labor, 1994, which discusses in detail the role of
the political climate with regard to the Renaissance of Belgian literature.
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Nous ne sommes pas Frangais! Notre but a toujours ete de creer en Belgique, avec les elements 
flamands et wallons, un mouvement d’art personnel. C’est seulement alors qu’on ne pourra plus 
crier a la contrefagon belge.®^

The importance of this movement, which included writers as diverse and historically influential as 

Verhaeren, Lemonnier, Rodenbach, Gregoire Le Roy, and Maurice Maeterlinck, is observed by Picard; ‘ 

je ne crois pas, toute proportion gardee, qu’il y ait n’importe ou un mouvement d’art aussi intense, aussi 

sincere que dans notre petite Belgique.’^  The literary style of Verhaeren is significant, since it was closely 

associated with his desire to find a means of expression reflecting his Flemish origins. Like that of Ensor, 

Verhaeren’s style was seen as aberrant, as a contemporary critic’s description of Les Moines indicates:

C’est un congres international de fautes de frangais, de tournures baroques, d’images 
fausses, de metaphores incomprehensibles. C’est du Savoyard, de I’Auvergnat, de I’Apache, du 
Malgache, du Huron, du Commanche, du Patagon. C’est la danse du scalp autour de la 
grammaire, de la logique et du bon sens. On dirait des mots qui courent dans des sacs.®^

Ensor was both a friend and an admirer of Verhaeren and therefore it is possible that the latter 

had an influence upon Ensor’s literary style.®® Ensor also corresponded with a number of other poets and 

writers®® and was himself an avid reader. As Diane Lesko has pointed out, Ensor preferred literature and 

writing to the companionship of ideas with other a r t i s t s . I n  his letter to Andre de Ridder, Ensor mentions 

having read all the classical writers and boasts oi the fact that he introduced Verhaeren to Ariosto’s 

Rolando Fur;oso.'°' Poe is also significant. Like Baudelaire and Redon, Ensor admired the American’s 

macabre imagination:

J’ai pu lire les Histoires extraordinaires d’Edgar Poe, seduit d’abord par le titre du livre.
[...] Mais j’ai reve surtout devant Poe, et comme lui j ’aimais songer a certains paysages de chez 
nous, parfumes de tendres?e, encore a des feminites languees de lumiere et contemplees avec 
amour. A I’egard de Poe, il n’y a qu’une sympathie d’anglo-belge imaginatif et non pas une 
influence.'°2

While Ensor is keen to point out the lack of any influence, it is clear that the drawings, Le Roi Paste 

(1880), Le Chat noir (1886-88), Le Diable dans le beffroi (1886-88) and La Vengeance de Hop-Fmg 

(1898) were all inspired by Poe. These works belong to Ensor’s most creative period and it may be 

suggested that the fantastic sentiment of the stories could have encouraged the painter’s interest in the

(Anonymous author), cited in La Jeune Belgique, Brussels, September 1890, pp. 352-353.
Cited in ‘Enquete sur 1’evolution litteraire’, in L ’A rt moderne, Brussels, June 14 1891, pp. 188-189.
(Anonymous author), La Jeune Belgique, Brussels, May, 1886, pp. 308-309.
Ensor often refers to Verhaeren in his writings and boasts of the fact that the poet admired his literary style (See 

ME, p.79).
These included Gregoire Le Roy, Maurice des Ombiaux, Camille Lemonnier and Georges Eekhoud.
See Diane Lesko, James Ensor The Creative Years, op. c it, p.83.

1°' Letter to Andre De Ridder, August 2 1928, Lettres, p. 191.
1 0 2 W . / b / d .
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evocative and the mysterious. Poe’s literary style, however, would appear to have had little in common 

with the imaginative and grotesque language used by Ensor. Among the other writers Ensor praised was 

‘Rabelais le Breughelien’, whose works he compared to ‘des vieux tableaux flamands, huileux, graisses, 

gaufres, ecussones, empourceaunes.’' “  The Breughelesque quality of Ensor’s painting may be seen to 

find a parallel in the Rabelaisian aspect of his own work. The scatological elements and the uses of 

enumeration, in particular, point to a Rabelaisian parallel.

Ensor was writing in the aftermath of Charles de Coster (1827-1879) and his celebrated Legende 

d ’Ulenspiegel.'°^ Considered today as one of the founding works of Belgian literature, Ulenspiegel was 

widely read in fin de siecle Belgium. Contrasting with other Belgian writers from the mid-1880s, De Coster 

dedicated himself to the writing of a pseudo-historical epic, which recounts the adventures of its hero Thyl 

against the backdrop of the sixteenth-century war against Phillip II of Spain for the independence of 

Flanders. The figure of Thyl Ulenspiegel as an image of the strength and character of the working classes 

fired the imagination of many nineteenth-century artists and writers. The character of Ulenspiegel dates to 

sixteenth-century Germany and denotes a trickster who acts as a mirror in which society may see its 

shortcomings. It was in De Coster’s hands, however, that Thyl was to take on a political dimension, 

reflecting the history of Belgium during the sixteenth century when it was under Spanish rule and 

presenting analogies with the contemporary rift between the French and Flemish inhabitants. Ensor’s 

interest in the legend is expressed in the drawing Philippe II aux enters from 1891, which would appear to 

be directly inspired from De Coster’s work.'“  One of the most innovative aspects of De Coster’s work was 

his literary style, which, fusing modern and medieval French, created a rich and constantly varying text. As 

Jean-Marie Klinkenberg notes:

le trait essentiel de ce style, c’est I’archaisme. Vieux mots, tournures syntaxiques legerement 
gauchies, formes traditionnelles telles que chansons, proverbes, longues enumerations, versets 
regulierement introduits par et, termes allant par couples.™

This archai'sme manifests itself in words such as bauffrer, bougresque, folle-fille and happe-chair, which 

recur frequently in the text.’®̂ Despite its colourful language, De Coster’s text always remains intelligible to 

the reader and provides a means of transgressing literary norms while, at the same time, offering an 

historically and culturally valid tale. The style acts in a carnivalesque fashion, overthrowing the dominant

'03/C/./M
Many versions of the word, ‘Ulenspiegel’ exist, each drawing on the original German ‘Eulenspie^el’.
See La Legende d ’Ulenspiegel, Book 5, chapter 8, pp. 623-626. The drawings La Bataille des Eperons d ’or (1891) 

and Les Paysans turiupines (1896) may also point to the influence of De Coster.
Jean-Marie Klinkenberg, in Charles De Coster, La Legende d ’Ulenspiegel, Brussels: Labor, 1999, p. 665.
See the following example as an illustration of De Coster’s style ‘Ulenspiegel, etant a Ypres, recrutait des soldats 

pour le prince: poursuivi par les happe-chair du Due, il se presenta comme bedeau chez le prevot de Saint-Martin. II 
y eut pour compagnon un sonneur nomme Pompilius Numan, couard de haute futaie qui, la nuit, prenait son ombre 
pour le diable et sa chemise pour un fantome. Le prevot etait gras et dodu comme une poularde engraissee a point 
pour la broche’ (La Legende d ’Ulenspiegel, op. c it, p. 316).
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mode in order to reveal a social reality. The element of poking fun at the establishment also remains 

central to the fictive imagination of Ulenspiegel and best explains its relationship with both the writings and 

paintings of Ensor. The element of caricature, already discussed in relation to the visual works, is also 

present in Ensor’s writings and his most venomous attacks invariably consist of ridiculing and caricaturing 

his victims.'°®

The Belgian avant-garde was also concerned with the dissolution of artistic hierarchies and the 

late nineteenth century saw a critical interest in the arts of cabaret, pantomime and indeed that of 

caricature. The newspaper, La Policinelle, subtitled ‘Zwanzage, politique bouis-bouis, potins, chahut’, was 

part of this anti-establishment movement, as was the weekly magazine Ulynspiegel, containing humorous 

articles on politics and social mores, founded by De Coster and Rops. In the 1890s, Ensor made the 

acquaintance of Charles Vol,™ the editor of the satirical newspaper, Le Diable-au-corps and its illustrator, 

Amedee Lynen. The latter, with his ‘esprit jovial, cerveau fecond, tete chaude, sang rouge, cceur vert, 

caractere ouvert,’" °  came to represent for Ensor the antithesis of Maus and Les XX. indeed, the sense of 

derision, or what in Flemish was known as zwanz, that characterized the art of Lynen and De Coster, finds 

an echo in both the art and writings of Ensor from the 1890s onwards. Alienated from the circles of high art 

as represented by the movements of Les XX  and its successor. La Libre Esthetique, Ensor sought a visual 

and verbal expression which embraced the satirical and the grotesque. The interrelationship of painting 

and writing is at the heart of Ensor’s explorations. This interface is first observed in the unusual titles 

employed by the artist. Moines exaltes reclamant le corps du theologien Sus-Ovis malgre I ’opposition de 

I’eveque Friston ou Friton (1888) or Iston, Poufamatus, Cracozie et Trans-mouf, celebres medecins 

persans examinant les selles du roi Darius apres la bataille d ’Arbelles (1886) are among Ensor’s most 

imaginative titles and express his interest in the evocative qualities of the word in relation to the image. 

Ensor’s descriptive titles not only offer an interpretation of the visual image, their grotesque style also adds 

to that of the image portrayed.

This complementarity of the visual and the verbal is highlighted in Mes Ecrits, where the painter 

writes: ‘j’aime parler, ecrire, ouir, un langage propre au peintre amoureux des images.’" '  While on the one 

hand, visual imagery is key to his verbal expression, the notion of the graphic is central to his pictorial 

explorations. The similarities between the arabesque style of Ensor’s drawings and paintings of the 1890s 

and his new-found interest in the evocative qualities of language has been pointed out by Paul Fierens:

See, for example: ‘Et vous professeurs bilieux, vomisseurs de calculs, croque-notes renforces d’accents 
gutturaux, cancres barbotant dans le marais stagnant des uniformites’ {ME, p. 168).

Probably through the intermediary of Theo Hannon, Mariette Rousseau’s brOther.
” 0 le ttre  a Amedee Lynen a [’occasion d’un banquet’, (1924) in James Ensor, Mes Ecrits, ed. Franz Hellens, Liege: 
Editions Nationales, 1974, p.90.
"'W E , p. 76.
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De meme que le trait se boucle, frise, se contorsionne et se fragmente en mille 
arabesques, la ligne de I ’ecrit se perd sous le foisonnement des ornements, des neologismes 
decoratifs, des epithetes enfilees I’une a I’autre comme des vraies et fausses perles, des 
encadrements rocailleux. Tels defauts, rachetes par de frequents bonheurs d’expression et par un 
mouvement general de la phrase qui emportent I’adhesion forcent les bravos, s’exagerent jusqu’a 
devenir la qualite propre et la marque de toute litterature ensorienne ."^

In the same way that the arabesque style of Ensor’s drawings seems to give priority to the flow of line 

rather than to a fixed form, Ensor’s language seems to resist stability and exists instead in a constant state 

of flux. This similarity of form finds a parallel in Ensor’s use of vibrant images in both his visual and verbal 

works. Colourful images abound throughout Mes Ecrits, most of which clearly belong to the same 

grotesque and caricatural universe as Les Mauvais Medecins or Les Cuisiniers dangereux. From the 

‘fromagers ego'istes et sirupeux’" ^  the ‘revendeurs de vieilles culottes cousues de fils moisis’ and the 

‘croquants indesirables, mal fourbis, astiques par les mites en mal de ponte’" ^  Ensor uses highly charged 

adjectives. These adjectives seek to give an original dimension to his language, creating colourful visual 

images, as Ensor declares:

Parlons non pas langue d’oc, d’ail, de chien, de chat, de latin ou de lapin; parlons forte 
langue claire et verte, trempee a chaud et a froid cimentee d’adjectifs retentissants."^

The question of expressing the visual within the verbal remained a constant concern for the painter and, in 

many respects, Ensor’s language finds its most radical and challenging aspects in this ongoing dichotomy. 

Ensor did not see a clear division between the medium of language and that of paint. To him, both were 

modes of expression, which could be shaped according to his desire. In the same way that he saw it 

possible to renew the domain of art through an emphasis on the grotesque and the fantastic, on the one 

hand, and the emphasis on the materiality of the paint, on the other, he also believed it possible to 

reinvent the medium of language.

‘La langue ensorenne’,"® was a veritable project, undertaken by the painter. By creating his own 

language, Ensor sought to challenge the limitations of the verbal and open up the possibilities of artistic 

expression. He explains:

OUl, le style accentue est mien, orne de couleurs sans doute, aigu et charge peut-etre, 
lapidaire possible, precieux toujours. [...]

II importe de parler neuf et pur. Rafraichissons notre langue. Ah! ce pauvre frangais de 
nos peres, maimene, enchevetre, pourri, gangrene, dissolu, disloque, fourmillant de regies et 
d’exceptions, de folles contradictions.” ^

"2 Paul Fierens, Les Dessins d’Ensor, Brussels, Editions Apollo, 1944, p.29.
"3  ME, p.27.
"-I Ibid, p. 79.
' '5 / M ,  p.76. 

id. Ibid.
Ibid., p. 76-77.
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Ensor’s obsession with the re-invention of the French language may be related to the nationalistic 

sentiment of De Coster and Verhaeren, It would also appear to mirror closely the renouvellement of art 

which his painting had sought. At the core of Ensor’s language is the desire to unleash everything his 

feelings. His language is at its most inventive when expressing profound distaste or great enthusiasm. In 

his article on Alfred Stevens, whose representational painting was typical of all that the painter opposed in 

art, Ensor excelled in the use of imaginative insults:

Les matoiseries tres roublardes de M. Stevens, sa couleur groseilliere et pistachue, ses 
minauderies raffinees, ses peintures luisantes comme table de mastroquet mouillees de paillettes 
de liqueurs frelatees, les chairs vitreuses de ses fades Parisiennes ne sont pas d’un Flamand.” ®

While Ensor’s colourful vocabulary is absent from the 1884 text, ‘Trois semaines a I’Academie’, 

by 1900, it was essential to his literary style. One of his most radical texts, entitled ‘Une reaction artistique 

au pays de Narquoisie’ dates to this year. Substantivizing the adjective ‘narquois’ into the epitome of 

mockery, Ensor creates one of his many neologisms, setting the tone for the text which ridicules the 

Belgian artistic milieu. Ensor writes:

Une morasse opaque englue quelques flandrophyles ou derouledeens exasperes. 
Peintres nationaiistes pirouettant lollement a la brise-quille. Reactionnaires combatifs irises, 
desirises ou jaunissants. Petite sequelle eperdue activee par Semites crochu-crasseux ou 
mecenes desordonnes bisquant, depuis les Vingt, en ecrevisse affolee tournoyant dans une 
soupiere; jolies faces pales. Impuissants vomisseurs de pointes glacees. Enrages philistins 
vertement machoirdes. Pantins sacripanes. Vieux exagerants adjectives. Masques de toute 
couleur.” ®

Neologisms abound in this passage. Proponents of Flemish nationalism find themselves stuci< in a final 

proof, while nationalist painters pirouette crazily. The ‘pointes’, or barbed remarks of those whom Ensor 

derides, are spewed forth from the mouths of dishevelled patrons, while enraged philistines are turned 

into green jaws and old complainers have been turned into adjectives. The noun ‘machoire’ is turned into a 

verb as has that of ‘adjective’. Words and terms which are conventionally associated become prised 

open, in the context of art patrons ‘bisquant [...] en ecrevisse affolee’. Similar to the nonsense language of 

Carroll’s stories, Ensor’s language is part of an imaginative universe. It stands in opposition to everyday 

vocabulary and instead holds a fantastic dimension. Ensor’s language also denotes an awareness of 

language as a sort of mise-en-abyme, where words reflect and echo each other. At the heart of his 

linguistic project is this notion of self-reflexivity, of the creation of a world which doubles back on itself, like 

the looking-glass world of Carroll’s story. In this respect, Ensor’s language has a parallel with the cocoon 

of his studio. Although serving to project his fantasies and posit a confident, almost arrogant vision of

'18/M ,  p. 29.
' ’9/b/c/., p.23.
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himself, it is also a place of refuge. As Hugo Martin observes, ‘ce double mouvement d’(auto)celebration 

et de defense est fondamental, et parfois fondateur meme du fait artistique et expressif, chez le peintre 

comme chez recrivain.’^̂ o In many respects, Ensor’s language serves as a form of mask, which provides 

both a protective and an expressive role. A two-fold element characterizes the use of language in Mes 

Ecrits: self-expression meets with self-defence, invention implies deconstruction and self-construction is 

faced with self-dissolution.

Similar to Ensor’s visual work, there is a strong scatological dimension to his language. Speaking 

in the same text of the inability of Belgian critics to appreciate the work of young artists, he writes: ‘Gros 

pave d’ours souvent mal digere par autruchon trop goulu,’ while those who cash in on the artistic 

bandwagon are referred to as ‘cameleons indecrottables’.'^' For Hugo Martin, this emphasis on the 

scatological echoes the grotesque body of language itself, as seen in Rabelais:

Ensor vise bien davantage un corps de langue, un corps qui refuse les limitations au profit 
d’une vaste circulation des sens et des formes. En cela, sa langue s’apparente au realisme 
grotesque de Rabelais, lequel n’arrete pas les formes et les corps mais les prolonge les uns dans 
les autres.

In Ensor’s hands, unlike for De Coster, this grotesque style betrays less a nationalist sentiment than a 

desire to shock the reader and provoke a reaction. Again, this device has a parallel with the motif of the 

mask, as it seeks to create an unsettling and disturbing effect.

Ensor’s language is most subversive, however, in its challenging of grammatical forms and in its 

imaginative vocabulary. Avoiding the use of articles or conjunctions, the painter seeks to subvert 

conventional language, to open it up and explore the expressive potential of unusual juxtapositions and 

onomatopoeia. In Mes Ecrits, Ensor explains how his language shuns the academic in favour of creative 

ellipsis:

Condamnons I’abus des vieux mots lourds, anti-poetiques et foin des Mais grossiers, des 
Si, des Car rapetissant, des Que, et des Quoi Que horribles, des adverbes de quantite materiels au 
possible, des petitesses des modes et des temps, des Plus Que Parfait pretentieux, des auxiliaires 
embetants, des Avoir egoistes et repugnants, des Etre indigestes, indiscrets, des Passes indefinis, 
des Conditionnels imprecis, des Futurs illusoires, des Imperatifs indociles.'^a

In ‘Line Reaction artistique au pays de Narquoisie’, Ensor avoids conjunctions, articles and any tenses

other than the present, favouring instead purely descriptive passages. Criticizing those artists who 

benefited from the hard work of Les XX, he writes:

'20 Hugo Martin, ‘Lecture en queue de poisson’, ME, p.298.
'2' Id. ibid.
'22/ M ,  p.313.
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[....] certains peintres trop arrives: limagons a sonnettes, microbes debandes; prudents 
manifestants sterilises sortant de punaisie. Boutiauiers rapaces. Ex-influences des Vingt, tres 
disposes a recolter le bon grain seme. Bien semblant definitivement acquis, au prix de vingt 
annees de luttes, plaies et bosses, ereintements cholsis, saignees et horions consecutifs.'^''

Ensor minimizes his use of verbs, auxiliaries and articles. Listing is a frequent ploy, which resists the 

notion of narrative and draws attention to the actual words. Rather than create meaning through the 

conventional structures of grammar and syntax, Ensor seeks to express himself through the words 

themselves. In Mes Ecrits, the artist relates:

Oyez mes mots cinquantenaires parfumes de sensibilite. Ah! on les a rudement 
camoufles, macules, emascules, subtilises, chipes depuis, mes mots jolis, aimes, fruits murs de 
mes verdeurs et de mes predilections: mots discrets de poissons soupires dans les conques, mots 
plaintifs des chevaux battus, mots bleu d’acier des mouches elegantes, mots sages des enfants, 
mots craches de sable et de la mer, [ . . . ] ,  mot tres doux sonnant picturalement, mot sans rime ni 
raison. Je vous aime. Je vous aime.'^s

These words ‘sans rime ni raison’ are at the core of the painter’s subversive enterprise. Ensor’s 

preference for the single, expressive word, rather than the sentence, is linked to his interest in the 

suggestive. The word itself takes precedence over the sentence in which it belongs and its evocative force 

is highlighted.

While subversive and provocative, this ‘langage im p a r fa i f '^ e ,  is also personal. The sub-title of 

Mes Ecrits, ‘Les Suffisances matamoresques’, serves as a key to the nature of these writings and to 

Ensor’s poetic project. Bombastic, in the tradition of the matamore, or slayer of Moors, his arrogance soon 

collapses and his identity dissolves. In the same way that a sense of self-defence lurks beneath his 

provocative stance, and that the construction of new words implies the deconstruction of others, the 

building up of self meets with self-dissolution.Ensor’s transformation of language is inseparable from the 

crisis of the self. Similar to the artist’s self-portraits, there exists a keen sense of the fragility both of the 

self and of the attempts to express it. In the body of the text, Ensor picks up the reference to ‘les 

suffisances matamoresques’ and repeats, like a mantra, that they ‘appellent la finale crevaison 

grenouillere’. Dissolution of self is mirrored in the deconstruction of language as a means of 

communication. Rather than serving to communicate, Ensor’s language manifests as a type of ecriture, 

which presents itself as a form of pure self-expression. Central to this expressivity is his conception of the 

word in terms of the image. Recognizing the physicality of words, Ensor suceeds in making them an

'23/WE, p.77. 
'2" Ibid., p. 24. 
'25/f,/d, p. 78. 
'26/M ,  p.98.
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extension of life and of himself. For Hugo Martin, the language of Mes Ecrits presents a mirror of a lived 

reality;

Veritable projet esthetique, la langue est appelee a traduire une multiplicite d’emotions et 
d’impressions physiques, organiques, sensibles. [...] Par la, elle se veut surtout proche de la vie, 
quelles que soient les regies a enfreindre; elles sont pour lui des indices de mort, de limitation de
l’individu.’27

Ensor’s language exists in a world of its own, beyond communication, but not beyond the self. Through a 

reinvention of language, Ensor created an ecriture in which as he said, ‘je geographiais mes reves.’'2s His 

self-expression through reinvention is directly related to the reinvention of his visual work in the late 1880s. 

The renewal of Ensor’s art during this period created a new aesthetic which would become the hallmark of 

the Belgian artist. The elements of the fantastic which characterized the artist’s revisioning of his graphic 

style and the sense of subversion which invaded his literary and painterly style during the late 1880s 

marked the beginnings of a macabre and carnavalesque theatre of self, which is expressed through the 

grotesque iconography of the skeleton and the mask.

'27 Hugo Martin, ‘Lecture en queue de poisson' in James Ensor, ME, p.312. 
'28/WE,p.14.
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3. Skeletons, Mascarade and Self-Expression

(a) Self-Skeletonization and Dehumanization

Among Ensor’s most interesting drawings is one in pencil, entitled Le M iroirau squelette (1980, 

Private Collection) (Figure 99). Similar to L ’Hippogriffe and La Puce, the image blends the close 

observation of a still-life object with elements of the fantastic. The mirror is surrounded by a horde of 

grotesque masks, and its reflection reveals the chilling features of a skeleton. The vision of the skeleton 

as specular reflection strikes at the core of Ensor’s aesthetics of the self. Reduced to a mass of bones, 

devoid of humanity, this image stands in stark contrast to the defiant self of the painted self-portraits. For 

Verhaeren, Ensor’s treatment of line, visible here in the detailed rendering of the mirror, is also key to the 

haunting nature of such drawings:

Ces dessins, encore que litteraux, sont doues d’une vie ample. Ils n’ont rien d’industriel. Si pour 
James Ensor certains meubles sont hantes, tous les objets frissonnent, bougent, sentent. La 
cruaute sejourne dans le couteau, la discretion dans la clef et le fermoir, le repos et la securite 
dans les bois. Rien n’est mort, completement. Chaque matiere renferme en elle sa tendance, sa 
volonte et son esprit. Elle est creee pour un but. Elle doit done avoir comme une ame qui tend a 
une fin et c’est precisement cette ame qui seule nous interesse dans I’inanime et qui seule 
constitue, aux yeux d’un artiste, la beaute des choses les plus quelconques.'^s

The vision, which emerges in Le Miroir au squelette, however, unlike that of the paintings, is not 

a personal declaration, but signals rather the demise of the universal self. Like Baudelaire’s ‘Danse 

macabre’ and Redon’s Interieur aux squelettes, the skeleton, for Ensor, holds a tragi-comic status, which 

ideally expresses the human condition. It is through Ensor’s art of line-drawing that the divides between 

the human and the non-human are most evocatively endered. As Michel Draguet states; ‘between the 

outward appearance and the truth of a human being, and between what constitutes the parade of the 

mask and the equality of the skeleton, there lies a virgin territory occupied by the line.’' “  Ensor’s unusual 

depiction of the skeleton lends it a certain domesticity as it penetrates the environment of the family home. 

In the painting, Le Meuble hante (1885 and 1890) (Figure 100),'3' which also belongs to the category of 

drawings reworked by the artist, a series of eerie skeletons and masks look on, as a figure resembling 

Mitche aids a young child with her homework. Where earlier, in the paintings of the artist’s home, absence

'29 Emile Verhaeren, Sur James Ensor, op. c it, pp.92-93.
'30 Michel Draguet, ‘The Looks of “Pietje de Dood’, in Ensor (Catalogue), ed. Eliane van de Wilde, Musees royaux 
des Beaux-Arts de Belgique, Brussels, 1999, p.47.
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Figure 99





was subtly suggested, here that sense of nothingness is elaborately expressed through the faceless 

masks and the skeletons. The dialectic between the inanimate and the animate lends the image its 

poignancy. The chest, the skeletons and the masks are all invested with life, while the two female figures, 

like the painter’s image observed previously, appear ghost-like.

In the etching, Mon Portrait squelettise (1889) (Figure 101), the motif of the skeleton appears 

once more, as the artist takes the real as a starting point to create a disturbing image of his remains. 

Starting from a photograph taken outside the Rousseau family home, this etching was carried out in 

three distinct stages. The artist methodically worked in dry-point on the engraving, slowly eliminating his 

features and metamorphozing himself into a skeleton. However, he did not entirely negate himself and 

what is extraordinary in this image is the painter’s gaze which transpires through the skeletal frame. 

Ensor’s decision to retain the gaze is of interest with regard to his conception of self as subject. As in 

Baudelaire and Redon, Lacan’s comments on the scopic are pertinent. It is in particular Lacan’s 

description of it as a photographic enterprise that has a particular resonance in relation to Ensor:

II me faut, pour commencer, insister sur ceci — dans le champ scopique, le regard est au- 
dehors, je suis regarde, c’est-a-dire je suis un tableau.

C’est la la fonction qui se trouve au plus intime de I’institution du sujet dans le visible. Ce qui 
me determine foncierement dans le visible, c’est le regard qui est au dehors. C’est par le regard 
que j’entre dans la lumiere et c’est du regard que j’en re?ois I’effet. D’ou il ressort que le regard est 
instrument par ou la lumiere s’incarne, et par ou — si vous me permettez de me servir d’un mot 
comma je le fais souvent, en le decomposant — je suis photo-graphie.'^^

For Lacan, it is the gaze which determines the subject and at the same time, reduces it to the status as 

object. The photograph is is the ideal image of the reduction of self to object through the gaze of the other. 

Ensor’s image serves as a conclusion to the self-effacement of Le Peintre triste etsomptueux. It marks not 

only Ensor’s acute awareness of the fragility of the human self but also the processes of annihilation 

involved in the art of self-representation. It is only in seeing oneself as an object that the possibility of self

perception and consequently self-representation may arise.

In Squelette dessinant fines puerilites (1889, Paris: Musee du Louvre) (Figure 102), Ensor 

presents, once again, a portrait of the artist, in the act of drawing. Canning’s description of the drawing 

illustrates its ironic content;

In Skeleton Drawing Fine Pranks (1889), Ensor’s skeletal body, nattily dressed in a suit 
and tie and standing in front of a mirror, drawing pad in hand, wryly sketches what looks from its 
mirror-reflection to be a Watteau-like, rococco scene of women strolling by in fancy dress. Based 
more than likely on a photograph of the artist, this dapper skeleton appears quite at home in a

'31 The work was destroyed during the bombing of Ostend in 1940.
'32 Jacques Lacan, Les Quatre concepts fondamentaux de la psychanalyze, op. cit., p,121.
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bourgeois setting, his spectral form an ironic and droll comment on the vanity of life and the 
transitory nature of fame viewed in the m irrorJ^

The large mirror dominates the image. Here, however, any claims for a mimetic representation of 

self are clearly mocked, since the drawing is firmly rooted in the world of the fantastic and the imagination. 

This vision of the skeleton-painter remains a constant theme in Ensor’s work and stands in direct contrast 

to the confident image of the painter in the self-portraits discussed earlier. Among Ensor’s more interesting 

reincarnations as skeleton is the painting, Squelette regardant des chinoiseries (1885, Private Collection) 

(Figure 103). As first discovered by Marcel de Maeyer, the image was repainted in the late 1880s and the 

motif of the skeleton introduced;

Une prise de vue a la lumiere rasante revele en outre que la tete du squelette regardant 
des chinoiseries a ete peinte sur une couche picturale originale, deja seche, dont le relief ne 
correspond nullement a celui de la couche superieure. L’aureole de coups de pinceaux sombres 
autour du crane trahit d’ailleurs des retouches. Effectivement, la photo aux infra-rouges permet de 
distinguer partiellement un profil dont I’oeil et le nez sont particulierement bien visibles.

The identity of this profile is not clear. However, the setting of the painting within the artist’s studio and the 

figure’s interest in the chmoiseries, suggest that it is a self-portrait. Ensor’s skeletonization of self finds its 

most acerbic expression in the etching, Mon portrait en 1960 (1888, Private Collection) (Figure 104). This 

skeletal vision of the artist dates to the same year as Ensor au ctiapeau fleuri and casts a cold but 

humorous eye on the vanity of self-portraiture. Projecting to a period well beyond his death, Ensor portrays 

himself as a recumbent skeleton, not yet totally disintegrated: he still sprouts curly hair, which death in 

time will destroy; three snails wait patiently at his feet; bottom left sits a giant spider, Ensor’s favourite 

personal symbol. Ensor’s self-skeletonization, like the self-portraits discussed earlier, also draws upon 

what was the artist’s perceived image. Nicknamed Pietje de Dood (Peter Death), the artist’s public image 

associated him with death. Blanche Rousseau’s description in 1898 of her first meeting with the artist has 

become the accepted account of his image and character:'^^

Debout, dans un coin obscur, je revois cette grande figure bleme et noire, le geste 
hesitant d’une main elegante a demi-tendue vers nous, et surtout, surtout le regard rapide et 
inquisiteur des yeux agiles, des yeux extraordinaires, timides, provoquants, doux, sarcastiques et 
fuyants, vite leves et baisses tandis que s’inclinait gauchement le grand corps raide. II avait comme 
toujours les cheveaux longs divises au milieu, noirs, boucles et lustres. Une blanche figure de 
Christ moqueur ou de Satan nostalgique. II parlait du diable a voix basse.'^

'33 Susan M. Canning, The Devil’s Mirror: Private Fantasy and Public Vision’, loc. cit, p.69.
'3't Marcel de Maeyer, ‘Derriere le masque: I’introduction du masque, du travesti et du squelette comme motifs dans
I’ceuvre d’Ensor’, L’Art Beige (December 1965), p. 26.
'35 Gisele Ollinger-Zinque, in particular refers to Rousseau’s description to provide an insight into the painter’s 
character in her article ‘Me and My Circle’, Ensor: Catalogue, (1999) op. cit., p.16.
'36 Blanche Rousseau, La Plume, Edition Ensor, Paris: 1898, pp. 26-27. Cited in Ensor: Catalogue, (1999) op. cit.,
p.16.
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This vision of Ensor as a macabre, pale and searching artist, combined with the nickname, Peter Death, 

given to him by the people of Ostend, probably coloured the vision which transpires in these skeletal 

self-portraits.

The motif of the skeleton in Ensor continuously alludes to the painter’s private self and his 

attempts to represent it in art. However, at the very heart of the symbolism of the skeleton is its 

universality: the grim reminder of man’s frailty in the face of death. As in Baudelaire and Redon, however, 

the skeleton in Ensor is also an image of the dissolution of self in the nineteenth century. Due to the 

advent of modernism, the self was no longer a unified and stable entity, but prone to disintegration and 

fragmentation. It is this aspect of the motif that would become increasingly important in the artist’s mature 

work. The aesthetics of dehumanization which characterizes Ensor’s embracing the motif of the skeleton 

finds a parallel in the anthropomorphic impulse which also obsessed the artist during this period. In the 

etching, Insectes singuliers (1888, Ghent; Museum voor Schone Kunsten) (Figure 105), Ensor presents 

himself as a beetle, next to Mariette Rouseau, who is shown as a dragon-fly. Like Mon Portrait en 1960, 

the image was inspired by a photograph taken of the pair in the Rousseau’s family home. Reminiscent of 

Redon’s fusion of animal and human life, the etching displays an awareness of the biological make-up of 

insects.'^^ Similar to Redon’s spider, however, there is also a macabre and grotesque dimension to 

Ensor’s humorous self-portrait, which springs from the dehumanisation of its subject.

La Raie (1892, Brussels: Musees royaux des Beaux-Arts de Belgique) (Figure 106), in an 

extension of the famous depiction of the same subject by the eighteeenth-century artist, Chardin, 

continues this anthropomorphic theme. Here, however, rather than dehumanizing himself, Ensor 

humanizes his still-life, while highlighting the precariousness of its position on the table. The intense gaze 

of the skate, combined with its glowing flesh gives it an animate and almost human quality. Its 

conspicuous pose would appear, like Mon Portrait en 1960, to point a satirical finger at the art of 

self-portraiture. It is, above all, the extraodinary use of colour and the bold artistic handling, which lends a 

human dimension to the dead fish, as Ensor’s luminous use of matter gives life to the paint itself. The 

figure of the humanized skate serves as a unifying thread between the motifs of skeleton and mask as, 

through an expressive use of colour and paint, life is invested into a dead object. Ensor’s processes of 

dehumanization and skeletonization are not simply ironic commentaries on his personal self. Indeed, in 

later years, Ensor’s use of the skeleton motif as a technique of self-ridicule is superseded by its role as an 

equally acerbic commentary on the tragic demise of man. Combining the figure of the skeleton with that of 

the mask, Ensor’s grotesque iconography paves the way towards what would become the art of 

Expressionism.

'37 Mariette Rousseau, a biologist at the Institut Royal des Sciences Naturelles in Brussels, had taught Ensor how to 
use a microscope (See Auguste Taevernier, James Ensor, Catalogue illustre de ses gravures, leur description 
critique et I’inventaire des plaques, op. ait., plate 48).
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(b) Facing the Mask

While Ensor was reworking many drawings by adding skeletons and bizarre forms, he was also 

reinventing earlier works through the addition of unusual masks. The oil painting, Masques regardant un 

negre bataleur (1878-1879 and 1890, Private collection) (Figure 107) presents the combined image of an 

academic study of a negro male with a grotesque array of hideous masks, a lamp, a parrot and a 

conspicuous tortoise. The jumbled composition would seem to poke fun at the establishment and at any 

attempt to create pictorial hierarchies. Similarly, the reworking of the drawing, Mon Portrait, from 1883, as 

the 1886 engraving, Autoportrait (Figure 108), makes a reformulation of the initial image. Ensor’s steely 

gaze is offset by a group of strange masks. The mask, like the skeleton, holds a particular significance in 

the painter’s work. The presence of the mask in these later images also provides an aesthetic function by 

undoing traditional aesthetic boundaries, fusing the representational and the grotesque. Later, in the work 

of Ensor, it comes to fulfil a social and psychological role that transcends imaginative pyrotechnics. Where 

the skeleton served to dissolve identity, the masks build it up, adding new dimensions.

The introduction of the motif of the mask into the artistic universe of Ensor has been the cause of 

much critical controversy. While some critics have emphasized the link between these motifs and the 

death of the artist’s father in 1887,'^ others have observed the influence of Odilon R e d o n . O n  the other 

hand, Michel Draguet is keen to point out that the first appearance of the mask in Ensor’s oeuvre, predates 

the exhibition of Redon’s acclaimed drawing:

Les Masques consacrent la premiere apparition du theme dans I’ceuvre d’Ensor. Peinte en 1883, 
I’ceuvre a ete definie par Marcel de Maeyer comme ‘une tranche de vie metamophorique’. [...] Par 
ailleurs, faut-il voir ici I’incidence du Masque de la mort rouge que Redon avait realise en 1883? 
Pour interessant qu’il soit, le parallele ne porte pas puisque I’oeuvre n’a ete vue en Belgique qu’en 
1886 lors de I’exposition des XX.''^

The first time the mask appears in the work of Ensor, without being incorporated in a reworked version of 

ar earlier painting is in Les Masques scandalises (1883, Brussels: Musees royaux des Beaux-Arts de 

Belgique) (Figure 109). In a somber interior, lit by oil-lamp, a seated masked figure looks up towards a 

feinale figure who is opening the door and is also wearing a mask. Draguet sees a comparison between

See, in particular, Robert Delevoy, Ensor, op. c it, p. 135.
In 'Derriere le masque’, Marcel de Maeyer draws a direct comparison between the exhibition of Redon’s charcoal 

drawing, Le Masque de la mort rouge at the Salon des XX  in 1886. Redon’s image depicts the mask as it is 
transformed into a skull.
' ‘"^Michel Draguet, James Ensor, op. cit., pp. 145-46.
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the composition of the painting and Redon’s Interieur aux squelettes from 1870-75.'“ ' Yet the image also 

reflects the highly theatrical settings of the paintings of bourgeois life. Some critcs, however, such as 

Marcel de Maeyer, see a large divide between Ensor’s early interiors, such as Le Salon bourgeois, and 

those which include the fantastical motifs. De Maeyer does not see beyond ‘la securite de I’enfance’'''^ 

through to the theatre of absence which is central to the artificiality of these paintings. There is a strong 

case to be made in favour of reading Les Masques Scandalises as reflecting the same sentiment as Le 

Salon bourgeois.

The female figure of Les Masques scandalises has been associated with the artist’s grandmother 

and the male one with that of his father.''^^ in his letters, Ensor describes how his maternal grandmother 

enjoyed dressing up in carnival attire:

Ma grand-mere avait les gouts les plus eccentriques et les manies les plus singulieres. Elle 
aimait beaucoup m’affubler de costumes singuliers et certes elle m’a donne le gout des 
mascarades. Le grand-pere brave et digne homme se sauvait alors en haussant les epaules. A 
soixante ans, ma grand’mere sortait encore masquee. J’ai herite son gout pour les masques.

The masked figure of the grandmother, with her carnival horn,''*^ clearly holds a personal association for 

Ensor. The masked father, however seems to be an allusion to a less pleasant memory. Ostracised by the 

matriarchal house-hold, Ensor’s father gradually declined into the world of alcoholism. His death was, as 

Draguet observes, the result of ‘une lente et irreversible decheance’.''*® For Draguet, these two figures of 

the eccentic grandmother and the unfortunate father would hold a considerable influence upon Ensor’s life 

and art:

La folie de la grand-mere et I’echec associe a I’image masculine du pere brilleront comme deux 
astres noirs sur la vie de I’homme desormais soumis aux femmes de la maison.''*^

The mask provides a particular function in the painting: its grotesque form depicts the dark truth which lies 

beneath a seemingly idyllic exterior. In this respect, Todts recognizes the similarity between Ensor and 

Goya: ‘Ensor, too, uses the mask as an instrument to unmask what has been concealed.

Ibid., p. 146.
Marcel de Maeyer, ‘Derriere le masque: L’introduction du masque, du travesti, et du squelette comme motifs dans 

I’ceuvre de James Ensor’, in L’Art Beige, 1965, p.20.
See, for example, Ulrike Becks-Malorny, James Ensor: Masks, Death and the Sea, trans. John Gabriel, Koln: 

Taschen, 1999, p.38 and Michel Draguet, James Ensor, op. c it, p. 144.
Letter to Louis Delattre, July 29 1898, Lettres, op. cit., p.103.

' ‘*5 While many critcs suggested that it was a wooden stick, which hinted at a violent undertone to the painting, Jean 
Stevo was first to point out that it was in fact a carnival horn (Jean Stevo, James Ensor, Brussels: EditionsGerminal, 
1947, p.20).

Michel Draguet, James Ensor, op. c it, p.24.
Id. ibid.
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However, the transformative and revelatory role accorded to the mask in Les Masques 

scandalises, is unique to Ensor’s work of this period and it is not until the late 1880s that it attains its 

symbolic complexity. Before taking on social and aesthetic concerns, the mask remained principally a 

still-life object in the painter’s work and served as an emblem of the strange and the fantastic in the artist’s 

drawings and paintings. Strange masks were among the curiosities sold in his family souvenir shop and 

served as available models for the artist. The mask as exotic object was popular among fin de siecle 

artists. While Ensor kept a number of Japanese and African masks in his studio, he was keen to deny the 

influence of their exoticism on his art:

Je condamne sans remission le masque mal venu des enters, d’Afrique, d’Asie, d’Oceanie, de 
meurtricie, de sommeillie, de cracozie’ '*®

It is to the world of carnival that Ensor’s masks most readily belong. The quiet sea-side town of Ostend 

was home to one of the most flamboyant carnivals in nineteenth-century Belgium. To the Ensors, the 

carnival marked the beginning of the season for their business after the dreary winter months. For the 

artist, however, the vision of the local people transformed by their elaborate costumes not only served as 

visual stimulation but also provided an impetus towards the mask as emblem of the social world. From his 

earliest paintings, Ensor was concerned with the art of appearances. The carnival mask was a further step 

towards an expression of the self within a modern society.

Although Ensor embraced the fantastic and the unreal, his art remained firmly rooted in the social 

world. As with Baudelaire and Redon, Ensor’s modernity consisted not of a rejection of the real, but an 

imaginative engagement with it, through the fantastic and the grotesque, in order to reveal its eclipsed 

aspects. While executing works such as Le Salon bourgeois and L’Apres-midi a Ostende, the painter also 

carried out a number of portraits of the local people of Ostend. Between 1883 and 1885, in particular, the 

painter explored a veritable theatre of the lower classes. Paintings such as Les Pochards (1883, Brussels: 

Private Collection) (Figure 110), stand in stark contrast to the seemingly idyllic world of the bourgeois 

interiors. Of particular significance are the marionnette-like quality of the drunken men’s bodies and the 

crude handling of their facial features. Draguet sees a parallel between Ensor’s treatment of faces in these 

images of the working-classes and the motif of the mask:

A partir des ‘types ostendais’ eriges en chronique d’une decheance annoncee, Ensor constitue un 
mode de figuration libre qui transforme le visage en masque. L’ecart qui isole la representation de 
la realite autorise I’artiste a jouer sur les formes pour elaborer une typologie qui rendrait palpable la 
corruption sociale de I’etre. Le masque deborde le type [...].

Herwig Todts, The Grotesque in Ensor’s CEuvre', in Between Street and Ulirror: The Drawings of James Ensor, 
op. oil, p.212. 

p. 190.
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This conception of the human face, as expressed in Les Pochards, is one that seeks to portray a harsh yet 

true reality. In Le Passeur (1883, Antwerp: Koninklijk Museum voor Schone Kunsten) (Figure 111), this 

vision of the face as mask continues. Herwig Todts is keen to point out that the painting actually 

documents a practice common in the port of Ostend during the late nineteenth century: on windless days, 

the sailing vessels were brought into the harbour by strong rowers.'^' Yet, the broad fasch/sfe-like strokes 

and strong colours roughly capture the rower’s features and creates of them a grotesque play of forms.

The self-representational aspect of the painting has been suggested by Diane Lesko, who sees in 

the oarsman a metaphor for the painter’s own solitary condition, as ‘alienated and alone, Ensor abandons 

the mainland and rows in the direction of the open sea.’'^^ |t js, above all, the handling of the rower’s 

wind-worn face that renders it mask-like. It appears as though separate from his body and suggests an 

emptiness and absence. It is this aspect of the mask which makes it the expression, not only of its wearer, 

but of a society. The mask would remain intimately associated with the social world in Ensor’s oeuvre. In 

his paintings, in particular, Ensor’s exploration of the mask leads him to develop its function as a tool to 

express social and psychological concerns. Its combination with the motif of the skeleton opens up a world 

of mascarades and carnival beneath which lies the reality of the human condition. The notion of the self, 

as defined in relation to the society in which it participates, is illustrated in the theatrical universe of his 

mature paintings.

'50 Michel Draguet, James Ensor, op. cit, p. 150.
'51 Herwig Todts, The Grotesque in Ensor’s CEuvre', loc. cit., p.204. 
'52 See Diane Lesko, James Ensor: The Creative Years, op. cit., p.27.
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(c) A Theatre of the Self and the Social World

Throughout his life, Ensor enjoyed pranks and farcical behaviour. In the early 1890s, he and Ernest 

Rousseau Junior fooled around on the local dunes of Ostend, with skeleton’s bones and strange 

costumes. Photographs, such as that depicting a duel with bones, (1890) (Figure 112) convey how the 

artist’s real life often took on a theatrical dimension. Ensor enacted scenes from his own paintings and 

indeed from his own imaginative world of fantasy. The photograph, entitled Pyramid of masks (1890) 

(Figure 113), shows Ensor dressed up in a bear-skin hat and military uniform, along with other masked 

and costumed figures. The image demonstrates Ensor’s dramatic impulse, highlighting how, for the 

painter, life and art were irrrevocably linked. Ensor also participated in the Compagnie du Rat Mort, which 

staged strange mascarades and fantastic meetings in Ostend at the end of the nineteenth century. At a 

banquet celebrating its seventh anniversary in 1903, Ensor expressed his regret at the absence of some 

of its members:

Deplorons I’absence de nos mies et regrettons les beautes feminines a I’ecu mignon, rates ou 
chevalieres attachees a ces messieurs; citons: Corylopsis et Ombreuse son amie, Turlette portant 
sur son ecu une solive d’azur, Chandelette faisant trente-six culbutes, Oiyandre, sirene tachee, 
pataugeant dans une mer d’huile et portant sur I’ecu un cygne louche, Gali-Gali, reine des
turquoises, Parcofine mordillant toujours une queue de pourceau, et la triste Binoclette
invariablement camuse.'“

The bizarre characters of this crazed world of farce and fantasy were willingly embraced by the painter,

who continued to take part in their spectacles and banquets. Ensor’s interest in the theatricality of

mascarade is also expressed in what are seen as some of his greatest paintings. Blending satire and 

derision with fantasy amd the imagination, Ensor acheives a theatre of the modern self which is 

unparalleled by any artist of his time.

In the painting, Squelettes se disputant un hareng saur (1891, Brussels: Musees royaux des 

Beaux-Arts de Belgique) (Figure 114), two hideous clothed skeletons savagely rip a fish apart, against a 

pale sky. Like the macabre self-portraits discussed earlier, the image contains allusions to the artist. Here 

however, the motif of the skeleton is injected with life and becomes an actor in Ensor’s staging of a drama 

about himself. The term, hareng saur is a clever pun on Art Ensor and the figure of the pickled herring

'53 James Ensor, ME, p.198.
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would be used in a nunnber of subsequent paintings as an ironic self-referenceJ^ Ensor’s image also 

reflects the situation in 1891, where critics such as Edouard Fetis,'®^ attacked him, as the hungry mouths 

of these skeletons sink their teeth into the fish. The bear-skin hat topped with the crown may also be seen 

to suggest that Ensor saw himself as being hunted down by his own people. In Mes Ecrits, Ensor 

describes, in his intensely personal style, the hostility of the Belgian critics, among them the reviled Fetis, 

towards his work:

Les critiques redoublent leurs violences, les claques les plus solides s’echangent avec passion. On 
se mord sans merci, on s’etrangle dix annees durant, c ’est la folie de la bataille. Les tourmenteurs 
finalement se divisent, Fetis m’egratigne de ses vieux ongles cassants, Hannon de ses chicots 
moisis me mord vilainement au talon.

The skeletons, which are the subject of the painting are not representative of Ensor, nor are they emblems 

of death or the tragic situation of modern man. Instead Ensor uses the grotesque iconography of the 

skeleton to create a cruel farce.

The sense of farce gives way to a macabre drama in the painting, Squelettes voulant se chauffer 

(1889, Forth Worth: Kimbell Art Museum) (Figure 115). Two central skeletal figures huddle around a stove, 

while other eerie skulls look on. For Verhaeren, this remained one of Ensor’s most haunting images:

Dans les Squelettes voulant se chauffer une impression de neant s’affirme. Rien de plus pauvre, 
de plus navrant, de plus lugubre que cette idee de chaleur et de bien-etre evoquee devant ces 
etres flasques et vides. Ils s’approchent, se pressent, s’inquietent autour de ce feu inutile, de cette 
flamme sans vertu, de ce foyer qui les raille et qui n’est pas.'®^

The two central figures may be seen to have a personal association for the artist; one is clearly linked to 

music through the emblem of the violin, while the other, holding an oil-lamp, recalls the figure of Le 

Lampiste (1881). The skeleton, lying on the floor, with his boot protruding from under an ochre-coloured 

smock, is linked with a painter’s palette, and, as Lesko has pointed out ‘becomes a metaphor for the 

artist.’' ^  This self-representational aspect is highlighted through a comparison with an earlier painting, 

now destroyed ,en titled  Pouilleux indispose voulant se chauffer (1882), which may be seen to present 

an image of the dejected figure of the painter’s father. As in Ensor’s Squelettes se disputant un

'S'* At a banquet for La Flandre iitteraire in 1924, Ensor sarcastically notes, ‘Nous sommes tous sortis de la mer [...] 
M. Baels flotte vers un ministere lointain et M. Moreaux, morue de la cotte attend encore son chaiut, je le vous dis en 
verite moi, hareng saur recalcitrant. [...]’ (ME, p.118). For Ensor’s use of the term as a visual pun, see, for example, 
the pickled herring in Les Poissardes melancoliques (1892) and Les Cuisiniers dangereux (1896).
'55 Although not Ensor’s most severe critic, Fetis was, for Ensor, the one who represented most the hostility of the 
Belgian cultural institutions towards his art. Having been curator of the Bibliotheque royale, administrative officer of 
the Musees royaux des Beaux-Arts and art critic for L’Independance beige, Fetis was a respected figure in Belgian 
literary circles of the late nineteenth century.
'56 ME, pp. 121-122.
'57 Emile Verhaeren, Sur James Ensor, op. cit., p.83.
'58 Diane Lesko, James Ensor: The Creative Years, op. cit, p.91.
'59 Like Le Meuble hante, the painting was destroyed during the Second World War bombings of Ostend.
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hareng-saur, the skeletons have become actors in a strange and incomprehensible drama. The setting, 

like that of the earlier paintings of bourgeois life, is decidedly stage-like, with its sloping floor and figures 

which emerge from the wings. Of particular significance, however, is the fact that these skeletons are all 

wearing costumes; they are dressed as humans, with clothes and shoes. Ensor’s theatre brings a new 

dimension to the art of travesty and disguise. Rather than humans disguising themselves as skeletons to 

inspire fear and dread, here the skeletons play at being alive. It is this reversal of things which lends the 

painting such poignancy and sets it apart from other depictions of the motif. Ensor’s image may hold a 

personal dimension, but it roots itself in a social and psychological reality. It depicts a theatre of death and 

of despair, which attacks not only the personal, but the universal self. The painting becomes an image of 

the dissolution of self in the face of moderism.

This macabre theatre is evoked once again in the painting, Squelettes se disputant un pendu 

(1891, Antwerp: Koninklijk Museum voor Schone Kunsten) (Figure 116). A central scene of two costumed 

skeletons fighting over a hanged man is balanced with two groups of masks emerging from the wings. As 

in the other images, the artist’s concentration on the action of the central figures lends a dramatic tension 

to the painting. Ulrike Becks-Malorny suggests that, like Squelettes disputant un hareng saur, the image 

may have been inspired by Ensor and Ernest Rousseau’s playing with bones and skeleton parts in the 

dunes.'“  Yet, it is more likely that the painting was executed first and then staged as a tableau for the 

camera by the two triends. Critics have commented on the battle between these two female skeletons in 

terms of Ensor’s legendary misogyny.'®' However, the misogynist dimension of the image is secondary to 

its status as a drama of the social world. This aspect of the painting is reinstated by the hordes of 

grotesque masked characters that are squeezed into the edges of the painting. Like the manner in which 

the skeleton is invested with life in these later paintings, the mask, too, takes on a human dimension. 

Central to this grotesque animation is the use of colour and handling as the paint itself seems to come 

alive. Some of the masks represented in the painting recall earlier ones. In particular, the spectacled figure 

with the white pointed bonnet and the dark figure with the top hat call to mind the characters of Les 

Masques scandalises. Here, however, there is no attempt to suggest a disguise or dissimulation: the 

masks denote the true faces. This conception of the grotesque mask as the real identity of the social 

individual marks a move away from an art of appearances to an art of revelation.

L’Etonnement du masque Wouse (1887-1888 and 1888, Antwerp: Koninklijk Museum voor 

Schone Kunsten) (Figure 117) remains one of Ensor’s best-known images. Here, the sense of travesty 

has disappeared as the masked figure appears as a real character. The empty space surrounding the

Ulrike Becks Malorny, James Ensor: Masks, Death and the Sea, op. c it, p.32.
See, 'or example, Michel Draguet, James Ensor, op. cit., p. 160. The question of Ensor’s hatred of women is 

complex. While he often created disparaging images of women in his paintings and while his domestic situation was 
something of a matriarchy, Ensor fascinated by the opposite sex and was a profound admirer of Mariette Rousseau,
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Mask Wouse seems to be the cause of its surprise. It appears as though the figure has been abandoned 

on the stage. Like the previous works, the setting is indeed stage-like, with grotesque faces appearing 

from the wings. Todts notes how one of the formal developments in Ensor’s work in the 1880s was the 

transformation of space: ‘space is often depicted frontally, very matter-of-factly, in the manner of a naked 

stage .’ '®2 This notion of the naked stage is here clearly observed. Yet it marks not only aesthetic but also 

psychological concerns, since upon it lie empty and farcical masks, costumes, personal possessions, and 

a skull. One of these masks, wearing a white bonnet and glasses is linked to a carnival horn and is easily 

identified as the grandmother figure from Les Masques scandalises. The painting develops on the theme 

of absence and dejection in the earlier painting to present instead a strange drama of nothingness which 

seems rooted in the interaction of life, art and the social world. The mask, as it appears here and in other 

paintings of the period, has a highly charged iconography and opens up a Pandora’s box of meanings and 

interpretations. Liberating the mask from the still-lifes of the Vanitas and reaching far beyond the 

Symbolism of Rops or Redon, Ensor’s vision of the mask captured the imagination of twentieth century 

writers and critics. Jean Lorrain’s enthusiastic embracing of the mask in Histoires de masques is 

particularly indebted to the painter:

Le masque, c’est la face trouble et troublante de I’inconnu, c’est le sourire du mensonge, c’est 
I’ame meme de la perversite qui sait corrompre en terrifiant: c’est la luxure pimentee de la peur, 
I’angoissant et delicieux alea de ce defi jete a la curiosite des sens.'®^

For Lorrain, the mask is an emblem of disguise and deceit and is also linked to a doubling of identity 

present throughout his ceuvre. Lorrain developed Ensor’s notion of a society where appearances are 

deceptive to present the mask as a vision of the decadence and vice lurking beneath respectability.'®'*

Claude Levi- Strauss’s discussion of the mask also has a particular significance in relation to Ensor:

Un masque n’existe pas en soi; il suppose, toujours presents a ses cotes, d’auires masques reels 
ou possibles qu’on aurait pu choisir pour les lui substituer [...]. Comme un mythe, un masque nie 
autant qu’il affirme; il n’est pas fait seulement de ce qu’il dit ou croit dire mais de ce qu’il exclut.'®^

For Levi-Strauss, the mask is a sign of difference, which is operative only in a system of other signs of 

difference. It exists only in relation to other masks and is by nature both multiple and other. The notion of 

the mask as multiple is key to Ensor’s vision of the self in society. L’Intrigue, (1890, Antwerp: Koninklijk 

Museum voor Schone Kunsten) (Figure 181) depicts a social world that is populated by masks. The

Emma Labotte and Augusta Boogaerts. See, Gisele Ollinger-Zinque, ‘Me and My Circle’, in James Ensor , 
Catalogue, 1999, op. cit., p.21.

Herwig Todts, ‘The grotesque in Ensor’s CEuvre', toe. c it, p.209.
Jean Lorrain, Histoires de masques, Saint-Cyr-sur-Loire: C. Pirot, 1987, p.19.

’ S'* While Ensor knew the work of Lorrain, he was keen to distance himself from the decadent world, the French writer 
evoked. See, Letter to Edgar Picard, July 17 1906, Lettres, op. c it, p.545.

Glaude Levi-Strauss, La Voie des Masques, Geneva: Skira, 1975, II, p. 117.
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painting is considered by many critics'®® to depict the wedding of IVlitche to the Chinese businessman, 

Alfred John Taen Hee Tseu, with his almond-shaped eyes. However the painting is dated 1890, two years 

before the pair’s actual wedding. It is possible, as Xavier Tricot has pointed out, that Ensor was aware of 

the forthcoming marriage. As Draguet observes, it is above all the notion of marriage as a social institution 

that Ensor seems to be criticizing.'®^ The theatricality of the painting derives from its pose, as well as from 

its title. The various masked characters present themselves to the spectator as though in a photograph. 

This theatrical dimension couples with the falsehood of the mask to offer a vision of social mores as 

hypocritical and transparent.

The painting is executed in a crude style of lurid colours, which add to the grotesque nature of 

what is portrayed. As Ensor’s work became increasingly grotesque, his palette became markedly brighter, 

bolder and more expressive. L’Intrigue is seen as one of Ensor’s most important paintings, which 

‘anticipates certain traits of later Expressionism, such as those seen in the works of Emil Nolde.’'®® At the 

heart of Ensor’s Expressionism is his treatment of the mask, which becomes a veritable vehicle for painting 

itself. In Mes Ecrits, he writes:

Enfin, traque par les suiveurs, je me suis confine joyeusement dans le milieu solitaire ou trone le 
masque tout de violence, de lumiere et d’eclat. Le masque me dit: ‘Fraicheur de ton, expression 
suraigue, decor somptueux, grands gestes inattendus, mouvements desordonnes, exquise 
turbulence.’'®®

Verhaeren was one of the first to recognize the significance of Ensor’s imaginative iconography and to 

realize that the grotesque worlds of the skeleton and the mask were at the heart of the painter’s artistic 

achievement:

L’entree dans le royaume des masques dont James Ensor est roi, se fit lentement, 
inconsciemment, mais avec une sure logique. Ce fut la decouverte d’un pays, province par 
province, les lieux pittoresques succedant aux endroits terribles et les parages tristes prolongeant 
ou separant les districts fous. [...] L’art d’Ensor devint feroce. [...] Le squelette lui-meme devint 
tantot pierrot, tantot clodoche, tantot chienlit. Masque de vie ou tete de mort s’identifaient. On ne 
songeait plus a quelque carnaval lointain d’ltalie ou de Flandre, mais a quelque gehenne ou les 
demons se coiffaient de plumes baroques et s’affublaient de draps de lit uses, de bicornes 
invraisemblables, de bottes crevees et de tignasses multicolores.

This vision of the mask as the face of society is best expressed in Ensor’s Masques singuliers (1892, 

Brussels: Musees royaux des Beaux-Arts de Belgique) (Figure 119). The painting, like that of Les 

Masques scandalises, seems to have been inspired by the Ostend carnival. Ensor rejects Bakhtin’s vision

'®® Among them, Paul Haesaerts, Ensor’s biographer (See, James Ensor, Brussels: Elsevier, 1957, pp.85-87). 
'®7 Michel Draguet, James Ensor, op cit, p.159.

Ulrike Becks-Malorny, James Ensor: Masks, Death and the Sea, op. cit, p.61.
'®® James Ensor, ME, p.37.

Emile Verhaeren, Sur James Ensor, op. cit., pp.79-81.
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of the carnival as a regenerative force and instead posits the hideous faces that populate the streets of 

Ostend as indicative of a malaise at the heart of society. Captured within the walls of yet another stage, 

the carnival-goers are linked to the outside world, by means of the activity seen through the large window 

on the left. The figures are clearly costumed and masked, yet it is not a carnival celebration that is evoked, 

but rather the depiction of a world where, through social roles, mask and face coincide.

In the same way that Ensor’s masks only exist in relation to each other, the individual is defined 

by the others which surround him. Ensor aux masques (1899, Aichi (Japan); Menard Art Museum) (Figure 

120), posits a self-portrait of the artist sporting the feathered hat of his earlier painting, surrounded by 

masks and skulls. Ensor’s image presents his conception of the self in the modern world. Painted in a 

language of the grotesque, which is the result of artistic reinvention, it expresses a new vision of the 

inter-relationship between self, other and art. The theatrical scenes with skeletons and masks, discussed 

earlier, culminate in an expression of the drama of the interaction of roles in the social world. This 

theatricality hinges on the latent symbols of the skeleton and, more particularly, the mask. In his series of 

drawings, Les Aureoles du Christ ou les Sensibilites de la lumiere and his masterpiece, L’Entree du Christ 

a Bruxelles en 1889, Ensor’s grotesque iconography is brought a step further, as the individual self blends 

with the collective.
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4. Self-Projection and the Crowd 

(a) Ensor and the Figure of Christ

Ensor’s L’ Homme des Douleurs (1891, Antwerp: Koninklijk Museum voor Schone Kunsten) (Figure 121), 

is an extraordinarily expressive painting which brings which together, within its small canvas,'^' the figure 

of Christ, the mask and indeed Ensor himself. While, on the one hand, the features of Ensor, in particular 

the beard, the eyes and the large forehead, seem to suggest that L’Homme des douleurs is a self-portrait, 

the crown of thorns is a reference to Christ. Ensor’s identification with the figure of the Messiah has been 

outlined by various critics, among them, Ollinger-Zinque, who observes how ‘il s’identifiera au Christ 

jusqu’a mourir lui-meme sur la croix’’ ^̂  ̂ gnd Hoozee, who states how ‘Ensor etait captive par le Christ en 

tant que revolutionnaire et a n a r c h i s t e ’ . '^ ^  js, however, a grotesque quality to this Christ/Ensor figure 

that renders it mask-like. Indeed, the image with its frozen features and, in particular, with its identical 

layers of teeth, has been perceived as a Japanese mask.'^^ Unlike the oriental fans and screens of many 

Impressionist paintings, the Noh mask of L ’Homme des douleurs denies all sense of decorative beauty 

and evokes instead a mixture of fear and intense suffering, which is reminiscent of Redon’s Christ (1887).

For Legrand, the notion of suffering is at the heart of Ensor’s attitude to art:

Ensor souffre lorsqu’il cree, il souffre lorsque son oeuvre est vue et meconnue; chaque 
envoi a une exposition est source de doute et de t o u r m e n t . ' ^ ^

Yet this sense of suffering holds a symbolic dimension for the artist. In an unpublished text by Ensor, it 

manifests as a virtue, which is clearly associated with great art and artists:

Pur etat de souffrance. Je crois qu’il faut avoir beaucoup souffert dans son cceur et ses sens pour 
pour apprecier et comprendre la beaute soeur de toutes les vertues. Parce que congues dans la 
souffrance les oeuvres des grands maitres sont distants des foules et cependant I’art ne peut dire 
aux jeunes artistes ‘souffrez avec nous, souffrez beaucoup, souffrez toujours, souffrez avec nous 
et vous serez grands dans I’art’.'̂ ®

It is one of Ensor’s smallest paintings, the canvas mesuring only 21.5 x 16 cm.
'^2 Gisele Ollinger-Zinque, ‘Les Aureoles du Christ ou les sensibilites de la lumiere’ de James Ensor, Catalogue, 
Paris: Musee du Petit Palais, 1990, p. 195.

Robert Hoozee, ‘Dessins d’Ensor’, in James Ensor (Catalogue), Musee du Petit Palais, op. crf.,p.64.
See in particular Hera/ig Todts, ‘Le Grotesque dans I’ceuvre d’Ensor’, loc. cit, p. 48.

’ 5̂ Francine-Claire Legrand, James Ensor, op. cit, p.55.
Liasse 10275, Carnets inedits de James Ensor, Brussels, Musees royaus des Beaux-Arts de Belgique.
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Ensor shared the idea of the artist as a tortured being with Redon and, like the French artist, was also 

keen to identify himself with the figure of the massacred Saviour. The association with the figure of Christ 

was shared by a number of artists of Ensor’s generation. However, Ensor’s identification with the figure of 

Christ reaches far beyond the masochistic sentiment of Redon or the primitive symbolism of Paul 

Gauguin. Ensor’s embracing of the Christ figure is a pivotal step in his artistic development and, while it 

serves as a means of self-projection, it also comes to play an important role in his quest towards an art 

that will express the complexity of the self.

In 1886, while he was drawing the spectral self-portraits of himself, Ensor executed a drawing 

entitled Le Calvaire (Private Collection) (Figure 122). Also known as Ensor en croix, it was inspired by a 

Rembrandt engraving. The Three Crosses (1653).'^^ The emphasis on the rays of light and the 

composition of the crosses and the crowd are references to Rembrandt, yet the drawing bears a distinctly 

Ensorian flavour. The various figures which form the crowd are highly caricatural, and pseudo-medieval 

horsemen blend with demonic creatures and Ostend locals. The drawing boasts a mastery of the 

arabesque style, which the artist had experimented with in the Rousseau drawings. This style would 

become more pronounced in the late 1880s and in the 1890s, when it characterizes both drawings and 

engravings and comes close to the serpentine and undulating lines of Gauguin or Maurice Denis.'^® The 

mask and skeleton motifs are absent, yet the faces are rendered in a grotesque style which is reminiscent 

of Le Passeur and harks back to the artist’s interest in caricature. Ensor’s carving his own name upon the 

cross leaves no space for nuance; he depicts himself as the Messiah. Piercing the painter’s side is the 

clownish figure of the critic, Fetis, whom Ensor was always willing to caricature in his art and writings, 

while the symbol of Les XX is read on the back of one of the onlookers. The painting, like Squelettes 

disputant un pendu and many others from the late 1880s and early 1890s, is clearly linked to the criticism 

Ensor suffered at the hands of Belgian critics.

Ensor’s dramatization of his negative experiences through the figure of Christ is once again a 

form of theatricality. Wearing the mask of Christ, Ensor can access a cultural ideology and use it to 

express his feelings of being persecuted and misunderstood, while pursuing his artistic destiny. This 

sense of persecution at the hands of the critics is a constant theme in Ensor’s work from 1886 onwards. It 

was in 1886 that the first symptoms of disharmony between Ensor and Les XX made their appearance.'^^

Of the 17 copies of Rembrandt, carried out by Ensor, Les Trois croix appeared along with four Others in 1885 in 
the periodical L Art.
'78 This Nabi style is best evoked in the oil and pencil painting, Le Christ veille par les Anges (1886).

Much of this disharmony found its source in Ensor’s and Maus’s contrasting opinions on the role of Les XX. For 
Ensor, its role was to support Belgian painters, while Maus was keen to include international artists. Ensor’s letter of 
November 1886 to Mrus relates: ‘Voici ce que je pense franchement; admettre Whistler aux XX c’est marcher vers la 
mort, cette premiere maladresse commise on ne pourra s’arreter en si beau chemin, il faudra alors admettre: Rodin, 
Monet, Renoir ou meme Puvis de Chavannes, Moreau....at autres artistes valant autant et plus que Whistler. [...] Je 
verrais avec beaucoup de peine les XX perdre leur virginite, leur nationalite et peut-etre leur personnalite en tombant 
dans les griffes des arrivistes’ (Musees royaux des Beaux-Arts de Belgique, liasse, 1886, Inv. 6368, AB).
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The image of Christ as a persecuted outsider is reflected in paintings such as Le Christ agonisant (1888, 

Private Collection) (Figure 123) or Ecce Homo, Le Christ et les critiques (1891, Private Collection). The 

latter, like Le Calvaire, is an assault on the Belgian critics, in particular, Max Sulzberg, on the left, and 

Fetis, on the right. Once again, Ensor blends his features with those of Christ and a crown of thorns 

causes drops of blood to trickle down his gaunt and tortured face. Yet the figure of Christ provided more 

than a means of expressing anger and bitterness towards the hostility of the Belgian critics. It is in the 

series of drawings, Les Aureoles du Christ ou la serisibilite de la lumiere, executed between 1885 and 

1887, that Ensor’s ideas on the role of art in a modern world are developed.

The series of Les Aureoles was displayed for the first time in 1887, at the annual exhibition of Les 

XX. It appeared alongside two paintings, Le Christ marchant sur la mer, a gauche I ’arc de lumiere (1885), 

Mon Portrait (1884), and a second series of four drawings also related to Biblical themes, but decidedly 

more satirical in nature. Les Aureoles consists of six large-scale drawings, the largest being almost two 

metres in height. Each of the drawings carries a double t i t l e . E n s o r  based the series on his personal 

conception of the New Testament and decided not to pay strict attention to chronological or factual detail: 

Le Christ montre au peuple precedes L’Entree a Jerusalem and is therefore not in keeping with the Biblical 

account of Christ’s life. Yet, the series was never meant to illustrate the Gospel, but served instead as 

both a plastic and a symbolic tool in the development of Ensor’s aesthetic. The notion of Christ as light 

remained central to Ensor’s artistic meditations. In an interview with the writer Eugene Demolder in 1882, 

the painter, referring to the series, said ‘ce ne sont pas des sujets, ce sont des lumieres.’’®' The question 

of the symbolic and formal attributes of light had intrigued Ensor throughout his career. In Mes Ecrits, he 

writes;

Je n’ai pas d’enfant, mais lumiere est ma fille, lumiere une et indivisible, lumiere pain du 
peintre, lumiere mie du peintre, lumiere reine de nos sens, lumiere, lumiere, eclairez-nous!'®^

In his earliest paintings, which consisted for the most part of s e a s c a p e s ,Ensor studied and sought to 

capture the changing nature of light. Ensor’s embracing of a taschiste style, which he had learned from 

Vogels, allowed him to create the unusual effects of light upon matter. This technique served, for Belgian 

artists, as an imaginative means of representing, not only the landscape, but more particularly ‘les

The title refers not only to the episodes in the life of Christ, but also to the quality of light it expressed. The 
drawings are entitled, La Gaie: L'Adoration des bergers, La Crue: Jesus montre au peuple, La Vive et Rayonnante: 
L’Entree a Jerusalem, La Triste et Brisee: Satan et les legions fantastiques tourmentant le Crucifie, La Tranquille et 
Sereine, La Descente de croix and L’lntense: Le Christ montant au cieL The drawings were not all executed during 
the same period. The third and fourth date to 1885, while the Others date to the following year.

Eugene Demolder, James Ensor, op cit, p. 19.
'82 ME., p. 152.
'83 Ensor was one of a number of painters who depicted the Belgian coast-line. While Artan dedicated himself to La 
Panne and its surrounding beaches, Lemmen painted at Saint-ldesald, Vogels, Pantazis and De Regoyos worked at 
Ostend and many of these, along with Rops and De Braekeleer, were members of a group of painters based at 
Knokke-le-Zoutte.
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variations de la lumiere capricieuse et le plus souvent voilee du pays’. U n l i k e  the paintings of the 

Impressionists, however, Ensor’s seascapes convey an emotional sensibility that overrides their status as 

studies of light and atmosphere.

Turner, whose work Ensor discovered on a trip to England in 1886, had a profound effect on 

Ensor’s quasi-spiritualist conception of light. Paintings, such as Adam et Eve chasses du Paradis or Etude 

de lumiere (1887, Antwerp: Koninklijk Museum voor Schone Kunsten) (Figure.124) attest to Turner’s 

influence in the blinding presence of the sun. The use of pure colour in bold, broad strokes is reminiscent 

of Van Gogh, while the technique of dripping would later characterize his most expressive works. Yet, 

Ensor’s study of light did not limit itself to the expressive possibilites of colour since, as with all of the 

artist’s explorations, it also became the focus of his graphic work. In a letter to Andre Dujardin, the painter 

draws attention to the interrelationship of light and line:

Cependant ma vision etait personnelle et neuve et j’ai pu trailer les genres en apparence les plus 
opposes car j ’ai compris toujours I’importance de la lumiere et toujours la ligne etait influencee par 
elle. Cette vision personnelle m’a maintenu, je le crois, dans les regions superieures.'®^

While seeking to emulate Turner in his paintings, Ensor was also exploring the mysterious nature of light 

through the evocative chiaoscuro of his drawings. The mystery, which characterizes many of the drawings 

reworked in the 1880s, stems from the artist’s ability to render the play ot an opaque light upon the 

furniture in his home. Ensor’s fascination with the subject of light is best illustrated, however, in the 

drawings inspired by Biblical themes, such as the unusual La Creatior) de la lumiere (1887, Private 

Collection) (Figure 125). Here, the scene of God creating light is barely recognizable within the web of 

pencil-strokes, as Ensor attempts to capture the essence of light solely through a concentration upon line. 

Ensor’s meditations on the nature and attributes of light remained indissociable from those on artistic 

vision: it is in the series of Les Aureoles that the personal, the philosophical and the artistic coincide.

As early as 1882, in Reflexions s u r l’art, Ensor developed a theory of artistic vision:

La vision se modifie en observant. La premiere vision, celle du vulgaire, c’est la ligne 
simple, seche, sans recherche de couleur. La seconde periode, c’est celle ou I’oeil plus exerce 
discerne les valeurs des tons et leurs delicatesses; celle-ci est deja moins comprise du vulgaire. La 
derniere est celle ou I’artiste voit les subtilites et les jeux multiples de la lumiere, ses plans, ses 
gravitations. Ces recherches progressives modifient la vision primitive et la ligne souffre et devient 
secondaire. Cette vision sera peu comprise. Elle demande une longue observation, une etude 
attentive. Le vulgaire ne discernera que desordre, chaos, incorrection. Et ainsi I’art a evolue depuis 
la ligne du gothique a travers la couleur et le mouvement de la Renaissance, pour arriver a la 
lumiere moderne.'®®

Robert Hoozee, ‘L’Univers d’Ensor: paysages, interieurs, natures mortes, 1880-1887’, in James Ensor, 
(Catalogue) (^990) op.cit.,, p.22.
’ 85 Letter to Andre Dujardin, October 6 1899, Lettres, p.271.
'86 ME, p. 247.
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The notion of la lumiere moderne is at the heart of the Aureoles series, as Ensor meditates on the 

realtionship between, self, other and representation. In La Crue: Jesus montre au peuple (1885, Private 

Collection) (Figure 126), the figure of Christ appears amid a blinding light and a sea of strange faces. The 

extraordinary composition marks a departure in Ensor’s work, where space is sectioned off and, through 

an emphasis on frontality and and detail, the sense of distance is annihilated. The drawing is 

characterized by the contrast between the dazzling rays which invade the centre and the darkness of the 

outer edges. Ensor’s meticulous handling of line gives the impression that it is through light that the 

various forms are created, as Hoozee recognizes:

II reussit a construire ses grands dessins avec des textures de lignes delicates tracees a 
la craie noire. Dans les parties les plus sombres, les lignes s’enchevetrent ou se transforment en 
puissantes hachures. Dans les zones claires, I’ecriture semble se dissoudre dans la lumiere, mais 
la aussi on decouvre sans cesse des details nouveaux, des visages, des etres fantastiques, 
comme s’ils etaient la substance meme de la lumiere.'®^

Here, the chiaroscuro is reminiscent of Rembrandt’s, the grouping of the ghost-like figures in the 

foreground is a compositional device which harks back to Gustave Dore, while the figure on crutches may 

have found its inspiration in Jacques Callot.™

Unlike the images of Christ discussed earlier, here there is no identification between Ensor and 

the Messiah. Instead, the spectral face of the painter emerges in a prayer-like gesture, from the right of the 

drawing. This unusual self-portrait, reminiscent of those discussed earlier, finds an echo in other possible 

sightings of Ensor within the image. Ollinger-Zinque suggests that the image of a bearded figure beside 

the trumpet-player is also a self-portrait,'®^ while Draguet sees the features of ‘un Ensor don 

quichottesque’'^  in the grotesque character on the bottom left. The fact that these self-portraits are 

located within the crowd suggests Ensor’s awareness of the thin line which separates self and other. In the 

same way that Ensor represents himself through the figure of Christ, he often assumes the faces of others 

to express aspects of himself. From Une Coloriste (1880) to Le Passeur (1883), Ensor experimented with 

the faces of others in order to present subtly oblique images of himself. For Ensor, however, unlike Redon, 

the oblique would hold less interest than the purely expressive and it is ultimately through his powerfully 

direct image of the crowd that Ensor’s self is best illustrated.

Robert Hoozee, ‘L’Univers d’Ensor: paysages, interieurs, natures mortes 1880-1887’, be. cit. , , p. 134.
'8® Robert Hoozee, Dessins et estampes, op cit, pp.65-66.

Gisele Ollinger-Zinque, l e  Christ-Ensor ou I’identification au Christ dans I’oeuvre d’Ensor’, ioc. cit., p.29. 
'9° Michel Draguet, James Ensor, op. cit, p. 126.
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In La Crue: Jesus montre au peuple, three elements confibine to form a collage: the artist’s 

sellf-portraits, his use of contrasting styles and the allusions to his friends and acquaintances.^®' These 

various strands come together to give to this work a highly personal dimension, added to which the light 

emanating from Christ is a unifying force. The crowd surrounding the central figure of Christ, blends 

realistic portraits with ones from the world of the grotesque. This formal element links with the overall 

theme: Christ as light for the people. Ensor’s image of the Nativity is firmly rooted in popular culture, as 

exemplified in La Gaie: L’Adoration des bergers (1886, Brussels: Musees royaux des Beaux-Arts de 

Belgique) (Figure 127). Though reminiscent of Rembrandt’s treatment of this subject, in which he captures 

the mystery and beauty of the Nativity, Ensor’s drawing is highly satirical. The infant Jesus is depicted 

without a sense of radiance or majesty and instead seems to be somewhat grotesque, surrounded by a 

horde of caricatural figures. Yet Ensor’s telling of the ‘greatest story ever told’, which traditionally belongs 

to the realm of high art, is here conveyed in terms of the everyday and the banal. Ensor posits his 

conception of a modern grotesque which embraces the real Imaginatively to convey a universal truth. 

Ensor’s deformed physiognomies and fantastic forms stem from the same artistic impulse as did his 

masks and skeletons.

Nowhere is the painter’s sense of la lumiere moderne more clearly exemplified than here. It is 

central to the conception of artistic vision, as manifested in his most mature works. Breughel, a constant 

source of reference in Ensor’s writings, provides a glimpse into Ensor’s artistic imagination;

A toi, Breughel le drole, Breughel des Marolles, Breughel des paysans, des vilains joyeux, 
des goujats misereux, des gras poupards, des maigres blafards, des reitres babillards, des 
ribaudes cuisseautees, des commeres fessues, des megeres goulues, des soudards crachant 
leurs dents

Ensor’s admiration for Breughel lies in his status as a painter of the everyday and the real in all its 

grotesque apects. The Aureoles series does not present a vision of Ensor’s life seen through the figure of 

Christ. Instead it exploits the Biblical story to air Ensor’s views on the role of art in a modern world. While 

these drawings do not present a portrait of the artist or of the modern self, they prepare the terrain for what 

would become the representation of the collective and universal self. It is through the figure of the crowd 

that the relationship between self and society at the beginning of the twentieth century is most radically 

expressed.

'S' The features of Ernest Rousseau Senior, Willy Finch and Khnopff and Maus, have been recognized by critics, 
among them Robert Hoozee in Robert Hoozee, S. Bown-Taevernier and J.F. Heijbroek, James Ensor, dessins et 
estampes, Antwerp: Fonds Mercator, 1987, p.66.
'92 ME, p. 144.
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(b) L’Entree du Christ a Bruxelles en 1889 and the Collective Self

Ensor’s earliest sketches are firmly set within the urban milieu. Observing people in the street from his 

attic-studio, Ensor sketched their silhouettes. These sketches, executed in both pencil and watercolour, 

depicted everyday street scenes in Ostend. In drawings such as Figures (1880, Tournai: Musee des 

Beaux-Arts), people bustle with shopping bags, others stroll aimlessly and some stop to chat. Daily scenes 

of deliveries and manual work are depicted in a matter-of-fact way. Similar to the shifting and transitory 

perspective of Baudelaire’s flaneur, Ensor does not engage with these subjects; instead he keeps his 

distance from the changing social and economic relationships of those who pass and paints an image of 

modern life which is untainted by subjectivity.

Most Belgian painters of the late nineteenth century chose not to paint the city and instead were 

more interested in representing interiors and landscapes. Alfred and Arthur Stevens, Henri Evenepoel 

and Khnopff all used bourgeois homes as settings for their work, while Vogels and Emile Claus 

specialized in landscapes and marines. Those artists who undertook to paint the city chose mainly to 

focus upon traditional images, such as the market, or depicted important civic or commemorative events. 

Jan Verhas’s Defile d ’ecole en 1878, from 1880, marked a modernist conception of the city as a place of 

middle-class social interaction that differed from that of his contemporaries and found an echo in the urban 

scenes of the Impressionists. Ensor, on the other hand, found little in common with the latter, with whom, 

as he relates, he was often identified:

On m’a range a tort parmi les impressionnistes, faiseurs de plein air, attaches aux tons clairs. La 
forme de la lumiere, les deformations qu’elle fait subir a la ligne n’ont pas ete comprises avant moi. 
Aucune importance n’y etait attachee et le peintre n’ecoutait pas sa vision. Le mouvement 
impressionniste m’a laisse assez froid. Edouard Manet n’a pas surpasse les anciens. De belles 
teintes claires et distinguees heurtant de larges placards d’opposition, analogues aux Japonais.
Une grande elegance de trait mais absence complete d’accent lumineux. Trop beau peintre enfin! 
Mes recherches sont egalement eloignees des larges facilites de Claude Monet, peintre jovial et 
sensuel, manieur de pates grasses. Coloriste facile. Rude faiseur de tableaux. Vision assez
vulgaire.'33

While Ensor’s obsession with light and colour encouraged critics to link him with the Impressionist 

and Neo-Impressionist movements, his embracing of the world of fantasy and the grotesque clearly set 

him apart from painters such as Monet or Seurat. However, Ensor’s work also differed from his French 

contemporaries in another fundamental way. From the outset, his art was concerned with unveiling the
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hidden realities of bourgeois life and exposing the hypocrisy which lies beneath appearances. Ensor’s 

studies of the city, and, in particular, the crowd which inhabits it, provide a social and political critique 

which stands in opposition to the world of Impressionism and paints a vision of the collective self 

unparalleled by any artist of the period.Although in the artist’s early sketches the crowd is nowhere to be 

seen, it was during the period of their execution, in the early 1880s, that Ensor came into contact with 

socialist and anarchist theory, first as a student in the Academie and later as a member of Les XX. His 

friendship with the liberal and intellectual Rousseau family undoubtedly fed the socialist sentiment which is 

conveyed in the numerous empathetic depictions of fishermen and local people of Ostend.

It is in the series of Les Aureoles du Christ that the crowd makes its first appearance in the 

artist’s work. The hordes of grotesque faces which emerge in La Crue: Jesus montre au peuple and La 

Gaie: L’Adoration des bergers become the subject of the third drawing in the series, entitled La Vive et 

Rayonnante: L ’Entree a Jerusalem (1885, Ghent: Museum voor Schone Kunsten) (Figure 128). Here, the 

silhouettes of the earlier drawings are transformed into a large crowd, composed mainly of heads and 

faces, which observe the figure of Christ, placed at the heart of the drawing. As Canning points out, the 

large buildings, coupled with the density and breadth of the crowd, clearly locate the scene on a wide 

boulevard in a large and modern city.'^^ yet this interpretation appears to be challenged by Ensor himself 

through the title of the drawing and the figure of Christ, which point instead to the Biblical setting of 

Jerusalem. The drawing, like the others discussed earlier, offers a complex narrative; it does not simply 

recount a Biblical tale or present the artist’s self-projection through the story of Christ. Instead, Ensor, the 

figure of Christ and the crowd, which is the focus of the image, are imaginatively inter-related.

The caps and bonnets of the members of this anonymous crowd suggest that they belong to the 

working-classes. Again, Ensor’s art, like that of Daumier, is firmly rooted in a social reality. While the 

emblem of the crowd brings together the religious processions, military marches, and the carnivals 

characteristic of ninetenth-century Brussels, there is a highly socialist sentiment to Ensor’s image. As in 

other European countries, Belgium was home to a number of social protests, precipitated by the French 

Commune in 1871.1886 saw a mass demonstration for universal suffrage in Brussels, where hundreds of 

workers paraded down the newly designed Boulevard Anspach in the heart of the city. The social and 

political aspect of Ensor’s crowd is most apparent in the drawing, through the numerous banners which fill 

the image. These banners blend religious with social concerns: ‘Les charcutiers de Jerusalem’, ‘Vive la 

Sociale’, ‘Jesus, Roi des Juifs’. Catch-phrases from the French Revolution, such as ‘Liberte, Egalite, 

Fraternite’ and ‘Qa ira’ are also present. Ensor’s artistic milieu is represented through signs for ‘Les

'83 Letter to Andre Du lardin, October 6 1899, Lettres, pp.271-72.
See, in particular, the drawing, La Greve (1888, Antwerp: Koninklijk Museum voor Schone Kunsten), which 

depicts the strike by local Ostend fishermen to protest against the importation of fish caught by English fishing fleets. 
'95 Susan M. Canning, ‘La Foule et le boulevard: James Ensor and the Street Politics of Everyday Life’, in Belgium: 
The Golden Decades, ed. Jane Block, New York: Peter Lang, 1997, p.46.
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Impressionistes beiges’ and ‘Les XX’. Yet the seriousness of these banners is undermined through 

Ensor’s placing of them alongside an advertisement for Colman’s mustard and a banner that simply reads 

‘Hip, Hip, Hip Hurrah!’

In all of this, the conspicuous figure of Christ sits on a donkey and waves to the people. The 

image of the Messiah was not entirely absent from the socialist discourse of the Parti Ouvrier Beige nor 

from that of the Flemish Liberation movement, which was closely associated with Catholicism. However, 

while Ensor was aware of and interested in both of these movements, there is no evidence to prove any 

political engagement on his part. The figure of Emile Littre, copied from Nadar’s portrait, emerges from the 

bottom right-hand side of the drawing and seems to offer itself as a key to Ensor’s conception of the 

relationship between Christ and the people. Littre was a well-known figure in literary and philosophic 

circles of the late nineteenth century. An historian, philosopher and lexicographer, he was, like many 

intellectuals of the nineteenth century, concerned with the notion of a positivistic interpretation of the New 

Testament. Following the publication of Ernest Renan’s controversial La Vie de Jesus in 1863, D.F. 

Strauss updated his 1835 Life of Jesus, which advocated a truthful portrait of Christ that was free from 

myth and one which was also socially determined. It was Littre who provided the French translation of 

Strauss’s book, which had a significant impact on the theological world of nineteenth-century France. The 

fact that Ensor incorporated Littre into the drawing shows his conscious desire, as Hoozee has pointed 

out, to refer to ‘toute la discussion relative au Christ et au christianisme’.'®* Littre’s vision of Christ, rooted 

in the quotidian world, finds an echo in Ensor’s embracing of the quotidian in his search for a lumiere 

moderne.

Nowhere is Ensor’s modernity more apparent than in his masterpiece, the monumental L ’Entree 

du Ctirist a Bruxelles en 1889, (1888, Los Angeles: The John-Paul Getty Museum) (Figure 129). Over 

fourteen feet in width, the painting, as Lesko points out, ‘elevated caricature into a realm of art once once 

reserved for pious wall-sized frescoes.’'®̂  Executed in 1888, L ’Entree, in its highly innovative style and 

technique, distinguishes itself, not only from Ensor’s previous works, but also from Symbolist, 

Impressionist and Neo-Impressionist movements and indeed all that was represented by 

nineteenth-century art. Highly subversive, it challenges representational art in a number of different ways. 

The painting is autobiographical, yet the vision of self it offers is radically innovative. The idea for the 

painting may have been inspired by the artist’s reading of Balzac’s tale, ‘Jesus-Christ en Flandre’ (1831). 

Ensor had a profound admiration for ‘le grand Balzac, le laborieux, aigu et magnifique Balzac, le 

visionnaire g l o r i e u x . ’ 'S 8  in /Wes Ecrits, he refers to ‘le plus delicieux des contes du grand Balzac

Robert Hoozee, James Ensor, dessins et estampes, Antwerp: Fonds Mercator, 1987, p.68. 
Diane Lesko, James Ensor: The Creative Years, op. c it, p. 133.

'9® Letter to Andre De Ridder, August 27 1928, Lettres, p.191.
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“Jesus-Christ en Flandre”.’'®̂ Balzac’s short story recounts the Second Coming of Christ to Flanders in the 

Middle Ages. Taking as its setting a boat with various passengers, about to capsize on the open sea, it 

offers a biting commentary on the state of the Church and society in nineteenth-century Europe, where 

materialism and self-interest have replaced real faith and Christian values. Balzac’s text may indeed have 

provided a critical stimulus for Ensor’s painting, which presents, in a monumental format, the vision of the 

Son of God surrounded by an enormous crowd in the centre of Brussels.

Ensor’s original title for the painting, ‘L’Entree du Christ a Bruxelles le Mardi gras de 1888, 

brought together two festivals central to Belgian life: the Mardi Gras carnival and the Joyous entry of 

Christ. Of particular interest in relation to the inspiration for the painting is the Procession of the Holy Blood 

at Bruges, where Christ is seated on an ass, surrounded by marching bands and kneeling worshippers.^^ 

Ensor’s painting depicts a Christ figure who is ignored amidst the celebrations, which his own death 

inspired. For Lesko, Ensor’s Christ ‘has erred by being too early, and in doing so He has shown Himself to 

be human.’2°' While this vision of the human side of the Messiah follows the contemporary discourse on 

the vision of Jesus as an ordinary individual, it also conveys Ensor’s vision of himself as a Christ figure, 

whose timing was off. Ensor’s self-projection through the figure of Christ, in the earlier drawings and 

paintings, culminates in this personal vision of the Messiah. Yet, while the painting may be read as a 

self-portrait of the artist as a modern-day Saviour, Ensor does not identify with the image of the Son of 

God. Instead, the figure of Christ is but one ot many self-references within the painting.

L’Entree du Christ a Bruxelles en 1889 serves a testament to Ensor’s artistic career. Figures from 

the painter’s previous works reappear. The painting most readily recalls elements from the Aureoles 

series,2®2 most notably, the Christ figure, the characters on the balcony and the drum major all present 

within La Vive: L’Entree du Christ a Jerusalem. Yet here the faces give way to masks. The presence of 

other masked figures suggests that L'Entree is a mosaic of Ensor’s life and art. Some of these characters 

refer to the artist’s personal life: the bespectacled grandmother appears under the balcony, between what 

seem to be the masks of Mitche and Aunt Mimi from L’Intrigue, while the caricatural figure of Mariette 

Rousseau stands out in front of the marching band. Other unidentifiable characters find an echo in Ensor’s 

later paintings: the white mask with the black quiff of hair, to the left of the image, prefigures that of 

L’Intrigue, while the kissing couple calls to mind its counterpart in the etching, Les Bains d’Ostende (1899). 

Ensor too is part of this crowd, and although he is not directly identifiable in any of the characters, many of 

them point to his presence. Along with the figure of Christ, the yellow jester to the left of the painting has

'99 ME, p. 135.
2““ See Diane Lesko, James Ensor: The Creative Years, op. o il, pp. 135-36.
201 Ibid., p. 137.
202 Me Gough asserts that Ensor originally sought to blend the format of both La Crue: Jesus montre au peuple and 
La Vive et Rayonnar)te: L’entree du Christ a Jerusalem and that the painting contains elements from both works. He 
argues that the composition of the left hand side of the painting is inspired by the former, while the right draws upon 
the latter (Stephen CharlesMc Gough, ‘L’Entree du Christ a Bruxelles en 1889’, loc. cit., p.38).
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been seen as a possible se lf-p o rtra it,th e  skeletonized face to the left of the image is reminiscent of the 

skeletal self-portraits, while the figure in the painter’s smock may also be a self-reference. The fact that all 

of these characters wear masks precludes direct identification with the painter. Similarly, the masked 

figures of Mitche and her grandmother defy the notion of portraiture as a mirror-image.

As in L ’Entree du Christ a Jerusalem, the crowd is the central focus of the painting, yet here its 

distorted and caricatured faces are replaced by masks. Beneath these masks, the face of the painter could 

be revealed. Rather than paint a single portrait of himself, Ensor paints himself through the motif of the 

masked crowd. Drawing upon its initial expression in Les Aureoles, the crowd of L’Entree du Christ a 

Bruxelles en 1889 moves away from the individual to posit a vision of the collective self. Ensor’s crowd 

does not offer a detached and objective view of an ignorant mob, nor it is simply representative of Christ 

as a figure for the people. Crowd pyschology was being developed during the same period that Ensor was 

creating his drawings and paintings of the masses. As Canning points out:

the study of the crowd first emerged after the Franco-Prussian War and thrived during the period of 
strikes, anarchist bombings and the social unrest in Europe between 1885 and 1895 .^

In the 1860s and 1870s, the energy and exuberance of the crowd had captured the poetic and visual 

imagination of Baudelaire, Manet and others. By the end of the century, however, it was the voice of civil 

unrest and had become an emblem of violence and lack of control. Verhaeren’s depiction of the crowd, in 

‘Le Bazar’, expresses the savagery it had come to represent:

Lettres jusques au ciel, lettres en or qui bouge,
C’est un bazar au bout des faubourgs rouges!
La foule et ses flots noirs
S’y bousculent pres des comptoirs;
La foule - oh ses desirs multiplies.
Par centaines et par milliers! - 
Y tourne, y monte, au long des escaliers,
Et s’erige folle et sauvage,
En spirale, vers les etages.^o^

The chief theorist on the psychology of the crowd was Gustave Le Bon, a science-writer, whose 

Psychologie des foules from 1895 remained the principal work on the subject until Freud’s ‘Group 

Psychology and the Analysis of the Ego’, in 1921. Le Bon’s theory of the crowd as the harbinger of 

uncontrollable urges echoes the sentiment of Verhaeren’s poem:

203 See, in particular, Stephen Charles Me Gough, 'L ’Entree du Christ a Bruxelles en 1889’\n Ensor (Catalogue) 
(1990) op. cit., p.39 and Diane Lesko, James Ensor: The Creative Years, op. c it, p. 144.

Susan M. Canning, ‘La Foule e tie  boulevard: James Ensor and the Street Polities of Everyay Life’, loc. cit., p.44. 
Emile Verhaeren, ‘Le Bazar’, in Les Villes Tentaculaires, Pais: Flammarion, 1978, p.128.
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Le fait le plus frappant presente par une foule psychologique eat le suivant: quels que 
soient les individus qui la composent, quelques semblables ou dissemblables que puissent etre 
leur genre de vie, leurs occupations, leur caractere ou leur intelligence, le seui fait qu’ils sont 
transformes en foule, les dote d’une sorte d’ame collective. Cette anfie les fait sentir, penser et agir 
d’une fagon tout a fait differente de celle dont sentirait, penserait et agirait chacun d’eux isolement. 
Certaines idees, certains sentiments ne surgissent ou ne se transforment en actes que chez les 
individus en foules.̂ o®

Tfiis notion of the crowd as a hypnotic and ultimately dangerous entity which modifies the individual’s 

personality and submits it to the mercy of the collectivity, would seem to manifest in Ensor’s images of the 

masses. In La Vive et Rayonnante: L’Entree a Jerusalem, the sheer force of the crowd seems to 

submerge the barely visible figure of Christ. The impression of an all-encompassing mob is emphasized 

through the artist’s manipulation of perspective, as the background and foreground jostle for space within 

our field of vision.

In Ensor’s engraving La Cathedrale from 1886 (Figure 130), the crowd is vividly portrayed. The 

Cathedral as a force for good, an emblem of an old-style community, stood in stark contrast to the modern 

villes tentaculaires of nineteenth-century Belgium.^o  ̂Conventional norms of perspective are respected in 

this image, however, the fact that the two different crowds, within the image, move in opposing directions 

creates an unsettling effect. The huge military marching band moves from right to left and is portrayed in 

narrow lines, while the mass of spectators moves from left to right and is distinctly less geometrical. 

Referring to Ensor’s vision of the crowd, Verhaeren notes its density and physical strength;

[Les foules] apparaissent comme etouffees dans les rues et etranglees aux carrefours.
Les maisons, les monuments, les balcons, les toils semblent subir I’entramement de la poussee 
unanime et dans une eau-forte celebre on pourrait croire que la multitude - si dense qu’un caillou 
jete sur elle ne trouverait point un interstice large pour choir a terre - porte, comme une chasse, 
une cathedrale enticre sur ses epaules.*®

Verhaeren’s use of the term unanime may indeed point to the movement of Unanimisme, spearheaded by 

Jules Romain, which portrayed the collective soul of the crowd.

In La Cathedrale, the military band and the group of observers are clearly distinct, but the 

individuals in the two groups seem to blend into each other. Even the mass of spectators, whose 

physiognomies differ, seem interchangeable. It is, above all, the sense of uniformity and of collectivity that 

Ensor emphasizes and ultimately criticizes. The harmonizing of the individual personality in favour of a

Gustave Le Bon, Psyctiologie des foules, Paris: Gallimard, 1998, p. 11.
207 This notion of the conflict between the ideals of a medieval community and those of the modern city are also 
explored in Georges Rodenbach’s celebrated Bruges-la-morte (1892). Rodenbach and Verhaeren were among a 
number of young Belgian writers who chronicled the changing demographics of their country. Their work attests, in 
particular, to the rapid urban growth, which caused much tension between the town and country, as people gradually 
left their places of birth to seek employment in the city.
208 Emile Verhaeren, Sur James Ensor, op. cit., pp. 72-73.
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collective one remains at the core of Le Bon’s argument, where ‘la personnalite ccnsciente s ’evanouit, les 

sentiments et les ideas de toutes les unites sont orientes dans une meme d ire c t io n .H o w e v e r , while Le 

Bon elaborates a theory of the crowd that seems in keeping with the image portrayed by Ensor, he fails to 

indicate why the individuals who comprise the crowd so willingly adapt to each other and sacrifice their 

own identity. It is precisely this question that also lies at the heart of Ensor’s obsession with the motif of 

the crowd. Although criticism on the motif of the crowd in Ensor has emphasized the social and political 

climate on the one hand, and a Bakhtinian concept of the carnival as an upturning of social hierarchies on 

the other, the emblem of the crowd in Ensor is indissociable from his expression of self.

In Baudelaire, the crowd was the site where the artist could embrace otherness, without losing 

sight of his own self. In both Le Peintre de la vie moderne and ‘Les Foules’, embracing the crowd is an 

artistic enterprise where the poet can take on the roles of others at will. He assumes the masks of the 

crowd as ‘il adopte comme siennes toutes les professions, toutes les joies et toutes les miseres que la 

circonstance lui presente.’^'° This notion of engaging with others in the crowd is also associated with the 

concept of prostitution, as understood by Baudelaire. For the poet, the notion of prostitution symbolizes 

the exchange between self and other that characterizes the artistic act. As we saw in the first chapter, this 

artistic prostitution serves to overcome the fundamental divisions within the self. For Baudelaire, it is God 

who best expresses the notion of prostitution: ‘L’etre le plus prostitue, c ’est I’etre par excellence, c’est 

Dieu, puisqu’il est I’ami supreme pour chaque individu, puisqu’il est le reservoir commun, inepuisable 

d’amour.’2" It is significant therefore that in Ensor, the crowd and the Son of God are interwoven in the 

notion of self expression. Baudelaire’s theories on the self, other and art find their ultimate voice in 

L ’Entree du Christ a Bruxelles en 1889.

In Le Bon’s discussion of the crowd, emphasis is pieced on the importance of its leader with 

regard to the individual:

Dans les foules humaines, le meneur joue un role considerable. Sa volonte est le noyau 
autour duquel se forment et s ’identifient les opinions. La foule est un troupeau qui ne saurait se 
passer de maitre.

Le meneur a d’abord ete le plus souvent un mene hypnotise par I’idee dont il est ensuite 
devenu I’apotre. Elle I’a envahi au point que tout disparait en dehors d’elle, et que toute opinion 
contraire lui parait erreur et superstition.2'2

The notion of the crowd as a herd lacking individual personalities, hypnotized by a doctrine is particularly 

emphasized in L ’Entree du Christ a Bruxelles en 1889. The mask, as we have seen, finds its beginnings in 

the depictions of the working classes. From its earliest appearance in the face of the Passeur, it was

Gustave Le Bon, Psychologie des foules, op. c it, p. 9.
2 '°0 C /, p. 291.
2 " 0 C / ,  p. 692.
2' 2 Ibid., p. 68.
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linked to Ensor’s socialist concerns. Later, it became associated with the hypocrisy and lies which 

characterized the social world. In L’Entree du Christ a Bruxelles en 1889, these two aspects of the nnask 

are brought together through the motif of the crowd. This masked mass holds aloft various banners, the 

largest of which, ‘Vive la sociale’, cuts across the canvas and links the figure of Christ to Socialist 

discourse. Yet its sincerity, along with that of ‘Vive Jesus, Roi de Bruxelles’, at the edge of the canvas, is 

mocked through the message conveyed on the third, diamond-shaped placard: ‘Fanfares doctrinaires - 

toujours reussi’ [sic]. As Me Gough points out:

Ensor nous assure qu’une telle fanfare, quelle que soit la nature de la celebration, ne peut 
manquer de rameuter les foules, pourvu qu’on se refere a la ligne doctrinaire d’un parti.^'^

Ensor’s inclusion of banners which have no message emphasizes the predominance of the doctrine over 

the actual beliefs or values of religion or politics. This emphasis on the manipulation of individuals through 

the use of an agenda or doctrine also points, to Ensor’s experiences at the hands of Les XX. Presenting 

‘I’ame des foules’, in all its inanity, the painting shows the individual self as no more than a puppet, 

manipulated by the ideas and principles of others. Yet Ensor’s crowd, as most vividly rendered in L’Entree 

du Christ a Bruxelles, lacks the violence and the rage which, for Le Bon, are characteristic of the masses. 

The figure of Christ, at the heart of the image, is key to Ensor’s portrayal of the masses. For Sigmund 

Freud, it was through religion that the dynamic of the collective self was best illustrated:

In a Church (and we may with advantage take the Catholic Church as a type), as well as 
in an army, however different the two may be in other respects, the same illusion holds good of 
there being a head -  in the Catholic Church, Christ, in an army, its Commander-in-Chief -  who 
loves all the individuals in the group with an equal love. [...]

There is no doubt that the tie which unites each individual with Christ is also the cause of 
the tie which unites them with one another.^''*

Freud’s argument concludes in the assertion that the modification of the personality, as experienced in the 

crowd, is dependent upon and a resultant of the affective bonds which the individual holds, on the one 

hand with the leader of the group, and, on the other, with the other individuals in the crowd. For Freud, the 

change which takes place in the individual within a crowd is not due to hypnosis, as Le Bon suggests, but 

is the result of the affective bond. This bond is found, in its purest form, in the act of identification, as the 

self willingly abandons his ideal I in favour of the ideal of the crowd as represented by the leader:

A primary group of this kind is a number of individuals who have put one and the same 
object in the place of their ego-ideal and have consequently identified themselves with one another 
in their ego.^'^

Stephen Charles Me Gough, I ’Entree du Christ a Bruxelles en 1889’ loc. cit., p.40.
21'' Sigmund Freud, ‘Group Psychology and the Analysis of the Ego’ in Sigmund Freud, XII, (London, Penguin, 1991, 
p. 123.
^^^Ibid., p. 147 (Italics, Freud).
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While Ensor identifies with the figure of Christ in L ’Entree du Christa Bruxelles en 1889, he also 

identifies with the characters of the crowd. His vision of the crowd posits an awareness that the self is not 

autonomous, but constituted of its relationship and consequent identification with others. For Freud, the 

self is by nature collective, continually defining itself in relation to others and belonging to different groups 

within society:

Each individual is a component part of numerous groups, he is bound by ties of 
identification in many directions, and he has built up his ego ideal upon the most various models. 
Each individual therefore has a share in numerous group minds -  those of his race, of his class, of 
his creed, of his nationality, etc.

For Freud, the exterior self or ego is constructed through its participation in the organized crowds which 

constitute society. For Ensor, the crowd is an extension of the self. Their masks add another dimension to 

Freud’s theories: they reveal the awareness of the roles each individual plays and of the theatrical nature 

of the social world. These masks, described by the painter himself, offer a portrait of humanity itself, and 

of the crowds which constitute it:

Personnages terrifies, a la fois insolents et timides, grognant ou glapissant, voix greles de 
fausset ou de clairons dechaines, tetes de betes macabres, joies irritees, gestes inattendus, 
insoumis d’animaux irrites.

Humanite repoussante mais combien mouvementee sous les defoques irisees de paillettes 
arrachees du masque de la lune.

Through the masked personae Ensor reveals aspects of himself. Some of the faces are 

repulsive, while others are familiar, yet each one is distinctly related to the hand which created it. Moving 

away from the self-portraits he executed in the early 1880s, and drawing on the concepts of fragmentation 

and dissolution as expressed through his evocations of masks and skeletons, Ensor posits a vision of the 

self which is protean and plural and belongs to the collectivity. Ensor’s face is not visible in the painting, 

but through his personal investment, it becomes a vehicle for self-expression. Ensor’s vision of the 

collective self, in L ’Entree du Christ a Bruxelles en 1889, is inseparable from the unique artistic handling 

which renders it. It is the use of pure colour, in particular, which contrasts with the work of Ensor’s 

contemporaries and signals a relationship with artistic matter that is extremely modern and avant-garde. 

Many myths have built up around the artist’s use of colour, among them Paul Haesaert’s assertion that 

Ensor used household emulsion and felt-tip pens. Draguet convincingly argues, however, for a much more 

conventional palette, which included red vermillion, Prussian blue and chrome yellow.^'s it js in the 

painter’s use of this palette in the depiction of the subject that his innovation lies.

2'6/b/d, p. 161.
2'^ Letter to Andre De Ridder, 2 August 1928, Lettres, p. 192. 
2'® Michel Draguet, James Ensor, op. cit., p. 172.
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Where, in the drawing of L’Entree du Christ a Jerusalem, both the crowd and the figure of Christ 

seem to dissolve beneath the rays of an overpowering sun, in the painting there is no sense of light or 

shadow as each form is boldly rendered in pure colour. What transpires, above all, is a sense of the sheer 

force of the crowd which inscribes itself upon every corner of the canvas. Even more markedly than in the 

drawing. La Vive et Rayonnante: L’Entree de Christ a Jerusalem, the narrative and the movement of the 

crowd replace the emphasis on the figure of Christ. Both works are similar, however, in their use of 

luminosity to distinguish the Saviour from the masses, although here it is through matter rather than line 

that this effect is achieved. Within the halo of Christ alone, many different brush-strokes and styles are 

evident: thick layers of colour clash with delicate glazes of white, creating a kaleidoscopic effect. Indeed 

the entire painting boasts a subversive conception of the possibilities of paint. Ensor’s vivid image, not 

only dazzles the eye, but, in its extraordinary materiality, transcends its traditional representative function. 

Ensor’s sense of artistic handling is, in itself highly subversive, as Me Gough relates:

[...] rien ne prepare le spectateur de L’Entree du Christ a Bruxelles au choc qu’il peut 
ressentir devant ce vaste ensemble de couleurs puissantes et chaudes. C’est un cas unique dans 
I’histoire du XIX siecle. [...] Pour s’opposer a la theorie de Seurat qui met I’accent sur la division 
optique des couleurs, Ensor, lui, procede par larges taches de couleurs vives. Son intention n’etait 
pas d’obtenir un melange des couleurs par effet optique. Chacune devait, par elle-meme et pour 
elle-meme, frapper I’oeil du spectateur avant que soit pergue la reference a la realite.^'s

Seurat is significant since, in 1887, Un Dimanche apres-midi dans I’lle de la Grande-Jatte was exhibited to 

great acclaim at the Salon des XX. Seurat’s monumental painting may have come to represent, for Ensor, 

everything that was wrong with the Belgian avant-garde from which he was being increasingly alienated. 

While Ensor was clearly against Seurat’s Neo-Impressionist technique,22o he would also, without doubt, 

have found fault with the painter’s idyllic Arcadian vision of nineteenth-century French society. For 

Verhaeren, Ensor’s L’Entree du Christ a Bruxelles en 1889, was painted in direct response to Seurat’s 

work and is a testament to Ensor’s artistic career:

Dans son Entree du Christ a Bruxelles on peut croire qu’a son tour, comme pour defier le 
neo-impressionnisme, Ensor ait voulu rebaptiser sa peinture. II en a augmente encore et vivifie la 
clarte. [...] Son evolution fut done longuement preparee, logique et personnelie.^^'

Stephen Charles Me Gough, ‘L ’Entree du Christ a Bruxelles en 1889’, loc. c it ,  p.41.
220 In a letter to Jules Du Jardin, he writes, ‘Les recherches des pointilleurs m’ont laisse indifferent. Ils n’ont cherche 
que la vibration de la lumiere. Ils appliquent froidement et methodiquement leurs pointillages entre deux lignes 
correctes et froides. Le procede uniforme et trop restreint defend d’etendre les recherches. De la resulte 
I’impersonalite absolue de leurs oeuvres. Les pointilleurs n’atteignent que I’un des cotes de la lumiere: la vibration. La 
forme n’y est pas interessee. Mes recherches et ma vision s’eloignent de celles des peintres cites’ (letter to Jules Du 
Jardin, October 6 1899, Lettres, p.272).
221 Emile Verhaeren, Sur James Ensor, op. cit., p.71.
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While Ensor’s daring pictorial technique is a challenge to Seurat’s m\m\e pointillisme, it is also in 

his depiction of nineteenth-century Belgian society that Ensor’s painting vividly contrasts with that of the 

Neo-Impressionist. Unlike the peaceful bathers and strollers who form the subject of Un Dimanche 

apres-midi sur Hie de la Grande-Jatte, Ensor’s painting is populated with a grotesque horde of mask-like 

faces. As Verhaeren points out, Ensor’s painting is firmly rooted in the world of the grotesque:

Le sujet de L’Entree du Christ a Bruxelles peut certes deplaire. On y voit I’homme-Dieu 
mele grotesquement a nos pauvres, feroces et actuelles querelles. II assiste au defile mouvant et 
tumultuaire des revendications politiques et sociales, comme un banal elu - bourgmestre, echevin, 
depute - un jour de manifestation dechamee. [...] La ruee du peuple a travers les places se 
boursoufle, pour ainsi dire, de visages tumefies, de ventres formidables que les masques et les 
oripeaux revetent de leur invraisemblance. 222

Verhaeren is categorical: ‘A ne juger que la plastique et la forme, I’ceuvre fourmille de defauts, mais la 

couleur en est trio m p h a n te .’^̂  ̂Similarly, for him, the irreverent composition and grotesque subject invest it 

with life:

Mais grace a cette exageration savoureuse, grace a I’exaltation des tons crus qui parfois 
se rapprochent des tons d’une affiche, grace peut-etre au desordre meme de la composition, 
I’ensemble donne une apre, farouche et tintamarrante sensation de vie.^^"

The sheer size of the canvas^^^ demanded an artistic approacti quite different to that required for the 

essentially more Symbolist Aureoles. Limited by the space available in his studio, Ensor was obliged to 

paint the canvas in sections without unrolling it in its entirety, which may have influenced the unusual 

format. Ensor’s composition consists of three different perspective systems, whose effect is to give the 

impression of an all-encompassing and never-ending crowd. The scene, once again, has a theatrical 

dimension. The inclusion of a large green balcony on the right calls to mind the stage-format of paintings 

such as L ’Etonnement de la masque Wouse (1889) and Squelettes se disputar^t un pendu (1891). 

However, here, the real stage is the street, as Me Gough points out:

Avec cette large fresque de la societe beige, situee dans le cadre de I’artere principale de 
la ville, Ensor suivait une vieille tradition qui utilisait la rue comme theatre du changement: le theme 
des processions qui accompagnent I’entree des souverains dans les villes a souvent ete traite dans 
la peinture historique belge.^^e

222 W. ibid.
^^^Ibid., pp. 71-72.
22“ / M ,  p.72.
225 The painting mesures 126 square feet.
226 Stephen Charles Me Gough, I ’Eritree du Christ a Bruxelles en 1889’, loc. cil., p.34.
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The notion of the street as the site of a vehicle for social change is vividly evoked in Ensor’s depiction of a 

crowd whose banners are redolent of the Socialist discourse of the time. However, Ensor’s painting goes 

far beyond the depiction of a Socialist procession. L’Entree du Christ a Bruxelles en 1889 stages the need 

for change in our perception of art and the artist. In a letter to Andre De Bidder, describing his vision of a 

masked world, Ensor wrote:

Alors, j’ai vu grand et mon cceur a vibre et mes os ont tremble et j’ai devine I’enormite des 
deformations et devance I’esprit moderne, un monde nouveau s’est dessine.^^^

Nowhere is this vision of a new world, more evocatively painted than in L’Entree du Christ a Bruxelles en 

1889. The artistic handling heralds the advent of Expressionism; the crowd posits a vision of the collective 

self which challenges the notion of the individual as autonomous; and the mosaic of masks offers an 

alternative to self-portraiture, projecting far beyond the confines of the looking-glass.

Letter to Andre De Ridder, 2 August 1928, Lettres, p. 192.
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Through the close analysis of the work of Baudelaire, Redon and Ensor, this thesis sought to highlight the 

complexities of self-representation in art and literature in the nineteenth century. Three ideas were at the 

heart of our discussion: the crisis of the self, the development of modernity and the creative potential of 

caricature and the grotesque.

For Baudelaire, the self was by nature dual; divided between dream and reality, personal and 

public, self and other. This duality was no longer an aspect of an otherwise homogeneous self, but was 

characteristic of a fundamental breakdown in the unity and stability of the self in the nineteenth century. 

Central to this fragmentation is the danger of otherness. In Baudelaire, this fragmentation is first observed 

in the characters of the novella, La Fanfarlo. Both Cramer and La Fanfarlo are emblems of division. They 

can neither sustain unity together nor within themselves and remain irrevocably divided. Placed within the 

self-referential frame-work of La Fanfarlo, they illustrate the divisions and contradictions which define the 

self. This fragmentation is also visible in the prose poems and the journaux intimes. Le Spleen de Paris is 

populated by others, who each represent an aspect of self through the alterity of the lyric persona. An 

ongoing dichotomy of centripetal and centrifugal impulses characterizes the self in both works. Through its 

relationship to the outside world, and its engagement with others, the self is prone to dissolution hence it 

seeks to fortify its boundaries. This ‘centralisation’ and ‘vaporisation’ lie at the heart of the Journaux 

intimes, which do not present a single self, but multiple selves through Baudelaire’s relationship with 

others. While Baudelaire is conscious of the self as fragmented, he nevertheless believes that it is 

possible to a retain sense of self while embracing otherness. The true artist is at once ‘soi-meme et un 

autre’ arid engages with others and the perils of fragmentation, without losing sight of his own self.

Like Baudelaire, Redon was obsessed with the notion of man’s fundamental duality. To Redon, 

man was fundamentally divided between dream and reality, self and other and between conscious and 

unconscious life. However, while, for Baudelaire, it was possible to retain a sense of self while engaging 

with otherness, for Redon, self and other are indissociable. It is thus in otherness that Redon locates the 

self. His drawings and lithographs from the 1870s and 1880s display an awareness of both evolutionist 

theories and theories of the unconscious. Self as other is expressed through anthropomorphic images and 

through the short story, ‘Marthe la folle’. The otherness which characterizes the self does not unify it,but 

instead accentuates its fragmentation. The membra disjecta of the later lithographs serve to illustrate the 

dissolution of the subject and offer an image of the self reduced to object. It is in the mask, and in 

particular in Redon s Masque de la mort rouge, that the notion of self as other and self as reduced to 

object is best expressed.
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In Ensor, the self is multiple and other. It is less the unconscious than the collective which 

characterizes Ensor’s understanding of self. As in Baudelaire and Redon, Ensor was aware of the 

fragmented nature of the subject. In his self-portraits and personal writings, techniques of simultaneously 

constructing and deconstructing the self are clearly visible. The building of an artistic legend in his self- 

portraits and writings is offset by other self-portraits where the self is visibly dissolved through 

skeletonization. This breakdown of the subject in Ensor is reflected in the transformation of language in 

Mes Ecrits. Yet it is through the image of the masked crowd in L ’Entree du Christ a Bruxelles en 1889 that 

Ensor’s understanding of self is best observed. Where in Baudelaire, the crowd offered the possibility of 

engaging with otherness, without losing sight of the self, in Ensor the self has no other life than through 

the crowd. The self is defined by its social roles and belongs to multiple crowds. Self is not only other, as 

seen in Redon, it is a multitude of others within the theatre of the social world. In all three case-studies, 

meditations on the personal self give way to the universal. The self, as represented in Baudelaire, Redon 

and Ensor, is no longer stable or unified, but instead is prone to fragmentation and dissolution. The 

boundaries between self and other are blurred and, as the nineteenth century closes, self-dissolution 

becomes more acute and otherness increasingly pervasive.

The changing nature of the self called for a new means of representation. In Baudelaire, Redon 

and Ensor, the concern with selt-representation is inseparable from their theorization of modernity. Central 

to Baudelaire’s conception of modernity is its sense of immediacy. It is the purely instantaneous quality of 

the present which Baudelaire seeks to portray. With regard to the self, this means representing the self as 

it is, without focusing on its past or future. Baudelaire’s modernity is best expressed in the prose poems, 

the Journaux intimes and his caricatures. In all three, the sense of immediacy is privileged over a narrative 

account. The notion of total coverage is eschewed in favour of seizing particular aspects or snatches of 

the self. The creative potential of the fragment is at the heart of Baudelaire’s modernist agenda in word 

and image, through its emphasis on the ‘fait’, rather than the ‘fini’, suggestivity and the necessity of 

percipent involvement. Redon, too, saw the creative significance of the fragment. The emphasis on 

membra disjecta in Redon also displays an awareness of the creative significance of the fragment. It is in 

Redon’s late lithographs and his verbal sketches that his modernity is best observed. The suggestivity 

which Baudelaire advocated is further developed in Redon’s Visage de mystere, which presents a series 

of uncompleted signifying chains, leaving the image open-ended and ambiguous. Similarly, the short text, 

‘II reve’, develops the notion of self-writing through fragmentation, as seen in Baudelaire’s Journaux 

intimes, to present a form of ecriture, where the discourse itself is the site of self-expression. Redon’s 

modernity also lay in its self-questioning status, as through the tropes of the mask and the veil, he 

questions representation itself. Ensor’s modernity lay less in the evocative power of the fragment than in 

an emphasis on the medium as message. While suggestivity and ambiguity characterized his earlier 

drawings, in particular, the reinvention of his artistic style in the late 1880s saw an emphasis on the
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materiality of the artistic process. Mes Ecrits follows on from Redon’s conception of ecriture and displays 

an awareness of the physical nature of language. This emphasis on the medium as message is best 

illustrated in L’Entree du Christ a Bruxelles en 1889, where the violent handling of the paint is inseparable 

from the image portrayed.

The interrelationship of the visual and the verbal is central to the understanding of modernity in all 

three artists and writers. Their embracing of alternative media posits an awareness of the necessity to 

dissolve hierarchical artistic boundaries, in order reach their creative potential. Baudelaire’s caricatures, 

like Redon’s short stories and Ensor’s language, display an understanding that, in order to renew itself, art 

must liberate itself from the mode of thought which separates the visual from the verbal and instead must 

open itself up to other means of expression.

Central to modernity, as espoused by these artists and writers, is the sense of the rejuvenating 

potential of the grotesque. It is in De I’Essence du rire, the essays on caricature and the caricatural 

drawings, that Baudelaire’s interest in the grotesque is most visible. The poet’s theorization of the comique 

absolu, in De lEssence du rire, clearly posits the grotesque as the true domain of art, since the true artist 

is by nature a comic actor. It is through caricature, that Baudelaire’s theorization of modernity and 

predeliction for the grotesque become interrelated. Caricature for Baudelaire, epitomized the acute 

engagement with reality which characterized modernity and offered in a fleeting and suggestive form, a 

perceptive interpretation of reality. Redon too saw the appeal of caricature. However, where Baudelaire 

was attracted to the art of Daumier, Redon was inspired by the more grotesque universe of Grandville. 

The anthropomorphism and juxtapositions which characterize Redon’s art, belong to a form of the 

grotesque which borders on the fantastic. The fantastic dimension of Redon’s images is accentuated by 

his short stories, where realistic elements are fused with the fantastic and a sense of ambiguity prevails. 

Ensor’s art is also situated within the fantastic and grotesque. While caricature provided inspiration for the 

satire and visual puns which characterized Ensor’s mature work, his use of the grotesque, in contrast with 

Baudelaire and Redon, was closely associated with the Flemish tradition. The grotesque, as it manifests 

itself in both Ensor’s writings and paintings, provided a means of embracing the modern in art, without 

losing sight of his Belgian heritage.

It is the mask which brings together the three ideas central to this thesis; the self, modernity and 

caricature. It is an emblem of dissolution, fragmentation and otherness, which rejects the representational 

in favour of the evocative and the suggestive, and is the face of the grotesque. Masks and masking 

characterize the representation of self in Baudelaire, Redon and Ensor. The techniques of fictionalization, 

theatricalization and self-projection through otherness, visible in their work, are all variations on the mask. 

This masking was emblematic of both the crisis of the self and the shattering of the mimetic mirror in the 

nineteenth century. The developments which took place during this period were defining, both in relation to
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the self and its representation in the following century. By the twentieth century, both the self and the world 

in which it lived had become home to extreme doubt and uncertainty. For Georges Bataille, the mask was 

the face of the disorder and chaos characteristic of the twentieth-century individual and society: ‘Mais 

quand le visage se ferme et se couvre d’un masque, il n’est plus de stabilite ni de sol.’^̂ s Following on 

from the notion of the mask as the face of the other, Bataille saw the mask as the antithesis of the self, a 

negative force representing everything that challenged the territory of the subject:

Car LE MASQUE EST LE CHAOS DEVENU CHAIR. II est present devant mol comme un 
semblable et ce semblable, qui me devisage, a pris en lui la figure de ma propre mort: par cette 
presence le chaos n’est plus la nature etrangere a I’homme mais I’homme lui-meme animant de sa 
douleur et de sa joie ce qui detruit I’homme, I’homme precipite dans la possession de ce chaos qui 
est son aneantissement et sa pourriture, I’homme possede d’un demon, incarnant I’intention que la 
nature a de le faire mourir et pourrir. ^

The mask does not only represent the unknown aspects of the self; it is the site of the human condition as 

chaos. Taking the mask into his hands, man is reminded of the impossibility of self-knowledge and of his 

ultimate fragility in the face of death. Where in the nineteenth century, the mask served as a means of 

engaging with the self and representing its changing nature, by the following century, it was neither 

possible to know the self or contain it within an artistic form. Nevertheless, the twentieth century has been 

obsessed with the self, its changing configurations and the possiblities or impossibilities of their 

representation. The work of Baudelaire, Redon and Ensor, as seen in this thesis, through a continual 

questioning and exploration of techniques of self-portraiture, mark the beginnings of this fundamental 

concern with the self and its representation in art and literature.

228 Georges Bataille, ‘Le Masque’, in Ecrits posthumes (1922-1940), in CEuvres Completes II, Paris, Gallimard, 1970, 
p.405.
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